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WIT.0019.0013.0037 

CA-4 

Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 

De Marco.Jennal[OSC] 

Wednesday, 8 June 2022 2:22 PM 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Neville.DavidH; Lara Keller; Cathie Allen; Paula Brisotto 
QPS/QHFSS Monthly Meetings - 19/05/2022 - Minutes 
FSG-FSS MEETING - Minutes 19.05.2022.docx 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good afternoon, 

Apologies for the delay in providing this document. 

Please find attached minutes and action items from the last QPS/FSS meeting. 

Next meeting is scheduled for 21/06/2022. 

Regards, 
Jenna 

Jenna De Marco 
Office of the Superintendent 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Queensland Police Service 

~ma Street, Brisbane, QLD 4001 

Our values are at the core of who we are and what we do each day 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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CA-5 

QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 

QPS & FSS Meeting 

MINUTES 

Meeting Date: Thursday 19 May 2022 

Microsoft Teams Location: 

Time: 

Chair: 

Secretary: 

12:00pm -1:00pm 

Superintendent Bruce McNab 

AO3 Jenna De Marco 

Attendees: 

Superintendent Bruce McNab, QPS (BM) 
Inspector David Neville, QPS (DN) 

Ms Lara Keller, FSS (LK) 
Ms Cathie Allen, FSS (CA) 
Ms Paula Brisotto, FSS (PB) 

Item 

1.0 Welcome and Apologies 

1.1 Opening and Welcome 

1.2 Apologies 

2.0 Review Previous Minutes/Action Items 

2.1 • ACTION ITEM: Both agencies to assess potential for using FR 
as primary search engine and only uploading unknown crime 
scene profiles and new person profiles to NCIDD. To be 
reviewed at next meeting - risks/impacts from QHSS regarding 
FR as main search database. CARRY OVER NEXT MEETING 

0 DN questioned if FSS see any obstacles with changing 
process of uploading data to QPS Database and only 
uploaded to NCIDD if there are not hits on QLD 
Database. 

• ACTION ITEM: QHFSS to provide a report to QPS regarding 
their review of the efficiency of testing samples below the 
agreed threshold. This report will be provided by 25/03/2022. 
CARRY OVER NEXT MEETING 

3.0 Review - Summary of FSS Systems and Processes 

3.1 • Hon Yvette D' Ath MP tabled a paper in parliament - Terms of 
Reference titled 'Summary of FSS Systems and Processes 
Review'. 

~ 
5722T614-11 85.pdf 

https:LLdocuments.parliament.gld.gov.auLtpL2022L5722T614-
1185.pdf 

• LK advised a Reviewer has not been finalised. Once this has 
been confirmed, the review will commence. 

• BM noted that he was unaware of any consultation taking 
place with QPS in the development of the TOR and that it does 
not include consideration of any customer feedback. LK 
indicated that the TOR may increase in scope and this should 
be considered. 

QPS & FSS Meeting 19/05/2022 
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Responsible 

BM 

BM 

All 

LK 
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WIT.0019.0013.0039 

QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 

QPS & FSS Meeting 

4.0 General Business 
4.1 • Strategic/Research Projects All 

0 CA asked if QPS have any Strategic or Research 
Projects in progress, in particular DNA or Drug related. 
CA advised QH is happy to offer their assistance. 

0 BM/DN advised they don't believe there is any but will 
make some enquires and advise FSS. 

• Frequency of FSG/FSS meetings 
0 Discussed the frequency of these meetings. 
0 Previously they were held bi-monthly when Supt 

Frieberg was in the chair. 
0 Currently they are scheduled monthly. 
0 Will review and make changes as required. 

• Forensic Register 
0 General discussion regarding the new FR system and 

feedback. 
0 FSS advised they had some minor issues which they 

have raised with Bdna. 
0 FSG raised similar issues. 

• Success Rate/Thresholds Levels 
0 As per the above action item 2, FSS are waiting on 

legal advice on the release of this information. Item 
'M' of the paper tabled outlines the thresholds. 

■ The appropriateness of the established limits 
or thresholds of detection below which 
samples at a quantification level are reported 
as "No DNA detected" or "DNA Insufficient for 
further processing", including by reference to 
other comparable jurisdictions; 

5.0 Meeting Finalisation 
5.1 Next Meeting - 16/06/2022 BM 

5.2 Close 

ACTION ITEMS 

Meeting Item Actioner 
Date 
17/03/2022 Both agencies to assess potential for using FR as primary QPS & FSS 

search engine and only uploading unknown crime scene 
profiles and new person profiles to NCIDD. To be reviewed 
at next meeting - risks/impacts from QHSS regarding FR as 
main search database. 

17/03/2022 Provide a report to QPS regarding their review of the FSS 
efficiency of testing samples below the agreed threshold. 
This report will be provided by 25/03/2022 

QPS & FSS Meeting 19/05/2022 Page 2 of 2 
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WIT.0019.0013.0040 

CA-6 

Cathie Allen 

From: De Marco.Jennal[OSC] 
Sent: Thursday, 23 June 2022 10:31 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Lara Keller; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Neville.DavidH 
Subject: RE: QPS/QHFSS Monthly Meetings - 19/05/2022 - Minutes 

FSG-FSS MEETING - Minutes 19.05.2022 - Amended.docx Attachments: 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good morning Cathie, 

Thank you for bringing these changes to my attention. 

Supt McNab and Inspector Neville have reviewed your proposed changes and agree with those changes. 

• Could this please be amended to: 'Action Item: QHFSS to provide a report to the QPS regarding the 
testing thresholds used to triage continuation of DNA testing. The report is anticipated to be provided 
by 25/03/2022.' The word 'efficiency' wasn't used and the date was when QHFSS anticipated being able 
to provide this report. Could this also be reflected in the Action Items table at the bottom of page 2. 

ACTION ITEM HAS BEEN UPDATED TO THE WORDING ABOVE. 

• The document under Section 3.1 wasn't tabled at the meeting, so I'm unsure if providing it embedded 
within the minutes accurately reflects this. Similarly, this also occurs in Section 4.1 of the minutes - '. 
Item 'M' of the paper tabled ... ' when the paper wasn't tabled at the meeting, it was discussed that the 
Terms of Reference had been released but they weren't tabled at the meeting. PDF ATTACHMENT AND 
EMBEDDED LINK HAS BEEN REMOVED FROM THE MINUTES AND REFERENCE TO THE PAPER 
REMOVED. 

Please find enclosed updated minutes from the meeting. 

Regards, 
Jenna 

Jenna De Marco 
Office of the Superintendent 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Queensland Police Service -Level 4, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, QLD 4001 

I am positively bedeviled with meetings et cetera .. .. 

8 



WIT.0019.0013.0041 

Our values are at the core of who we are and what we do each day 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Thursday, 9 June 2022 14:25 
To: De Marco.Jennal[OSC] 
Cc: Lara Keller< 
Subject: RE: QPS/QHFSS Monthly Meetings - 19/05/2022 - Minutes 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Jenna 

Thanks for the minutes. 

Regarding an item under 2.1- it states 'Action Item: QHFSS to provide a report to QPS regarding their review of the 
efficiency of testing samples below the agreed threshold. This report will be provided by 25/03/2022.' 

Could this please be amended to: 'Action Item: QHFSS to provide a report to the QPS regarding the testing 
thresholds used to triage continuation of DNA testing. The report is anticipated to be provided by 25/03/2022.' The 
word 'efficiency' wasn't used and the date was when QHFSS anticipated being able to provide this report. Could this 
also be reflected in the Action Items table at the bottom of page 2. 

The document under Section 3.1 wasn't tabled at the meeting, so I'm unsure if providing it embedded within the 
minutes accurately reflects this. Similarly, this also occurs in Section 4.1 of the minutes - '. Item 'M' of the paper 
tabled ... ' when the paper wasn't tabled at the meeting, it was discussed that the Terms of Reference had been 
released but they weren't tabled at the meeting. 

The meeting was scheduled for 1 hour but didn't take that long, so just wondering if in the future we could note 
down the time that the meeting closed. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
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WIT.0019.0013.0042 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: De Marco.Jennal[OSC] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8 June 2022 2:22 PM 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] ; Neville.DavidH 
Lara Keller< ; Paula Brisotto 

Subject: QPS/QHFSS Monthly Meetings - 19/05/2022 - Minutes 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good afternoon, 

Apologies for the delay in providing this document. 

Please find attached minutes and action items from the last QPS/FSS meeting. 

Next meeting is scheduled for 21/06/2022. 

Regards, 
Jenna 

Jenna De Marco 
Office of the Superintendent 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Queensland Police Service -Level 4, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, QLD 4001 

I am positively bedeviled with meetings et cetera .. .. 
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WIT.0019.0013.0043 

Our values are at the core of who we are and what we do each day 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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CA-7 

QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 

QPS & FSS Meeting 

MINUTES 

Meeting Date: Thursday 19 May 2022 

Microsoft Teams Location: 

Time: 

Chair: 

Secretary: 

12:00pm -1:00pm 

Superintendent Bruce McNab 

AO3 Jenna De Marco 

Attendees: 

Superintendent Bruce McNab, QPS (BM) 
Inspector David Neville, QPS (DN) 

Ms Lara Keller, FSS (LK) 
Ms Cathie Allen, FSS (CA) 
Ms Paula Brisotto, FSS (PB) 

Item 

1.0 Welcome and Apologies 

1.1 Opening and Welcome 

1.2 Apologies 

2.0 Review Previous Minutes/Action Items 

2.1 • ACTION ITEM: Both agencies to assess potential for using FR 
as primary search engine and only uploading unknown crime 
scene profiles and new person profiles to NCIDD. To be 
reviewed at next meeting - risks/impacts from QHSS regarding 
FR as main search database. CARRY OVER NEXT MEETING 

0 DN questioned if FSS see any obstacles with changing 
process of uploading data to QPS Database and only 
uploaded to NCIDD if there are not hits on QLD 
Database. 

• ACTION ITEM: QHFSS to provide a report to the QPS regarding 
the testing thresholds used to triage continuation of DNA 
testing. The report is anticipated to be provided by 
25/03/2022 
CARRY OVER NEXT MEETING 

3.0 Review - Summary of FSS Systems and Processes 

3.1 • Hon Yvette D' Ath MP tabled a paper in parliament - Terms of 
Reference titled 'Summary of FSS Systems and Processes 
Review'. 

• LK advised a Reviewer has not been finalised. Once this has 
been confirmed, the review will commence. 

• BM noted that he was unaware of any consultation taking 
place with QPS in the development of the TOR and that it does 
not include consideration of any customer feedback. LK 
indicated that the TOR may increase in scope and this should 
be considered. 

4.0 General Business 

4.1 • Strategic/Research Projects 
0 CA asked if QPS have any Strategic or Research 

Projects in progress, in particular DNA or Drug related. 
CA advised QH is happy to offer their assistance. 

QPS & FSS Meeting 19/05/2022 

WIT.0019.0013.0044 

Responsible 

BM 

BM 

All 

LK 

All 
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WIT.0019.0013.0045 

QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 

QPS & FSS Meeting 

0 BM/DN advised they don't believe there is any but will 
make some enquires and advise FSS. 

• Frequency of FSG/FSS meetings 
0 Discussed the frequency of these meetings. 
0 Previously they were held bi-monthly when Supt 

Frieberg was in the chair. 
0 Currently they are scheduled monthly. 
0 Will review and make changes as required. 

• Forensic Register 
0 General discussion regarding the new FR system and 

feedback. 
0 FSS advised they had some minor issues which they 

have raised with Bdna. 
0 FSG raised similar issues. 

• Success Rate/Thresholds Levels 
0 As per the above action item 2, FSS are waiting on 

legal advice on the release of this information. 

5.0 Meeting Finalisation 
5.1 Next Meeting - 16/06/2022 BM 

5.2 Close 

QPS & FSS Meeting 19/05/2022 Page 2 of 2 
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WIT.0019.0013.0046 

Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

CA-8 

Lara Keller 
Tuesday, 1 February 2022 10:46 AM 
'Frieberg.DaleJ [OSC]' 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Support Officer FSG[OSC]; Cathie Allen; Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
RE: Agenda for today's FSS-QPS meeting? 

No problem at all, Dale 

Was to be more of an update than expecting any decisions. 

Thanks and kind regards 
Lara 

Lara Keller, B App Sc (MLS) , Grad Cert Health Mg!, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

m 
a Administration , 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains 

e■■■■■■■■■■lw www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 1 February 2022 10:28 AM 
To: Lara Keller 
Cc: Support Officer FSG[OSC] 

; Neville.DavidH[OSC] < 
Subject: RE: Agenda for today's FSS-QPS meeting? 

; Cathie Allen 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

OFFICIAL 

Thanks Lara, 

A number of the matters below I won't be able to address today (highlighted below) as Larissa is in a 3 week long 
Coronial and not available. 

With respect to the Electronic Form 1, Larissa and I have spoken and she will be pulling together a report for QPS to 
get legal advice. As in our email earlier, we will also need input from our IT to see what is possible in this space. 

14 



WIT.0019.0013.0047 

D 

7)afe7~A'PJ1t 
Superintendent I Forensic Services Group I Queensland Police Service I -

I Email: 

From: Lara Keller 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 February 2022 08:36 
To: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] 
Cc: Support Officer FSG[OSC] ; Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Agenda for today's FSS-QPS meeting? 

OFFICIAL 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Dale 

There will be a few updates from us, including: 

• Recommencing consultation on the multi-jurisdictional SAIK document 

• Streamlining Criminal Justice Committee projects: 
o Autopsy reports 
o Forensic examinations and reporting 
o SOCO attendance at autopsy 

• Electronic Form 1 project 

• RTI matter 

• Retirement of

• ED FSS and CFP role updates 

See you and Inspector Neville shortly. 

Thanks and kind regards 
Lara 

Lara Keller, B App Sc (MLS) , Grad Cert Health Mg!, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

m 
a Administration , 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains 

e■■■■■■■■■-w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

2 
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WIT.0019.0013.0048 

From: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 February 2022 8:12 AM 
To: Lara Keller 
Cc: Support Officer FSG[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Agenda for today's FSS-QPS meeting? 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

OFFICIAL 

Hi Lara 

No I don't. It is our first meeting for the year so we can discuss structuring something from this meeting onwards if 

you like. 

I will check to see if we had on for the previous scheduled meeting. 

Vate?~A'PJ/t 
Superintendent I Forensic Services Grou 

I Email : 

From: Lara Keller< 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 Fe ruary 2022 07:33 
To: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] 
Subject: Agenda for today's FSS-QPS meeting? 

Queensland Police Service I -

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good morning Dale 

Hope you are well. 
Do you have an agenda for today's meeting? 

Thanks and kind regards 
Lara 

Lara Keller, B App Sc (MLS}, Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

3 
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WIT.0019.0013.0049 

m 
a Administration , 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains 
e■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and 
may be protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which 
they were supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived 
by reason of mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, 
retain, forward or reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please 
notify the sender by return email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this 
email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 

OFFICIAL 

OFFICIAL 

OFFICIAL 
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Queensland Heal[h 

CA-9 

Forensic and Scientific Services 

Summary of Case Particulars 

~ Qunr,,sland 
~ Government 



Reference: 

67 FTAs received PM REF = 68 REFS -• 10 Suspect Check REFs 
• 5 Unknown Persons listed 

80 comparisons for each mixture - some initial Susp Chk samples became FTAs and 2 UKP 
were identified and became FTAs; 1 REF destroyed; 1 REF returned to QPS; 

One of these REFs was submitted for further comparison after the court case (2017) in 2019 

2 Queenslanb ~ ealth 
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• Casework 

- 152 items received initially - 160 samples tested (6 cig butts under one sample + 3 f/nail 
scraping samples from PM item set) 

- 3 swabs (oral, vaginal, anal), 1 blood sample, and 1 head hair from PM set not examined. 

- All samples received were tested (except the 5 listed above) 
• 21 mixtures obtained 

• The rest were SS, CMPU, NONA 

- 2019 - additional 5 items (sock/wallet) received and tested - CMPU; NONA; INSONA 

- 2021 - additional 2 items (knife) received and tested - NONA 

3 Queensla~ Oea lth 

2 



• INC Results: Amendments were reported back as INC due to limitations of AUSLAB LIMS. 

• ••••: front LHS lower leg area of pants & : RHS buttock area of pants -
REFs reported as low support for contribution changed to supports non-contribution. This 
was a result of the limitations of AUSLAB and the large quantity of REF comparisons to be 
made. Raw LRs (no population stats) were reported back in Intel reports for information 
purposes. Later the LRs with integrated population factors were calculated and the extra 
statistical calculations shifted the LR slightly. 

4 Queensla~ ~ ealth 

3 



• front driver's seat belt - Initially reported as 2P. Profile was degraded and 
additional information consisted of PST pks (major = -). STRmix is not capable of 
analysing a 2P mix that appears to be 1 P also there is no way to be certain that PSTI is 
from a single contributor. Therefore changed to CMPU. All labelled pks match  
(seatbelt of-'s vehicle). 

• ----: rear RHS lower leg area of pants - Initially reported as 2P (major = 
+ single small additional peak at D8; later analysis decided this peak was 

more likely to be artefactual. INC to SS matching 

• •••• handle of the knife - Initially 3P with partial UKM5 upload; later reworked to try 
to improve upload; changed to CMPU. Was not INC (Undergone further work). 

5 Queensla~~ealth 



5 

•----: Tapelift - Left Forearm 
• Originally NONA (Q<0.001 ng/ul) 

• QPS requested rework and was sent for MCON 

• Subsequent quant was 0.00597 

• CMPU due to low-level and indeterminate number contributors. 

6 Queensla~~ealth 



Swabs: 
: Rear Inter Door Handle: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur +ve (v slow) 

: Front pass side footwell: (non visible); Lum +ve; Plight -ve; Combur-ve 

: Rear of driver's seatback: (non visible); Lum +ve; Pol +ve; Combur-ve 

: Ignition: (non visible); Lum +ve; Pol -ve; Combur -ve 

: Steering Wheel: : (non visible); Lum +ve; Pol +ve; Combur-ve 

: Rear inter drivers side door trim: Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Com bur +ve (very slow) 

: Rear inter drivers side door handle: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur +ve (v slow) 

: Rear inter drivers side window wind: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur +ve (v slow) 

: Handbrake well: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur -ve (v slow) 

: Accelerator pedal: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur-ve (v slow) 

7 
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Queensla~iealth 



Summary of Results From Car 

Brake Pedal: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur -ve (v slow) 

Clutch pedal: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur-ve (v slow) 

Front ext driver's door handle 

Front int driver's side door handle 

Front int driver's side window wind 

Front int driver's side door handle 

Rear ext driver's door handle 

Front interior passenger's side door handle 

Front interior passenger's side window wind 

Warer oom 0 

Water bottle: SS matching 

Water bottle: CMPU 

Coke bottle: CMPU 

!VI 1.0019.0013.0(] 7 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Rear driver's side seat & seat back 

Steering wheel 

Front passenger's side seatbelt 

Front driver's seat & back rest 

Handbrake 

Gear shift 

Front passenger's side seat & back rest 

8 
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Tapelifts: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Front ext driver's door handle 

Front int driver's side door handle 

Front int driver's side window wind 

Front int driver's side door handle 

Rear ext driver's door handle 

Rear passenger's side seat & seat back: CMPU 

Front driver's seat belt: CMPU 

9 
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• Swab: Item S 14 - Swab of blood from gutter on  

• Swab: Item S15: Swab of blood - from gutter on  just west of Item S14 

• S15 ARTRAT "Series of passive drops, with some directionality towards the west." 

• MCON to 0.01310 

• SS matching 

• S 14 - Rationale "Blood Pool" but CSE as above 

• -NONA 

• Both samples believed to be taken from concrete surface, which is a known inhibitor of DNA - ?(Ca2+) 

• Internal study has indicated that obtaining DNA from samples heavily contaminated with concrete can 
be problematic. 

11 Queensla~ a ea lth 
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WIT.0019.0013.0061 

Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Nicola and Megan 

CA-10 

Cathie Allen 
Friday, 24 June 2022 6:00 PM 
Nicola Lord; Megan Fairweather 
Correction to a Presentation 
-PPoint for DNA meeting Dec 2021 -Amend.pptx 

Rhys has just raised to my attention that there was a minor error in his powerpoint presentation that he provided to 
the Forensic DNA Analysis team on the case. 

On slide 5 (see attached) the result for one of the samples that was INC (incorrect) in AUS LAB was given as: 

-: rear RHS lower leg area of pants - Initially reported as 2P (major=--+ single small 
additional peak at D8; later analysis decided this peak was more likely to be artefactual. INC to SS matching 

It should be: 

rear RHS lower leg area of pants - Initially reported as 2P (major 
Later reassessed that an ST peak @CSF would be exclusionary for 

. Low support for 

The second result concords with AUSLAB, the casefile, and the Statement of Witness. After extensive checks of 

AUSLAB, the EPGs, and the casefile, Rhys was unable to determine why the original result (in PowerPoint) is as it 
appears. No INC result exists for a 2P to SS EXH in AUSLAB and the rationale (small artefact peak) does not fit with 

the appearance of ■■■■I This is likely a result of unintended human error. 

It should be noted that this sample is not mentioned in the submission to the Coroner. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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CA-11 

Queensland Health 

Forensic and Scientific Services 

Summary of Case Particulars 

~ Queensland 
~ Government 
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Reference: 

67 FTAs received+ PM REF = 68 REFS ---• 10 Suspect Check REFs 
• 5 Unknown Persons listed 

80 comparisons for each mixture - some initial Susp Chk samples became FTAs and 2 UKP 
were identified and became FTAs; 1 REF destroyed; 1 REF returned to QPS; 

One of these REFs was submitted for further comparison after the court case (2017) in 2019 

WIT.0019.0013.0064 

2 Queensland Health 
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• Casework 

- 152 items received initially - 160 samples tested (6 cig butts under one sample + 3 f/nail 
scraping samples from PM item set) 

- 3 swabs (oral, vaginal, anal), 1 blood sample, and 1 head hair from PM set not examined. 

- All samples received were tested (except the 5 listed above) 
• 21 mixtures obtained 

• The rest were SS, CMPU, NONA 

- 2019 - additional 5 items (sock/wallet) received and tested - CMPU; NONA; INSONA 

- 2021 - additional 2 items (knife) received and tested - NONA 

3 Queensland Health 
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• ING Results: Amendments were reported back as ING due to limitations of AUSLAB LIMS. 

• •••• front LHS lower leg area of pants & RHS buttock area of pants -
REFs reported as low support for contribution changed to supports non-contribution. This 
was a result of the limitations of AUSLAB and the large quantity of REF comparisons to be 
made. Raw LRs (no population stats) were reported back in Intel reports for information 
purposes. Later the LRs with integrated population factors were calculated and the extra 
statistical calculations shifted the LR slightly. 

4 Queensland Health 
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• ••••front driver's seat belt - Initially reported as 2P. Profile was degraded and 
additional information consisted of PST pks (major = -). STRmix is not capable of 
analysing a 2P mix that appears to be 1 P also there is no way to be certain that PSTI is 
from a single contributor. Therefore changed to CMPU. All labelled pks match  
(seatbelt of-'s vehicle). 

• ---- rear RHS lower leg area of pants - Initially reported as 2P (major= 
. Low support for •••• Later reassessed that an ST peak @CSF 

would be exclusionary for 
+ siRgle small aGIGlitieRal i:;ieal< at IJ6; later aRalysis GlesiGleGI tl=lis i:;ieal< was mere likely le l::le artefast1c1al. INC le SS matsl=liRg -

• •••• handle of the knife - Initially 3P with partial UKM5 upload; later reworked to try 
to improve upload; changed to CMPU. Was not ING (Undergone further work). 

5 Queensland Health 
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•----•Tapelift - Left Forearm 

• Originally NONA (Q<0.001 ng/ul) 

• QPS requested rework and was sent for MCON 

• Subsequent quant was 0.00597 

• CMPU due to low-level and indeterminate number contributors. 

6 Queensland Health 
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Swabs: 
Rear Inter Door Handle: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur +ve (v slow) 

Front pass side footwell: (non visible); Lum +ve; Plight -ve; Combur -ve 

Rear of driver's seatback: (non visible); Lum +ve; Pol +ve; Combur -ve 

Ignition : (non visible); Lum +ve; Pol -ve; Combur -ve 

Steering Wheel :: (non visible); Lum +ve; Pol +ve; Combur -ve 

Rear inter drivers side door trim: Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur +ve (very slow) 

Rear inter drivers side door handle: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur +ve (v slow) 

Rear inter drivers side window wind: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur +ve (v slow) 

Handbrake well : (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur -ve (v slow) 

Accelerator pedal : (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur -ve (v slow) 

7 
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Queensland Health 
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Brake Pedal: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur -ve (v slow) 

Clutch pedal: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur -ve (v slow) 

Front ext driver's door handle 

Front int driver's side door handle 

Front int driver's side window wind 

Front int driver's side door handle 

Rear ext driver's door handle 

Front interior passenger's side door handle 

Front interior passenger's side window wind 

Water bottle 

Water bottle: SS matching -

Water bottle: CMPU 

Coke bottle: CMPU 

WIT.0019.0013.0070 

8 Queensland Health 
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Tapelifts: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Rear driver's side seat & seat back 

Steering wheel 

Front passenger's side seatbelt 

Front driver's seat & back rest 

Handbrake 

Gear shift 

Front passenger's side seat & back rest 

WIT.0019.0013.0071 

9 Queensland Health 
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Tapelifts: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Front ext driver's door handle 

Front int driver's side door handle 

Front int driver's side window wind 

Front int driver's side door handle 

Rear ext driver's door handle 

Rear passenger's side seat & seat back: CMPU 

Front driver's seat belt: CMPU 

WIT.0019.0013.0072 

10 Queensland Health 
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• Swab: Item S14 - Swab of blood from gutter on  

• Swab: Item S15: Swab of blood - from gutter on  just west of Item S14 

• S15 ARTRAT "Series of passive drops, with some directionality towards the west." 

• MCON to 0.01310 

• SS matching 

• S 14 - Rationale "Blood Pool" but CSE as above 

• - NONA 

• Both samples believed to be taken from concrete surface, which is a known inhibitor of DNA - ?(Ca2+) 

• Internal study has indicated that obtaining DNA from samples heavily contaminated with concrete can 
be problematic. 

11 Queensland Health 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

CA-12 

Alison Slade 
Friday, 3 June 2022 3: 10 PM 
Cathie Allen 
HIB FDNA 3 June 2022 
HIB FDNA 3 June 2022.docx 

Hiya - can you please check for accuracy as I've moved things around and re-worked a bit. I'll give you a call now. 

Thanks! A 
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Queensland Health 

Hot Issues Brief 
Update to advice regarding DNA sample results in 

Case 
03/06/2022 

Issue: 
• The Minister for Health and the Director-General were verbally advised on Thursday 2 June 2022 that of 

the samples tested by the QH Forensic DNA Laboratory in the case , none returned a 
result of "DNA insufficient for further processing". This advice was provided on the understanding that all 
case samples were tested prior to the introduction of the new 3-tiered result system in 2018. 

• However, it is now understood that seven additional crime scene samples were delivered to the 
laboratory in recent years - five in September 2019 and two in March 2021 . These samples were tested 
under the new 3-tiered analysis system, with one sample from the 2019 submission returning a "DNA 
insufficient for further processing" result. This sample was identified as being from a purse/ wallet. 

• None of the samples delivered in the 2019 or 2021 submissions were requested by the Queensland 
Police Service (QPS) to be transferred to them for further testing to be carried out at another facility. 

Background: 
• The two additional submissions of crime scene samples were delivered to the laboratory after Statement of 

Witness documents were issued and after the Supreme Court Trial had been conducted in March 2017. 
• During Statement of Witness preparation for a 2022 Coroner's request, it was identified that additional 

samples had been delivered to the laboratory after the Supreme Court Trial. 
• Of these seven samples, one sample gave a result of 'DNA Insufficient for further processing ', four 

samples gave a result of 'No DNA Detected ' and the remaining two samples gave a result of 'Complex, 
mixed DNA profile'. 

• Twenty-eight samples were identified by the QPS to be transferred to them for testing to be carried out at 
another facility. These samples were from the deceased, a vehicle, Person samples and negative 
laboratory controls. 

Actions to date: 
• A/DOG Prevention Division, Prof Keith McNeil has been verbally advised. 

Media response: 
□ A media holding statement has been prepared and a copy submitted with this HIB 
~ A media holding statement is not required 
□ A proactive media release is scheduled to occur on <date> 

Contact person: 
Lara Keller 
A/Executive Director 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Office: 
Mobile: 

Prepared by: 
Position: 
Telephone: 
Date: 

Approved by: 
Position: 
Telephone: 
Date: 

DL T Member / HSCE: 
Position: 
Telephone: 
Date: 

Queensland 
Govern~ nt 



Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi Tania 

CA-14 

Cathie Allen 
Tuesday, 7 December 2021 3:24 PM 
Spiteri.Tania M [OSC] 
Justin Howes; 'Paula Brisotto' 

Casefile is on the FR 

WIT.0019.0013.0076 

I've had success and I've managed to upload the casefile onto the FR under barcode-There's 5 folders 
and the total page number is around 1,900 pages. 

We are compiling more documents that have been amassed since the casefile was scanned, and when this has been 

completed, we'll upload this to the FR barcode as well. 

folder 1. pdf 
folder 2.pdf 

folder 3. pdf 
fo lder 4.pdf 

fo lder 5. pdf 

Please let me know if you have any issues with this. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Exhibit Files 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

67363 kb 

69678 kb 

63168 kb 
57058 kb 

79241 kb 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

7/ 12/ 21 3: 18 

7/12/21 3: 18 

7/ 12/ 21 3 :19 

7/ 12/ 21 3:19 

7/ 12/ 21 3:20 
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MARK YOUR DIARY 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

Dear All 

CA-15 

Lara Keller 
Thursday, 9 December 2021 4:05 PM 
Cathie Allen; Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto; Brett Bricknell 
FW: PEER REVIEW OF DNA 

High 

Please note below advice, received today. 

Thanks and Kind Regards 

Lara 

Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a Administration , Level 1, 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD, 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] 

Sent: Thursday, 9 December 2021 8:37 AM 
To: Lara Keller 
Cc: French.DavidA[OSC] Support Officer FSG[OSC] 

>; Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Subject: PEER REVIEW OF DNA 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

OFFICIAL 

Morning Lara, 

I will call you regarding this email. 
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The Coroner met with the investigating officer and our forensic manager from Central Region yesterday for a case 
conference around the -matter. The Coroner has instructed that he does not support QH conducting a 
peer review and has indicated this not to occur. 

Could you please provide the advice to Cathie Allen. 

D 

OFFICIAL 

2 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi David 

CA-16 

Cathie Allen 
Tuesday, 21 December 2021 5:19 PM 
Neville.David H [OSC] 
Lara Keller; Frieberg.DaleJ [OSC] 
RE: - story - latest article from The Australian -  

Thank you for your email, and the confirmation that all comparisons have been carried out using reference samples 
or profiles recorded on NCIDD. 

Previously the QPS may have been unsure the confidentiality of information at FSS, so disclosure of the below 
information is an attempt to ensure that both organisations are across the perceived issues as they arise. I will 
continue to provide information to you that's in line with the below. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

IIIIIF -~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Tuesday, 21 Decembe 
To: Cathie Allen 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

Cc: Lara Keller · Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] 
Subject: FW:- story- latest article from The Australian -  
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This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
In relation to your comments below, I do not believe that anyone in the QPS is sharing information with the media in 
relation to the case. This remains an open investigation and it would be highly inappropriate for 
us to do so. I note that this is the second time you have raised your concern about a leak outside of FSS. 

As far as this matter goes, and with any other QPS casework, we would require QH to advise us if they intend to 
release any of our case information to another party including requests received through the RTI process. There is 
an exemption to provide information under the RTI Act when it relates to an open criminal investigation. I 

understand that FSS provided a copy of the ■■■lcasefile under an RTI request - in October 2016. I am 
unsure if advice was sought from QPS at that time, however I would hope that that we would have advised to seek 
exemption under that provision. 

As far as your other questions, there are no further reference samples that require testing or that remain 
undelivered. All comparisons/eliminations have been carried out using reference samples or profiles recorded on 
NCIDD. 

I hope this helps 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph: 

From: Cathie Allen < 
Sent: Monday, 20 December 202113:52 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] Lara Keller 
Subject: FW: -story- latest article from The Australian 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi David 

Our Library Services have provided the below article regarding the -case. We've reviewed the information 
within the article and wish to advise you of the following: 

Neither are listed within the Statement of Witness (not unexpected if 
their samples were supplied to FSS as 'Suspect Checks') 
Neither -nor••• are mentioned by name within the Casefile - this provides additional 
information to suggest that information is being provided from non-FSS source/s (as we had raised with you 
previously) 
There are 4 Intel samples associated with the casefile that do not have names attached to them or were 
supplied to FSS (not unexpected for an intelligence sample) and FSS are in a position where we can neither 

2 
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confirm nor deny that these belong to either- or ■■■ These barcodes are -
and ■■■■if the QPS wished to check. 

The 4 barcodes listed above were contained within an Intelligence Report issued to the QPS on the 26 t h of 
September 2014. This Intelligence Report details results of the statistical analyses of the casework samples 
against available reference DNA profiles, Suspect Checks and full Unknown DNA profiles. 
If■■■■■ and ••••samples were meant to be delivered to FSS and haven't been, are you able to 
follow-up on this please? 

Please let me know if you have any queries regarding this. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

Sent: Monday, 20 December 2021 9:10 AM 

Story podcast: Did lab check DNA of high

priority targets? 

• Exclusive David Murray National Crime Correspondent 
• 9:05PM December 19, 2021 

Queensland's government-run forensics laboratory may have failed to conduct DNA comparison checks on two high-
priority targets in the murder investigation. 

assaulting 
had a history of using knives to stab and menace people, and was once jailed after violently 

mother,_ 

3 
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Homicide detectives had - and his friend••••• on a list of six high-priority persons of interest in 
- 2013 murder, along with her former boyfriend_, local criminal ■■■■■land his cousin 

and another man. 

Forensic scientist Kirsty Wright has been unable to find any trace of DNA from -or-being 
compared with any DNA profiles from the crime scene or on ■■■■body and clothes. 

These profiles did not meet the criteria to upload to a national DNA database so they relied on matching using the 
Queensland lab's processes. 

"There's just no evidence the lab ever compared two of the six suspects to their crime scene samples - nothing for 
-or - even though their samples were sent as suspect samples," Dr Wright said. 

She found the potential bombshell anomaly while reviewing forensics evidence for investigative podcast series 
~, and alerted police several weeks before the latest episode. 

- became a person of interest as someone who lived near the murder scene, was a known drug abuser, 
did not have a reliable alibi and was previously involved in the attack on -with her daughter 
present. Claims emerged during the police investigation that he hung out near the Girl Guides hut where the killer 
hid before the attack, and that ••••missing handbag was seen at his house. 

Detectives ruled out-and - as suspects, as did Coroner David O'Connell in his inquest findings last 
year. 

However, police and the coroner would have had a reasonable expectation that DNA profiles of the two short-listed 
persons of interest were compared by lab scientists with crime scene DNA. 

, representing- questioned -at the inquest about his convictions for 
violence, including the stabbing of a woman in the face and breast. 

- accepted he had a lot of entries on his criminal history for assaulting people, breaking into houses, 
stealing, assault and carrying a knife, but couldn't remember confronting him after she found him in 
her yard. 

- says she found - armed with a stick in her yard, approaching -and her cousin. 

"He went to take a step towards the girls and I stepped in front of him then, and that's when he punched me," she 
said. "He hit me, punched me, and I fell to the ground." 

was later told he pleaded guilty to assault and numerous unrelated charges and was jailed. 

An incident involving-"going berserk" with a knife while drunk made Mackay's Daily Mercury 
newspaper in 2007. The article described him breaking two knives trying to stab and kick his way through a locked 
door. He eventually managed to cut and bash his way through with a third knife. His friend - also had an 
extensive criminal history. Both deny any involvement in - murder. 

About 85 samples were tested from her clothing and mobile phone, with 19 DNA profiles 
generated that contained DNA from unknown persons. 

These are the profiles that may not have been compared with the DNA from - and -

4 
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CA-17 

Cathie Allen 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: 
To: 

Friday, 4 February 2022 12:46 PM 
Spiteri.Tania M [OSC] 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Neville.David H [OSC]; Lara Keller; Foxover.StephanP[OSC]; Elkins.LisaM [BR) 

RE: Volume of sample query
Attachments: Sample Volume Request Feb 2022.xlsx 

Hi Tania 

Please find attached the amended table. 

Are you able to advise the next steps for these samples please? 

Please let me know if you have any further queries. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

~ 
Ira....& 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■-w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 

Sent: Friday, 4 February 2022 7:00 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 

Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie, 

Thank you. 

I noticed that there was no result for the following exhibit listed -

ITEM 5: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM VICTIM'S LEFT PALMATE FINGERS AREA 

Are you able to supply a volume for this one please? 

Kind Regards 
Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Mob:■••••Office: 
57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4740 

Upcoming Ree leave -
07-08/03/2022 
28/03/2022 - 22/04/2022 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Thursday, 3 February 2022 16:55 

2 
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To: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Tania 

Please find attached a table containing the samples and their respective DNA extract that is held. 

Are you able to advise the next steps for these samples please? 

Please let me know if you have any queries. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Sent: Thursday, 3 February 2022 8:57 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Thanks Cathie. 

Cheers 
Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Mob: 
57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4740 

Upcoming Ree Leave -

07-08/03/2022 
28/03/2022 - 22/04/2022 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Thursday, 3 February 2022 08:54 
To: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -

WIT.0019.0013.0087 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Tania 

We anticipate making the volume data available to the QPS by the COB today. I will advise if there's any change to 
this. 

4 
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Regarding- we've opened the package under as requested and it contains hair samples, a 

slide box, 2 x CSPB (Left Hand and Right Hand). No DNA extract was contained within this bag. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 

Sent: Tuesday, 1 February 2022 11:43 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 

Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -

MARK YOUR DIARY 

; Lara Keller< 

; Elkins.LisaM[BR] 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Cathie, 

Sorry about the double up and thank you for the pickup, it was a data entry error - I have replaced one of the double 
ups with the one that should have been on there in the table below -

FEN/Property Tag 

I I 
I I 
I I 

Description 

ITEM V48: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM STEERING WHEEL OF QLD REGO  [QH~ 

ITEM V49: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM IGNITION OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submi 

ITEM VS0: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM REAR OF DRIVER'S SEATBACK OF QLD REGO  

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM (Trace DNA Kit) FROM DECEASE [QHSS Subr 
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WIT.0019.0013.0089 

LEFT F/NAI L CLIPPINGS (6 PIECES)  - collected by pathologist at autopsy 

ITEM 19: FINGERNAIL SCRAPING (Scraping) FROM EACH FINGER OF THE LEFT HAND OF VICTIM [ 

ITEM 20: FINGERNAIL SCRAPINGS (Scraping) FROM EACH FIVE FINGERS ON RIGHT HAND OF VICl 

ITEM 6: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM RIGHT WRIST AREA OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM 3: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM VICTIM'S LEFT WRIST AREA [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM 7: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM RIGHT PALMATE FINGERS OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted 

ITEM 4: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM VICTIM'S LEFT WRITERS PALM AREA [QHSS Submitted] 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT RIGHT FORARM (Trace DNA Kit) FROM DECEASED  

ITEM 5: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM VICTIM'S LEFT PALMATE FINGERS AREA 

ITEM 517(A): SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM THE CONVEX SIDE OF A BROKEN PIECE OF I 

ITEM 517(8): SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM THE CONCAVE SIDE OF A BROKEN PIECE OF 

LH fingernail clippings x 5 - collected by pathologist at autopsy 

RH fingernail clippings x 10 (submitted all together) - collected by pathologist at autopsy 

In regards to exhibit - I have correspondence from Justin HOWES on t~ that this exhibit extract 

was returned to QHFSS from AFP and received on the 01/12/2015 under exhibit- It has remained sealed 

since 01/06/2015 and has not been opened to check contents. (Please see email attached with table). Could this 

please be checked to see if this package does contain the original exhibit extract 

Thanks again for your time. 

Kind Regards, 

Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Mob: 
57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4740 

Upcoming Ree Leave -

07-08/03/2022 
28/03/2022 - 22/04/2022 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 

sm 
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WIT.0019.0013.0090 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 February 2022 16:25 
To: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Tania 

Thanks for the list, we will work towards getting this done as soon as we can. I will provide you with a timeframe 
tomorrow. 

Sample -has been listed twice below in the table. 

For Sample 
per below). 

according to Au slab records, this DNA Extract was returned to the QPS in August 2013 (as 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 

Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
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WIT.0019.0013.0091 

Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 

Sent: Tuesday, 1 February 2022 3:33 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 

Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

MARK YOUR DIARY 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Cathie, 

Below are the samples that we are wanting quantity of extract/sample -

Description 

ITEM V48: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM STEERING WHEEL OF QLD REGO  [QH~ 

ITEM V49: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM IGNITION OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submi 

ITEM VS0: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM REAR OF DRIVER'S SEATBACK OF QLD REGO 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM (Trace DNA Kit) FROM DECEASED [QHSS Subr 

LEFT F/NAIL CLIPPINGS (6 PIECES) 

ITEM 19: FINGERNAIL SCRAPING (Scraping) FROM EACH FINGER OF THE LEFT HAND OF VICTIM[, 

ITEM 20: FINGERNAIL SCRAPINGS (Scraping) FROM EACH FIVE FINGERS ON RIGHT HAND OF VICl 

ITEM 6: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM RIGHT WRIST AREA OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM 3: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM VICTIM'S LEFT WRIST AREA [QHSS Submitted] 

Item 7 - TONA swab - right palmate fingers of victim 

Item 4 - TONA swab - victims left writers palm area 

Right forearm deceased 

Victim left forearm 

Sl 7 A swab of blood from convex side of broken false nail 

Sl 7B swab of blood from concave side of broken false nail 

LH fingernail clippings x 5 
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RH fingernail clippings x 10 (submitted all together) 

Sorry but if we could have this data as soon as possible, we would really appreciate it. 

Thanks for your time. 

Kind Regards 
Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Mob: 
57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4740 

Upcoming Ree Leave -

07-08/03/2022 
28/03/2022 - 22/04/2022 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 

From: Cathie Allen < 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 February 2022 14:58 
To: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

ra Keller 
; Elkins.LisaM[BR] < 

WIT.0019.0013.0092 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Tania 
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WIT.0019.0013.0093 

I can be the contact for this. 

Are you able to send me the barcodes of the samples? Also, could you please advise a timeframe for when the 
information is required by? 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 February 2022 1:00 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

· Elkins.LisaM[BR] 
Subject: Volume of sample query -   

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good Afternoon Cathie, 

There are 17 samples from this case file that the QPS are interested in, in regards to moving forward with  
and potential for further testing. 

I was wanting to know what the quantity of extract/sample that is remaining for each of the samples. 

Who would I best liaise with in order to get this data? 
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Kind Regards, 
Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Mob 
57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4740 

Upcoming Ree Leave -

07-08/03/2022 
28/03/2022 - 22/04/2022 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 

WIT.0019.0013.0094 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 
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WIT.0019.0013.0095 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact .qov.au. 
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information , and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact .qov.au. 
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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Barcode Type 

Other I 

Scraping 1

1 

Scraping I, 

CA-18 

Description 

1PM Samples - from deceased! 

a\..e ONLl 

Item 4: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left writers palm area 

Item 6: Trace DNA Swab - from right wrist area of victim 

Item 7: Trace DNA swab - from right palmate fingers of victim 

Item 19: Fingernail Scraping - from each finger of the left hand of victim 

Item 20: Fingernail Scrapings - from each five fingers on right hand of victim 

Item V48: Swab of Blood - from steering wheel of Qld Rego  

Item V49: Swab of Blood - from ignition of Qld Rego  

Item V50: Swab of Blood - from rear of driver's seatback of Qld Rego  

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM - FROM DECEASED 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT RIGHT FORARM - FROM DECEASED 

Item S17(A): Swab of blood - from the convex side of a broken piece of false nail contained in 

Item 517(8): Swab of blood - from the concave side of a broken piece of false nail contained in 

Fingernail Clippings (Sent to AFP in 2013 - returned under 

Item 5: Trace DNA Swab from victim's left palmate fingers area 

Extract 

tube 

found 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

N 
y 

Visible Extract Substrate 

Remaining Remaining 

y N 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

I y I y 

WIT.0019.0013.0096 

I 

Approx. 

Volume 

Remaining 

(ul) 

97 

88 

91 

81 

88 

80 

85 

102 

106 

100 

23 

23 

77 

78 

92 
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WIT.0019.0013.0097 

Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi David 

CA-19 

Cathie Allen 

Friday, 11 February 2022 4:25 PM 

lnsp David Neville 

Snr Sgt Stephan Foxover 

Spiteri.Tania M [OSC] 

FW: Volume of sample query -  

Sample Volume Request Feb 2022 w Quants.xlsx 

Lara Keller; 

The team have pulled together and worked hard to provide the Quant values for the samples earlier than 

anticipated. It would be appreciated if we were kept in the loop regarding next steps for these samples. 

Please let me know if there's any queries regarding this. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld .gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Cathie Allen 

Sent: Friday, 11 February 2022 8:41 AM 

To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

Cc: Foxover.StephanP[OSC 

Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 

Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

MARK YOUR DIARY 

Lara Keller 
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WIT.0019.0013.0098 

Hi David 

There are a number of competing priorities at the moment (especially with the urgent cases that we're currently 
progressing) and as this is resource intensive, we will provide the Quant values for the 17 samples to you on 
Monday. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Thursday, 10 February 2022 9:56 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Volume of samp e query -

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
Sorry for all the back and forth, but can we get the quant value please at for all of those samples. 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph: 
Mo 
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WIT.0019.0013.0099 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9 February 2022 08:41 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

Thanks, no problem. 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Tuesday, 8 February 202 17:15 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < 
Cc: Foxover.StephanP[OSC < 

; ara e er 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi David 

We've not provided the data, as the samples were not analysed with Quant Trio, so we followed your advice of 
there being no need for further work. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p m
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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WIT.0019.0013.0100 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8 February 2022 10:52 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Foxover.StephanP[OSC] 

>; Lara Keller 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

; Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
Whatever of the information you have on hand would be appreciated as soon as practical. 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Tuesday, 8 February 2022 09:03 
To: Neville.DavidH OSC 

>; Lara Keller 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi David 

Thank you for the advice. All Forensic DNA Analysis cases that were processed prior to June 2017 were completed in 
Auslab, so data collation is more labour intensive. 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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llllllr -~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e www.health.qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Monday, 7 February 2022 9:27 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Foxover.StephanP[OSC] ; Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 

Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
If it was not analysed with quant trio and you don't have those values, there is no need for further work. We would 
only seek them if it was readily available within the data in the case record. Otherwise, what you have provided 
already will suffice. 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
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WIT.0019.0013.0102 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Friday, 4 February 2022 16:46 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 

--- ------ >; Lara Keller< 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

> 
>; Foxover.Stephan P[OSC] 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi David 

Thanks for your email. The request is labour intensive from our perspective, so I will provide you with a timeframe 
next week. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

llllllr -~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < 
Sent: Friday, 4 February 2022 2:21 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

; Foxover.Stephan P[OSC] 

Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Hi Cathie 
I have discussed the information provided with Tania and Steve and we have come to conclusion that we require 
some additional information please including quant values, degradation values and internal control values. I have 
included some extra columns in the attached spreadsheet indicating the information sought. 
Could this please be provide as soon as possible next week. 
Regards 

• 
' 

' 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Friday, 4 February 2022 12:46 
To: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Tania 

Please find attached the amended table. 

Are you able to advise the next steps for these samples please? 

Please let me know if you have any further queries. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

llllllr -~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
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WIT.0019.0013.0104 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Sent: Friday, 4 February 2022 7:00 AM 
To: Cathie Allen < 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

; Lara Keller 

; Elkins.LisaM[BR] < 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie, 

Thank you. 

I noticed that there was no result for the following exhibit listed -

- I ITEM 5: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM VICTIM'S LEFT PALMATE FINGERS AREA 

Are you able to supply a volume for this one please? 

Kind Regards 
Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 

57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4740 

Upcoming Ree Leave -

07-08/03/2022 
28/03/2022 - 22/04/2022 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 
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From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Thursday, 3 Februa y 20 
To: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

WIT.0019.0013.0105 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Tania 

Please find attached a table containing the samples and their respective DNA extract that is held. 

Are you able to advise the next steps for these samples please? 

Please let me know if you have any queries. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 
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WIT.0019.0013.0106 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Sent: Thursday, 3 February 2022 8:57 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Cathie. 

Cheers 
Tania 

• 
. 

' 

. 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Su art Command 
Mob: 
57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4740 

Upcoming Ree Leave -

07-08/03/2022 
28/03/2022 - 22/04/2022 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 

PR sm 
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From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Thursday, 3 February 2022 08:54 
To: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

WIT.0019.0013.0107 

; Lara Keller 
; Elkins.LisaM[BR] 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Tania 

We anticipate making the volume data available to the QPS by the COB today. I will advise if there's any change to 
this. 

Regarding ■■■■I we've opened the package under - as requested and it contains hair samples, a 
slide box, 2 x CSPB (Left Hand and Right Hand). No DNA extract was contained within this bag. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■w www.health.qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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From: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 

Sent: Tuesday, 1 February 2022 11:43 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < 
Foxover.StephanP[OSC] < 

>; Lara Keller 

; Elkins.LisaM[BR] < 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Cathie, 

Sorry about the double up and thank you for the pickup, it was a data entry error - I have replaced one of the double 
ups with the one that should have been on there in the table below -

FEN/Property Tag Description 

ITEM V48: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM STEERING WHEEL OF QLD REGO  [QH~ 

ITEM V49: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM IGNITION OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submi 

ITEM V50: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM REAR OF DRIVER'S SEATBACK OF QLD REGO , 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM (Trace DNA Kit) FROM DECEASED [QHSS Subr 

LEFT F/NAIL CLIPPINGS (6 PIECES) - collected by pathologist at autopsy 

ITEM 19: FINGERNAIL SCRAPING (Scraping) FROM EACH FINGER OF THE LEFT HAND OF VICTIM [ 

ITEM 20: FINGERNAIL SCRAPINGS (Scraping) FROM EACH FIVE FINGERS ON RIGHT HAND OF VICl 

ITEM 6: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM RIGHT WRIST AREA OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM 3: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM VICTIM'S LEFT WRIST AREA [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM 7: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM RIGHT PALMATE FINGERS OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted 

ITEM 4: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM VICTIM'S LEFT WRITERS PALM AREA [QHSS Submitted] 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT RIGHT FORARM (Trace DNA Kit) FROM DECEASED 

ITEM 5: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM VICTIM'S LEFT PALMATE FINGERS AREA 

ITEM S17(A): SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM THE CONVEX SIDE OF A BROKEN PIECE OF I 

 

ITEM S17(B): SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM THE CONCAVE SIDE OF A BROKEN PIECE OF 

 

LH fingernail clippings x 5 - collected by pathologist at autopsy 

RH fingernail clippings x 10 (submitted all together) - collected by pathologist at autopsy 

In regards to exhibit I have correspondence from Justin HOWES on the 09/12/21 that this exhibit extract 

was returned to QHFSS from AFP and received on the 01/12/2015 under exhibit - It has remained sealed 

since 01/06/2015 and has not been opened to check contents. (Please see email attached with table). Could this 

please be checked to see if this package does contain the original exhibit extract 
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WIT.0019.0013.0109 

Thanks again for your time. 

Kind Regards, 
Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
0 erations Su art Command 

57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4740 
. . . . 

Upcoming Ree Leave -

07-08/03/2022 
28/03/2022 - 22/04/2022 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 Fe rua 
To: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Tania 

Thanks for the list, we will work towards getting this done as soon as we can. I will provide you with a timeframe 
tomorrow. 

13 
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Sample- has been listed twice below in the table. 

For Sample --according to Au slab records, this DNA Extract was returned to the QPS in August 2013 (as 
per below). 

Cheers 
Cathie 

lllllr -~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 February 2022 3:33 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

MARK YOUR DIARY 

; Lara Keller 
>; Elkins.LisaM[BR] 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
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WIT.0019.0013.0111 

Thanks Cathie, 

Below are the samples that we are wanting quantity of extract/sample -

Description 

ITEM V48: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM STEERING WHEEL OF QLD REGO  [QH~ 

ITEM V49: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM IGNITION OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submi 

ITEM VS0: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM REAR OF DRIVER'S SEATBACK OF QLD REGO 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM (Trace DNA Kit) FROM DECEASED [QHSS Subr 

LEFT F/NAIL CLIPPINGS (6 PIECES) 

ITEM 19: FINGERNAIL SCRAPING (Scraping) FROM EACH FINGER OF THE LEFT HAND OF VICTIM[, 

ITEM 20: FINGERNAIL SCRAPINGS (Scraping) FROM EACH FIVE FINGERS ON RIGHT HAND OF VICl 

ITEM 6: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM RIGHT WRIST AREA OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM 3: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM VICTIM'S LEFT WRIST AREA [QHSS Submitted] 

Item 7 - TDNA swab - right palmate fingers of victim 

Item 4 - TDNA swab - victims left writers palm area 

Right forearm deceased -

Victim left forearm 

Sl 7 A swab of blood from convex side of broken false nail 

517B swab of blood from concave side of broken false nail 

LH fingernail clippings x 5 

RH fingernail clippings x 10 (submitted all together) 

Sorry but if we could have this data as soon as possible, we would really appreciate it. 

Thanks for your time. 

Kind Regards 

Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Su art Command 
Mob 
57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4740 

Upcoming Ree Leave -

07-08/03/2022 
28/03/2022 - 22/04/2022 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 
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From: Cathie Allen < 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 February 2022 14:58 
To: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Foxover.Stepha n P[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Volume of sample query -  

> 
>; Lara Keller 

; Elkins.LisaM[BR] < 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Tania 

I can be the contact for this. 

Are you able to send me the barcodes of the samples? Also, could you please advise a timeframe for when the 
information is required by? 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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From: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 February 2022 1:00 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

; Elkins.LisaM[BR] 
Subject: Volume of sample query -  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good Afternoon Cathie, 

There are 17 samples from this case file that the QPS are interested in, in regards to moving forward with Operation 
nd potential for further testing. 

I was wanting to know what the quantity of extract/sample that is remaining for each of the samples. 

Who would I best liaise with in order to get this data? 

Kind Regards, 
Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Mo 
57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4740 

Upcoming Ree Leave -

07-08/03/2022 
28/03/2022 - 22/04/2022 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 

Our 1/alueos ,11 re at th-c tor!'!' of whro WL" .ti ro an cl what W4! d-o (.-ach d-l!ly 
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** *************************************************** ********************* ******** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information , and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information , and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact .qov.au. 
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact .qov.au . 
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact .qov.au. 
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact .qov.au . 
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

WIT.0019.0013.0115 
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CA-20 

Quant (ng/ul) IV-Quant (ng/ul) !Degradation Index IIPCCT 

88 

91 

Item 6: Trace DNA Swab - from right w rist area of victim 81 

Item 7: Trace DNA swab - from right palmate fingers of victim 88 
Item 19: Fingernail Scraping - from each finger of the left hand of vict im 80 

Item 20: Fingernail Scrap ings - from each five fingers on right hand of victim 85 

Item V48: Swab of Blood - from steering wheel of Qld Rego  102 

Item V49: Swab of Blood - from ignition of Qld Rego  106 

100 

23 

23 

77 

Item 517(8): Swab of blood -from the concave side of a broken piece of false nail contained in 78 

Fingernail Clippings (Sent to AFP in 2013 - returned under--

Item 5: Trace DNA Swab from victim 's left palmate fingers area 92 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Lara 

CA-21 

Cathie Allen 
Monday, 11 April 2022 2:27 PM 
Lara Keller 
QPS samples - being sent offsite 

WIT.0019.0013.0117 

The QPS have requested that a number of samples be packaged up for  so that they can be set to 
another laboratory for testing. We haven't been formally advised of the external lab that will be undertaking the 
testing, or the type of testing to be undertaken (ie VeriFiler Plus, Mini Filer, Y-STRs etc). 

Cheers 
Cathie 

llllr" -~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a esse s oa , oopers ams, D 41 08 

e www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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Louise Gray 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon 

CA-22 

Coroner Central 
Wednesday, 30 September 2020 4:02 PM 
'FSS Toxicology Form6 (FSS 
Form6' 
Form 6 order for disposal of tissue kept for testing 
Form 6 - Order for disposal of tissue kept for testing 

Please find attached the Form 6 order for the disposal of tissue in relation to the deceased, 
died . 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Invest igation Officer (Cent ra l Investigat ion Team) 
Coroners Court of Queensland - Cent ral Region 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high qu ality services. 

WIT.0019.0013.0118 

'; 'FSS Pathology 

.pdf 

If you wis h to provide us feedback regarding your contact w ith the CCQ, please email .gov.au 

~~ 
.QUEENSLAND 

fl •Ai COURTS 

We acknowledge the traditional owners of this land 
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To: QHFSS 

Form 6 
Version 2 

QUEENSLAND 
CORONERS ACT 2003 

(Section 24) 

For Coroner's Office Use: 

ORDER FOR DISPOSAL OF TISSUE KEPT FOR TESTING 

------------------------------- - -----
(insert name of entity holding the tissue (eg, a particular pathology laboratory) 

I, Magistrate O'Connell 

Order: 

(insert name of coroner or other person with power to make the order) 

State Coroner 

Deputy State Coroner 

Coroner 

(tick appropriate box) 

1. That, except for the reference blood for toxicology, the tissue which has been kept for testing as part of the following 
autopsy(ies)/as per attached list(s) (delete whichever does not apply) is to be disposed of upon receipt of this order. 

2. That the reference blood for toxicology which has been kept for testing as part of the following autopsy(ies)/as per 
attached list(s) (delete whichever does not apply) is to be disposed of at the end of two years from the date of testing. 

Name of deceased: 

Date of death of deceased: 

Name and title of coroner 
who ordered autopsy: 

Date of autopsy: 12/02/2013 

Tissue: 

Date of order: 21/08/2020 

Place where order made: 

Print name of person making order: 

Signature of person making the order: 

Note: 

Magistrate O'Connell 

Central Coroner 

ALL TISSUE 

(insert either 'all tissue' or identify particular tissue if some still to be kept) 

MACKAY 

1. This form can be used for one or multiple cases 
2. Tissue includes organs, blood etc. 
3. Section 24(8) of the Coroners Act 2003 provides that if a coroner orders disposal, the entity which is 

keeping the tissue must: 
a. if a family member of the deceased person has fold the coroner that he or she wishes to test or 

use the tissue for a lawful purpose or to bury the tissue-release the tissue to the family member, 
or the family member's representative, for the test, use or burial (burial includes cremation); or 

b. otherwise-arrange for the tissue to be buried (burial includes cremation). 

FORM 6 Version 2 - 2 November 2009 87 
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Queensland 
Government 

Page 1 of 2 

INQUEST COULD 
1TH NEW A-G PUSH 

JANESSA EKERT 

THE family of murdered 
woman ■ 

say a political push to reopen 
the coronial inquest into her 
death is a "step in the right di
rection" as the Attorney-Gen
eral prepares to write to the 
Coroner about the case. 

Earlier, Health Minister Yv
ette D' Ath indicated she would 
write to Attorney-General 
Shannon Fentiman asking for 
the case to be reopened. 

The next step will be for Ms 
Fentiman to write to the Cor
oner to request he looks into 
the possibility of reopening the 
inquest. 

"Naturally we are quite ex
cited, very very pleased that 
this first step in the right direc
tion has been taken," mother 

■ said after 
learning of the development. 

'What comes of this, we 
don't know. It's a long journey, 
it's been nearly nine years to 
date and this is the first step to 
... hopefully getting the truth 

and ... justice for 
This move came after Ms 

called Premier An
nastacia Palaszczuk a hyp
ocrite after the premier shifted 
blame over forensic lab in her 
daughter's murder case. 

She is pushing for an inde
pendent review into the path
ology lab that processed the 
evidence from the 

 unsolved murder and fail
ed to return adequate DNA 
findings. 

This came to light as part of 
an investigative podcast by 

The Australian's national chief 
correspondent Hedley Thom
as into February 
2013 stabbing death. 

~ other and her 
sist~ want the state 

to hand over all DNA samples 
and records to an independent 
facility and for the Queensland 
Health-run lab to be investi
gated. 
~ - former boyfriend 
~ as charged with her 
murder in 2014 and acquitted by 
a supreme courtjury in 2017. 

In 2020 after an inquest in 
2019 Coroner David O'Con
nell named Mr - as her 
likely killer. He has repeatedly 
denied any involvement. 

As episodes of the podcast 
are released weekly, 
family and friends are learning 
about these developments al
most at the same time as the 
rest of Australia. Ms 
said the feedback had been ex
tremely positive. 

mum 
spe {SOUt 

oailymercury.com.au 
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Queensland 
Government 
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Date/Time User Audit Type Format Description Event 

6/12/202110:31 masfl0 Text Record accessed by CISSU ref: 

6/12/202110:23 masfl0 Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo■ Accessed 

3/12/202116:15 masfl0 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/202116:11 masfl0 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/202112:10 mlgfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/202112:09 mlgfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:52 mlgfl Result X_FRCP Foceos;, Rece;p,, LabNo ■ Accessed 

3/12/20218:52 mlgfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:51 mlgfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/20218:51 mlgfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:51 mlgfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:50 mlgfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo - Accessed 

3/12/20218:48 mlgfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:48 mlgfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab No - Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:4 7 mlgfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab No Accessed 

3/12/20218:46 mlgfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, Lab~ Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:46 mlgfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab No Accessed 

3/12/20218:16 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:16 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:16 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/20218:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/20218:14 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:12 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:12 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/20218:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/20218:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:09 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/20218:09 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:09 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:09 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/20218:08 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:08 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/20218:07 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:07 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:06 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/20218:03 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:03 rjpfl Result XPLEX Accessed 

3/12/20218:03 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:03 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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Date/Time User Audit Type Format Description Event 

3/12/2021 8:03 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:03 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/20218:03 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:02 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/20218:02 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:01 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 8:00 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:59 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:58 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:58 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:58 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:56 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:55 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:55 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:54 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:54 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:54 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:53 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Lab No - Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:53 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:53 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:52 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:52 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:51 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:51 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:51 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:50 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:50 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:50 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:50 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:48 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:47 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:47 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:47 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:47 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:46 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo. Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:46 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:46 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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3/12/2021 7:46 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:46 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:46 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:45 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:45 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:45 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:44 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:44 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:44 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:44 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPSSample Info, LabNo- Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:44 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:44 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo - Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9ple, DNA Pmflliog, Lab- Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:34 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:34 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:34 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:34 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:34 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:32 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:32 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:28 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:28 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:28 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:28 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:28 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:28 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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3/12/2021 7:28 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:28 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:28 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo ~ Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, Ll>bN. Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:15 rjpfl Result MCONC Microcon CW, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:14 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:14 rjpfl Result MCONC Microcon CW, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:14 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:14 rjpfl Report 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, Page 1 Generated 

3/12/2021 7:14 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:14 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:14 rjpfl Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, LabNo Accessed 
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3/12/2021 7:13 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:13 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:13 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:13 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:12 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:12 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:12 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:12 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:12 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:12 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:12 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:12 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:12 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:12 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH2 Exhibit Rep 2, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo ■ Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 smjfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo - Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo- Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo- Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:09 smjfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:09 smjfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:09 smjfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo~ Accessed 

3/12/2021 7:08 smjfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202117:04 mlgfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202117:04 mlgfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202117:00 mlgfl Result XCASES Accessed 

2/12/202117:00 mlgfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:51 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:51 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:51 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:51 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:51 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:51 rjpfl Result PLEXB Accessed 

2/12/202115:50 rjpfl Result XPLEX Accessed 

2/12/202115:50 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

2/12/202115:50 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:50 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:50 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202115:50 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:50 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:50 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:50 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202115:50 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:50 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:50 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, Lab~ Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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2/12/202115:49 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:4 7 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

2/12/202115:47 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

2/12/202115:47 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:47 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabN Accessed 

2/12/202115:47 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:47 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202115:47 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:4 7 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 
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2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:33 rjpfl Result SNCIDD Crime Scene NCIDD, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:33 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202115:33 rjpfl Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:33 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:32 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:32 rjpfl Result XAP SUde S=b E.am, i,br Accessed 

2/12/202115:32 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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2/12/202115:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH2 Exhibit Rep 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, La Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH2 Exhibit Rep 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo I Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:20 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:19 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:17 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:16 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:16 rjpfl Result MCONC Accessed 

2/12/202115:16 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 Accessed 

2/12/202115:16 rjpfl Result PLEXB Accessed 

2/12/202115:16 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

2/12/202115:16 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:16 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

2/12/202115:16 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

2/12/202115:16 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:16 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, Lab No - Accessed 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XAP 

2/12/202115:15 rjpfl Result XQPFRG 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XAP 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XQPFRG 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XAP 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XQPFRG 

2/12/202115:14 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202114:11 daw7 Result XCASES - ---
2/12/202114:08 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 

2/12/202114:08 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 

2/12/202114:08 rjpfl Result XAP 

2/12/202114:08 rjpfl Result XQPFRG 

2/12/202114:08 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202114:03 rjpfl Result XEXH 

2/12/202113:57 smjfl Result XQPFRG 

2/12/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 

Description 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 
0 olex D 

QD 
oD 

pl0 

cDI\IO 

obNo

abNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 
Op DNA Pro 

Dlt Reo l. La0N0 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

9PLEX Page 2, LabNo 

9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo 

Slide Swab Exam, LabN-
QPS Sample Info, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo-
9PLEX Page 2, LabNo 

9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo 

Slide Swab Exam, LabNo
QPS Sample Info, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

9plex DNA Profiling, LabN 

Slide Swab Exam, LabNo
QPS Sample Info, LabNo 
Exhibit Rep 1, Lab No----• 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

QPS Sample Info, LabNo 

9PLEX Page 2, LabNo 

Event 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 
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2/12/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, Accessed 

2/12/202113:54 smjfl Result XQPFRG QPSSample Info,-.. Accessed 

2/12/202113:54 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, Accessed 

2/12/202113 :54 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:54 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo !!!1111... Accessed 

2/12/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, Lab No - Accessed 

2/12/202113:53 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:52 rjpfl Report XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Page 159 Generated 

2/12/202113:52 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:52 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202113:46 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:46 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo. Accessed 

2/12/202113:45 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:43 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:43 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9ple, DNA Prnfll;og, Lab. Accessed 

2/12/202113:43 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:42 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:42 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Lab No - Accessed 

2/12/202113:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:15 rjpfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo-.. Accessed 

2/12/202113:15 rjpfl Result CSEXTN Case Stat Extra Names, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:15 rjpfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:14 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:07 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202113:07 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:07 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:06 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:06 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202113:06 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:06 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:05 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:05 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202113:05 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:05 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:05 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:05 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:05 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202113:05 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:05 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 
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2/12/202113:04 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202113:04 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202113:04 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:45 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202111:44 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:41 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPSSample lafo, L.b. Accessed 

2/12/202111:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:41 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:41 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, Lab No Accessed 

2/12/202111:41 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:41 rjpfl Result XEXH2 Exhibit Rep 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:41 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

2/12/202111:41 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result XEXH2 Exhibit Rep 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/2021 11:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Lab No - Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/2021 11:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/2021 11:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo!III... Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/2021 11:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNolll... Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/2021 11:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo!III... Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/2021 11:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN~ Accessed 

2/12/2021 11:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabN Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN~ Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabN Accessed 

2/12/2021 11:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/2021 11:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN~ Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabN Accessed 
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2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN~ Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabN Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/2021 11:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/2021 11:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Lab No - Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, Lab No Accessed 

2/12/202111:39 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, Lab No Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo- Accessed 
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2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202111:37 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:36 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:36 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:36 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:36 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:36 rjpfl Result SNCIDD Accessed 

2/12/202111:36 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 Accessed 

2/12/202111:36 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

2/12/202111:36 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 Accessed 

2/12/202111:36 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:36 rjpfl Result XAP Sl;d, S=b E.am, LlabNo■ Accessed 

2/12/202111:36 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:35 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:35 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:35 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:35 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:35 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:35 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:35 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202111:35 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:35 rjpfl Result SNCIDD Crime Scene NCIDD, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:35 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:35 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:32 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, Lab No - Accessed 

2/12/202111:31 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:31 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

2/12/202111:31 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

2/12/202111:31 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

2/12/202111:31 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Accessed 

2/12/202111:17 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:17 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202111:17 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:17 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:17 rjpfl Result SNCIDD Crime Scene NCIDD, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:16 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:16 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:16 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 
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2/12/202111:16 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:16 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:15 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:15 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:15 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202111:15 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:15 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:12 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:12 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:12 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111 :12 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:12 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:12 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:08 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111 :07 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:07 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/202111:07 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:07 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo- Accessed 

2/12/202111:01 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111 :01 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:01 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:01 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:01 smjfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, Lab No Accessed 

2/12/202111 :01 smjfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202111:01 smjfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab__. Accessed 

2/12/202110:59 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202110:59 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202110:59 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202110:58 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202110:58 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo~ Accessed 

2/12/202110:58 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202110:58 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202110:53 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/202110:53 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo - Accessed 

2/12/2021 9:19 pmbfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/2021 9:16 pmbfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/2021 9:16 pmbfl Result XAP ShdeS=b E.am, L.b. Accessed 

2/12/2021 9:16 pmbfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/2021 9:16 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

2/12/2021 9:15 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed --- -
1/12/202117:31 aoofl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

1/12/202117:30 aoofl Result XFB IOW Biology Old Report, LabNo Accessed - --- --
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1/12/202110:48 mlgfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

1/12/202110:48 mlgfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

30/11/202116:48 mlgfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

30/11/202113:40 smjfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

30/11/202113:35 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

30/11/202111:42 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

30/11/202111:40 smjfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

30/11/202111:40 smjfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo ~ Accessed 

30/11/202111:39 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202115:13 jahfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202115:09 jahfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202115:09 jahfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202115:02 jahfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202114:02 smjfl Result XFBIOW Biology Old Report, La Accessed 

29/11/202114:01 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/202114:01 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/202114:01 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/202114:01 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/202114:01 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/202114:00 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/202114:00 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/202114:00 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/202114:00 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/202114:00 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/202114:00 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/202114:00 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/202113:59 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:25 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:25 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:25 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:25 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:24 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:24 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:24 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:24 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:24 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:24 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:24 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:23 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:23 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:23 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:23 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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29/11/202113:23 pmbfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo- Accessed 

29/11/202113:23 pmbfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:19 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:16 pmbfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:11 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

29/11/202113:11 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:11 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:11 smjfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:11 smjfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab No Accessed 

29/11/202113:11 smjfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

29/11/202113:10 smjfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

29/11/202113:10 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:10 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:09 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:09 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:09 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:09 pmbfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo ~ Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabN~ Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBI NTL FB lo<ell;geoce Rport, L.b- Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabN Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, Lab No Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, Lab No Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, Lab- Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result XWP Workload Prior. Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result WPS Prioritisation Stats, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result XMILE Milestone_Date_lnfo, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBADDE F. Biol. Addendum, La..- Accessed 

29/11/202113:06 pmbfl Result FBSOW FB Statement, LabNo Accessed 
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29/11/202113:05 pmbfl Result FBIORR F Biol Return Ree, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:05 pmbfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, Lab No Accessed 

29/11/202113:05 pmbfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113 :05 pmbfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:05 pmbfl Result CSEXTN Case Stat Extra Names, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202113:05 pmbfl Result XCASES Case S<a<os Fo,ma<, LabNo ■ Accessed 

29/11/202112:32 smjfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:32 smjfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:32 smjfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:32 smjfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:32 smjfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo ■ Accessed 

29/11/202112:30 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:30 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:30 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:30 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:30 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112 :29 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:29 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:28 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:28 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:28 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:28 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:28 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:28 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112 :28 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:28 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:28 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:28 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:28 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112 :27 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:27 smjfl Result XCASES Accessed 

29/11/202112:27 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:27 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:26 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:26 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:26 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:26 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112 :26 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:26 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:25 smjfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo - Accessed 

29/11/202112:24 smjfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202112:05 mlgfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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29/11/202112:04 mlgfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202111:10 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202111:10 mohfl Result XWP Accessed 

29/11/202111:10 mohfl Result WPS Prioritisation Stats, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202111:10 mohfl Result XMILE Milestone_Date_lnfo, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202111:10 mohfl Result FBADDE F. Biol. Addendum, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202111:10 mohfl Result FBSOW FB Statement, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202111:10 mohfl Result FBIORR Accessed 

29/11/202111:10 mohfl Result FBIOLR Accessed 

29/11/202111:10 mohfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202111:10 mohfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo !!Ill... Accessed 

29/11/202111:10 mohfl Result CSEXTN Case Stat Extra Names, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202111:10 mohfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, Lab No - Accessed 

29/11/202111:06 mohfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:20 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:20 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:20 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L;abN■ Accessed 

29/11/202110:13 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:13 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:13 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:13 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:13 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:12 smjfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:12 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

29/11/202110:12 smjfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

29/11/202110:11 smjfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:11 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:11 smjfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:10 smjfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L;abN. Accessed 

29/11/202110:10 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:10 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:09 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/202110:09 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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29/11/202110:09 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:34 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/20219:34 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:32 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:32 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:32 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:32 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/20219:32 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:32 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:30 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:29 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:29 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:29 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:29 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:29 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/20219:29 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:29 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:29 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:29 smjfl Result X_FRCP Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:29 smjfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/20219:28 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:27 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:27 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:27 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:26 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:26 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:25 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:25 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 9:24 smjfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 8:56 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, Accessed 

29/11/20218:56 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/20218:56 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 8:56 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/20218:56 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabN Accessed 

29/11/2021 8:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

29/11/20218:55 rjpfl Result PLEXB Accessed 

29/11/2021 8:52 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

29/11/2021 8:52 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/20218:51 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo- Accessed 

29/11/2021 8:51 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab No Accessed 

29/11/20218:51 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 8:51 rjpfl Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, LabNo Accessed 
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29/11/20218:51 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 8:51 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, Accessed 

29/11/20218:50 rjpfl Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 8:50 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

29/11/20218:50 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/20218:50 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

29/11/2021 8:50 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

29/11/20218:50 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 8:43 rjpfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo- Accessed 

29/11/20218:29 rjpfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 8:26 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 8:26 jahfl Result XCASES Case S<a<os Fmma<, L.bNo - Accessed 

29/11/20218:21 jahfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:50 rjpfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:50 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:50 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:44 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:44 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:44 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:44 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:39 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profili Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XEXH2 Exhibit Rep 2, LabN Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab No Accessed 
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29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XEXH 
E,h;b;, Rep 1, Ll>bN■ Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabN Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab No Accessed 
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29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH2 Exhibit Rep 2, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9ple, DNA Prnflllog, Lab- Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab No Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result SNCIDD Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XEXH E,hlb;, Rep 1, L.bNo ■ Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:35 rjpfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:34 rjpfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:34 rjpfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 
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29/11/2021 7:34 rjpfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:34 rjpfl Result XFBTR FB Technical Review F, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:34 rjpfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:34 rjpfl Result XFBAR Accessed 

29/11/2021 7:34 rjpfl Result XCASES Accessed 

26/11/202115:45 jahfl Result XCASES Accessed 

26/11/202115:40 mohfl Result XCASES Accessed 

26/11/202115:40 mohfl Result XEXH Accessed 

26/11/202115:39 mohfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

26/11/202115:39 jahfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabN- Accessed 

26/11/202115:38 mohfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

26/11/202115:38 mohfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

26/11/202115:32 mohfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo .. Accessed 

26/11/202115:32 mohfl Result MCONC Microcon CW, LabNo Accessed 

26/11/202115:32 mohfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

26/11/202115:32 mohfl Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, LabNo Accessed 

26/11/202115:32 mohfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profilin;; LabNo Accessed 

26/11/202115:32 mohfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

26/11/202115:30 jahfl Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, LabNo Accessed 

26/11/202115:30 jahfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

26/11/202115:30 jahfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

26/11/202115:30 jahfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XAP Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 jahfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profilin~ Accessed 

26/11/202115:28 jahfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 
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26/11/202115:28 mohfl 

26/11/202115:28 mohfl 

26/11/202115:27 mohfl 

26/11/202115:27 mohfl 

26/11/202115:27 jahfl 

26/11/202115:27 jahfl 

26/11/202115:27 mohfl 

26/11/202115:27 jahfl 

26/11/202115:27 mohfl 

26/11/202115:27 mohfl 

26/11/202115 :27 mohfl 

26/11/202115:27 mohfl 

26/11/202115:27 mohfl 

26/11/202115:27 mohfl 

26/11/202115:27 mohfl 

26/11/202115:27 mohfl 

26/11/202115:27 mohfl 

26/11/202115:27 jahfl 

26/11/202115:27 jahfl 

26/11/202115:27 jahfl 

26/11/202115:27 jahfl 

26/11/202115:27 jahfl 

26/11/202115:27 mohfl 

26/11/202115 :26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115 :26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 mohfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115 :26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115:26 jahfl 

26/11/202115 :25 jahfl 

Audit Type 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

Result 

9PLEX 

9PLEX2 

9PLEX 

XEXH 

XAP 

XQPFRG 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

MCONC 

9PLEX2 

PLEXB 

9PLEX 

XPLEX 

XEXH 

XPLEX 

XAP 

XQPFRG 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XCASES 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

XEXH 

Format Description 
9plex DNA Profiling, ______ _ 

9PLEX Page 2, Lab No -----
9plex DNA Profiling, L~ 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabN 

Microcon CW, LabN 

9PLEX Page 2, LabN 

XPLEX page 2, LabN 

MultiPlex, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

MultiPlex, LabNo 

Slide Swab Exam, LabNo -
QPS Sample Info, Lab No 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Case Status Format, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo 

Event 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 

Accessed 
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26/11/202115:25 jahfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

26/11/202115:25 jahfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

26/11/202115:25 jahfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202115:36 jahfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202115:36 jahfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202115:30 jahfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202115:25 jahfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:44 jahfl Result FBI NTL Accessed 

25/11/202114:44 jahfl Result FBADDE F. Biol. Addendum, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:44 jahfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo ~ Accessed 

25/11/202114:38 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:38 jahfl Result FBIOR2 F Biol Return 2, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:38 jahfl Result XFBTR Accessed 

25/11/202114:38 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:37 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:37 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:35 jahfl Result FBADDE F. Biol. Addendum, La=- Accessed 

25/11/202114:34 jahfl Result FBADDE F. Biol. Addendum, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:34 jahfl Result FBSOW FB Statement, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:34 jahfl Result XFBTR FB Technical Review F, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:34 jahfl Result XFBAR Accessed 

25/11/202114:34 jahfl Result FBIOR2 Accessed 

25/11/202114:34 jahfl Result XFBTR Accessed 

25/11/202114:34 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:34 jahfl Result XWP Wmkload P,im. Fm<, LabNo - Accessed 

25/11/202114:33 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:33 jahfl Result XWP Workload Prior. Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:33 jahfl Result WPS Prioritisation Stats, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:33 jahfl Result XMILE Milestone_Date_lnfo, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:33 jahfl Result FBADDE F. Biol. Addendum, La-- Accessed 

25/11/202114:33 jahfl Result FBSOW FB Statement, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:33 jahfl Result FBIORR F Biol Return Ree, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:33 jahfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo ~ Accessed 

25/11/202114:33 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:33 jahfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202114:33 jahfl Result CSEXTN Accessed 

25/11/202114:33 jahfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:54 mohfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo. Accessed 

25/11/202110:53 mohfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:53 mohfl Result XWP Workload Prior. Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:53 mohfl Result WPS Prioritisation Stats, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:53 mohfl Result XMILE Milestone_Date_lnfo, LabNo Accessed 
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25/11/202110:53 mohfl Result FBADDE F. Biol. Addendum, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:53 mohfl Result FBSOW FB Statement, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:53 mohfl Result FBIORR F Biol Return Ree, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:53 mohfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo ~ Accessed 

25/11/202110:53 mohfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:53 mohfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, Lab No Accessed 

25/11/202110:53 mohfl Result CSEXTN Accessed 

25/11/202110:52 mohfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabN Accessed 

25/11/202110:52 mohfl Result CSEXTN Accessed 

25/11/202110:52 mohfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:52 mohfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:52 mohfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, Lab No Accessed 

25/11/202110:52 mohfl Result FBIORR F Biol Return Ree, LabNo ~ Accessed 

25/11/202110:51 mohfl Result FBADDE F. Biol. Addendum, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:51 mohfl Result FBSOW FB Statement, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:51 mohfl Result FBIORR F Biol Return Ree, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:51 mohfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:51 mohfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:51 mohfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:51 mohfl Result CSEXTN Case Stat Extra Names, LabNo Accessed 

25/11/202110:51 mohfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo - Accessed 

25/11/202110:48 mohfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:27 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:27 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:25 rjpfl Result XEXH2 Exhibit Rep 2, LabN Accessed 

23/11/202115:25 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202115:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:24 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:23 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:23 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202115:23 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 
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23/11/202115:23 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:22 rjpfl Result XFBXT FB Examination, Lab Accessed 

23/11/202115:22 rjpfl Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:22 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:22 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Lab Accessed 

23/11/202115:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

23/11/202115:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

23/11/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

23/11/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

23/11/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

23/11/202115:21 rjpfl Result XFBXT Accessed 

23/11/202115:21 rjpfl Result PLEXB Accessed 

23/11/202115:21 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:21 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo■ Accessed 

23/11/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:21 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:17 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:17 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo J] f1] Jf§§ Accessed 

23/11/202115:14 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:14 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:14 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN- Accessed 

23/11/202115:12 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabN Accessed 

23/11/202115:12 rjpfl Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, LabN Accessed 

23/11/202115:12 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo ~ Accessed 

23/11/202115:12 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:11 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:10 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result XAP Slide S=b E.am, L.b- Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo ~ Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo ~ Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, Lab No~ Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 
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23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo- Accessed 

23/11/202115:09 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:08 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:08 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:08 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202115:08 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:08 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:08 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:07 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:07 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:06 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202115:06 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202115:06 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202115:06 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:06 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9ple, DNA Prnfihog, Lab- Accessed 

23/11/202115:06 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:06 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:06 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo. Accessed 

23/11/202115:06 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:05 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:05 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:05 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

23/11/202115:05 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:05 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202115:04 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202115:04 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202115:04 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:04 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:04 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202115:04 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:04 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:04 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:03 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:03 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202115:03 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202115:03 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202115:03 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:03 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:03 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:02 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202115:02 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202115:02 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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23/11/202115:02 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

23/11/202115:01 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:01 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202115:01 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202115:00 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo. Accessed 

23/11/202115:00 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:59 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:59 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:59 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo- Accessed 

23/11/202114:59 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, Lab No Accessed 

23/11/202114:58 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:58 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:58 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202114:57 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202114:57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:57 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202114:56 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202114:56 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202114:56 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:56 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202114:56 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 Accessed 

23/11/202114:55 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202114:55 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202114:55 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:55 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202114:55 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:55 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202114:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202114:54 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202114:54 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202114:54 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:54 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:53 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:53 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:53 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:53 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202114:53 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202114:53 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202114:53 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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23/11/202114:52 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, Ll>bNo■ Accessed 

23/11/202114:52 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:52 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:51 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:51 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample lofo, Ll>bNo ■ Accessed 

23/11/202114:51 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:51 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:50 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:50 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:50 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab No Accessed 

23/11/202114:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:49 rjpfl Result XEXH2 Exhibit Rep 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:49 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:49 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo~ Accessed 

23/11/202114:48 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabN Accessed 

23/11/202114:48 rjpfl Result XEXH2 Exhibit Rep 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:48 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, La Accessed 

23/11/202114:48 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:48 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:48 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:48 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:48 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:48 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:48 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:48 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:48 rjpfl Result XAP 
sl;de S=b E.am, "''-

Accessed 

23/11/202114:48 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:47 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:47 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:47 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:44 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:43 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:43 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:43 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 
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23/11/202114:43 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9ple, DNA Prnfiliog, Lab. Accessed 

23/11/202114:42 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:41 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabN Accessed 

23/11/202114:40 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:40 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:40 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202114:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo- Accessed 

23/11/202114:39 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:39 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202114:39 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:38 rjpfl Result XEXH E<hlbl, Rep 1, Ll>bNol Accessed 

23/11/202114:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:38 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabN~ Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, Ll>bNo. Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9ple, DNA Prnfiliog, Lab- Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 
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23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo .. Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:06 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:06 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:06 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:05 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:04 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:01 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:01 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202114:01 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202114:01 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202114:01 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:00 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:00 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:00 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:00 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:00 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202114:00 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:00 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:00 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:00 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:00 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202114:00 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNol Accessed 

23/11/202113 :59 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 
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23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab- Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113 :59 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:59 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202113:58 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:58 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113 :57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202113 :57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:57 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202113 :56 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 Accessed 

23/11/202113:56 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202113:56 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202113:56 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:56 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113 :56 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:56 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:56 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:56 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202113:56 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 Accessed 

23/11/202113:56 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:56 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202113:56 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113 :55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9ple, DNA Prnflllog, Lab- Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 
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23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, Lab- Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113 :55 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9ple. DNA Prnfiliog, Lab'ir Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, Lab No Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113 :55 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XEXH E,hlbl, Rep 1, L.bNo. Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113 :55 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XEXH E,hlb;, Rep 1, L.bNo .. Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XEXH E,hlb;, Rep 1, L.bNo !I.. Accessed 

23/11/202113 :55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XEXH E,hlb;, Rep 1, L.bNo!!I.. Accessed 

23/11/202113 :55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo - Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

23/11/202113 :55 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XEXH E,hlb;, Rep 1, L.bNo- Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 
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23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab No Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo ~ Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113 :55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo=- Accessed 

23/11/202113:55 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo~ Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result SNCIDD Crime Scene NCIDD, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113 :54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, L.bN~ Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

23/11/202113 :54 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo. Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9ple, DNA Prnf;l;og, Lab- Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113 :54 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo-- Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result XAP SUde S=b E,am, L.b. Accessed 

23/11/202113 :54 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:54 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo- Accessed 

23/11/202113:53 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:53 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:46 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9ple, DNA PrnfiUog, LabNo■ Accessed 

23/11/202113:46 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:46 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:46 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:46 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo-- Accessed 

23/11/202113:46 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 
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23/11/202113:46 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:46 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo. Accessed 

23/11/202113:46 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:45 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/2021 13:45 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:45 rjpfl Result XAP Slide Swab Exam, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:45 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo~ Accessed 

23/11/2021 13:45 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:44 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:44 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, Lab No Accessed 

23/11/202113:44 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202113:44 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202113:42 rjpfl Result XAP Accessed 

23/11/202113:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:42 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:42 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202113:41 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:41 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:41 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/2021 13:40 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202113:39 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202113:39 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202113:38 rjpfl Result 9PLEX Accessed 

23/11/202113:36 rjpfl Result 9PLEX2 Accessed 

23/11/202113:36 rjpfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:36 rjpfl Result XAP Sl;de Swab E,am, L.b. Accessed 

23/11/202113:36 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202113:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:42 rjpfl Result XEXH2 Exhibit Rep 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:42 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:42 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:38 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:38 rjpfl Result XEXH E,h;b;, Rep 1, L.bNo- Accessed 

23/11/202111:38 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:37 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:37 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:37 rjpfl Result XFBXT FB Examination, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:37 rjpfl Result MCONC Microcon CW, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:37 rjpfl Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:37 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo~ Accessed 

23/11/202111:36 rjpfl Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:36 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 
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23/11/202111:36 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202111:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:36 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:34 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:34 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:33 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:31 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:30 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:30 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:30 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:30 rjpfl Result XFBXT Accessed 

23/11/202111:30 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202111:30 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:29 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:29 rjpfl Result XPLEX Accessed 

23/11/202111:29 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202111:29 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:29 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo~ Accessed 

23/11/202111:29 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Lab No Accessed 

23/11/202111:29 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:29 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:29 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:29 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:26 rjpfl Result PLEXB Accessed 

23/11/202111:26 rjpfl Result XPLEX Accessed 

23/11/202111:26 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202111:26 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:25 rjpfl Result PLEXB Accessed 

23/11/202111:25 rjpfl Result XPLEX Accessed 

23/11/202111:25 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 
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23/11/202111:25 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo- Accessed 

23/11/202111:24 rjpfl Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:24 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo~ Accessed 

23/11/202111:24 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:23 rjpfl Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:23 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo~ Accessed 

23/11/202111:23 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo ~ Accessed 

23/11/202111:23 rjpfl Result XFBXT FB Examination, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:23 rjpfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:23 rjpfl Result XQPFRG QPSSample Info,_ Accessed 

23/11/202111:23 rjpfl Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:22 rjpfl Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, LabNo Accessed 

23/11/202111:22 rjpfl Result XPLEX Accessed 

23/11/202111:22 rjpfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

23/11/202111:22 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

23/11/202111:18 rjpfl Result XEXH Accessed 

22/11/202114:45 jahfl Result FBI NTL Accessed 

22/11/202114:45 jahfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, Lab No Accessed 

22/11/202114:45 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo- Accessed 

22/11/202114:45 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:45 jahfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo ~ Accessed 

22/11/202114:45 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:44 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:44 jahfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo~ Accessed 

22/11/202114:44 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:44 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:44 jahfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:43 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, Lab Accessed 

22/11/202114:43 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabN Accessed 

22/11/202114:43 jahfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:43 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:43 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:43 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:42 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:38 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:38 jahfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:38 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:37 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:37 jahfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo~ Accessed 

22/11/202114:37 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:37 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 
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22/11/202114:37 jahfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo ~ Accessed 

22/11/202114:37 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:36 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo - Accessed 

22/11/202114:35 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:35 jahfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo~ Accessed 

22/11/202114:35 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:35 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo- Accessed 

22/11/202114:34 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:34 jahfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:34 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:34 jahfl Result FBI NTL FB lo<elUgeoce Rport, LabN- Accessed 

22/11/202114:34 jahfl Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:34 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:30 jahfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo~ Accessed 

22/11/202114:27 jahfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:22 jahfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:21 jahfl Report XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, Page 158 Generated 

22/11/202114:21 jahfl Result 9PLEX2 9PLEX Page 2, LabNo Accessed 

22/11/202114:21 jahfl Report 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, Page 1 Generated 

22/11/202114:21 jahfl Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, Lab Accessed 

22/11/202114:21 jahfl Result XAP Accessed 

22/11/202114:21 jahfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

22/11/202114:21 jahfl Result XEXH Accessed 

22/11/202113:44 jahfl Result FBI NTL Accessed 

22/11/202113:44 jahfl Result FBIOLR Accessed 

22/11/202113:44 jahfl Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Accessed 

22/11/202113:43 jahfl Result XEXH2 Exhibit Rep 2, Lab Accessed 

22/11/202113:43 jahfl Result XQPFRG QPS Sample Info, Accessed 

22/11/202113:43 jahfl Result XEXH Accessed 

22/11/202113:43 jahfl Result XPLEX Accessed 

22/11/202113:43 jahfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

22/11/202113:42 jahfl Result XEXH Accessed 

22/11/202113:42 jahfl Result XFBXT Accessed 

22/11/202113:42 jahfl Result MCONC Accessed 

22/11/202113:42 jahfl Result PLEXB Accessed 

22/11/202113:42 jahfl Result XPLEX Accessed 

22/11/202113:42 jahfl Result XQPFRG Accessed 

22/11/202113:41 jahfl Result XEXH Accessed 

21/10/20218:44 rjpfl Result XCASES Accessed casefile tracking in FR 

21/10/2021 8:43 rjpfl Result XCASES Accessed casefile tracking in FR 

21/10/20218:43 rjpfl Result XFBAR Accessed casefile tracking in FR 

21/10/2021 8:43 rjpfl Result X_FRCP Accessed casefile tracking in FR 
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21/ 10/2021 8:43 rjpfl Result XFBAR FB Adm;, R, ,;,w Fm<, Lab. Accessed casefil e t racking in FR 

21/ 10/2021 8:42 rjpfl Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo __ Accessed casefil e tracking in FR 

23/09/202112:31 bmf3 Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

23/09/202112 :30 bmf3 Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

23/09/202112:30 bmf3 Result XWP Wo,kload P,;o, Fm<, LabN. Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

23/09/202112 :30 bmf3 Result WPS Prioritisation Stats, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

23/09/202112:30 bmf3 Result XMILE Milestone_Date_lnfo, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

23/09/202112:30 bmf3 Result FBADDE F. Biol. Addendum, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

23/09/202112:30 bmf3 Result FBSOW FB Statement, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

23/09/202112:30 bmf3 Result FBIORR F Biol Return Ree, LabNo - Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

23/09/202112 :30 bmf3 Result FBIOLR Biol Return Receipt, LabN Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

23/09/202112 :30 bmf3 Result XFBAR FB Adm;, R,,;,w Fm<, Ls Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

23/09/202112:30 bmf3 Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

23/09/202112:30 bmf3 Result CSEXTN Case Stat Extra Names, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

23/09/202112:30 bmf3 Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo ___ Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

15/07 /202111 :52 dmkfl Resu lt X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed receipt of items 

15/07 / 202111:52 dmkfl Resu lt X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed receipt of items 

15/07 /202111:52 dmkfl Resu lt X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed receipt of items 

15/ 07 / 202111:51 dmkfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed receipt of items 

15/07 /202111 :51 dmkfl Resu lt X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed receipt of items 

15/ 07 /202111:51 dmkfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed receipt of items 

15/ 07 /202111:51 dmkfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt , LabNo Accessed receipt of items 

15/ 07 /202111:51 dmkfl Resu lt X_FRCP Forensic Receipt , LabNo Accessed rece ipt of items 

15/ 07 /202111 :51 dmkfl Resu lt X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo Accessed receipt of items 

15/07 / 202111:51 dmkfl Resu lt X_FRCP Forensic Receipt , LabNo Accessed receipt of items 

15/ 07 /202111:51 dmkfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt , LabNo Accessed receipt of items 

15/ 07 / 202111:51 dmkfl Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt , LabNo Accessed receipt of items 

15/07 /202111:51 dmkfl Result CSEXTN Case Stat Ext ra Names, LabNo Accessed rece ipt of items 

15/ 07 /202111 :51 dmkfl Resu lt XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo ____ Accessed receipt of items 

1/07 /202111 :04 bmf3 Result XCASES Case Stat us Format, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111:04 bmf3 Result FBI NTL FB la<elUgeace Rport, Lab. Accessed ? Accessed casefi le barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111 :04 bmf3 Result XWP Workload Prior. Fmt, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111:04 bmf3 Result WPS Prioritisation Stats, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111:04 bmf3 Result XMI LE Milestone_Date_lnfo, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111:04 bmf3 Result FBADDE F. Biol. Addendum, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefi le barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111:04 bmf3 Result FBSOW FB Statement, LabNo~ Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111:04 bmf3 Result FBIORR F Biol Return Ree, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /2021 11:03 bmf3 Result FBI NTL FB Intelligence Rport, LabNo- Accessed ? Accessed casefi le barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111:03 bmf3 Result XWP Workload Prior. Fmt, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111 :03 bmf3 Result WPS Prioritisation Stats, LabNo ~ Accessed ? Accessed casefi le barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111:03 bmf3 Result XMI LE Milestone_Date_ lnfo, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111:03 bmf3 Result FBADDE F. Biol. Addendum, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB - ---
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1/07 /202111:03 bmf3 Result FBSOW Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111:03 bmf3 Result FBIORR Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111:03 bmf3 Result FBIOLR Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111 :03 bmf3 Result XFBAR FB Admin Review Fmt, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111:03 bmf3 Result X_FRCP Forensic Receipt, LabNo ~ Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111 :03 bmf3 Result CSEXTN Case Stat Extra Names, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB 

1/07 /202111:03 bmf3 Result XCASES Case Status Format, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed casefile barcode in AUSLAB - ---
18/05/20218:56 mhf3 Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed Movement of sample for storage 

18/05/2021 8:54 mhf3 Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed Movement of sample for storage 

18/05/20218:36 mhf3 Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed Movement of sample for storage 

18/05/2021 8:35 mhf3 Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed Movement of sample for storage 

18/05/2021 8:34 mhf3 Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed Movement of sample for storage 

18/05/20218:33 mhf3 Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed Movement of sample for storage 

18/05/2021 8:33 mhf3 Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed Movement of sample for storage 

18/05/20218:32 mhf3 Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed Movement of sample for storage 

18/05/2021 8:31 mhf3 Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed Movement of sample for storage 

18/05/2021 8:30 mhf3 Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed Movement of sample for storage 

18/05/20218:30 mhf3 Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed Movement of sample for storage 

18/05/2021 8:26 mhf3 Result 9PLEX Accessed Movement of sample for storage 

1/04/202110:4 7 akf3 Result XEXH Accessed Link reporting in FR 

1/04/202110:46 akf3 Result XEXH Accessed Link reporting in FR 

22/10/2020 15:58 akfl Result XEXH Accessed Movement of sample for storage 

2/10/2020 14:56 csf15 Result XCASES Accessed accessing case 

2/10/2020 14:55 csf15 Result XCASES Accessed accessing case 

20/08/2020 15:06 rjpfl Result XCASES Accessed accessing case 

20/08/2020 14:37 rjpfl Result XCASES Accessed accessing case 

7/07/2020 15:07 mggf2 Result XCASES Accessed accessing case 

7/07/2020 15:01 mggf2 Result XCASES Accessed accessing case 

1/07/2020 13:57 imf2 Result PLEXB Accessed Link reporting in FR 

1/07/2020 13 :57 imf2 Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed Link reporting in FR 

1/07/2020 13:57 imf2 Result XAP Accessed Link reporting in FR 

1/07/2020 13:57 imf2 Result XQPFRG Accessed Link reporting in FR 

1/07/2020 13:55 imf2 Result XEXH Accessed Link reporting in FR 

26/11/2019 6:19 mamf3 Result XAP Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

26/11/2019 6:19 mamf3 Result XQPFRG Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

26/11/2019 6:19 mamf3 Result XEXH Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

26/11/2019 6:19 mamf3 Result 9PLEX2 Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

26/11/2019 6:19 mamf3 Result PLEXB Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

26/11/2019 6:19 mamf3 Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profilin Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

26/11/2019 6:19 mamf3 Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

26/11/2019 6:18 mamf3 Result XPLEX MultiPlex, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

26/11/2019 6:18 mamf3 Result XAP Accessed ? Accessed barcode ---
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26/11/2019 6:18 mamf3 Result XQPFRG Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

26/11/2019 6:18 mamf3 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

25/11/2019 10:53 ejcfl Result 9PLEX Accessed result in FR 

25/ 11/2019 10:51 ejcfl Resu lt 9PLEX Accessed result in FR 

25/ 11/2019 10:51 ejcfl Resu lt XAP Accessed result in FR 

25/ 11/ 2019 10:51 ejcfl Result XQPFRG Accessed result in FR 

25/11/2019 10:46 ejcfl Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed resu lt in FR 

18/11/2019 15:26 kaf5 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 15:23 kaf5 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 15:19 kaf5 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 15:17 kaf5 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 15:14 kaf5 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 15:11 kaf5 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode can help 

18/11/2019 15:08 kaf5 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 15:04 kaf5 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 15:00 kaf5 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:58 kaf5 Result 9PLEX Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:58 kaf5 Result 9PLEX2 Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:56 kaf5 Result 9PLEX 9plex DNA Profiling, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:48 kaf5 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo ~ Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:48 kaf5 Result XFBXT FB Examination, LabN Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:48 kaf5 Result PLEXC XPLEX page 3, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:48 kaf5 Result PLEXB Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:48 kaf5 Result XPLEX Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:48 kaf5 Result XQPFRG Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:47 kaf5 Result XEXH Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:47 kaf5 Result XFBXT Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:47 kaf5 Result PLEXC Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:47 kaf5 Result PLEXB XPLEX page 2, Lab Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:47 kaf5 Result XPLEX Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:47 kaf5 Result XQPFRG Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:46 kaf5 Result XEXH Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 14:34 kaf5 Result XEXH Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 13:18 mamf3 Result 9PLEX Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 13:18 mamf3 Result XAP Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 13:18 mamf3 Result XQPFRG Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 13:18 mamf3 Result XEXH Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 13:11 mamf3 Result 9PLEX2 Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 13:11 mamf3 Result 9PLEX Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 13:11 mamf3 Result XAP Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 13:11 mamf3 Result XQPFRG Accessed ? Accessed barcode 

18/11/2019 13:11 mamf3 Result XEXH Exhibit Rep 1, LabNo Accessed ? Accessed barcode 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi 

Justin Howes 
Thursday, 16 December 2021 8:56 AM 
Cathie Allen 
RE: Copy of--AUDIT-last-25-months.xlsx 

I have looked at 1 July and 23 July Intel Rosters and the staff member who accessed the case on those days was 
rostered for Intel duties. I don't think there is anything untoward with their access of the case on those dates. 

Justin 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Justin Howes 
Sent: Wednesday, 8 December 2021 3:07 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Copy of AUDIT-last-25-months.xlsx 

Hi 
I have been through the audit spreadsheet and the odd ones are highlighted. 

Since the media there has been some 'sticky-beaking', in addition to expected access by Rhys, myself, Sharon, and 

yourself. 

The highlighted ones: 
Not sure why the access to the casefile barcode for one staff member  but it could be related to Intel 
(there were some links in this matter). It doesn't register that anything was printed. 
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Justin Howes 
Team Leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health p- m-
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

Accessing by HP2s as they were in 2019 ) could relate to movement of samples, but I 
can't see any reference for the dates in AUSLAB or FR for the barcodes. This relates to the bottom two 

highlighted sections. 

Overall, other than bmf3 accessing the CS barcode in July and September 2021, and the  and  
accessing barcodes in 2019, the other access is explainable. 

Justin 

2 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

No problem Cathie, 

Matthew Stephenson 
Monday, 6 December 2021 12:00 PM 
Cathie Allen; Lara Keller 
RE: - Audit Request 

WIT.0019.0013.0173 

I appreciate the sensitivities and timeliness of this request given the current challenges so wanted to make sure you 
had your answers ASAP. 

Cheers 
Matt 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202111:31 AM 
To: Matthew Stephenson 
Subject: RE: - Audit Request 

; Lara Keller 

Thanks Matt - really appreciate this work being done so quickly, given how busy you are. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Matthew Stephenson 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202110:51 AM 
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; Lara Keller 

Hi Both, 

Please find attached the audit history of this case for the last 12 months. Please let me know if you need this audit 
report to go back further. 
Please let me know if you have any queries. 

Cheers 
Matt 

Matthew Stephenson 
Operations Manager 

Clinical Information Systems Support Unit, 

Information Technology Services, 

eHealth Queensland I Queensland Health 

p 

E 

W health.qld.qov.au 

A Level 2 Building 1 D 317 Edward Street Brisbane 
CBD OLD 4000 

QUEENSLAND By 2026 Queenslanders will be among • 0008 HEALTH VISION the healthiest people in the world. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the land across Queensland , and pays respect to First Nations Elders 

past, present and future. 

2 
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Cathie Allen 

From: Justin Howes 
Sent: 
To: 

Friday, 3 December 2021 3: 54 PM 
Paula Brisotto; Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Audit of Auslab 

Sensitivity: 

No problems, thanks 
Justin 

Justin Howes 

Confidential 

Team Leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a _ , QLD4108 
e ---- w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Paula Brisotto 

Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 3:48 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Audit of Auslab 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Not a problem Cathie. 

Thanks, 
Paula 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 3:39 PM 
To: Justin Howes 
Subject: Audit of Auslab 

Sensitivity: Confidential 

Hi Paula & Justin 

; Justin Howes 

; Paula Brisotto 

WIT.0019.0013.0175 
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CISSU have agreed to conduct an access audit of the - case, for the last 12 months. Once we receive the 
report, I'll let you know as I may need help to work out if there's been inappropriate access. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

2 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Benson, Sarah 
Thursday, 16 December 2021 10:35 AM 
Cathie Allen 
RE: Request for review of casefile [SEC=OFFICIAL] 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for letting me know Cathie. 

Hope all is well. 

Sarah 

DR SARAH BENSON 
CHIEF FORENSIC SCIENTIST 
OPERATIONAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 

Tel : ····••■ Ext : - Mob : www.afp.qov.au 

OFFICIAL 

AFP POLICING FOR 
A SAFER AUSTRALIA 

~ffOOW.POOCE 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 13 December 2021 6:26 PM 
To: Benson, Sarah 
Cc: Lara Keller 

Subject: FW: Request for review of casefile [SEC=OFFICIAL] 

Hi Sarah 

We've been advised by the QPS that the Coroner overseeing this case has requested that we do not proceed with a 
review of the DNA casefile. 

Thank you so much for your time, we really appreciate it. If things were to change in the future, we'll get back in 

touch with you. 

Cheers 
Cathie 
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llllllr -~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 20211:05 PM 
To: Benson, Sarah 
Subject: RE: Request for review of casefile [SEC=OFFICIAL] 

Hi Sarah 

I've been working with the QPS regarding release of the casefile for review. As there are a few things being 
undertaken at the moment, we're anticipating being able to provide you with the file early next week. 

Thanks again for your time, we appreciate it. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■I w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Benson, Sarah 
Sent: Friday, 3 December 202112:13 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Request for review of casefile [SEC=OFFICIAL] 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

OFFICIAL 
Hi Cathie 

Thanks for the email and considering the AFP for this review. 

The AFP is happy to help where you see we can. Are you able to advise the scale of the casefile and any specific 
areas of concern/focus (with respect to expertise)? 

Happy to chat on Monday to get a better sense of the matter and see how we can support. 

Thanks 

Sarah 

DR SARAH BENSON 
CHIEF FORENSIC SCIENTIST 
OPERATIONAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Tel : ■■■■■■■ Ext : lllliliilili Mob : 
www.afp.qov.au 

POLICING FOR 
A SAFER AUSTRALIA 

~ ffllWI. POU« 
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From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 2021 9:52 AM 
To: Benson, Sarah 
Subject: Request for review of casefile 

Hi Sarah 

Hope this email finds you well. 

I'm sure that you've seen the recent media regarding an unsolved murder case from Queensland. We have been 

through the file and can find no areas of concern, however we'd like to seek assistance from the AFP for a peer 
review of the casefile. We understand that this would be a time constraint on the AFP, however we are willing to 
incur any costs for the review, given it's a large casefile. 

Could you please consider this request and advise if the AFP would be in a position to assist. Please let me know if 
you have any additional queries that I could assist with. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and 
may be protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which 
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they were supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived 
by reason of mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, 
retain, forward or reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please 
notify the sender by return email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this 
email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 

********************************************************************** 
WARNING 

This e mail message and a n y attached f iles may conta in informa ti on 
tha t i s conf i dent ial a nd s u b j ect o f l egal pr ivilege in tended on l y fo r 
use by t he i ndividu a l o r entity to whom t hey are addr essed . I f yo u 
are not t he intended recip ient o r the person r esponsib l e f o r 
de l ivering t he message to the i ntended recip ient be advi sed tha t yo u 
have r ece i ved this message i n er r o r a nd t hat a n y u se , copying , 
ci rcul ation , f orwar ding , pr i nting or p ubl ica ti on o f th is message o r 
attached files i s st r ictl y fo r bidden , as i s the disc l osur e o f t he 
information contained t herein . I f yo u have receiv ed th is message in 
error, p l ease not ify t he sender immed i a t ely and delete it f r om yo u r 
inbox . 

AFP Web site : http : //www . afp . gov . au 
********************************************************************** 

********************************************************************** 
WARNI NG 

Th i s ema il message a nd any a ttached f iles may cont ain info r mation 
tha t i s conf i dent ial a nd s u b j ect o f l egal pr ivilege in tended on l y fo r 
use by the i nd ividual or e n tity t o wh om t hey a r e addressed . If you 
a r e n o t the inte n ded r ec i p i ent or the pe r son resp o n s i ble for 
del i vering the message t o t he in t e nded r ec i p i ent be advised t hat you 
have received thi s message in e r ror and t h a t any use , copying , 
c i rculati on, fo r wardi ng , p rinting o r pub l ication of th i s message or 
a tt ached fil es is s t r i ctly f orb i dden , as is the d i sclosu re of the 
info r mati on conta ined the r e i n . If you have r ece i ved th i s message in 
error, p l ease not ify t he sender immed i a t ely and delete it f r om yo u r 
inbox . 

AFP Web site : http : //www . a f p . gov . a u 
********************************************************************** 
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Queensland Health 

DIRECTOR-GENERAL BRIEFING NOTE 
C-ECTF-21/22452 

Prevention Division 

SUBJECT: DNA analysis of samples at Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (FSS) 
pertaining to the death of ■■-■■■■■ in February 2013 

D Approved 

D Not approved 

Noted Signed Date 30/12/2021 

□ Further information required 
(see comments) 

Dr John Wakefield , Director-General , Queensland Health 

Comments: 

ACTION REQUIRED BY 26 Nov 2021 as this is a very topical media item 

RECOMMENDATION 
It is recommended the Director-General : 
• Note the information below in response to claims made in The Australian newspaper on 25 November 

2021 regarding the DNA analysis of samples at Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (FSS) 
pertaining to the death of■-■■■-■ in February 2013 (Attachment 1). 

ISSUES 
1. The article, entitled 'Shut lab down: DNA fiasco in murder case', was issued in relation to a current 

podcast called ·■■■I Story ' by Hedley Thomas available through subscription to The Australian. 
2. The article featured claims made by Dr Kirsty Wright about processes and results issued by FSS Forensic 

DNA Analysis in relation to the death of ■-■-■■-in February 2013. 
3. Dr Wright was formerly employed at FSS, however left the organisation in 2007. 
4. FSS refutes claims made in the article regarding the rigour and quality of testing conducted for this case. 
5. Statements of Witness were prepared for the matter (R vs ••■) and issued on 29 September 2016, 15 

December 2016 and 23 February 2017 detailing work performed by the laboratory. These statements 
were peer reviewed in accordance with Standard Operating Procedures . Expert evidence was provided by 
a gazetted DNA Analyst from Forensic DNA Analysis on 27 March 2017 in the Supreme Court in Mackay. 

6. The journalist requested that FSS respond to a series of detailed questions, however, following legal 
advice, a short statement was issued (Attachment 2). 

7. FSS has subsequently prepared high-level responses to these questions (where possible in the given 
timeframe) for internal purposes only (Attachment 3). 

BACKGROUND 
8. The Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory participates in a Proficiency Testing Program and is externally 

audited by the National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) in accordance with International 
Standards. Accreditation against ISO/IEC 17025 has consistently been achieved since 1999. Quality 
Assurance procedures including , but not limited to , audit and calibration schedules , use of Quality control 
samples (positive and negative controls), peer reviewing of results , and a competency-based training 
program are key components to the Quality System within Forensic DNA Analysis. All results generated 
by the laboratory are peer-reviewed before release to the Qld Police Service. The laboratory conducts 
further testing upon request from QPS. 

9. The workflow involved in DNA testing is as follows : 
9.1. When a sample is submitted by QPS for DNA testing , the analytical steps are: 
9.2. Extraction: trying to recover DNA material from cellular material (eg . skin cells , sperm cells , blood) 
9.3. Quantitation: estimates how much DNA was extracted from the sample 
9.4. PCR Amplification: make many copies of target DNA to enable detection (use of PowerPlex 21 DNA 

profiling kit) 
9.5. Electrophoresis : separation and detection of the targeted DNA 
9.6. Interpretation: if DNA profiles are obtained , DNA profiles are compared and reported 

10. As described in the media article, some samples were reported as 'No DNA Detected '. This is a standard 
approach to reporting results where there is no DNA detected at the quantification stage. Samples that 
return this result do not progress to the next step in the process , called amplification. The amplification 
process uses a DNA profiling kit known as PowerPlex 21 . If a DNA profile is obtained , it may undergo 
statistical analysis using STRmix software. Mention of PowerPlex 21 and STRmix in this article is 
irrelevant for samples that have returned a result of 'No DNA Detected ' . 
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Queensland Health 

DIRECTOR-GENERAL BRIEFING NOTE 
C-ECTF-21/22452 

Prevention Division 

11. It is not unusual for samples taken from surfaces to yield no DNA, particularly when there is no visible 
material present. There are many factors that can affect the ability to obtain DNA profiles , related to the 
quality and quantity of DNA in the sample and the presence of contaminants . For example, if a swab was 
profiled from a steering wheel , we do not expect to obtain a profile; but, if we do obtain a profile, this would 
not be an unexpected finding given a steering wheel might have been touched . Everybody sheds and 
transfers DNA-containing material indifferent amounts and rates , so we cannot expect to obtain profiles in 
every instance. 

12. Forensic DNA Analysis staff are not responsible for the prioritisation of testing or the triaging of samples 
submitted to the laboratory. The laboratory processes all samples submitted for testing by QPS . 

13. Scientists from Forensic DNA Analysis do not attend crime scenes to perform presumptive testing and 
sampling . 

RESULTS OF CONSULTATION 
14. QH Legal advice when consulted about the initial media response was that PQ FSS should not seek to 

answer the specific questions posed by the journalist before a full privacy assessment could be 
undertaken. The case also currently remains unsolved . 

15. Queensland Police Service (QPS) Forensic Services Group have advised FSS that DNA evidence did not 
play a major role in this case. 

16. FSS maintains a very close working relationship with QPS, including in the management of sample 
submission and DNA analysis . 

RESOURCE/FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
17. There are no resource or financial implications associated with this brief. 

SENSITIVITIES/RISKS 
18. Additional media coverage is expected following the publication of the article in The Australian and the 

release of the associated pod cast episode. The Media Unit, Strategic Communications Branch, have since 
been approached by additional media outlets in relation to this article, and have to date been providing the 
same holding statement as previously provided to the journalist 

19. Forensic DNA Analysis staff have been briefed and offered management support . Additionally , FSS has 
been contacted by several interstate and international forensic practitioners expressing solidarity and 
support for the Queensland Health FSS Forensic DNA Analysis team . 

ATTACHMENTS 
20. Attachment 1. Article: "Shut lab down: DNA fiasco in murder case", The Australian, 25 November 2021 
21. Attachment 2. Questions from Journalist, Hedley Thomas , The Australian 
22. Attachment 3. Responses to questions (for internal purposes) 

Author Cleared by (Dir/SnrDir) Content verified by (DDG/CE) 
Name: Alison Slade Name: Brett Bricknell Name: Prof Keith McNeil 
Position: Principal Advisor Position: General Manager Position: A/Deputy Director-General & 
Unit: Forensic and Scientific Services Bran eh: PQ & FSS Chief Medical Officer 
Tel No: Tel No: Division: Prevention 
Date Drafted: 25 November2021 Date Cleared: 26 November 2021 Tel No: 

*Note clearance contact is also key Date Verified :26 November 2021 
contact for brief queries * 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

FSS Corra 
Thursday, 2 December 2021 3:28 PM 
Lara Keller; Alison Slade 
Justin Howes; Cathie Allen 

Subject: C-ECTF-21/22452 - CD 26 NOV 2021 - DG BN DNA Analysis of samples re death of 

Attachments: 22. Finalised - UNDGBA N.trS; NOTED DG Brief.pdf 

Hi all 

Copy for your records, DG had noted attached Brief regarding 

Kind regards Sandy 

-----Original Message----

From: eDRMS Platform Service 

Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202111:11 AM 
To: FSS Corra 
Subject: Content Manager Notification - Activity Reassigned. 22. Finalised - UNDGBA/N C-ECTF-21/22452 - CD 26 
NOV 2021- DG BN DNA Analysis of samples re death of 

Name: 22. Finalised - UNDGBA/N 
Workflow: C-ECTF-21/22452 - CD 26 NOV 2021- DG BN DNA Analysis of samples re death of 

Priority: Medium 
Assigned To: PQFSS - Forensic and Scientific Services (FSS) Date Assigned: 02/12/2021 at 11:10 AM Due Date: 
06/12/2021 at 3:39 PM 

Supervisor: 
This Activity has been recently reassigned to you and is due to be started on 06/12/2021 at 3:39 PM. Could you 
please ensure that it is completed by 06/12/2021 at 3:39 PM. 

This email message has been automatically generated by Content Manager (CENTRAL BUSINESS UNIT). 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Good Morning Inspector, 

Spiteri.Tania M [OSC] 
Monday, 6 December 2021 10:46 AM 
Neville.David H [OSC] 
Elkins. LisaM [BR] 
FW: 

WIT.0019.0013.0185 

Please see the below email chain in regards to the Central Coroner wishing to meet with the D/Sgt, who was the RO 

for the ■■■■I homicide, this week. 

Magistrate O'CONNELL has scheduled a meeting with Lisa this coming Wednesday (8/12/2021) and as outlined in his 
email he wishes to speak to her about the following from the case: 

• Which 12 or so of the 150 odd samples QPS will retest, 

• By whom, 

• What duration is expected for the re-testing, 

• Whether the re-testing will consume all of the remaining material of that sample (To ensure availability for 
another lab to retest further if needed). 

In order to answer majority of these questions the case file from QHFSS would we preferred to have prior to this 
meeting. 

D/Sgt Lisa ELKINS, D/ A/Sgt Scott McDONALD and I have sat down and gone over the exhibits from the case, and 
picked around 12 exhibits that we think would be beneficial to retest, which would ultimately give "new and 
compelling" evidence for the case. As I have not received the full case file I do not know quantification levels, if any 
have low copy DNA levels, the remaining volumes of the sample/exhibits remains, etc. Therefore I cannot 
definitively say what samples would be preferred to be re-tested/ sampled. 

From speaking to the Coronial Support officer (Central Region) I am of the belief that the Coroner wishes for these 
samples to be examined/ re-tested outside of QHFSS. However I would suggest that this will be further discussed in 
the meeting this Wednesday with D/Sgt ELKINS and him. 

Are you able to inform me on where we are in regards to gaining the full case file from QHFSS? 

Any queries please let me know. 

Kind Regards 
Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 

Mob:■■■-■ Office: 
57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4740 
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OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 

From: Magistrate O'Connell 
Sent: Sunday, 5 December 2021 09:24 
To: Elkins.LisaM[BR] 
Cc: McDonald.ScottC[BR] 
Subject: Re: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Wednesday sounds good, at Ferny Grove QPS. Perhaps 10.00am suits? Tell me if that is ok. 

Regards, 
Magistrate O'Connell 
Central Coroner 
Mackay Courthouse 

From: Elkins.LisaM[BR] 
Sent: Friday, December 3, 2021 6:07:06 PM 
To: Magistrate O'Connell 
Cc: Scott McDonald (QPS) 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Mr. O'Connell, 

I know you have an interest in this case and I appreciate it. Yes - I will definitely make myself available. I am free 
anytime on Monday, Wednesday and Thursday. I can even do Tuesday morning if that works for you. 

Scotty McDonald can be there if it is Wednesday or Thursday. 

I am happy to meet at Ferny Grove or I can come to the City if that is easier for you. 

Thanks 

Lisa Elkins 
Detective Sergeant 

Ph:·---■/Em: 

From: Magistrate O'Connell 
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 09:36 
To: Elkins.LisaM[BR] 
Subject: 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Lisa, 

Would you be free next week to talk to me about the re-testing of samples for DNA? I'm wanting to know which 12 
or so of the 150 odd samples QPS will retest, by whom, what duration is expected for the re-testing, and whether 
the re-testing will consume all of the remaining material of that sample so can another lab retest further if needed. 

I'll be in Brisbane so can meet with you at the Ferny Grove QPS station. There may also be other topics to discuss, 
perhaps it will take 45 minutes to one hour. Tell me when may suit your schedule. And yes, I do take a bit of an 
interest in this case. 

Regards, 

Magistrate O'Connell 
Central Coroner 
Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

Mackay Courthouse 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 
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If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi David 

Cathie Allen 
Monday, 6 December 2021 3:36 PM 
Neville.David H [OSC] 
Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]; Lara Keller; Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
RE: URGENT REQUEST: Full casefile request from QHFSS -

Thank you for the update on the testing that was conducted elsewhere. 

WIT.0019.0013.0189 

I've reviewed the casefile for items/extracts that were transferred to the QPS, and the list indicates the hair samples 
you've advised below, and also 2 x DNA Extracts -1 from the Left hand fingernail clippings of the deceased (barcode 

) and 1 from fabric from buttons of shirt (SxScm) (barcode ••••). These were forwarded to the 
QPS in mid-June 2014 for onforwarding. Are you able to advise on the results from the testing of these items? 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 2021 2:35 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] ; Lara Keller 
Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Subject: FW: URGENT REQUEST: Full casefile request from QHFSS -
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This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
Please see information from Tania below regarding results of external testing. A request has been made to the 
Coroner regarding Rhys's attendance at the meeting. Tania will let us know soon. 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Su art Command 
Ph: 

From: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202114:13 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Subject: RE: URGENT REQUEST: Full casefile request from QHFSS -

Hi Dave, 

I have spoken to Lisa ELKINS to contact the Coroner to see if that is what he wants - ultimately he has requested the 
meeting with the RO, so it will be up to him to decide, once I know I will let you know. 

In regards to the comment "The QPS authorised for items or DNA extracts to be sent interstate/overseas for DNA 
testing - are we able to be advised of the outcome of this testing please?" The only samples that were removed from 
QPS /QHFSS were Hair samples and they were sent to VIFM (mDNA) and AFP (morphological). No samples were sent 
overseas. 

The results were as follows -

AFP - Morphological examination of hair - 18 out of 24 hair exhibits were attributed to . 1 out 
of the six remaining exhibits could not exclude-and it was recommended the hair be sent for mDNA 
testing to VIFM. The last 5 remaining hair exhibits were excluded as either being-or -hair. 

VIFM - mDNA examination of 1 x hair - nil mDNA profile was reported. 

If there is any queries please let me know. 

Cheers, 
Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Oper~ Command 
Mob:----Office:-
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57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4740 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202112:39 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Harris.LibbyA[OSC] 

; Justin Howes 

Hi Cathie 
Yes the meeting with Magistrate O'Connell was a surprise to me too today. Hence the increased urgency. If you can 
provide whatever you can to Tania now that would be great. I will leave it with Tania to liaise with the investigators 
and the Coroner to see if Rhys can be involved but that makes sense to me. 
I will try and find out what happened with the external testing. 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Su art Command 
Ph: 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202112:23 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Harris.LibbyA[OSC] 

; Lara Kell 
Subject: RE: URGENT REQUEST: Full casefile r 

; Justin Howes 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi David 

Thank you for making us aware of the meeting between Magistrate O'CONNELL and Investigators this Wednesday, 
as we were not aware of this. Is it possible for our case scientist Rhys Parry to be a part of this meeting (if its via MS 
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Teams)? Given it may assist in resolving/dismissing recent media concerns surrounding the DNA results produced 
by our laboratory. 

We have been working in the background on this request, plus requests received from the Coroners Court of 
Queensland. 

The casefile was provided under subpoena in January 2017, however additional items have been submitted and 
testing since it was provided. We are working on including the additional pages to the scanned copy of the casefile, 
so that a complete copy of the file is provided. Given we won't be able to provide the additional information by the 
meeting on Wednesday, we endeavour to provide what we currently have. 

The quantitation process used in 2013 did not provide information such as degradation so this information is not 
available. Additionally, gathering this data would be labour intensive for us to extract this information, if it were 
available. This data is gathered manually when it has been requested. 

The QPS authorised for items or DNA extracts to be sent interstate/overseas for DNA testing - are we able to be 
advised of the outcome of this testing please? This could assist with resolving some of the negative media regarding 
the results produced by the laboratory. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■- w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202111:01 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Harris.LibbyA[OSC] 

; Justin Howes 
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Subject: URGENT REQUEST: Full casefile request from QHFSS -
Importance: High 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
I need to follow up on my email to you below dated 1 December in relation to the ■■■I case as Tania needs to 
advise the Coroner of potential retesting options. Apparently Magistrate O'CONNELL has scheduled a meeting with 
investigators this Wednesday (8/12/21). I have attached a copy of an email request I have received from 
Tania. They are requesting a copy of the QHFSS casefile to assist with preparation. I understand that this may be a 
little unusual, however this may actually assist in resolving/dismissing recent media concerns. 
Given the timeframe, could you please advise the best way forward to provide the information. 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph: 
Mob: 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 202115:03 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Harris.LibbyA[OSC] 
Subject: FW: Full casefile request from QHFSS -

Hi Justin and Cathie 

; Justin Howes 
· Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 

Is this something that can be provided to Tania please. 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Su art Command 
Ph: 
Mob: 

From: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 202113:35 
To: DNA Liaison and Major Crime 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Savage.JackT[CR] 

; Elkins.LisaM[BR] 
; Coronial Support Unit (Central)< 
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Good afternoon, 

Re. Cold Case Homicide 

I have been requested to review the forensic evidence in regards to this casefile, with the possibility of determining 
if there are any samples that may need to be re-tested. 

Can I please request the full case file from QHFSS, including the Quantification values, remaining volumes of samples 
(if possible) and a audit of exhibits that they have on hand in regards to this case. 

If you have any queries please let me know. 

Kind Regards, 
Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Mob:■■■■■ Office: 
57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4 7 40 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 

reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 
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Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi David 

Cathie Allen 
Friday, 17 December 2021 12:47 PM 
Neville.David H [OSC] 
Lara Keller; Supt Dale Frieberg 
RE: Enquires from Ms Kirsty Wrig 

Thank you for providing the email trail regarding Dr Wright's enquiries. 

WIT.0019.0013.0196 

When Dr Krosch provided the draft paper to FSS for review, significant feedback was given regarding our 
concerns. No advice was provided to FSS before the journal article was published and that our concerns had not 
been taken onboard. 

It would be greatly appreciated if you could provide us with advice regarding Dr Wright's enquiries that are based 
around laboratory results produced by FSS, if future requests are made. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 8:32 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Lara Keller 
Subject: Enquires from Ms Kirsty Wright 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
I need to give you a heads up on an enquiry made by Kirsty Wright recently. The email string below is fairly self
explanatory. We wont be providing her any further comment. 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Su art Command 
Ph: 

From: Kirsty Wright 
Sent: Thursday, 16 December 202111:08 
To: Krosch.MattN[OSC] 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Subject: Re: Some Further Analysis from your Paper 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Matt, 

Thank you for your response and clarifying the sexual assault samples. I understand your comments about 

not using the data to make comment about the lab's efficiency, and will respect your position on 

that. There are some very interesting results in there that may indicate there are issues in the lab 

though. The breast, oral and penis swabs are essentially clinical samples (taken from either the victim or 

offender by a GMO). To get such high amounts of 'no DNA' from those swabs is a concern (eg 52% of 

penis swabs getting no DNA, when you would expect to always at least get the donor). 

Thanks again and have a lovely Christmas. 

Dr Kirsty Wright 

Visiting Fellow 

Genomics Research Centre, 

Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation 

From: Krosch.MattN[OSC] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2021 9:14 AM 
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To: Kirsty Wright 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Some Further Analysis from your Paper 

Dear Kirsty, 

Thank you for your inquiry. Regarding your specific questions, sexual assault sample results included both fractions 
(where relevant), and I am not sure about AP/microscopy results for the semen swabs. More broadly, however, the 
purpose of the paper was to provide some insight for crime scene examiners about the likelihood of generating a 
useable profile from a particular sample type based on the substrate and collection technique and thereby inform 
their decision-making at the point of collection. The study was not designed to evaluate the efficacy of the testing 
laboratory and it would be inappropriate to use the data for that purpose. Any attempt to do so would be 
significantly flawed. There are numerous caveats around these data and the appropriateness or otherwise of 
comparing these with previous studies, many of which are discussed in the paper. It would not be appropriate for 
me to comment more broadly on these matters. 

Kind regards, 
Matt 

Dr Matt Krosch 
Research Officer 
Quality Management Section 
Forensic Services Group 
Operation Support Command 
Queensland Police Service 
Ph: I Mobile: 

Members of QMS will at times be working from home during the COVID-19 crisis. If my office phone goes 
unanswered, please call me on the mobile above if you need to speak with me. 

From: Kirsty Wright 
Sent: Monday, 13 December 2021 08:21 
To: Krosch.MattN[OSC] 
Subject: DNA Profiling Success Article 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Matt, 

I'm doing some research into the lab issues that were affecting the-case after the introduction 

of PP21 and STRMix. I found your 2020 paper in AJFS about DNA profiling success rates. I don't want to 

draw any incorrect or unfair conclusions from the data, so can I ask you some questions just to clarify a 

couple of points? Eg for the sexual assault samples, were these only the male fractions? For semen 

samples, were these AP+ and micro+? Please let me know if this is OK, and when would be a good time to 

talk. 
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Best wishes 

Dr Kirsty Wright 

Visiting Fellow 

Genomics Research Centre, 

Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation 

WIT.0019.0013.0199 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi David 

Cathie Allen 
Tuesday, 21 December 2021 5:19 PM 
Neville.David H [OSC] 
Lara Keller; Frieberg.DaleJ [OSC] 
RE: - latest article from The Australian

Thank you for your email, and the confirmation that all comparisons have been carried out using reference samples 
or profiles recorded on NCIDD. 

Previously the QPS may have been unsure the confidentiality of information at FSS, so disclosure of the below 

information is an attempt to ensure that both organisations are across the perceived issues as they arise. I will 
continue to provide information to you that's in line with the below. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

IIIIIF -~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

Sent: Tuesday, 21 December 2021 8:10 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Lara Keller 
Subject: FW: - latest article from The Australian -
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This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
In relation to your comments below, I do not believe that anyone in the QPS is sharing information with the media in 
relation to the case. This remains an open investigation and it would be highly inappropriate for 
us to do so. I note that this is the second time you have raised your concern about a leak outside of FSS. 

As far as this matter goes, and with any other QPS casework, we would require QH to advise us if they intend to 
release any of our case information to another party including requests received through the RTI process. There is 
an exemption to provide information under the RTI Act when it relates to an open criminal investigation. I 

understand that FSS provided a copy of the - casefile under an RTI request(,_ in October 2016. I am 
unsure if advice was sought from QPS at that time, however I would hope that that we would have advised to seek 
exemption under that provision. 

As far as your other questions, there are no further reference samples that require testing or that remain 
undelivered. All comparisons/eliminations have been carried out using reference samples or profiles recorded on 
NCIDD. 

I hope this helps 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Su art Command 
Ph: 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 20 December 202113:52 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] ; Lara Keller 
Subject: FW: - latest article from The Australian 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi David 

Our Library Services have provided the below article regarding the 
within the article and wish to advise you of the following: 

case. We've reviewed the information 

Neither nor-are listed within the Statement of Witness (not unexpected if 
their samples were supplied to FSS as 'Suspect Checks') 
Neither-nor-are mentioned by name within the Casefile - this provides additional 
information to suggest that information is being provided from non-FSS source/s (as we had raised with you 
previously) 
There are 4 Intel samples associated with the casefile that do not have names attached to them or were 
supplied to FSS (not unexpected for an intelligence sample) and FSS are in a position where we can neither 
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confirm nor deny that these belong to either-or- These barcodes are 

and ■■■■ if the QPS wished to check. 
The 4 barcodes listed above were contained within an Intelligence Report issued to the QPS on the 26 t h of 
September 2014. This Intelligence Report details results of the statistical analyses of the casework samples 
against available reference DNA profiles, Suspect Checks and full Unknown DNA profiles. 
If-and ■■■lsamples were meant to be delivered to FSS and haven't been, are you able to 
follow-up on this please? 

Please let me know if you have any queries regarding this. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■- w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

Sent: Monday, 20 December 2021 9:10 AM 

Story podcast: Did lab check DNA of high

priority targets? 

• Exclusive David Murray National Crime Correspondent 
• 9:05PM December 19, 2021 

Queensland's government-run forensics laboratory may have failed to conduct DNA comparison checks on two high-
priority targets in the murder investigation. 

had a history of using knives to stab and menace people, and was once jailed after violently 

mother, •. 
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Homicide detectives had -and his friend on a list of six high-priority persons of interest in 
 murder, along with her former boyfriend_, local criminal ■■■■■I and his cousin 
, and another man. 

Forensic scientist- has been unable to find any trace of DNA from - or - being 
compared with any DNA profiles from the crime scene or on ■■■■I body and clothes. 

These profiles did not meet the criteria to upload to a national DNA database so they relied on matching using the 
Queensland lab's processes. 

"There's just no evidence the lab ever compared two of the six suspects to their crime scene samples - nothing for 
-or - even though their samples were sent as suspect samples," Dr Wright said. 

She found the potential bombshell anomaly while reviewing forensics evidence for investigative podcast series 
~, and alerted police several weeks before the latest episode. 

- became a person of interest as someone who lived near the murder scene, was a known drug abuser, 
did not have a reliable alibi and was previously involved in the attack on., with her daughter 
present. Claims emerged during the police investigation that he hung out near the Girl Guides hut where the killer 
hid before the attack, and that - missing handbag was seen at his house. 

Detectives ruled out-and-as suspects, as did Coroner David O'Connell in his inquest findings last 
year. 

However, police and the coroner would have had a reasonable expectation that DNA profiles of the two short-listed 
persons of interest were compared by lab scientists with crime scene DNA. 

Barrister Craig Eberhardt, representing- questioned ~t the inquest about his convictions for 
violence, including the stabbing of a woman in the face and breast. 

- accepted he had a lot of entries on his criminal history for assaulting people, breaking into houses, 
stealing, assault and carrying a knife, but couldn't remember confronting him after she found him in 
her yard. 

says she found-armed with a stick in her yard, approaching-and her cousin. 

"He went to take a step towards the girls and I stepped in front of him then, and that's when he punched me," she 
said. "He hit me, punched me, and I fell to the ground." 

-was later told he pleaded guilty to assault and numerous unrelated charges and was jailed. 

An incident involving-'going berserk" with a knife while drunk made Mackay's Daily Mercury 
newspaper in 2007. The article described him breaking two knives trying to stab and kick his way through a locked 
door. He eventually managed to cut and bash his way through with a third knife. His friend ■■I also had an 
extensive criminal history. Both deny any involvement in murder. 

About 85 samples were tested from , her clothing and mobile phone, with 19 DNA profiles 
generated that contained DNA from unknown persons. 

These are the profiles that may not have been compared with the DNA from - and-· 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

FYI 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Justin Howes 
Monday, 29 November 2021 3:42 PM 
Cathie Allen 
FW: abc story 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www. health .q Id .qov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 9:34 AM 

Subject: abc story 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Justin 

I see that this matter is still newsworthy. The following link is to an article that mentions 17 errors. 

htt s: www.abc.net.au news 2021-11-25  

 

Do you know what errors Kirsty is referring to? I had a look at the case and there were 4 results changed and 
none them were significant changes. They were just a shift from low support to non-contribution. I can see how 
this could easily occur as more information came to hand through further testing. 

I raised the use of the term "incorrected" with Cathie previously. I think it has an unwarranted negative 
connotation that plays into he hands of defence lawyers/experts. As far as I am concerned, it is really only an 
adjustment when there is a minor shift in the reporting scale continuum, especially when that shift is to maintain 
a level of conservatism (to err on the side of caution) . 

The four adjustments I can see are below. Is this what she is referring to and how did she come to 17? 

Exhibit Item Item V13: Trace DNA Tape Lift from front driver's seat belt of Qld Rego  
Result originally reported as: Two person mixed DNA profile 
Result incorrected and changed to: Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 
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--em L22: Trace DNA Tapelift from RHS buttock area of pants in removed from 

Result originally reported as Two person mixed DNA profile, conditioned on deceased, with low support for 
contribution to (witness) and (WITNESS) 
Result incorrected and changed to: Two person mixed profile, conditioned on deceased, with supports non 
contribution to -(witness) and (WITNESS) 

- Item L42: Trace DNA Tape Lift from front LHS lower leg area of pants in removed 
from 
Result originally reported as: Two person mixed DNA profile, conditioned on deceased, with low support for 
contribution to (witness) 
Result incorrected and changed to: Two person mixed profile, conditioned on deceased, with supports non 
contribution (Witness) 

- Item L43: Trace DNA Tape Lift from rear RHS lower leg area of pants in removed 
from 
Result originally reported as: Two person mixed DNA profile, conditioned on deceased, with low support for 
contribution to (witness) 
Result incorrected and changed to: Two person mixed profile, conditioned on deceased, with single evidence sample 
excluded to (witness) 

Kind regards 

• 
David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph: 
Mob: 

Our va,(ues are at the core of who we are and what we do each day 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Justin Howes 
Monday, 29 November 2021 3:42 PM 
Cathie Allen 
Handover to Cathie_Nov2021.xlsx 

Attachments: Handover to Cathie_Nov2021 .xlsx; Email to RSPCA_Nov2021 .pdf; QPS CoP letter to 
DG QH.pdf; d 2021132 draft recommendations_17-11-21 PC.docx; RE: FSS Dispute 
- Conference 3 (D/2021/132); RE: FWAs 

Hi 
Welcome back!!! I hope you had a pleasant break. 

I am working from home in the morning until 8:30am and will be REC to balance the day after that. 

In all, it was an extremely busy and eventful period. So many things happened, started, or planned to start. 

The spreadsheet attached is a running log - it does not capture everything. You would have many emails relating to 

the work in the last few weeks, but many of the threads that were worked on may not have you on the list (because 
it was being dealt with quickly). 

Attached are also some attachments/letters of note. 

See you on Wed! 

Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www. health .q Id .qov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Justin Howes 
Thursday, 2 December 2021 12:22 PM 
Cathie Allen 
answers 

- Responses - MediaV3.docx 

Hi, here is the most recent draft of answers to 15 qns. 

Regards 
Justin 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■- w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

WIT.0019.0013.0207 
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General workflow in Forensic DNA Analysis: 

Extraction : pulling DNA out of cellular material 

Quantitation: estimation of how much DNA was extracted . If below the Limit of 
Detection, samples do not progress to PCR amplification (as no DNA is detected). 
This means there is no DNA profiling attempted on these samples. 

PCR Amplification : multiple copies of targeted DNA 

Electrophoresis: detection of the targeted DNA 

Interpretation: if DNA profiles are obtained, they are compared to DNA profiles of 
other samples including reference samples and statistical analyses are conducted at 
this stage. 

Q1 : Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why a majority of samples from the vehicle of 
were not analysed past the quantitation step (labelled in part V1 to 

V51 )? 

Samples with a quantification level below the validated Limit of Detection are 
reported as 'DNA was not detected'. Below this value, there is either no DNA in the 
sample, or there is extremely low amounts that have not reached the validated limit 
of detection. 

This is a standard analytical workflow that informs QPS of the result, and if QPS 
would like to progress the sample through the subsequent steps (knowing there was 
no DNA detected initially), then the laboratory would be informed. 

Q2: What criteria is used by the QHFSS DNA laboratory to assess whether analysis 
of samples from a major crime should be either stopped after quantitation or fully 
tested? 

Samples with a quantification level below the validated Limit of Detection are 
reported as 'DNA was not detected'. These samples do not routinely progress past 
Quantitation stage. If samples in this matter obtained a quantitation level above the 
Limit of Detection, they proceeded through the DNA profiling steps. 

This is a standard analytical workflow that informs QPS of the result, and if QPS 
would like to progress the sample through the subsequent steps (knowing there was 
no DNA detected initially), then the laboratory would be informed. 
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Q3: Under what circumstances is it possible for a crime scene sample to have no 
DNA detected at the quantitation stage, to then be fully tested resulting in the 
generation of a reportable DNA profile? 

The laboratory can be requested at any time to progress samples initially reported as 
'no DNA detected '. The extract is retained indefinitely and therefore available for 
progression through the next steps in the process. 

Extensive data mining would be required to provide a frequency of progress of 
samples initially reported as 'No DNA Detected '. 

Q4: Did this occur and, if yes, how many times did it occur in the case of_ 
 

Extensive data mining would be required to provide a frequency of event. 

Q5: If yes in one or more instances, why weren 't all vehicle samples - and all crime 
scene samples - which were initially reported as 'no DNA detected ' further analysed? 

N/A 

Q6: Would a Combur positive swab taken from a pool of blood at a crime scene by a 
Scientific Officer only hours after a homicide be expected to produce a DNA profile? 

A Combur test is a presumptive test for blood - a test that gives an indication that 
blood may be present. This test is not a confirmatory test for blood. This test is 
performed by QPS. 

There are a variety of elements that might affect the sample, and the ability to obtain 
a DNA profile. This includes, but not limited to, quantity of blood in sample (if it is 
indeed blood), whether the possible blood was mixed with some other substance 
(eg . inhibitor) present in the gutter. This is why in forensic testing , we do not assume 
or expect to obtain DNA profiles. 

It is possible for the quantitation process to perform sub-optimally but there is no 
indication in the casefile and electronic casefile that there were issues with the 
performance of the quantitation batches (see below). 

Q7: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why no DNA was detected from the sample a 
QPS Scientific Officer stated had come from a pool of blood, and which he labelled 
as 'S14: Swab of blood from gutter on  (barcode-)? 

Assuming human blood was present, there could be many explanations for not 
obtaining detectable DNA including but not limited to, the quality and quantity of the 
area being sampled , any potential inhibitors and environmental factors relating to the 
use and storage of the swab. 

Relevant Batches with samples in this matter: 
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(78): Batch appears normal. Most major crime sample 
provide good profiles. Most 'No DNA Detected ' results were for volume crime 
samples, and these results were not unexpected given the substrate. 

(14): An additional sample on batch was (with 
same description as S 15: blood from gutter ). S 15 underwent microcon 
concentration step and produced a degraded profile, which was reported as 
matching 

Most major crime samples on the batch provided good DNA profiles. Most 'No DNA 
Detected ' results were for volume crime samples, and these results were not 
unexpected given the substrate. 

The original Crime Scene Envelope does not mention "pool" for either sample (S14 
orS15). 

Q8: What do you say to the suggestion that issues arising from the introduction of 
PowerPlex 21 and STRmix in December 2012 had a detrimental impact on the 
laboratory's profiling of samples for DNA in this case in the weeks and months 
afterwards? 

If in reference to 'No DNA Detected ' results, this result is reported after quantification 
and these samples do not progress to PowerPlex 21 and STRmix processes; 
therefore, reference to PowerPlex 21 and STRmix is irrelevant to samples reported 
as 'No DNA Detected '. 

Q9: Did any of the scientists in the QHFSS DNA laboratory express concerns to 
~ent over unusual or poor results being obtained in the case of
--by PowerPlex 21 after it was implemented? 

Not to the laboratory's knowledge. 

Q10: Was the QHFSS DNA laboratory experiencing any difficulties interpreting 
mixtures from crime scene samples during the period samples from 

were being analysed? 

Not to the laboratory's knowledge. 

The relevant batches (that contained samples from the matter) were checked and do 
not appear to have any issues detected. 

Q11 : Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why the following DNA mixtures from 
were reported as 'Incorrect result' to the QPS? - (on 

24/09/2014); (on 03/04.2013); •••■(on 03/04/2013); and 
-(on 28/03/2013). 

It was standard procedure at the time to report superseded results as 'incorrect' 
results via the electronic system in use at the time of processing. 
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- (on 24/09/2014) - Initially reported as 2-person mixture but reassessed 
as complex based on degraded nature of profile and position of additional peaks(s). 
Reported as 'complex unsuitable for further interpretation '. 

- (on 03/04.2013) - Updated information based on subsequent Likelihood 
Ratio calculations due to a limitation in the ability to report multiple results in 
AUSLAB. 

(on 03/04/2013) - Updated information based on subsequent Likelihood 
Ratio calculations due to a limitation in the ability to report multiple results in 
AUSLAB. 

- (on 28/03/2013)- Reported as 2-person mixture based on large major 
and single minor peak. Minor peak removed as artefact. Reported as Single Source 
DNA profile. 

Q12: Is it unusual for the QHFSS DNA laboratory to report incorrect results to the 
QPS? If yes, please explain why so many incorrect results were reported to the 
QPS for ? If no, please provide how many samples were reported 
as 'Incorrect result' in 2013 and 2014. 

It was standard procedure at the time to report superseded results as 'incorrect' 
results via the electronic system in use at the time of processing. 

Extensive data mining would be required to provide a frequency of event. 

Q13: Were the QPS or any members of the Queensland criminal justice system 
made aware that there may be DNA profiling issues affecting the reliability of results 
previously reported as 'no DNA detected' for■■■■■•? If yes, please 
provide a copy of the communication/s, including the date of the advice and who it 
was directed too? If no, please explain why this did not occur. 

QPS review the results provided , and in several instances requested additional 
testing , as well as triaging samples for transfer to other labs for testing not performed 
by this laboratory. QPS did not raise concerns about the results of any samples 
referred to above. It is not unusual for some samples received and testing by the 
laboratory to return quantitation results below the Limit of Detection , and report as 
'No DNA Detected '. 

Q14: Did the QHFSS DNA laboratory provide any other advice (apart from 
suggesting the possible 'presence of bacteria') to the QPS explaining why DNA 
profiles weren't being obtained when they were expected to for■■■■■■? If 
yes, please provide that advice, including the date of the advice and to whom it was 
directed. 
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Understood that SOCO  believed the samples from a vehicle that were 
blood presumptive positive to be rust. Presumptive testing information available to 
laboratory supports this conclusion. 

Forensic scientists don't assume or expect to obtain DNA profiles due to the fact that 
there are many variables that can affect the ability to obtain DNA profiles. 

Q15: Can a QHFSS DNA expert explain how samples relating to 
that were correctly packaged, correctly stored, and well-preserved fail to produce a 
profile due to the purported presence of bacteria? 

The ability to obtain a DNA profile can depend on a variety of elements. This 
includes, but not limited to, the quality and quantity of blood in sample (if there is 
blood present), and whether the possible blood was mixed with some other 
substance (eg. inhibitor) present in the gutter. 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi, yes I am on it now. 

Justin 

Justin Howes 

Justin Howes 
Monday, 6 December 2021 2:08 PM 
Cathie Allen 
RE: Before you leave today 

Team Leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e ■■■■■■■■■■■■w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 2021 2:07 PM 

To: Justin Howes 
Subject: Before you leave today 
Importance: High 

Hi Justin 

WIT.0019.0013.0213 

Can you please confirm about the subpoena for the case before you leave today? I need to respond to 
the QPS and really need to know about the subpoena (or if it was just an RTI). 

Cheers 

Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 
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Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

WIT.0019.0013.0214 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

2 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thanks Lara. 

Cathie Allen 
Thursday, 2 December 2021 11 :27 AM 
Lara Keller 
RE: BREAKING: Inquest into-murder to be reopened 

Prior to providing any responses to the questions, we would be best to seek legal advice prior to putting pen to 
paper. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

~ . ......... ~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 

Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■I w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Lara Keller 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202111:14 AM 
To: Cathie Allen ; Justin Howes ; Paula Brisotto 

Subject: FW: BREAKING: Inquest into-murder to be reopened 

From: Brett Bricknell 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202111:10 AM 
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To: Lara Keller 
Subject: RE: BREAKING: Inquest into murder to be reopened 

Thanks Lara 
Disappointing but not unexpected. That's why we really need a full plain English answer to the original journalist 
questions, and anything else alleged in the media not already covered 
Don't be surprised too if the DG asks us to have an external party come in to do a quality review of lab practices 
ahead of the inquest, so perhaps start to turn your mind about who we could suggest if it comes to it someone 
interstate?) 
I'll reach out to legal today as well 
Cheers 
Brett 

From: Lara Keller 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202110:59 AM 

To: Brett Bricknell 
Subject: FW: BREAKING: Inquest into 

From: FSS Corra 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202110:57 AM 

To: Lara Keller 
Subject: FW: BREAKING: Inquest into 

From: FSS IRS 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202110:57 AM 

To: FSS Corra 
Subject: FW: BREAKING: Inquest into 

From: FSS IRS 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202110:54 AM 

Cc: Alison Slade 
Subject: RE: BREAKING: Inquest into 

Inquest into 
reopened 

2 

; Justin Howes 

; Deborah Whelan 

murder to be 
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• Lydia Lynch 

Reporter 

• 19 minutes ago December 2, 2021 

A coronial inquest into the murder of  woman 
serious forensic failures in her case were exposed. 

The case is the subject of The Australian's podcast series,~-

WIT.0019.0013.0217 

is set to be reopened after allegations of 

The Palaszczuk government has faced mounting pressure to launch an inquiry into the state-run forensic laboratory 

after one of Australia's most respected DNA scientists, Kirsty Wright, uncovered a litany of errors in the handling 

of forensic evidence in the ■■■lease. 

Health Minister Yvette D' Ath wrote to Shannon Fenti man, the state's Attorney-General, on Thursday morning asking 
for the case to be reopened. 

"In relation to the case, based on the claims made regarding forensic evidence and whether such 
evidence could lead to new findings," Ms D' Ath told parliament. 

"I believe there is sufficient public interest and questions to be addressed to warrant me writing to the Attorney

General to consider requesting the coroner to reopen the matter." 

More to come 

3 
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From: FSS IRS 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202110:46 AM 

Cc: Alison Slade 
Subject: FW: BREAKING: Inquest into 

For your information. 

This has just come through - I will forward more information as it comes to hand 

Regards, 

Carol 

From: The Australian 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202110:43 AM 

To: FSSIRS 
murder to be reopened 

WIT.0019.0013.0218 

· Justin Howes 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

To view this email as a web page, go here. 

THE AUSTRALIAN~ 

RRPAKTNr! NP1 

4 
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BREAKING 

Inquest into murder to be reopened 
Palaszczuk government caves into mounting pressure for new inquiry after The Australian's 

- Story podcast exposes litany of errors in the handling of forensic evidence. 

LYDIA LYNCH 

NEWSLETTERS TODAY'S PAPER MIND GAMES THE AUSTRALIAN PLUS 

THE AUSTRALIAN .. 

OO<D 
- - - -- - - --

j II Ap;st·~~; ► ~lePlay 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 

Manage your newsletter preferences or unsubscribe from this newsletter. 

Sent by The Australian, GPO Box 4245 , Sydney, NSW, 2001 Australia. 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

Dear All 

Lara Keller 

Thursday, 9 December 2021 4:05 PM 

Cathie Allen; Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto; Brett Bricknell 

FW: PEER REVIEW OF DNA 

High 

Please note below advice, received today. 

Thanks and Kind Regards 

Lara 

Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a evel 1, 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD, 4108 
e■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] 

Sent: Thursday, 9 December 2021 8:37 AM 

To: Lara Keller 

Cc: French.DavidA[OSC] ; Support Officer FSG[OSC] 

; Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 

Subject: PEER REVIEW OF DNA 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

OFFICIAL 

Morning Lara, 

I will call you regarding this email. 
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The Coroner met with the investigating officer and our forensic manager from Central Region yesterday for a case 
conference around the-matter. The Coroner has instructed that he does not support QH conducting a 
peer review and has indicated this not to occur. 

Could you please provide the advice to Cathie Allen. 

D 

Vaie?~A'Pllt 
Superi~ orensic Services Group 
- I- I Email: 

I Queensland Police Service I -

OFFICIAL 

2 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thanks! 

Cheers 
Cathie 

lllllr -~ 

Cathie Allen 
Thursday, 2 December 2021 1 :28 PM 
Alison Slade 
RE: chat to Forensic DNA team on Friday 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 

Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

WIT.0019.0013.0222 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Alison Slade 

Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202112:40 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Re: chat to Forensic DNA team on Friday 

Hi Cathie - I believe so:) Cheers, Alison 

Alison Slade 
Principal Advisor 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

Executive Directorate, Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 
P m 
a 39 Kessels Rd , Coopers Plains Q 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
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From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 202112:16:39 PM 
To: Alison Slade 
Subject: FW: chat to Forensic DNA team on Friday 

Hi Alison 

Quick question - is Bel contactable via this email? 

Cheers 
Cathie 

~ -~ Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 
P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■I w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

WIT.0019.0013.0223 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Lara Keller 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202110:30 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: chat to Forensic DNA team on Friday 

Hello Cathie 
May I leave this with you please? 
Thanks 
Lara 

From: Yvonne Li 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202110:08 AM 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

To: Lara Keller■■■■■■■■I ; Alison Slade 
Cc: DDGandCMO _Prevention Division 
Subject: chat to Forensic DNA team on Friday 

Dear Lara 
Could you send Bel a phone number for Keith to dial into on Friday between 11am and midday? Do you have a 
preference when will be the best and he will try his best to leave his appointment at that time for a few minutes 
Cheers 
Yvonne 

2 
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From: Brett Bricknell 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 2021 9:53 AM 
To: Yvonne Li ; Alison Slade 

Cc: DDGandCMO _Prevention Division 
Subject: Re: DG BN - DNA Analysis of samples re death of 

Great idea! 

© 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Yvonne Li 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 2021 9:46:27 AM 
To: Brett Bricknell ; Lara Keller ; Alison Slade 

Cc: DDGandCMO _Prevention Division 
Subject: FW: DG BN - DNA Analysis of samples re death of 

Good morning 

Apologies to Brett for not running this idea past you first - I spoke to Lara yesterday and was throwing around some 
ideas how to make the Forensic DNA Team feel supported while this media is swirling around. 

Lara mentioned that the team was meeting on Friday for an hour and I suggested it maybe nice for them to hear 
from Keith for a few minutes to support them through this challenging time. 

Brett, will that be ok with you? I'm pretty sure Keith is open to doing chatting to them on a speaker phone (as I 
understand video on TEAMs maybe difficult in that location) 

I look forward to your reply 
Yvonne 

From: DDGandCMO_PreventionDivision 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 2021 9:04 AM 
To: Yvonne Li 
Subject: RE: DG BN - DNA Analysis of samples re death of 

Hi there Yvonne 

Thank you for sending this through. Keith will step out of the workshop he's attending on Friday to call the FSS 
troupes, however is Keith to call them, or will the team call Keith's mobile and pop him on speaker phone? 

Thanks very much, 
Bel 

From: Yvonne Li 
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 4:23 PM 
To: DDGandCMO PreventionDivision 
Subject: FW: DG BN - DNA Analysis of samples re death of-

3 
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From: Alison Slade 
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 3:37 PM 
To: Yvonne Li 
Subject: DG BN - DNA Analysis of samples re death of 

Hi Yvonne - Brief that was sent to DG. Cheers, Alison 

------< Content Manager Record Information >------

Record Number: C-ECTF-21/22452-002 
Title: DG BN - DNA Analysis of samples re death of-

4 

WIT.0019.0013.0225 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi Rhys 

Cathie Allen 
Monday, 6 December 2021 3:07 PM 
Rhys Parry 
Justin Howes; Sharon Johnstone 
FW: 

The QPS have advised that the Magistrate wishes to confine the meeting, regarding this case, to the Investigative 
phase at this stage. The Magistrate advised that if there were specific questions for FSS, he would reach out to us 
directly. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■I w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202112:45 PM 
To: Rhys Parry 

; Sharon Johnstone 

Hi Rhys 

The QPS have just advised that Magistrate O'Connell has requested a meeting with QPS Investigators this 
Wednesday (that's all the details I know). 
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I've requested that you be involved with the meeting (if it's via MS Teams) so that you are able to hear the 
discussion and add context to the DNA testing part. lnsp Neville has advised that he will leave it with A/lnsp Tania 
Spiteri to liaise with the Coroner regarding your attendance. 

I'm hoping that Tania comes direct to you, but she may not have your email address. If I hear anything back, then I'll 

let you know. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi Rhys 

Cathie Allen 
Monday, 6 December 2021 3: 15 PM 
Rhys Parry 
Justin Howes; Sharon Johnstone 

- - items tested by another facility 

The QPS have advised that items tested by another facility have the below results: 

AFP - Morphological examination of hair -18 out of 24 hair exhibits were attributed to-· 1 out 
of the six remaining exhibits could not exclude- and it was recommended the hair be sent for mDNA 
testing to VIFM. The last 5 remaining hair exhibits were excluded as either being- or John's hair. 

VIFM - mDNA examination of 1 x hair - nil mDNA profile was reported. 

I'm yet to be advised regarding the testing of DNA Extract from L hand f/nail clippings and SxScm fabric. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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Item 4: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left writers palm area y y y 

Item L17: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear lower LHS quadrant area of shirt in y y y 

Item 22: Swab of Blood - from victim 's left shoulder area y y y 

Item 5: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left palmate fingers area y y y 

,.,m e>, nare O,A oapelift- frnm f,oof S"5 chesf a,ea of shi~ y y y 

lift - from rear upper RHS quadrant area of shirt in y y y 

Item L12: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear LHS sleeve of shirt in y y y 

Item L14: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear RHS armpit area of shirt in y y y 

lift - from rear lower RHS quadrant area of shirt in y y y 

Item Ll3: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear LHS sleeve of shirt in y y y 

Item LlS: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear upper LHS quadrant area of shirt in y y y 

A- Heavy wet and congealing - "Blood stain pattern on footpath -  y y y 

Item L3: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front RHS collar of shirt in y y y 

Item S9: Swab of Blood - from entrance landing to unit 3 near marker 17 y y y 

Item 23: Swab of Blood - from victim's chest area y y y 

Item LS: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS middle of shirt in y y y 

Item SlO: Swab of Blood - from footpath near marker 7 y y y 

Item V14: Swab of Blood - from handbrake well of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item VlS: Swab of Blood -from clutch pedal of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V16: Swab of Blood - from brake pedal of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V17: Swab of Blood - from accelerator pedal of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V31: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side door handle of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V32: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side window wind of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V33: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side handle to door of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V34: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side door trim of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V48: Swab of Blood - from steering wheel of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item VS0: Swab of Blood - from rear of driver's seatback of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item VSl: Swab of Blood - from front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V49: Swab of Blood - from ignition of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item F9 - a trace DNA swab - collected from the rear right side of the mobile phone (item F) y y y 

Item ML4: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from front ofT-Shirt contained i y y y 

Item ML2: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric- from rear ofT-Shirt contained in y y y 

Item MLS: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from rear of T-Shirt contained in y y y 

Cig butt 6- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on Batch no INT 05 y y N 

Cig butt 5- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on Batch no INT 05 y y N 

Cig butt 4- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on Batch no INT 05 y y N 

Cig butt 3- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on Batch no INT 05 y y N 

Cig butt 2- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on Batch no INT 05 y y N 

Cig butt 1- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on Batch no INT 05 y y N 

Item 19: Fingernail Scraping - from each finger of the left hand of victim y y y 

Item 20: Fingernail Scrapings - from each five fingers on right hand of victim y y y 
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Item 6: Trace DNA Swab - from right wrist area of victim 

R hand f/nail clippings ( ) y y N 
y y N 
y y y 

Item L38: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS lower leg area of pants in y y y 

Item L29: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front collar area of shirt contained in FBC y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

Item L52: Swab of Blood - from medial arch area on lower sole of LHS shoe in y y y 

Item S16: Swab of Blood - from upper gutter verge on  even further west of Item S14 y y y 

Item L24: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from LHS rear of knee of pants in y y y 

Item S14: Swab of Blood - from gutter on  y y y 

Item L35: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS shoulder area of shirt contained in FBC y y y 

Item L40: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front groin area of pants in y y y 

Item L31: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FBC y y y 

Item L41: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS upper leg area of pants in y y y 

Item L30: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FBC y y y 

Item L39: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS upper leg area of pants in y y y 

Item F6 - a trace DNA swab - collected from front upper and sides of the mobile phone (item F) y y y 

Item L9: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS sleeve area of shirt in y y y 

y y y 

Item L4: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS middle of shirt in y y y 

Item L36: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FBC y y y 

Item L2: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front RHS button seem of shirt in y y y 

Item L37: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FBC y y y 

Item L45: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS upper leg area of pants in y y y 

y y y 

Item L6: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS breast of shirt in y y y 

Item L23: Trace DNA Tapelift - from LHS rear of knee of pants in y y y 

Item L48: Swab of Blood - from front upper sole of RHS shoe in y y y 

Item FS - a trace DNA swab - collected from bottom front of the mobile phone (item F) y y y 

Item SlS: Swab of Blood - from gutter on  just west of Item S14 y y y 

Item LSl: Swab of Blood - from front upper label of LHS shoe in y N y 

Trace DNA tape lift - collected from the bottom edge of the knife handle y y y 

Trace DNA swab - collected from the missing stud hole of the knife handle y y y 

blood/rust swab - collected from the hole at the end of the knife handle y y y 

blood/rust swab - collected from the top edge of the knife blade y y y 

blood/rust swab - collected from th knife hilt y y y 

Blood swab - collected from the right side of the blade and hilt of the knife. y y y 

Item Ll3a - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from proximal back left sleeve of shirt taken from y y y 

Item L14a - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from back right armpit area of shirt taken from y y y 

Item Lla - bloodstained fabric - ~sm mxSmm excised from front right upper chest area of shirt taken from y y y 
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Item LSa - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from front LHS lower chest area of shirt taken from 

Item L2a - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from front right button hole area of shirt taken from 

Item L3a - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from front RHS below collar area of shirt taken from 

Item L12a - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from distal back left sleeve of shirt taken from 

Item 3: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left wrist area 

Item F2: Swab of Blood - from entrance floor (further into unit) 

Item Sl: Swab of Blood - from footpath near marker 1 

Item 24: Swab of Blood - from victim's left shin area 

Swab from combur +ive area - collected from the left side of the blade 

f-------t-S_w_a_b_f_ro_m_c___,ombur +ive area - collected from the right side of the blade 

Transfer from for permanent storage 

Transfer from for permanent storage 

Transfer from for permanent storage 

Transfer from for permanent storage 

Transfer from for permanent storage 

Item FlO - a trace DNA swab - collected from the rear left side of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item V42: Used Rollie Style Cigarette Butt- from under front driver's side seat of Qld Rego  

Item L8(a): Root and small amount of shaft area - from brown hair within item L8 

Item Lll(b): Whole small hair - from within item Lll 

Item Lll(a): Root material - from light coloured hair within item Lll 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT RIGHT FORARM - FROM DECEASED 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT FOREHEAD - FROM DECEASED 

Item L9a - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from front left sleeve of shirt taken from 

Item S17(B): Swab of blood - from the concave side of a broken piece of false nail contained in 

Item S17(A): Swab of blood - from the convex side of a broken piece of false nail contained in 

Item L28: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in 

Item V24: Swab of Saliva - from 'Mount Franklin' water bottle in front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  

Item L4(i): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D (  

Item V41: Swab of Saliva - from 'Coke' bottle rear passenger's side footwell of Qld  

Item L4(c): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(d): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(g): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(j): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(e): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(f): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(h): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item S19a: Swab of trace DNA - from button contained in Item S19 

Item L4(k): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item S18a: Swab of trace DNA- from button contained in item S18 

Item V23: Swab of Saliva - from 'Pump' water bottle in front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  

Item V13: Trace DNA Tape Lift- from front driver's seat belt of Qld Rego  

Item F3 - a blood swab - collected from the bottom of the mobile phone (item F) 

WIT.0019.0013.0231 
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Item L47: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front upper sole of RHS shoe in 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM - FROM DECEASED 

Item LS0: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front upper sole of LHS shoe in 

Item F4 - a blood swab - collected from left side of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item F2 - a blood swab - collected from the middle white area on the right side of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item V2: Trace DNA Swab - from rear exterior driver's door handle of Qld Rego  

Item V7: Trace DNA swab -from front interior driver's side window wind of Qld Rego  

Item VlO: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from gear shift of Qld Rego  

Item V28: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear driver's side seat and seat back of Qld Rego  

Item V40: Swab of Saliva - from 'NU' water bottle rear passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  

Item V21: Trace DNA Tape Lift- from front passenger's side seat and back rest of Qld Rego  

Item V22: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front passenger's side seatbelt of Qld Rego  

Item V6: Trace DNA swab - from front interior driver's side door handle of Qld Rego  

Item V8: Trace DNA swab -from front interior driver's side handle to door of Qld Rego  

Item V9: Trace DNA Tape Lift- from steering wheel of Qld Rego  

Item Vll: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from handbrake of Qld Rego  

Item V19: Swab ofTrace DNA- from front interior passenger's side window wind of Qld Rego  

Item V12: Trace DNA Tape Lift- from front driver's seat and back rest of Qld Rego  

Item V20: Swab of Trace DNA- from front interior passenger's side handle to door of Qld Rego  

Item F7 - a blood swab - collected from the rear upper left side of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item Fl - a blood swab - collected from the front screen of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item V38: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear passenger's side seat and seat back of Qld Rego  

Item L54: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from hairband contained in 

Item F8 - a blood swab - collected from the rear bottom of the mobile phone (item F) 

Swab - Collected from where the handle and blade meet on knife 

Item L4(c): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(d): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(g): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4U): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(k): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(e): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(f): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(h): 

Item S19a: Swab of trace DNA-from button contained in Item S19 

Item S18a: Swab of trace DNA-from button contained in item S18 

L hand f/nail clippings 
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Cathie Allen 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 2021 4:38 PM 
To: Sharon Johnstone 
Subject: RE: 

Great work Sharon! Thanks for keeping me in the loop. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

lllllr -~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

-TN13J44 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■I w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

WIT.0019.0013.0235 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 20214:33 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: - TN13J44 

Hi Cathie, 
I made the spreadsheet a little clearer and have sent on. I just wanted to let you know. 
Cheers, 
Sharon 
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Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

WIT.0019.0013.0236 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■■■lw www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 20214:33 PM 
To: Coroner Central 
Cc: FSS Corra 
Subject: RE: 

Good Afternoon Louise, 
Attached is a excel spreadsheet that has every item listed that has been received for this case. The "CS samples" 
Tab, lists of all the crime scene samples by barcode and has the sample description as received in the 
laboratory. The following column (column D) then shows that all of the extract tubes were located and 
checked. Column D has a N for the samples that either had no sample remaining due the work performed that has 
either completely consumed the sample or has left very little remaining that would be insufficient sample for further 
testing. Column F Indicates if there is substrate remaining as some sample types will be destroyed as part of the 
extraction process. 

The attached spreadsheet should cover all of the remaining information that was requested. 

Regards, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 
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WIT.0019.0013.0237 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Coroner Central 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 4:03 PM 

-TN13J44 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good afternoon Ms Johnstone 

I pass on his Honour's appreciation to you and your team, for endeavouring to complete this review with an urgent 
priority. 

Again, thank you for all of your assistance in this matter. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 
Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

Ph: 
Fax 

QUEENSLAND 
COURTS 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality serv ices. If you w ish to provide us fee dback regarding yo ur con tact w ith the CCQ, 

please email .au 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditiona l owners of this land and Elders, past , present and emerging 
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WIT.0019.0013.0238 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:53 PM 

-TN13J44 

Good Afternoon Ms Gray, 

I can confirm that your request has been received. We will endeavour to provide you with the requested 
information as soon as we can. 

A number of staff will be assigned to locate each extract and substrate to confirm remaining sample. Given the large 
number of samples and the manual nature of locating these samples, I am unsure how long this will take, however 
this request will be considered as a high priority. 

With regard to the retaining of items, all DNA extracts and substrates of samples are currently stored 
indefinitely. Some substrates are destroyed as a part of the extraction process therefore not all samples will have a 
remaining substrate. Similarly, extract may be exhausted during processing to obtain optimal DNA profiles. Person 
reference samples are destroyed upon request from the Queensland Police Service and therefore the retention of 
these items is dependent on their instruction. The hair samples (3) will be retained until instructed 
otherwise. Please note that some items that were delivered to the Forensic DNA Laboratory have since been 
returned to the Queensland Police Service. 

Regards, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■■■lw www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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WIT.0019.0013.0239 

From: Coroner Central 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:44 AM 

-TN13J44 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good morning Ms Johnstone 

Thank you for your response to his Honour, who has requested that the following be attended to: 

1. Confirm if all 'in excess of 150 crime scene samples' are still held, and please retain; Provide a list of what 

exact numbered sample actually is (ie. Fingernail scraping, blood pool from road surface etc, with an 
adequate description to know what each sample relates to) ; 

2. Confirm if the 71 person reference samples are still held, and please retain; 

3. Retain the 3 hair samples currently stored; 
4. Compile and provide the 'exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates' please. 

Please treat this request as Urgent and a priority. 

Can you please confirm receipt of this email, and advise in writing when each of the numbered items has been 
completed. 

I also further advise that the Form 6 order for the destruction/disposal of all tissue samples is hereby REVOKED. 

If you have any further queries, please contact the writer. 

Kindest regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 
Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

Ph: 
Fax 

QUEENSLAND 
COURTS. 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality serv ices. If you w ish to provide us feedback regarding yo ur contact w ith the CCQ, 

please email CCQFeedback@justice .qld .gov.au 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elde rs, past , present and emerging 
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From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 2:13 PM 
To: Louise Gray 
Subject: FW: 

Good Afternoon Louise, 

WIT.0019.0013.0240 

I have investigated the case records for the testing of this case in the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory. The vast 
majority of samples were what we call "In tube" samples. These items are submitted to us by the QPS in tubes that 
are instrument ready for our testing of the entire sample. These items will have DNA extract and some will have 
post extraction substrate remaining (sample type dependant). 

There is 3 hairs listed as being stored in the laboratory. These hairs are what remains after part of the hair has been 
subsampled and submitted for DNA testing. 

The only other samples that are stored in the laboratory are samples that were requested to be sent to the AFP 
laboratory and have returned to our laboratory post testing. These samples are listed as some of the PM samples 
that were collected during autopsy. These items have not been opened since receiving them back in the laboratory. 

In excess of 150 crime scene samples and 71 person reference samples were received for testing in Forensic DNA 
analysis. An exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates can be compiled if required. I do not have access 
to records of samples that may or may not be stored within Forensic Pathology and or the Mortuary. 

If you have any further enquiries please don't hesitate to contact us further 
Regards, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Acting team leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Health Support Queensland , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■lw www.health.qld.qov.au/healthsupport 

'l"ffi•i§•®1mi•1 ,-r;,:;.,;;...~~::=..~~;:::-;;,..;;;.,;;;.,=____,n-....-fl-'l,.~...,. Atcount1blllty 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Rachel Whalen 
Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 7:15 AM 
To: FSS.FDNA.Admin ; Forensic Histology 

Good morning, 

Could you please see the email below from Central Coroners and respond directly to their email. 
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WIT.0019.0013.0241 

With thanks 
Rachel 

-----Original Message----

From: Louise Gray 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 20211:50 PM 
To: Rachel Whalen 
Subject: -TN13J44 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
Good afternoon Rachel 

Would you please be able to check for his Honour whether any samples of any type taken regarding the autopsy of, 
or forwarded by the QPS as exhibits for DNA analysis etc, still exist. 

I note as attached, the Form 6 for disposal was issued on 30/09/2020. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services. If you wish to provide us 
feedback regarding your contact with the CCQ, please email  

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, present and 
emerging 

-----Original Message----
From: 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 3:52 PM 
To: Louise Gray 
Subject: Message from "RNP002673CO0ADB" 

This E-mail was sent from "RNP002673CO0ADB" (MP C4503). 

Scan Date: ll.26.202113:52:20 (+0800) 
Queries to: 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
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an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were supplied. 
The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of mistaken delivery 
to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this message or 
any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or telephone and 
destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the 
views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to addresses 
within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring appropriate use of its 
computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 
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WIT.0019.0013.0243 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi Tania 

Cathie Allen 
Tuesday, 7 December 2021 3:24 PM 
Spiteri.Tania M [OSC] 
Justin Howes; 'Paula Brisotto' 

Casefile is on the FR 

I've had success and I've managed to upload the casefile onto the FR under barcode 

and the total page number is around 1,900 pages. 

WIT.0019.0013.0244 

. There's 5 folders 

We are compiling more documents that have been amassed since the casefile was scanned, and when this has been 

completed, we'll upload this to the FR barcode as well. 

folder 1. pdf 
folder 2.pdf 

folder 3. pdf 
fo lder 4.pdf 

fo lder 5. pdf 

Please let me know if you have any issues with this. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Exhibit Files 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

67363 kb 

69678 kb 

63168 kb 
57058 kb 

79241 kb 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

7/ 12/ 21 3: 18 

7/12/21 3: 18 

7/ 12/ 21 3 :19 

7/ 12/ 21 3:19 

7/ 12/ 21 3:20 
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MARK YOUR DIARY 

2 
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Cathie Allen 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Sensitivity: 

Hi Justin 

Cathie Allen 
Tuesday, 7 December 2021 5:25 PM 
Justin Howes 
FW: Audit of Auslab access 

-AUDIT-last-25-months.xlsx 

Confidential 

WIT.0019.0013.0246 

As discussed with Lara, here's the audit of the access to the Au slab file. Could you please review and let me know if 
you have any concerns with anyone's access. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■I w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Matthew Stephenson 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202112:53 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Audit of Auslab access 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Hi Cathie/Lara, 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

; Lara Keller 

Please find attached the last 25 months as discussed. 
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Please let me know if you need anything further. 

Cheers 
Matt 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202112:07 PM 
To: Matthew Stephenson 
Morgan Pascoe 
Subject: RE: Audit of Auslab access 

Sensitivity: Confidential 

Hi Matt 

WIT.0019.0013.0247 

; Lara Keller 
; Garish Krishna 

After reviewing the media articles, and the spreadsheet, are we able to audit access for the last two year period? So 
you've provided the last 12 months, could you please provide data for the 12 months preceding that (ie from Dec 
2019 to Dec 2020)? 

Cheers 
Cathie 

llllr -~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Matthew Stephenson 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202110:53 AM 

To: Lara Keller 
Krishna 

Cc: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Audit of Auslab access 

Sensitivity: Confidential 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

; Morgan Pascoe 

2 

; Garish 
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Hi all, 

I've sent the audit result back to Cathie and Lara separately from this email trail. 
Call reference is 

WIT.0019.0013.0248 

I'll leave the call open for another 24 hours in case you would like us to provide an audit further back in time. 

Cheers 
Matt 

From: Matthew Stephenson 
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 4:26 PM 
To: Lara Keller 

Subject: RE: Audit of Auslab access 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Hi All, 

We'll have this audit report back to you on Monday morning. 

Cheers 
Matt 

From: Lara Keller 
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 3:33 PM 
To: Morgan Pascoe 
Matthew Stephenson 
Cc: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Audit of Auslab access 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Thanks All 
We appreciate you attending to this request, knowing you have many others with priority. 
Thanks and Kind Regards 
Lara 

Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS}, Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a Administration , Level 1, 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e ■■■■■■■■■■w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

3 

; Garish 
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From: Morgan Pascoe 
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 2:51 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Stephenson 
Cc: Lara Keller 
Subject: RE: Audit of Auslab access 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Good afternoon Cathie, 

WIT.0019.0013.0249 

; Garish Krishna ; Matthew 

I have included in my response Matthew Stephenson and Garish Krishna, the CISSU Operations Manager and Service 
Desk Team Leader. 

We will prioritise this activity and provide you the report shortly. 

@Garish and @Matthew - per the nature of this request please be measured as you register this request in 
ServiceNow and provide the feedback to Lara and Cathie. 

Kind regards, 
Morgan. 

Morgan Pascoe 
Director 

Clinical Information Systems Support Unit, 

Information and Technology Services, 

eHealth Queensland I Queensland Health 

p 

E 

W health.gld.gov.au 

CLEAN HANDS WJsh your hands regularly to stop the spread of germs • 
SAVE LIVES . 00418 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the land across Queensland , and pays respect to First Nations Elders 

past, present and future. 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 2:36 PM 

Subject: Audit of Auslab access 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Hi Morgan 

Recently there's been a large amount of media regarding a case that Forensic DNA Analysis has worked on. The case 
was managed through Auslab, and a question has been raised regarding access to the casefile, given some details 
that have been in the media. 

Is it possible to conduct an audit on the case to ascertain who may have accessed this case in the last 12 
months? The case ID is 

Cheers 
Cathie 

4 
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llllllr -~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

WIT.0019.0013.0250 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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Queensland Health 

Forensic and Scientific Services 

Forensic Reporting and lntelligen 
Weekly Report: Week starting 29/11/2021 

Justin Howes 

FRIT Week No. 46 47 48 49 
15/11/2021 22/11/2021 29/11/2021 6/12/2021 

FTE Variance Week 92 84.65712 80.218 75.03264 
Links Released 112 108 0 120 

NCIDD Uploads 
Scene 107 110 0 171 
Person 290 209 0 304 
Statement 17 25 13 13 

Cases Finalised Reviewed 13 18 15 8 
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Interpretations 

Evidentiary Certificates Issued 0 0 
Entrv 484 356 
Review 378 395 

Total Outstanding PDA data 
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WIT.0019.0013.0253 

1. Analysis of Data 

• Data reflecting higher PDA entry than review - outstanding data decreased but also results 
released decreased. 

o Still a large amount of statement work required but the unallocated statements is 
improved. 

■ Higher number of statements drafted than reviewed - again showing 
unallocated decreased but statement released decreased too 

• URL issues affecting output now with impacts across the board . 

o IT suggested the issue was an authentication issue (I sought confirmation , but 
nothing received) . I contacted Leo Chan and through that, Ben Morgan seems to 
have found the issue to be a firewall one 

• Information from ER is that 21 SAIKs were received last week, in addition to over 630 items 
received - huge increase in items received compared to the rest of the year and last year 

• Outstanding data is moving in the right direction now with a big increase in output of PDA 
especially noted by RT1 report: 

o 64.5% increase in PDA Entry compared to previous week 

• Plate reading has had the roster changed up to xmas to remove fully trained reporting staff 
to assist in outstanding work. 

2. Future Planning 

• JAH, KOR and SMJ met to discuss some current issues in interpretation 

o Pull up and affecting stutter/allele height: 

■ JAH to contact other labs for current processes (email drafted and in review) 

■ STRmix trainers to see if any current literature on ignoring loci from 
deconvolutions 

• STRmix Charter - nil update 

o AKL worked on V2 of charter, no updates required of document. 

o JAH to catch up on latest with this and the staff survey outcomes. 

• KPI Spreadsheet - nil update 

o Awaiting LBR to catch up with Reporting seniors 

• Predictor for PDA and statements to be discussed with the Reporting Seniors early in new 
year to establish targets for teams and incorporate into CSPs. 

3. Projects 

• VFP and YFP - see Mgt meeting updates 

4. Other 

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team Weekly Report: Week starting 
29/11/2021 -3 o~-1 
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• Media on . Rhys compiled facts on the matter eg. 
labelling reening outcomes 

o Audit of samples provided to Coroner and smaller number of items provided to 
QPS. Volumes not provided at this stage. 

• Large delivery of items being prepared for delivery to QPS, then to ESR for Minifiler/YFP 
and LCN where applicable. 

• JAH and PMB wrote the year in review. 

• Work conducted by ARM and RJP into OQI relating to batch of samples in Analytical 
Section that did not have the mag beads added. 

• Additional OQI 55782 - DL YS error where pas control was observed not to have any 
sperm. AKL and JAH to PDA the affected batch 

• Angela training/mentoring Megan in PDA - Megan is performing well and becoming more 
independent 

• Audit of casefiles with profiles for NCIDD 

o Audit completed - 195 casework profiles to be uploaded from 148 case files. This 
information needs to be discussed with QPS. 

o JAH to catchup with AKL on this. 

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team Weekly Report: Week starting 
29/11/2021 -4 o~-2 



Allocated Reporting 

Case ID I Name Identifier I Operation I Scientist 

Thomas Nurthen 

 Thomas Nurthen 

 Rhys Parry 

 Penny Taylor 

 Sharon Johnstone 

 Angelina Keller 

Sharon Johnstone 

 Josie Entwistle 

MINOR WORK PERFORMED 

I Status 
I SINCE HOLD ON NEW COLD 

CASEWORK? 

13/1 
testing request re 

Remove from Feb data if 

I nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: External 

testing request received. 

Remove from Feb data if 

I nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Q&H data sent 

in Oct. Remove from Feb 

I data if nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Some samples 

requested for PP21. 

Remove from Feb data if 

nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Q&H request 

from Sept. Remove from 

Feb data if nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Casefile copy 

requested in Oct. Remove 

from Feb data if nothing 

more. Yes 

13/12/2021: Nothing 

further. Remove from Feb 

I data if nothing more. I No 

Queensland 
Government 223 
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I Allan McNevin 

I Emma Caunt 

I Josie Entwistle 

I Jacqui Wilson 

I Sharon Johnstone 

I Deb Nicoletti 

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team Weekly Report: Week starting 
29/11/2021 

WIT.0019.0013.0256 

13/12/2021: External 
testing request received. 
Remove from Feb data if 

nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Trial to be 
held. Adjourned in Nov. I Yes 

13/12/2021: External 
testing request received. 

Remove from Feb data if 
nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Further 
processing request in Nov. 

Remove from Feb data if 
nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: External 

testing request received. 
Remove from Feb data if 

I nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Nothing 

further. Remove from Feb 
I data if nothing more. I No 

- 6 of 6 - 224 



Queensland Health 

Forensic and Scientific Services 

Forensic Reporting and lntelligen 
Weekly Report: Week starting 13/12/2021 

Justin Howes 

FRIT Week No. 47 48 49 
22/11/2021 29/11/2021 6/12/2021 

FTE Variance Week 84.65712 80.218 75.03264 
Links Released 108 0 120 

NCIDD Uploads 
Scene 110 0 171 
Person 209 0 304 
Statement 25 13 13 

Cases Finalised Reviewed 18 15 8 
Evidentiary Certificates Issued 0 0 0 

Interpretations 
Entrv 356 394 503 
Review 395 384 339 

Total Outstanding PDA data 
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WIT.0019.0013.0259 

1. Analysis of Data 

• FTE available decreased due to unplanned leave: 

o some carer's leave, SICK (Allan) for multiple and other general SICK 

• Data reflecting high statement data due to aim of releasing prior to compulsory closure 

o Less overall PDA (but still good numbers for the FTE available) , meant less to 
NCIDD 

• URL issues hampered efficiency many times during the week. AZURE job has been logged 
and spreadsheet no longer needing to be added to, Staff informed. 

• Plate reading has had the roster changed up to xmas to remove fully trained reporting staff 
to assist in outstanding work. 

2. Future Planning 

• JAH, KOR and SMJ met to discuss some current issues in interpretation 

o Pull up and affecting stutter/allele height: 

■ JAH contacted other labs for current processes - two responses, to continue 
to be monitored 

■ STRmix trainers to see if any current literature on ignoring loci from 
deconvolutions - in progress 

• STRmix Charter - nil update 

o AKL worked on V2 of charter, no updates required of document. 

o JAH to catch up on latest with this and the staff survey outcomes. 

• KPI Spreadsheet at Mgt Team level - nil update 

o Awaiting LBR to catch up with Reporting seniors 

• Predictor for PDA and statements to be discussed with the Reporting Seniors early in new 
year to establish targets for teams and incorporate into CSPs. 

3. Projects 

• VFP and YFP - see Mgt meeting updates 

4. Other 

• Media o ) continued . 

o Currently in media are points around STRmix/Stats 

• Large delivery of items being prepared for delivery to QPS, then to ESR for Minifiler/YFP 
and LCN where applicable. 

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team Weekly Report: Week starting 
13/12/2021 
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• Work conducted by ARM and RJP into OQI relating to batch of samples in Analytical 
Section that did not have the mag beads added. Continuing 

• Additional OQI 55782 - DL YS error where pas control was observed not to have any 
sperm. AKL and JAH to PDA the affected batch 

• PMB, WAH and JAH met with Kathryn Keighran about 'flex time' . During conversation, 
heard of 9 hours before TOIUovertime. JAH checked and saw in a different award -
seeking further information from HR. 

• Additional adverse event #750 - use of a used plate puncher on CW plate (previously 
used on a ref plate). 

o CCE batch to be checked against refs that would correspond to the same well 

o To be allocated for attention 

• Angela training/mentoring Megan in PDA - Megan is performing well and becoming more 
independent 

• Audit of casefiles with profiles for NCIDD 

o Audit completed - 195 casework profiles to be uploaded from 148 case files. This 
information needs to be discussed with QPS. 

o JAH to catchup with AKL on this. 

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team Weekly Report: Week starting 
13/12/2021 -4 o~-8 



Allocated Reporting 

Case ID I Name Identifier I Operation I Scientist 

Thomas Nurthen 

I Thomas Nurthen 

I Rhys Parry 

I Penny Taylor 

I Sharon Johnstone 

I Angelina Keller 

Sharon Johnstone 

I Josie Entwistle 

MINOR WORK PERFORMED 

I Status 
I SINCE HOLD ON NEW COLD 

CASEWORK? 

13/1 
testing request re 

Remove from Feb data if 

I nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: External 

testing request received. 

Remove from Feb data if 

I nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Q&H data sent 

in Oct. Remove from Feb 

I data if nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Some samples 

requested for PP21. 

Remove from Feb data if 

nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Q&H request 

from Sept. Remove from 

Feb data if nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Casefile copy 

requested in Oct. Remove 

from Feb data if nothing 

more. Yes 

13/12/2021: Nothing 

further. Remove from Feb 

I data if nothing more. I No 

Queensland 
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I Allan McNevin 

I Emma Caunt 

I Josie Entwistle 

I Jacqui Wilson 

I Sharon Johnstone 

I Deb Nicoletti 

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team Weekly Report: Week starting 
13/12/2021 

WIT.0019.0013.0262 

13/12/2021: External 
testing request received. 
Remove from Feb data if 

nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Trial to be 
held. Adjourned in Nov. I Yes 

13/12/2021: External 
testing request received. 

Remove from Feb data if 
nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Further 
processing request in Nov. 

Remove from Feb data if 
nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: External 

testing request received. 
Remove from Feb data if 

I nothing more. I Yes 

13/12/2021: Nothing 

further. Remove from Feb 
I data if nothing more. I No 
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Forensic and Scientific Services 

Forensic Reporting and lntelligen 
Weekly Report: Week starting 22/11/2021 

Sharon Johnstone 
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PDA Predicted Predictor of samples to PDA 

1000 
Outstanding PDA results 

900 862 

800 76875 
734 

700 

600 

500 

400 

300 

200 

100 

0 0 
0 

Graphs on Input vs Output not included until v2 of report which will include RT2 data. 

1. Analysis of Data 

• Still some FR downtime (URL issues) 

• Outstanding PDA is still very high despite efforts to reduce the numbers. The number of 
exhibits received this month have been huge. 

• Still a large amount of statement work required (30 statements written/ reviewed in total) 

• 1 x court evidence given: JEE phone 2hr 10 mins, plus 3 x case conferences 

• Plate reading has had the roster changed up to xmas to remove fully trained reporting staff 
to assist in outstanding work. 

• MHM joined the reporting team for 3 months replacing PAF. Mixture training has 
commenced . 

• Time spent on reviewing 
for DG. 

case by RJP to inform senior management and brief 

2. Future Planning 

• STRmix Charter - nil update 

o AKL worked on V2 of charter, no updates required of document. 

■ JAH to catch up on latest with this and the staff survey outcomes. 

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team Weekly Report: Week starting 
22/11/2021 - 2 oQ.'-8-2 
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■ JAH has a meeting with EJC on Friday in relation to this. 

• KPI Spreadsheet - nil update 

o All FRIT seniors looking at ways to improve data capture and use to determine 
appropriate KPI targets for FRIT teams. Extra feedback given to LBR. A meeting 
with FRIT Seniors to occur with LBR when KPI spreadsheet has been updated. 

• Predictor for POA and statements to be checked again by JAH before discussion with 
Seniors. 

o Idea to be able to use this to predict capacity in week ahead based on available 
FTE. This enables personal and team goal setting ability. 

3. Projects 

• VFP - Full volume case work signed off, Stutter report submitted to Management for review. 
Report now being edited. STRmix difficulties indicated by EJC. Further work agreed upon 
for new mixtures. Old kits may be the reason behind some of the sub-optimal performance 
of the kit. 

• YFP -Analytical work is progressing . Meeting had with AFP. New FR does not seem to 
cover functions required by Qld. 

o Appears progressing through FR testers - JAH to catch up on this . 

• Risk based approach to mixtures from KOR & EJC 

4. Other 

• Audit of casefiles with profiles for NCIOO 

o Audit completed - 195 casework profiles to be uploaded from 148 case files . This 
information needs to be discussed with QPS. All cases may need to be registered 
in the FR prior to loading. 

• Some kinship results reported for 

o QPS have advised completion of one Cold Case. Request received for casefile 
copies for 3 more cases to be sent to cold case team. 

• OQI for batch CDNAEXT20211101-11 allocated for POA and review. 1 x sexa case 
 (touch samples x 3). P2 count= 7, P3 count= 58. Samples are being 

assessed for validity of results. Intel report sent. Most results completed. 

• KOR in communication with lawyers about civil case (previously criminal OV of KOR) 

o Case now postponed to March 2022 

• EJC on 8 weeks sick leave. ARM engaged to assist with STRmix for VFP 

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team Weekly Report: Week starting 
22/11/2021 - 3 oQ'-8-3 



Queensland Health 

Case ID Name Identifier Operation I Allocated Reporting Scientist 

Thomas Nurthen 

Thomas Nurthen 

I Rhys Parry 

I Penny Taylo, 

Sharon Johnstone 

I Angelina Keller 

Status 

14/06/2021: Kinship 

comparisons requested 

15/06/2021: epgs to be 

supplied to QPS 

16/06/2021: epgs to be 

I supplied to QPS 

28/06/2021: Penny too busy to 
action most recent request -

Justin has advised QPS of her 

I pdodbes 

15/11/2021: Some Q & H 
results 

21/06/2021: actioned recent 

I request 

MINOR WORK 

PERFORMED 

SINCE HOLD ON 

NEW COLD 

CASEWORK? 

Yes 

Yes 

I Yes 

I Yes 

Yes 

I Yes 

Queensland 
Government 
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Sharon Johnstone 

Allan McNevin 

Josie Entwistle 

 Jacqui Wilson 

 Sharon Johnstone 

 Allison Lloyd 

Emma/ Paula/ Anne 

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team Weekly Report: Week starting 
22/11/2021 

18/10/2021: Copy of case file 
sent to QPS 

05/07/2021: results 

Yes 

clarification requested I No 

01/07/2021: M' con of samples 
requested by QPS I Yes 

25/11/2021: Lr for specific mixt 

I required I Yes 

15/11/2021: Q & H and some 
PDA. 25/11/2021: microcon of 

I Q&H samples requested I YEs 

24/09/2021: Request to send 
samples for YSTR testing in 

NSW, some Q and H samples I Yes 

I sentto amp. 

18/11/2021: Kinship calcs 

I reported I Yes 

- 5 of 5 -
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Queensland Health 

Forensic and Scientific Services 

Forensic Reporting and lntelligen 
Weekly Report: Week starting 29/11/2021 

Justin Howes 

FRIT 
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1. Analysis of Data 

• Still some FR downtime (URL issues) being experienced and affecting efficiency 

• Outstanding PDA is still very high despite efforts to reduce the numbers. The number of 
exhibits received this month have been huge. 

o The amount reviewed is steady, so the rise in outstanding items is related to the 
number of items being received 

• Still a large amount of statement work required but the unallocated statements is improved. 

• Plate reading has had the roster changed up to xmas to remove fully trained reporting staff 
to assist in outstanding work. 

• JAH, SMJ and AAP returned to substantive roles on Tues. 

2. Future Planning 

• STRmix Charter - nil update 

o AKL worked on V2 of charter, no updates required of document. 

o JAH to catch up on latest with this and the staff survey outcomes. 

• KPI Spreadsheet - nil update 

o Awaiting LBR to catch up with Reporting seniors 

• Predictor for PDA and statements to be checked again by JAH before discussion with 
Seniors. 

o To be checked and discussed with the Reporting Seniors 

3. Projects 

• VFP and YFP - see Mgt meeting updates 

• Risk based approach to mixtures from KOR & EJC - basically looking at VarNOC 

o Discussed further with KOR. Not going to progress at this time. 

4. Other 

• Media on . Rhys compiled facts on the matter eg. 
labelling a eening outcomes 

• JAH and KOR met to discuss Clifton Strengths and reflections of outcomes 

• JAH and PMB to work on year in review together 

• Work conducted by ARM and RJP into OQI relating to batch of samples in Analytical 
Section that did not have the mag beads added. 

• Angela training/mentoring Megan in PDA 

• Audit of casefiles with profiles for NCIDD 

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team Weekly Report: Week starting 
29/11/2021 
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o Audit completed - 195 casework profiles to be uploaded from 148 case files. This 
information needs to be discussed with QPS. 

o JAH to catchup with AKL on this. 

• KOR in communication with lawyers about civil case (previously criminal OV of KOR) 

o Evidence adjourned until March 2022 

• EJC on 8 weeks sick leave. ARM engaged to assist with STRmix for VFP 

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team Weekly Report: Week starting 
29/11/2021 -4 008-9 



Queensland Health 

Case ID Name Identifier Operation I Allocated Reporting Scientist 

Thomas Nurthen 

Thomas Nurthen 

I Rhys Parry 

I Penny Taylo, 

Sharon Johnstone 

I Angelina Keller 

Status 

14/06/2021: Kinship 

comparisons requested 

15/06/2021: epgs to be 

supplied to QPS 

16/06/2021: epgs to be 

I supplied to QPS 

28/06/2021: Penny too busy to 
action most recent request -

Justin has advised QPS of her 

I pdodbes 

15/11/2021: Some Q & H 
results 

21/06/2021: actioned recent 

I request 

MINOR WORK 

PERFORMED 

SINCE HOLD ON 

NEW COLD 

CASEWORK? 

Yes 

Yes 

I Yes 

I Yes 

Yes 

I Yes 

Queensland 
Government 
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Sharon Johnstone 

Allan McNevin 

Josie Entwistle 

I Jacqui Wilson 

I Sharon Johnstone 

I Allison Lloyd 

Emma/ Paula/ Anne 

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team Weekly Report: Week starting 
29/11/2021 

18/10/2021: Copy of case file 
sent to QPS 

05/07/2021: results 

Yes 

clarification requested I No 

01/07/2021: M' con of samples 
requested by QPS I Yes 

01/07/2021: case conference to 

be held but put on hold for now 
due to current COVID situation I Yes 

15/11/2021: Q & H and some 

I PDA I YEs 
24/09/2021: Request to send 
samples for YSTR testing in 

NSW, some Q and H samples I Yes 

I sentto amp. 

18/11/2021: Kinship calcs 

I reported I Yes 

- 6 of 6 -
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Date Team Details Action/Outcome 
8/11/2021 PSS FR access for 2 x mortuary staff Contacted Leo Chan and staff concerned (Stephanie and Holly). Holly's was resolved 09/11/2021. 

8/11/2021 FC FWA Jenny plus four additional FWAs sent to Lara 

8/11/2021 FD FWA Alicia sent directly to Lara. Sharon wrote to remind of process. 

8/11/2021 FD QPS feedback lnsp Neville wrote w ith questions on TAT given no change to number of items etc. Reply provided and CC Lara. 

8/11/2021 FD Union LK mentioned TQ asking about backfill for HPS in FDNA (Allan McNevin). I let Lara know about BCFSig Change and own opportunity for BCFC - where it wou ld be assessed if HPS or lower position wou ld be best idea. 

LK mentioned TQ asking about team makeup changes. TQ concerned about leve l of consultat ion - advised that team inform ed of changes com ing as there was an opportunity to look at teams when Allan moved to HP4. Spoke to team about this on 

Monday 25 Oct. I then spoke to seniors on 27 Oct and then ema iled the team on Thurs 28 Oct for implementation 1 November. Very few people impacted and communicated that in line with three key points: gender equality, project alignment and 

8/11/2021 FD Union building new relationship opportun ity. LK suggested post-implementation survey to gauge how it has gone. 

8/11/2021 FD DG Advised by Allison Slade that a Briefing Note for the DG w ill be required for the Notice to Challenge the Evidentiary Cert ificate. JAH to wr ite. 

9/11/2021 FD MPS project Sought LK approval for contacting QIMR for volunteers - no issues. 

9/11/2021 FD Jury duty Exemption letter written for Mike Hart 

9/11/2021 PSS Leave Leave balances provided to Tleaders to comment on 

9/11/2021 FD Civil court Case previously crimina l and now civil requires Kylie to provide evidence. Need to ascertain what is actually requ ired so billing can be arranged. 

10/11/2021 FC Booster shots PC mentioned advice from HG and LK was that organistion of boosters was on work time. JAH to check w ith HG on organ isat ion, or having boosters, or both. 

10/11/2021 PSS Justice Streamlining meeting LK sought input on proposal from lnsp Neville on perm samples as refs. Advised that we w ill use whatever is authorised and that risk rests w ith QPS. Advised this was not a major impact on TAT despite what is wr itten in the proposal 

10/11/2021 FD Next Cultural meeting confrim ed that LK wants to cont inue with Clifton Strengths work at the next cu ltural meeting. 

10/11/2021 PSS Corro provided words to FSS Corro on services of PSS to pass on to Prevention Division corro 

10/11/2021 FD JIC kits Questions on stock w ith Hervey Bay and Maryborough. To follow up tomorrow with Paula. 

11/11/2021 PSS Justice Stream lining meeting Followup - meeting appeared to go we ll and support for the idea was provided. LK said we wou ld like to be involved and potentially work w ith lnsp Neville on the project. 

11/11/2021 FC QIRC Information came from Together Union. Peter wrote to Lara for direction on responding w ith dot points wr itten earlier. Lara sent the information to Daryl Turner (IR) 

11/11/2021 FD JIC kits Paula following up w ith Hervey Bay and Maryborough 

11/11/2021 FSS Masks and booster shots Emails came that booster organisation and shots can be on work time w ithin reason, and that masks were no longer required on campus. 
Lara in email conversation w ith lnsp Neville on joint work on stream lining (use of perm sample) and drug triage work. She was after suggestions on people to ass ist. I suggested the 3 team leaders to start w ith . Lara sought advice on how Magistrate's cou ld 

11/11/2021 PSS QPS-FSS update systems and notify in cases of gu ilty plea etc. I suggested the generic forensics emai l address. 

12/11/2021 FC QIRC Dot points to reply to Employee Relations based on further question that came last night. Informat ion related to 95.5% establishmnet. 

Lara wa lked around w ith JAH, and invited PMB and SMJ. LK met everyone who she cou ld. Particular points raised in Bl3 relating to seating arrangmeent of Kylie in the bay w ith Sharon. LK mentioned concern that two seniors in the same bay. After tour, I 

12/11/2021 FD A/ED wa lkaround asked for the opportunity to explain the seat ing arrangements as it is a particularly sensitive issue. Emailed dot points to LK. 

12/11/2021 FC OHS Jane Mazzeo has advised Dasuni to W FH two days per week. FWA to be arranged by PC, supported by HR. 

12/11/2021 FC Division Nominees asked for spot light monthly newsletter - nominated Tony Peter 

12/11/2021 FD Legal Sought LK approval for lega l advice on receiving funds for civ il matter where KDR was subpoenaed. 

12/11/2021 FD Memo Memo on DNA Security Solutions and testing DNA. 

12/11/2021 PSS Casefi le tracking Dasuni and Wendy to ensure process for tracking casefil es is consistent. To be worked on next week. 

12/11/2021 FD Vet conversation Vicky Lomax called to ask about costs for sperm search ing on swabs co llected by vets. I spoke about difference btwn exam and testing, but without testing, how cou ld it be useful? Matter at hand was a QPS matter but had general questions on process. 

15/11/2021 FD Legal Legal advice received and being handled for civi l matter (KDR reporting scient ist). Cosmo Cater work ing w ith KDR on this. 

15/11/2021 FD Briefing Note Briefing Note drafted for  - reporting scient ist P JT 

15/11/2021 FC FWA Medical advice for Dasuni to WFH two days per week with immediate effect 

15/11/2021 FD Unidentified Remains The Courier Mail reported 24 remains with at least 15 that are more than 2 years o ld held at QH. JAH contacted Deb Whelan to ensure all records consistent - absent today. 

15/11/2021 PSS HTER Reported to Gemma Mockler the 5-year forecast from the teams 

15/11/2021 PSS Monthly Divisional news Nominated Tony Peter for Spotlight; art icle to come from Luke. 

16/11/2021 FC Letter from DG to Commissioner Commissioner repled to Lara - not with JAH as yet. Mostly positive news regarding exh ibit numbers untested. 

16/11/2021 PSS Monthly Divisional news Nominated Tony Peter for Spotlight; article to come from Luke. Sent to FSS Corra and chosen as rep for FSS. 

16/11/2021 FD Instrumentat ion Starlet-CE out of action for now, engineers work ing on fix. One QSS out of act ion, engineers to come out. 

16/11/2021 FD Quality OQI to be raised on batch on QIAS incorrectly run. Effect on samples experienced and details to be further worked out. 

16/11/2021 PSS Bimonthly meeting with FSG JAH spoke to TAT, MPS project, court appearances and items received. Data to be sent by lnsp Neville every week now. lnsp Neville to send flyer re MPS to FSG personnel. 

16/11/2021 FC Leave in Jan JMcG asked about leave in Jan for Jenny Tam where team is already at 75%. I asked for negotations w ith the team in order to maintain 75% for the period. 

17/11/2021 FD Urgent Parliament qn 8am questions on numbers of JIC and SAIKs to provide to ED by 8:30am. All w 

17/11/2021 FD BSAG meeting Nothing of major interest 

17/11/2021 FD HTER questions on arte l and to whom the asset belongs. Trail of ema ils, w ith no-one want ing it transferred in particular. I sa id to Gemma that we can hold it and when OA returns, see if any transfers are to be worked out. 

17/11/2021 FC HR PC met w ith Josleen Daher to discuss amount of time Helen Eldridge is allowed to spend on Union matters. Sean Davis noticing starting to affect work. PC and SD to work on having time accounted for better. 

17/11/2021 FD MPS project Leveraged off meeting w ith lnsp Neville who said that he cou ld look for vo lunteers for the MPS project. Wrote email to see if he could get QPS as collect ion site (similar to OA attempts with Duncan McCarthy) 

17/11/2021 FD SAIKs and refs LK looking into why refs are not taken at the time of the SAIK in Qld. Survey sent to BSAG with intent ion to forward to LK. 

18/11/2021 FC QIRC Reply from QIRC w ith TQ to come back on two points: how to fund a new team of HP4/3/2 and how comms can improve w ith mgt team and knowledge of outstand ing work. TQ to provide reply by 4pm 19 Nov, w ith a QH reply by 26 Nov. 

18/11/2021 FSS IT support MS Form created to document issues w ith URL error which is occurring quite frequently for staff. Only sending on spreadsheet to IT once per day. 

LK, PC and I met to discuss what FC (name ly Illicit Drugs) need to assist w ith their work. Noted number of cases com ing down, and cons istent across Aust (re  and Drug SAG minutes to come), control of subm issions shou ld be pre-FSS and 

18/11/2021 FC Central co-ord ination QPS don't have a centra l contact for this. LK has some names from comms w ith QPS to work w ith. Possibly have working group include Philip McCarthy (ODPP) and lnsp Ian Park (QPS Prosecutions). To be worked on further. 

18/11/2021 FD Values Launch Very successfu l and fun launch of the va lues and behaviours work . 
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Date Team Details Action/Outcome 
18/11/2021 FD Clifton Strengths LK led workshop on #1 strengths. We all read the paragraphs and LK read info on what traits might be exh ibited. Each person then read their cards and I sent follow up ema il to the team. 

19/11/2021 PSS FWAs Requested spreadsheets for FD and FC to be consistent and also list the nature of the request. 
Explained the seat ing arrangement - all support ive; explained cannot support the Research Proposals in FC and to be revisited in new Fin Yr- supported; FWAs - W FH all approved for 6 months, reduction in hours in FC - LK to meet with JMcG; wants to 

19/11/2021 PSS LK catchup explore more on commissioner Carroll's reply to DG. Explained dynamics in FD Mgt Team that the seating arrangement was trying to help with. 

19/11/2021 FSS IT Support sent emai l w ith instances again and CC Lara who w ill esca late for attention. W ill cont inue to send daily. 

19/11/2021 FD Quality Issue with QFLAG raised in FD. Contractor matched major component. Contractor's consent for sample shou ld have meant the sample to have been destroyed in April. Dot points being drafted for Lega l advice - what can be reported to QPS? 

22/11/2021 FC FWA Lara meeting with PC and JMcG to discuss the FWAs in Illicit Drug group and specifica lly, JMcG's. Meeting at about 3pm. 

22/11/2021 FC CoP response to DG Lara, PC and I met to discuss way forward. 

22/11/2021 FD RSPCA Michael prepared a quote to send to RSPCA if we were to examine for semina l fluid. I send genera l information to Vick i Lomax and gave some costing advice. 

Questions from FSS Corra on matter and questions from Hedley Thomas on DNA profiling, NDNAD and INRs in the matter. Early PP21/STRmix case and asking about issues. Advised FSS Carro that prefer not to provide a response as 

22/11/2021 FD Media there is no obligat ion or RTI in place for now, and preparation of material w ill take time. Spoke to lnsp Neville to give heads up that received queries - he advised that best to address to QPS media via RTI and that we shou ld have nothing to do w ith it. 

22/11/2021 FD Quality Request for legal adv ice being drafted by PMB and KDS to assist w ith profile that matched a contractor. 

23/11/2021 FC FWA LK met w ith JMcG to discuss her FWA yesterday afternoon, threat in ema il, flow on to staff, and where does the work go? JMC called in absent 23/11/21. 

23/11/2021 FD Media LK mentioned Brett not sending information relating to lnsp Neville. Answers to qns st ill needed by LK only (RJP to work on this). Brett replied to QH Media. I sent words to QPS media. RJP sti ll working on material for LK if needed. 

23/11/2021 PSS Admin Wendy advised that course she and Andrew Hardman worked on has had good feedback (VU went to it) . Hopefully more Admin staff w ill see benefit. 

23/11/2021 PSS Admin I asked WAH to create a spreadsheet of all the FWAs in PSS (work w ith Dasuni) and future proof so can see the requets, periods, details etc. 

23/11/2021 FC Research PC advised he informed Ryan and Shiona that I won't approve the research proposals in Illicit Drug Group at this point in time. 

23/11/2021 PSS xmas eve LK asked about options for xmas eve, trying to be consistent across campus and want ing a gesture of good wi ll. Mentioned court, priority work, 

23/11/2021 FD HR Claire to go temp p.t and supplemented w ith QSUPER. Agreed to by Lara and passed down. 

23/11/2021 FD HR sent email to staff regarding Louise leaving in Jan. Needed to do this as the information was already out among staff. 

Suprt, lnsp, ACs x4 relating to SAIK refernece samples. I responded w ith cons iderat ions in having ref with SAIK. Outcome is progression to work ing group to rethink the contents, preparation of SAIKs. LK suggested (outs ide of meeting) that through that 

24/11/2021 FD OPS meeting process, look into fee for service. 

24/11/2021 FC Brief for DG response to Commissioner's QAO reply prepared by sending key dot points to Lara for Brief preparation 

24/11/2021 FD Quality Legal advice request for elim sample match sent to Lara for approval. Contractor profile matched to cr ime scene where the contractor's sample should have been destroyed (>2yrs old) 

JMcG replied to Lara w ith infomraiton on why FWA approvals are ok. Her explanation is that the workload is low - this contrasts w ith QIRC information where there are workload concern forms. Provided advice to LK that I think Employment Relations 

24/11/2021 FC FWA need to know this information. 

24/11/2021 PSS Master Planning Met w ith Rob Sim and Matthew Lenarduzzi re master plan and provided support for what was there, and added more we ight to things like enhancements in the LIMS, IT infrastructure, co- locat ion 

25/11/2021 FD Media Major media articles with statements from Kirsty Wright. Brief prepared for DG, phone calls with GM, QPS. Met with Mgt team. Major support from interstate and international colleagues. 

25/11/2021 FC QIRC Material prepared for Lara on QIRC 

26/11/2021 FD Media Met w ith FD (LK and PC as we ll) to offer support and in so lidar ity. Provided words from lnsp Neville. LK advised that the Brief was well received by the DG. May need some edits to make more lay next week. 

26/11/2021 FC QIRC Responses provided to Employment Relations to take forward again. Responses to conta in the confl ict ing informat ion heard at the comm ission, and the info from JMcG at FSS 

26/11/2021 PSS xmas eve LK asked Mging Sc ient ists on capacity for xmas eve as trying to get cons istency on campus and goodwill 

26/11/2021 FD CA3 Spoke to Deb Whelan who was gett ing Damien Cass to speak to Stephan ie, without disclosing whether w ill be offered the role or not. FD would like to offer pas to her, but w ill be a demotion for her and not likely to be supported. 

Provided more detailed responses to the 15 qn to LK; Heard that Kirsty Wright is opening a DNA lab; Wrote to HR for advice on latest news art icle relating to wh ist le-b lowing and Code of Conduct; RJP st ill looking into the samples that were prepared for 

29/11/2021 FD Media interstate testing; st ill looking into the 17 errors -forwarded infor to lnsp Neville regarding this as it referred to the FR that was reviewed by Kirsty. 

29/11/2021 FD CA3 Position offered to Stephanie. 

29/11/2021 FSS IT Support Sent another list to IT. Total of 181 instances. 

29/11/2021 FC Letter to Commissioner Assisted LK on letter to Comm issioner re illicit drugs triaging 
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Year in review presentation for 2021, Email from FSS Carro - due 10 December 

QIRC 

Projects that have commenced: SAIK and refs; Confirmation reference sample post link; Illicit Drug backlog after CoP reply 

Media re  

CA3 recruitment in FD 

Master Planning 

Further edits of briefs to remove scientific jargon (make more lay) 
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Kylie Rika 

Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Optional Attendees: 

Hi Everyone 

Forensic DNA Analysis presentation 
FSS Conference Theatre 

Fri 3/12/2021 11 :10 AM 
Fri 3/12/2021 12:10 PM 
Tentative 

(none) 

Not yet responded 

Cathie Allen 

WIT.0019.0013.0279 

Peter Culshaw; Lara Keller; Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto; Abigail Ryan; Adam Kaity; 
Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia Quartermain; Allan McNevin; Allison Lloyd; 
Amy Cheng; Angela Adamson; Anne Finch ; Belinda 
Andersen ; Biljana Micic; Cassandra James; 
Cecilia Flanagan; Chantal Angus; Claire Gallagher; Deborah Nicoletti 

; Generosa Lundie; Helen Williams; Ingrid 
Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Kerry
Anne Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kim Estreich; Kirsten Scott; Kristina Morton; Kylie Rika; 
Le Lai-Wan ; Lisa Farrelly; Louise Benincasa; Luke 
Ryan; Madison GULLIVER; Maria Aguilera 
Matthew Hunt; Megan Mathieson; Melissa Cipollone; Michael Goodrich; Michael 
Hart; Michelle Margetts; Naomi French; Penelope Taylor; Phillip Mcindoe; Pierre 
Acedo; Rhys Parry; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle Nydam; Sharon Byrne; Sharon 
Johnstone; Suzanne Sanderson ; Tara 
Prowse ; Tegan Dwyer; Thomas Nurthen; Valerie 
Caldwell ; Vicki Pendlebury Jones; Wendy 
Harmer; Yvonne Connolly 
Yvonne Li 

Could you please join us for an update on the current case that's in the media. The meeting will begin at 11.15am, 
but it would be appreciated if everyone could arrive just prior to that for a prompt start at 11.15am. 

Cheers 
Cathie 
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Kylie Rika 

Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Importance: 

Good Morning 

Forensic DNA Analysis Team Meeting (today) 
Conf Theatre 

Fri 26/11/2021 10:30 AM 
Fri 26/11/2021 11 :00 AM 

(none) 

Accepted 

FSS.FDNA.Admin 
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Abigail Ryan; Adam Kaity; Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia Quartermain; Allan 
McNevin; Allison Lloyd; Amy Cheng; Angela Adamson; Angelina Keller; Anne Finch; 
Belinda Andersen; Biljana Micic; Cassandra James; Cathie Allen 

; Cecilia Flanagan; Chantal Angus; Cindy Chang; 
Claire Gallagher; Dasuni Tennakoon; Deborah Nicoletti; Emma Caunt; Generosa 
Lundie; Helen Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie 
Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Justin Howes; Kerry-Anne Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kim 
Estreich; Kirsten Scott; Kristina Morton; Kylie Rika; Lai-Wan; Lisa Farrelly; Louise 
Benincasa; Luke Ryan; Madison GULLIVER; Maria Aguilera; Matthew Hunt; Megan 
Mathieson; Melissa Cipollone; Michael Goodrich; Michael Hart; Michelle Margetts; 
Naomi French; Paula Brisotto; Penelope Taylor; Phillip Mcindoe; Pierre Acedo; Rhys 
Parry; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle Nydam; Sharon Byrne; Sharon Johnstone; 
Suzanne Sanderson; Tara Prowse; Tegan Dwyer; Thomas Nurthen; Valerie Caldwell; 
Vicki Pendlebury-Jones; Wendy Harmer; Yvonne Connolly; Lara Keller 

High 

Please attend this meeting, in relation to the recent media concerning Forensic DNA Analysis. 

See you then 

Regards 
Wendy 
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Kylie Rika 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi, 

Matthew Hunt 
Thursday, 25 November 2021 10:30 AM 
Sharon Johnstone; Kylie Rika 
RE: News today 

The interview with Kirsty is also on Youtube as a video segment: 

https://www. youtu be .corn/watch ?v=aG HTUxVXT6 U 

Thanks, 

Matthew Hunt 
Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Forensic & Scientific Services, Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, Qld , 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■lw www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

WIT.0019.0013.0281 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Sharon Johnstone <  
Sent: Thursday, 25 November 202110:09 AM 
To: Abigail Ryan ; Adam Kaity 

; Alanna Darmanin 
Allan McNevin 

; Amy Cheng 
; Angelina Keller 

; Belinda Andersen 
· andra James 

hantal A 
Gallagh 
Debora 

DNA.Ad 

; Adrian Pippia 
; Alicia Quartermain 
; Allison Lloyd 

; Angela Adamson 
; Anne Finch 
; Biljana Micic 
; Cecilia Flanagan 

; Cindy Chang 

; Emma Caunt 

our-Murray 

Julie Brooks 

; Kristina Morton 
; Lai-Wan Le 1111 

nincasa 
. LLIVER 
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Jones 
Connolly 

-----

Subject: News today 

Morning everyone, 

; Megan Mathieson 
; Michael Goodrich 

; Michelle Margetts 
; Paula Brisotto 

; Phillip Mcindoe 

; Sharon Byrne 
; Suzanne Sanderson 

; Tegan Dwyer 
; Valerie Caldwell 

WIT.0019.0013.0282 

; Melissa Cipollone 
; Michael Hart 

; Naomi French 
; Penelope Taylor 

; Pierre Acedo 

; Sharon Johnstone 
; Tara Prowse 

s urthen 
; Vicki Pendlebury

; Yvonne 

I am writing on Justin's behalf to inform you that there has been an article printed in today's paper The Australian 
(as attached) that slanders our laboratory and the quality of our work. We want you to know that we are working 
with Lara Keller and Brett Bricknell (GM of FSS & PQ) and the QPS on a response to the article. Please know that we 
have the full support of QPS, Brett and Lara and that there is no doubt that our work is of a high quality and is truly 
valued. Unfortunately papers write stories to sell more papers, or to promote their podcasts and not necessarily to 
be seekers of the facts. 

If you have any questions please chat with your line manager. 

Regards, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/healthsupport 

ifui§i®i Accountability Engagement 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Kylie Rika 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Hunt 
Friday, 26 November 2021 3:18 PM 
Justin Howes; Sharon Johnstone; Kylie Rika; Rhys Parry; Adrian Pippia 
Latest video from pod cast 

https://www.youtu be.corn/watch ?v=q9RRoeeXu Bg 

From: Justin Howes 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 3:00 PM 
To: Matthew Hunt ; Sharon Johnstone 
Kylie Rika · Rhys Parry 
Subject: RE: Media Update 

Thanks Matthew 

I had just heard that the DG was very happy with the Brief we prepared, so no doubt this filter through to the 
Minister. I would suspect in addition to info through to the Commissioner of Police that probably helped here too. 

Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e w www. health. q Id . gov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Matthew Hunt 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:31 PM 
To: Justin Howes 
Kylie Rika 
Subject: Media Update 

From: FSS IRS 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Matthew Hunt 
Subject: RE: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

Matthew, 

Please find attached. 
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Regards, 

Sonia 

Sonia Johnson 
Senior Library Technician 

Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e w 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Matthew Hunt 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:09 PM 
To: FSSIRS 
Subject: RE: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

Hi, 

Could I please have access to this related article: 

WIT.0019.0013.0284 

https://www.theaustralian.com.a u/  
 

 

Thanks, 

Matthew Hunt 
Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Forensic & Scientific Services, Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, Qld , 4108 
e ■■■■■■■■■■■■I w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: FSS Information Research Services 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 202111:06 AM 

2 
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To: Matthew Hunt 
Subject: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

News alerts - Forensic DNA 

murder case [compilation] 

Various 

The family of murdered woman are calling for an independent 

review after learning of "critical errors" made by a pathology lab that could have 

foiled the hunt for her killer. 

'Critical errors': Lab fail exposed in murder case 

Forensic biologist labels 

'forensic train wreck' 

murder investigation a 

murder: family seeks inquiry as 'DNA failures' exposed 

Lab tests under fire 

Contact us for a copy of the full text articles (QH staff only) 

*This email does not represent the full media coverage of this topic. Contact us at 

 if you require further information on a news story.* 

Copyright© 2021 FSS, Information & Research Services, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email as part of a current awareness service provided by Forensic & Scientific Services, 

Information & Research Services (Library) 

3 
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Our mailing address is: 

FSS Information Research Services 

39 Kessels Road 

Coopers Plains Queensland 4108 

unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

~mailchimp 

WIT.0019.0013.0286 
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Kylie Rika 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

FYI 

From: Justin Howes 

Kylie Rika 
Friday, 26 November 2021 12:36 PM 
Thomas Nurthen; Allan McNevin; Matthew Hunt; Deborah Nicoletti; Claire 
Gallagher; Ingrid Moeller; Penelope Taylor; Angelina Keller; Tegan Dwyer 
Adrian Pippia 
FW: Questions from podcast author 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 202112:16 PM 
To: Adrian Pippia · Allison Lloyd ; Cathie Allen 

; Kirsten Scott 
; Luke Ryan 

· Kylie Rika 
; Paula Brisotto 

· Sharon Johnstone ; Wendy Harmer 

Subject: Questions from podcast author 

Hi 
As Lara mentioned, I can make available the questions that we received from Hedley Thomas (author of podcast). 
These questions were sent to QH Legal, who advised not to answer and redirected the author to QPS media. 

Having said this, we have provided responses to these questions (where we feel we can) to the GM for internal use 
only. Rhys assisted greatly with this. 

I will leave it up to you to share with your team if you see relevant. 

Thanks 
Justin 

Q1 : Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why a majority of samples from the vehicle of 
were not analysed past the quantitation step (labelled in part V1 to V51 )? 

Q2: What criteria is used by the QHFSS DNA laboratory to assess whether analysis of samples 
from a major crime should be either stopped after quantitation or fully tested? 

Q3: Under what circumstances is it possible for a crime scene sample to have no DNA detected at 
the quantitation stage, to then be fully tested resulting in the generation of a reportable DNA 
profile? 

Q4: Did this occur and, if yes, how many times did it occur in the case of 

Q5: If yes in one or more instances, why weren 't all vehicle samples - and all crime scene 
samples - which were initially reported as 'no DNA detected ' further analysed? 

Q6: Would a Combur positive swab taken from a pool of blood at a crime scene by a Scientific 
Officer only hours after a homicide be expected to produce a DNA profile? 

Q?: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why no DNA was detected from the sample a QPS 
Scientific Officer stated had come from a pool of b-lood and which he labelled as 'S14: Swab of 
blood from gutter on  (barcode )? 
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Q8: What do you say to the suggestion that issues arising from the introduction of PowerPlex 21 
and STRmix in December 2012 had a detrimental impact on the laboratory's profiling of samples 
for DNA in this case in the weeks and months afterwards? 

Q9: Did any of the scientists in the QHFSS DNA laboratory express concerns to management 
over unusual or poor results being obtained in the case of by PowerPlex 21 
after it was implemented? 

Q10: Was the QHFSS DNA laboratory experiencing any difficulties interpreting mixtures from 
crime scene samples during the period samples from ■■■■■■■were being analysed? 

Q11: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why the following DNA mixtures from 
were reported as 'Incorrect result' to the QPS? ■••·(on 24/09/2014);- (on 
03/04.2013); -(on 03/04/2013); and (on 28/03/2013). 

Q12: Is it unusual for the QHFSS DNA laboratory to report incorrect results to the QPS? If yes, 
please explain why so many incorrect results were reported to the QPS for~ If 
no, please provide how many samples were reported as 'Incorrect result' in 2013 and 2014. 

Q13: Were the QPS or any members of the Queensland criminal justice system made aware that 
there may be DNA profiling issues affecting the reliability of results previously reported as 'no DNA 
detected ' for■■■■■■I? If yes, please provide a copy of the communication/s, including 
the date of the advice and who it was directed too? If no, please explain why this did not occur. 

Q14: Did the QHFSS DNA laboratory provide any other advice (apart from suggesting the 
possible 'presence of bacteria ') to the QPS explaining why DNA profiles weren't being obtained 
when they were expected to for ? If yes, please provide that advice, including 
the date of the advice and to whom it was directed . 

Q15: Can a QHFSS DNA expert explain how samples relating to that were 
correctly packaged, correctly stored, and well-preserved fail to produce a profile due to the 
purported presence of bacteria? 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/healthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 
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Queensland Health 

Forensic and Scientific Services 

Forensic and Scientific Services {FSS} 
Reporting Team 2 Minutes 

Date: 25 November 2021 
Time: 1.30pm 
Venue: CR103 
Meeting Commenced at: 1.35pm 

Name I Initials 

Committee Members 

Kylie RIKA KOR 

Tegan DWYER TJD 

Claire GALLAGHER CG 

Matthew HUNT MOH 

Angelina KELLER AK 

Allan McNEVIN ARM 

Ingrid MOELLER IM 

Deborah NI COLETTI ORN 

Thomas NURTHEN TEN 

Penelope TAYLOR PJT 

Participants 

As Above 

Guests - RJP 

I Position 

Senior Forensic Scientist (Chair) 

Senior Forensic Scientist 

Senior Forensic Scientist 

Senior Forensic Scientist 

Senior Forensic Scientist 

Senior Forensic Scientist 

Senior Forensic Scientist 

Senior Forensic Scientist 

Senior Forensic Scientist 

Senior Forensic Scientist 

Senior Forensic Scientist 

I Attending 

y 

N 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

YMS 
teams 

y 

y 

Queensland 
Gov~ ent 
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Forensic DNA Analysis Reporting Team 2 Meeting 

Purpose and Objectives 

Purpose 

Objectives 

Outcomes 

To provide an opportunity for RT2 members to : 

Learn 

Be informed 

Connect and build relationships 

Unite 

To enhance teamwork leading to better cohesion and 
consistency 

Continuous improvements leading to a better service to 
the community 

Item Topic Lead Paper 

1 

1.1 

1.2 

Standing Agenda Items 

WH&S 

Update to Buddy List for Reporting Area - see email from 
MOH 8 Nov 2021 

Need to update again to include Megan sitting in the bay with 
Penny and Cassie 

Projects 

Project #213 - Verifiler Plus 

09/11/2021 -

o Testing the Impact of Pre-Prepared VeriFiler™ 
Plus PCR Amplification Reagents on PCR 
Efficiency and Quality. Primary author - CKS. -
Finalised 

o Testing of VeriFiler™ Plus PCR Amplification 
Reagent Stability at Room Temperature 
Primary author - CKS. Final report with 
Verifiler team for review. - Finalised 

o VeriFiler™ Plus - Full Volume Amplification. 
Primary author - LMF. - Finalised 

o VeriFiler™ Plus - Stutter. Primary author -
CLJ . Management has reviewed, back for 
additional edits post feedback 

o VeriFiler™ Plus - Direct Amplification. Primary 
author - AF. Drafted report: with Luke and 
Megan for review before going to VF team for 
review 

Attached 

'-vJ 
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WIT.0019.0013.0291 

Forensic DNA Analysis Reporting Team 2 Meeting 

0 VeriFiler™ Plus - Half Volume Amplification. 
Primary author - Revised estimated date to 
provide report to VF team ~ before Christmas 

0 VeriFiler™ Plus- Testing for O10S1248. 
Primary author - MMA. Submitted to VF 
feedback completed by 21 st Oct. Pending edits 
and to management team this week 

0 VeriFiler™ Plus - STRmix. Primary author -
EJC. Still pending analysis of data. 

0 VeriFiler™ Plus - Mixtures. Primary author -
SMJ. Still pending analysis of data 

Project #216 -Validation of Ion Chef and S5 
To be reviewed at both Strategy & Operational Meetings 

10/11/2021 - Training this week. EOI for PQ 
progressing. EOI at QEII out. 

For recent update, please see Luke. 

Project #206 - YFP 

mixtures have been amped and run on CE. FR 
specs/requirements being worked on for meeting with bdna. 

See I :\Change Management for other projects in progress 

1.3 Information dissemination from relevant 
meetings/activities 

HR: Mandatory COVID vaccinations for QH staff in clinical 
care environments, FSS staff are encouraged to add their 
COVID vaccination certificate to the Hub. 

QIRC made a ruling on the 20/21 State wage increase and 
this will be applied from Sept 2021 (2.5%). 

Minor update on Business Case for Significant Change - it is 
a whole of PQFSS approach , there are some proposed 
structural changes and some proposed reviews to look at 
longer term items. A/EDFSS will discuss these with the 
relevant affected direct reports prior to wider communication. 
No further detail has been provided on this. 

Requests/suggestions for audit topics 2022 (KOS) 

11/11/2021 : some previous suggestions to follow, possibly in 
2023 include - VFP, Proflex, NIFA. 
Suggestions: audit Difference of Opinion Process, lubricant 
testing process, continuity of samples, equipment and 
calibrations, statement production via paperless process. 
Any more to KOS please. 

LO::J 
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Forensic DNA Analysis Reporting Team 2 Meeting 

Familial Testing challenge in South Australia 

Challenge heard in a Vair Dire that took evidence from Dr 
Duncan Taylor. Challenge included legality of familial search 
using covert sample. Pending voir dire decision, familial 
testing has been halted at FSSA. The testing was not via 
NIFA, was performed during a trial of using familial searches 
more proactively. DNA results (not familial results yet) are 
able to proceed to committal. 

DNA Insufficient for Processing (DIFP) process 

- possibility that further processing of samples with quant 
values below 0.0088ng/ul may result in useable profiles; this 
has always been the case and QPS aware 

- Assess sample and make a call = quant values; case needs 

- G:\ForBiol\AAA Forensic Reporting & lntel\DIFP 2021 
examples 

Concerns noted re perhaps current DIFP process and/or 
quant ranges needs reviewing. 

KOR mentioned mgmt. team aware and a conversation has 
started on the aspects that need to be thought of to progress 
a project/review. 

Consider rephrasing reports where samples are within the 
range of insufficient 

Presentations for all of DNA: is there anything you would 
like to present? Interesting case, project or topic? 

KOR to speak with Tom 

OQI 55612 

- integrated extraction processed with the foil still attached to 
the magnetic bead reservoir for one of the reagent cartridges 

- 3 x batches potentially effected on CDNAEXT20211101-11 

- RJP and ARM assessing each sample 

260 
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Forensic DNA Analysis Reporting Team 2 Meeting 

1.4 

1.5 

2 

2.1 

2.2 

Something positive to share 
Claire 
https://www.ted.com/talks/shawn achor the happy secret t 
o better work?language=en 

Values and Behaviour Launch 

- thanks to the values team 

Team pulse check 
Total Outstanding PDA data 

232f:292 

16//'~7 
1593 1550 

1491 1477 

1175 1202 
1083 1105 

958 1007 1018 102i 

1000 86~76 909 896 

722 74'J23 

500 

1246 
1158 

- rotal - Emry - Re'liew·····Linear(fntl)') ·······L'ear(r·w) 

Please see KOR if needing help with workload as it is a very 
bus time. 
Other Business 

WFQ survey 2021 

G:\ForBiol\Forensic DNA Analysis Team Meetings\Reporting 
2 

G:\ForBiol\Forensic DNA Analysis Team Meetings\Forensic 
DNA Analysis Management\WFQ 2020 Action plans 

Further meeting to be scheduled. 

Article in the Australian 
Please see email from Sharon on behalf of Justin 

Morning everyone,/ am writing on Justin 's behalf to inform 
you that there has been an article printed in today's paper 
The Australian (as attached) that slanders our laboratory and 
the ualit of our work. We want ou to know that we are 

WIT.0019.0013.0293 

1 
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Forensic DNA Analysis Reporting Team 2 Meeting 

working with Lara Keller and Brett Bricknell (GM of FSS & 
PQ) and the QPS on a response to the article. Please know 
that we have the full support of QPS, Brett and Lara and that 
there is no doubt that our work is of a high quality and is truly 
valued. Unfortunately papers write stories to sell more 
papers, or to promote their podcasts and not necessarily to 
be seekers of the facts. 

If you have any questions please chat with your line 
manager. 

Regards, 
Sharon 

Overview provided by Rhys and KOR 

KOR and AAP to work on a standard response that can be 
used in court if questioned on items relating to the article. 

Meeting closed 2.45pm 

262 
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Kirsten Scott 

From: Kirsten Scott 

Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 6:13 AM 

To: 

Cc: 

Abigail Ryan; Chantal Angus; Chelsea Savage; Julie Brooks; Kim Estreich; Madison GULLIVER; 

Michael Goodrich; Naomi French; Phillip Mcindoe; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Suzanne Sanderson 

Sharon Johnstone; Paula Brisotto 

Subject: Need everyone's help please - Big job 

Importance: High 

Morning All, 

For the  case that has been in the media this week, the coroner has asked for a review of everything 

Forensic DNA Analysis is holding. 

After you have done your core tasks today/tomorrow/Friday, can I ask that you all contribute to helping do this 

assessment/stocktake of samples please. 

Michael has a spreadsheet of extracts/spin basket/reference samples. 

You job is to locate each sample, and tick the sample as present (if it is in the expected location), if you can not find 

it - note that you can not locate it. 

If you are doing the DNA extracted I need you to advise if there is liquid (DNA) present, or if the tube is empty. 

It is a longish list so we will need everyones help pretty please. 

You may find some if it (eg spin baskets) are best done in pairs. 

As soon as you have some time - see Michael we will give you a subset of the list to work on 

Kirsten 

Kirsten Scott 
Senior Scientist Quality and Projects 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■I w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
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Kirsten Scott 

From: Kirsten Scott 

Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 6:16 AM 

To: 

Cc: 

Abigail Ryan; Chantal Angus; Chelsea Savage; Julie Brooks; Kim Estreich; Madison GULLIVER; 

Michael Goodrich; Naomi French; Phillip Mcindoe; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Suzanne Sanderson 

Sharon Johnstone; Paula Brisotto 

Subject: RE: Need everyone's help please - Big job 

It is an AUSLAB case, but Michael has already found the locations. 

From: Kirsten Scott 

Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 6:13 AM 

To: Abigail Ryan ; Chelsea 

; Kim Estreich 

; Michael Goodrich 

; Phillip Mcindoe 

Cc: Sharon Johnstone 

Subject: Need everyone's help please - Big job 

Importance: High 

Morning All, 

For the ase that has been in the media this week, the coroner has asked for a review of everything 

Forensic DNA Analysis is holding. 

After you have done your core tasks today/tomorrow/Friday, can I ask that you all contribute to helping do this 

assessment/stocktake of samples please. 

Michael has a spreadsheet of extracts/spin basket/reference samples. 

You job is to locate each sample, and tick the sample as present (if it is in the expected location), if you can not find 

it - note that you can not locate it. 

If you are doing the DNA extracted I need you to advise if there is liquid (DNA) present, or if the tube is empty. 

It is a longish list so we will need everyones help pretty please. 

You may find some if it (eg spin baskets) are best done in pairs. 

As soon as you have some time - see Michael we will give you a subset of the list to work on 

Kirsten 

Kirsten Scott 
Senior Scientist Quality and Projects 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 
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p-
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
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Kirsten Scott 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Abbie, 

For your interest 

Kirsten 

From: Justin Howes 

Kirsten Scott 

Friday, 26 November 2021 12:26 PM 

Abigail Ryan 

FW: Questions from podcast author 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 202112:16 PM 

To: Adrian Pippia < >; Allison Lloyd 

< 

; Kirsten Scott 

; Luke Ryan 

Sharon Johnstone< 

Subject: Questions from podcast author 

Hi 

>; Kylie Rika 

; Paula Brisotto 

WIT.0019.0013.0298 

; Cathie Allen 

; Wendy Harmer 

As Lara mentioned, I can make available the questions that we received from Hedley Thomas (author of podcast). 

These questions were sent to QH Legal, who advised not to answer and redirected the author to QPS media. 

Having said this, we have provided responses to these questions (where we feel we can) to the GM for internal use 

only. Rhys assisted greatly with this. 

I will leave it up to you to share with your team if you see relevant. 

Thanks 

Justin 

Q1 : Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why a majority of samples from the vehicle of 
were not analysed past the quantitation step (labelled in part V1 to V51 )? 

Q2: What criteria is used by the QHFSS DNA laboratory to assess whether analysis of samples 
from a major crime should be either stopped after quantitation or fully tested? 

Q3: Under what circumstances is it possible for a crime scene sample to have no DNA detected at 
the quantitation stage, to then be fully tested resulting in the generation of a reportable DNA 
profile? 

Q4: Did this occur and, if yes, how many times did it occur in the case of

Q5: If yes in one or more instances, why weren't all vehicle samples - and all crime scene 
samples - which were initially reported as 'no DNA detected' further analysed? 

Q6: Would a Combur positive swab taken from a pool of blood at a crime scene by a Scientific 
Officer only hours after a homicide be expected to produce a DNA profile? 

Q?: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why no DNA was detected from the sample a QPS 
Scientific Officer stated had come from a pool of blood, and which he labelled as 'S14: Swab of 
blood from gutter on ' (barcode ••••)? 
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Q8: What do you say to the suggestion that issues arising from the introduction of PowerPlex 21 
and STRmix in December 2012 had a detrimental impact on the laboratory's profiling of samples 
for DNA in this case in the weeks and months afterwards? 

Q9: Did any of the scientists in the QHFSS DNA laborato~to management 
over unusual or poor results being obtained in the case of-by PowerPlex 21 
after it was implemented? 

Q10: Was the QHFSS DNA laboratory experiencing a~preting mixtures from 
crime scene samples during the period samples from -were being analysed? 

Q11: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why the following DNA mixtures from 
were reported as 'Incorrect result' to the ■ ■ (on 24/09/2014); (on 
03/04.2013); •••■ (on 03/04/2013); and -(on 28/03/2013). 

Q12: Is it unusual for the QHFSS DNA laboratory to report incorrect results to th~s, 
please explain why so many incorrect results were reported to the QPS for QP~ If 
no, please provide how many samples were reported as 'Incorrect result' in 2013 and 2014. 

Q13: Were the QPS or any members of the Queensland criminal justice system made aware that 
there may be DNA~ues affecting the reliability of results previously reported as 'no DNA 
detected ' for QPS ~ If yes, please provide a copy of the communication/s, including 
the date of the advice and who it was directed too? If no, please explain why this did not occur. 

Q14: Did the QHFSS DNA laboratory provide any other advice (apart from suggesting the 
possible 'presence of bacteria') to the QPS explaining why DNA profiles weren 't being obtained 
when they were expected to for~ If yes, please provide that advice, including 
the date of the advice and to whom it was directed. 

Q15: Can a QHFSS DNA expert explain how samples relating to QPS-that were 
correctly packaged, correctly stored, and well-preserved fail to produce a profile due to the 
purported presence of bacteria? 

a 
Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health p- m 
a _ , QLD4108 

e-■■---w www.health.qld .gov .au/healthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Lara 

Cathie Allen 
Friday, 17 December 2021 9:52 AM 
Lara Keller 
Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto 
FW: Enquires from Ms Kirsty Wright 

WIT.0019.0013.0300 

Email re FSS inclusion on QPS journal article.pdf; Email re QPS journal article_July 
2021 .pdf 

It's extremely disappointing that the journal article written by a QPS staff member is now looking to be used against 
the laboratory. Both Allison Lloyd and myself gave significant verbal feedback to Dr Matt Krosch regarding the 
deficiencies within the draft version of the paper, however none of our concerns were taken on board. 

I escalated this issue to John Doherty, as the paper contains duplicate samples (at the very least) so has at least 1 
flaw scientifically. My understanding was that John was working with Supt Bruce McNab on this and despite my 
repeated follow-up, no outcome was provided to me. Until I found the journal article myself in July of this year. I 
was never advised that the QPS were proceeding to publishing. 

The acknowledgement of myself on the paper is reprehensible, as it appears that I support the paper, when I 
verbally expressed to the author that I did not support the draft as it was. I wished I'd been provided a copy of the 
paper to be published, as I would have directed the author to remove my name from the acknowledgements as I do 
not wish to be associated with it. 

cknowledgment 

The au, hor would llike to thank Inspectors David Keatinge and David I eviUe (QPS), and Allisor 
Cathie A:Jlen (QHFSS) for their review of the manuscript and valuable comments and discussi1 
Middleton (QPS) assisted extraction of DNA results from the LIMS. 

Tim Middleton was a QPS contractor that was working on the Forensic Register, so had access to pull data from the 
FR, without the knowledge of FSS. FSS were not involved in the setting the parameters for collecting the DNA data. 

It appears that lnsp Neville has authorised Dr Krosch to proceed with publishing, despite our concerns and requests 
for changes. 

My plan is to email the Inspector back and thank him for advising us of the enquiries, advise that FSS had raised 
concerns to the author prior to publishing and to request that if further enquiries are made that we are advised of 
them. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 
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Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 8:32 AM 
To: Cathie Allen< 
Cc: Lara Keller 
Subject: Enquires from Ms Kirsty Wright 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
I need to give you a heads up on an enquiry made by Kirsty Wright recently. The email string below is fairly self
explanatory. We wont be providing her any further comment. 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph: 

From: Kirsty Wright > 
Sent: Thursday, 16 December 202111:08 
To: Krosch.MattN[OSC] < 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Subject: Re: Some Further Analysis from your Paper 

> 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Matt, 

2 
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Thank you for your response and clarifying the sexual assault samples. I understand your comments about 

not using the data to make comment about the lab's efficiency, and will respect your position on 

that. There are some very interesting results in there that may indicate there are issues in the lab 

though. The breast, oral and penis swabs are essentially clinical samples (taken from either the victim or 

offender by a GMO). To get such high amounts of 'no DNA' from those swabs is a concern (eg 52% of 

penis swabs getting no DNA, when you would expect to always at least get the donor). 

Thanks again and have a lovely Christmas. 

Dr Kirsty Wright 

Visiting Fellow 

Genomics Research Centre, 

Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation 

From: Krosch.MattN[OSC] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2021 9:14 AM 
To: Kirsty Wright< 
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Some Further Ana ysis 

Dear Kirsty, 

Thank you for your inquiry. Regarding your specific questions, sexual assault sample results included both fractions 
(where relevant), and I am not sure about AP/microscopy results for the semen swabs. More broadly, however, the 
purpose of the paper was to provide some insight for crime scene examiners about the likelihood of generating a 
useable profile from a particular sample type based on the substrate and collection technique and thereby inform 
their decision-making at the point of collection. The study was not designed to evaluate the efficacy of the testing 
laboratory and it would be inappropriate to use the data for that purpose. Any attempt to do so would be 
significantly flawed. There are numerous caveats around these data and the appropriateness or otherwise of 
comparing these with previous studies, many of which are discussed in the paper. It would not be appropriate for 
me to comment more broadly on these matters. 

Kind regards, 
Matt 

Dr Matt Krosch 
Research Officer 
Quality Management Section 
Forensic Services Group 
Operation Support Command 
Queensland Police Service 
Ph: I Mobile:-
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Members of QMS will at times be working from home during the COVID-19 crisis. If my office phone goes 
unanswered, please call me on the mobile above if you need to speak with me. 

From: Kirsty Wright 
Sent: Monday, 13 December 2021 08:21 
To: Krosch.MattN[OSC] 
Subject: DNA Profiling Success Article 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Matt, 

I'm doing some research into the lab issues that were affecting the case after the introduction 

of PP21 and STRMix. I found your 2020 paper in AJFS about DNA profiling success rates. I don't want to 

draw any incorrect or unfair conclusions from the data, so can I ask you some questions just to clarify a 

couple of points? Eg for the sexual assault samples, were these only the male fractions? For semen 

samples, were these AP+ and micro+? Please let me know if this is OK, and when would be a good time to 

talk. 

Best wishes 

Dr Kirsty Wright 

Visiting Fellow 

Genomics Research Centre, 

Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation 

4 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi Cathie, 

Michael Goodrich 
Tuesday, 7 December 2021 10:43 AM 
Cathie Allen 
Kirsten Scott; Paula Brisotto; Justin Howes 
RE: Compress some files 

With the size of the file (and even the individual folders) it will never compress enough to meet the limits of our 
email (around 20MB is the current limit I believe). Even at max compression it will still be approx. 60% of the 
original size at best. 

I would recommend dropping the file onto Onedrive or a Sharepoint site and sending a link to that file and then they 
can download/save a copy directly from the cloud. 
When sharing from Onedrive you still get to set restrictions (and if it can be downloaded/edited etc), and can enter 
a specific email address. 

It will still take them a little while to download it depending on their network capabilities, and the file can be 
removed or the share permissions removed afterwards. 

Let me know if there is anything I can help with. 

Cheers, 
Michael. 

Michael.Goodrich 
Laboratory Assistant Supervisor 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a PO Box 594 , Archerfield QLD 4108 
e w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 2021 9:43 AM 
To: Michael Goodrich 
Cc: Kirsten Scott 
Howes 
Subject: Compress some files 
Importance: High 

Hi Michael 

> 
; Paula Brisotto >; Justin 
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The QPS have asked for a copy of a casefile, however it's too big to send via email. I've tried making the pdfs 
smaller, to no avail. 

Are you able to compress the 5 different files for me please? l:\RTI_Subpoena_Audit 
Trails\Subpoena\2017.02_R~■■■■■l\2016.10--- Copy case file_individual folders 

If possible, it would be great to compress Folders 1 to 5 (not the case file complete). 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Tania 

Justin Howes 
Thursday, 9 December 2021 1 :42 PM 
Spiteri.Tania M [OSC] 
Paula Brisotto; Cathie Allen; Lara Keller 

RE: -  exhibit enquiry 
 exhibits_request from xlsx 

Attached is the same spreadsheet with some extra columns related to your questions. 

WIT.0019.0013.0306 

One column is if there is extract held on campus, another is if there is visible extract remaining (noting the samples 
are frozen), and the final column is if there is substrate remaining. The substrate is what was used to take the 
sample and what is remaining after extraction. 

One sample was requested by QPS to be sent for external testing. A package was returned in 2015 and has remained 
sealed since returning. 

We don't have a record of the quantity of extract/sample remaining. As the samples are frozen, to look further into 
this will require time for thawing, and estimating the volume in a lab environment. For now, the information we can 
provide is that there is extract remaining as noted in the spreadsheet. 

Please let me know if anything more is requested. 

Regards 
Justin 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road . opers Plains, QLD 4108 
e■■■■■■ ■■■ w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
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From: Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 
Sent: Thursday, 9 December 202111:50 AM 
To: Paula Brisotto 

Cc: Cathie Allen 
Frieberg.DaleJ [OSC] 
Subject: exhibit enquiry 

; Justin Howes< 

; Elkins.LisaM[BR] 
; Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good Morning Paula and Justin, 

I have been requested to look into exhibits associated with the homicide. 

Can I please get confirmation about the exhibits attached in a spreadsheet to this email in regards to: 
1. Is QHFSS still in possession of them, and 

2. Do you have a record of the quantity of the sample that is still available? 

If you have any queries in regards to these exhibits please don't hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks for your time. 

Kind Regards, 
Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Mob:■■■■■Office: 
57-59 S dne Street Macka 4740 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 
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FEN/ Property Tag Description 

ITEM S14: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM GUTTER ON  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM V14: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM HANDBRAKE WELL OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted) 

ITEM V31: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood} FROM REAR INTERIOR DRIVER'S SIDE DOOR HANDLE OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM V48: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM STEERING WHEEL OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM V49: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM IGNITION OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM V50: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM REAR OF DRIVER'S SEATBACK OF QLO REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM V51: SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM FRONT PASSENGER'S SIDE FOOTWELL OF QLD REGO QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM V9: TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) FROM STEERING WHEEL OF QLD REGO [QHSS Submitted) 

ITEM VlO: TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) FROM GEAR SHIFT OF QLD REGO [QHSS Submitted) 

ITEM VU: TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) FROM HANDBRAKE OF QLD REGO QHSS Submitted) 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM (Trace DNA Kit) FROM DECEASED-[QHSS Submitted) 

LEFT F/NAIL CLIPPINGS (6 PIECES) 

ITEM 19: FINGERNAIL SCRAPING (Scraping) FROM EACH FINGER OF THE LEFT HAND OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM 20: FINGERNAIL SCRAPINGS (Scraping) FROM EACH FIVE FINGERS ON RIGHT HAND OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted) 

ITEM 6: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM RIGHT WRIST AREA OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM 3: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM VICTIM'S LEFT WRIST AREA [QHSS Submitted] 

WIT.0019.0013.0309 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

Extract returned to QPS 07/08/2013 for 

external testing. Returned from AFP and 

received 01/12/2015 under••••• Has 
remained sealed from 01/06/2015 and has not 

been opened to check contents. 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: Kirsten Scott 
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 6:13 AM 
To: Abigail Ryan; Chantal Angus; Chelsea Savage; Julie Brooks; Kim Estreich; Madison 

GULLIVER; Michael Goodrich; Naomi French; Phillip Mcindoe; Ryu Eba; Sandra 
McKean; Suzanne Sanderson 

Cc: Sharon Johnstone; Paula Brisotto 
Subject: Need everyone's help please - Big job 

Importance: High 

Morning All, 

For the -case that has been in the media this week, the coroner has asked for a review of everything 
Forensic DNA Analysis is holding. 
After you have done your core tasks today/tomorrow/Friday, can I ask that you all contribute to helping do this 
assessment/stocktake of samples please. 

Michael has a spreadsheet of extracts/spin basket/reference samples. 
You job is to locate each sample, and tick the sample as present (if it is in the expected location), if you can not find 
it - note that you can not locate it. 

If you are doing the DNA extracted I need you to advise if there is liquid (DNA) present, or if the tube is empty. 

It is a longish list so we will need everyones help pretty please. 
You may find some if it (eg spin baskets) are best done in pairs. 

As soon as you have some time - see Michael we will give you a subset of the list to work on 

Kirsten 

Kirsten Scott 
Senior Scientist Quality and Projects 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: Kirsten Scott 
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 6:16 AM 
To: Abigail Ryan; Chantal Angus; Chelsea Savage; Julie Brooks; Kim Estreich; Madison 

GULLIVER; Michael Goodrich; Naomi French; Phillip Mcindoe; Ryu Eba; Sandra 
McKean; Suzanne Sanderson 

Cc: Sharon Johnstone; Paula Brisotto 
Subject: RE: Need everyone's help please - Big job 

It is an AUSLAB case, but Michael has already found the locations. 

From: Kirsten Scott 
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 6:13 AM 
To: Abigail Ryan ; Chantal Angus Chelsea 
Savage ; Julie Brooks•■■■■■■■■■■-; Kim Estreich 

; Madison GULLIVER ; Michael Goodrich 
; Naomi French< ; Phillip Mcindoe 

; Ryu Eba •■■■■■■■■■t,; Sandra McKean 
; Suzanne Sanderson' 

Cc: Sharon Johnstone ; Paula Brisotto 
Subject: Need everyone's help please - Big job 
Importance: High 

Morning All, 

For the case that has been in the media this week, the coroner has asked for a review of everything 
Forensic DNA Analysis is holding. 
After you have done your core tasks today/tomorrow/Friday, can I ask that you all contribute to helping do this 
assessment/stocktake of samples please. 

Michael has a spreadsheet of extracts/spin basket/reference samples. 

> 

You job is to locate each sample, and tick the sample as present (if it is in the expected location), if you can not find 
it - note that you can not locate it. 

If you are doing the DNA extracted I need you to advise if there is liquid (DNA) present, or if the tube is empty. 

It is a longish list so we will need everyones help pretty please. 
You may find some if it (eg spin baskets) are best done in pairs. 

As soon as you have some time - see Michael we will give you a subset of the list to work on 

Kirsten 

Kirsten Scott 
Senior Scientist Quality and Projects 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
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p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■I w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi all, 

Michael Goodrich 
Monday, 6 December 2021 11 :58 AM 
Sharon Johnstone; Paula Brisotto; Rhys Parry 
Kirsten Scott; Paula Brisotto 
RE:  location of samples 

The sample confirmation is complete. All samples have been accounted for and were all where they should be. 
have updated the spreadsheet (tabs: FTA samples and CS Samples Duplicates Removed). 

Cheers, 

Michael. 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:10 PM 
To: Paula Brisotto 

Cc: Kirsten Scott 
Goodrich 
Subject: 

Hi there, 

; Michael 

Attached is the list that has been put together for all of the samples for the■■■-case. The pt Tab has all CS 
barcodes for the spin baskets and extracts and the locations of each. There are duplicate barcodes because some 
will have both extract and spin basket. The 2nd tab contains the reference FTA samples for the case that I have put 
into the spreadsheet. 

We have been asked to provide the barcodes & descriptions of the CS samples (already in the spreadsheet), and if 
they have substrates and extracts still remaining. 

For the ref samples we have been asked to confirm that all of the reference samples are still held here. Some ref 

samples were sent to other labs for further testing, so we will need to know that there is still enough sample that 
may be retested held here. 

Thanks so much for your support for this. Let me know if there is anything odd. 
Cheers, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/D-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sensitivity: 

Hi Paula & Justin 

Cathie Allen 
Friday, 3 December 2021 3:39 PM 
Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto 
Audit of Auslab 

Confidential 

WIT.0019.0013.0315 

CISSU have agreed to conduct an access audit of the case, for the last 12 months. Once we receive the 

report, I'll let you know as I may need help to work out if there's been inappropriate access. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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Paula Brisotto 

Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Optional Attendees: 

Hi Everyone 

Forensic DNA Analysis presentation 
FSS Conference Theatre 

Fri 3/12/2021 11 :10 AM 
Fri 3/12/2021 12:10 PM 

(none) 

Accepted 

Cathie Allen 

WIT.0019.0013.0316 

Peter Culshaw; Lara Keller; Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto; Abigail Ryan; Adam Kaity; 
Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia Quartermain; Allan McNevin; Allison Lloyd; 
Amy Cheng; Angela Adamson; Anne Finch ; Belinda 
Andersen ; Biljana Micic; Cassandra James; 
Cecilia Flanagan; Chantal Angus; Claire Gallagher; Deborah Nicoletti 

; Generosa Lundie; Helen Williams; Ingrid 
Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Kerry
Anne Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kim Estreich; Kirsten Scott; Kristina Morton; Kylie Rika; 

Le Lai-Wan ■■■■■■■■■■■ ; Lisa Farrelly; Louise Benincasa; Luke 
Ryan; Madison GULLIVER; Maria Aguilera 
Matthew Hunt; Megan Mathieson; Melissa Cipollone; Michael Goodrich; Michael 
Hart; Michelle Margetts; Naomi French; Penelope Taylor; Phillip Mcindoe; Pierre 
Acedo; Rhys Parry; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle Nydam; Sharon Byrne; Sharon 
Johnstone; Suzanne Sanderson · Tara 
Prowse · Tegan Dwyer; Thomas Nurthen; Valerie 
Caldwell Vicki Pendlebury-Jones; Wendy 
Harmer; Yvonne Connolly 
Yvonne Li 

Could you please join us for an update on the current case that's in the media. The meeting will begin at 11.15am, 
but it would be appreciated if everyone could arrive just prior to that for a prompt start at 11.15am. 

Cheers 
Cathie 
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Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Importance: 

Good Morning 

Forensic DNA Analysis Team Meeting (today) 
Conf Theatre 

Fri 26/11/2021 10:30 AM 
Fri 26/11/2021 11 :00 AM 

(none) 

Accepted 

FSS.FDNA.Admin 

WIT.0019.0013.0317 

Abigail Ryan; Adam Kaity; Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia Quartermain; Allan 
McNevin; Allison Lloyd; Amy Cheng; Angela Adamson; Angelina Keller; Anne Finch; 
Belinda Andersen; Bil"ana Micic; Cassandra James; Cathie Allen 

; Cecilia Flanagan; Chantal Angus; Cindy Chang; 
Claire Gallagher; Dasuni Tennakoon; Deborah Nicoletti; Emma Caunt; Generosa 
Lundie; Helen Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie 
Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Justin Howes; Kerry-Anne Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kim 
Estreich; Kirsten Scott; Kristina Morton; Kylie Rika; Lai-Wan; Lisa Farrelly; Louise 
Benincasa; Luke Ryan; Madison GULLIVER; Maria Aguilera; Matthew Hunt; Megan 
Mathieson; Melissa Cipollone; Michael Goodrich; Michael Hart; Michelle Margetts; 
Naomi French; Paula Brisotto; Penelope Taylor; Phillip Mcindoe; Pierre Acedo; Rhys 
Parry; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle Nydam; Sharon Byrne; Sharon Johnstone; 
Suzanne Sanderson; Tara Prowse; Tegan Dwyer; Thomas Nurthen; Valerie Caldwell; 
Vicki Pendlebury-Jones; Wendy Harmer; Yvonne Connolly; Lara Keller 

High 

Please attend this meeting, in relation to the recent media concerning Forensic DNA Analysis. 

See you then 

Regards 
Wendy 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: Justin Howes 
Sent: Thursday, 25 November 2021 3:42 PM 
To: 
Subject: 

Paula Brisotto; Sharon Johnstone; Rhys Parry 
FW: Points for briefing 

FYI sent to Alison Slade. 

Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e www. health. g Id .gov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Justin Howes 
Sent: Thursday, 25 November 2021 3:01 PM 
To: FSS Corra 

Subject: Points for briefing 

Hi 
Here are some points that might be of relevance: 

An article appeared in the The Australian newspaper (25 November, 2021) entitled 'Shut lab down: DNA 
fiasco in murder case' by journalist David Murray. The article was issued in relation to a podcast called 
-Story', by Hedley Thomas available through subscription to The Australian. 
The article featured claims made by Dr Kirsty Wright about processes and results issued by Forensic DNA 
Analysis (Forensic and Scientific Services) in relation to the death of in February 2013. 
Statements of Witness were prepared for the matter (R vs -) and issued on 29 September 2016, 15 
December 2016 and 23 February 2017 detailing work performed by the laboratory. These statements were 
peer reviewed in accordance with Standard Operating Procedures. Expert evidence was provided by a 
competent DNA Analyst from Forensic DNA Analysis on 27 March 2017 in the Supreme Court in . 
The Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory participates in a Proficiency Testing Program and is externally audited 
by the National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) in accordance with International Standards. 
Accreditation against ISO/IEC 17025 has consistently been achieved since 1999. Quality Assurance 
procedures including, but not limited to, audit and calibration schedules, use of Quality control samples 
(positive and negative controls), peer reviewing of results, and a competency-based training program are 
key components to the Quality System within Forensic DNA Analysis. All results generated by the laboratory 
are peer-reviewed before release to the Qld Police Service. The laboratory is open for further testing in 
consultation with QPS. 
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Some specifics in relation to comments in the article: 
As described in the media article, some samples were reported as 'No DNA Detected'. This is a standard 
approach to reporting results where there is no DNA detected at the quantification stage. Samples that 
return this result do not progress to the next step in the process, called amplification. The amplification 
process uses a DNA profiling kit known as PowerPlex 21. If a DNA profile is obtained, it may undergo 
statistical analysis using STRmix software. Mention of PowerPlex 21 and STRmix is irrelevant for samples 
that have returned a result of 'No DNA Detected'. 
Forensic DNA Analysis is not responsible for the prioritisation of testing, and the triage of samples submitted 
to the laboratory. The laboratory processes all samples submitted for testing by QPS. 
Scientists from Forensic DNA Analysis do not attend crime scenes to perform presumptive testing and 
sampling. 

I will send some responses to the 15 questions shortly. 

Regards 
Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www. health. q Id .qov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

2 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi all 

FYI only. 

Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Justin Howes 
Friday, 26 November 2021 2:16 PM 
Paula Brisotto; Sharon Johnstone; Rhys Parry 
FW: abc story 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P--- m -
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

WIT.0019.0013.0320 

e www. health. q Id . gov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Justin Howes 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:16 PM 
To: 'Neville.DavidH[OSC]' < 
Cc: Lara Keller 
Subject: RE: abc story 

Hi David 

> 

Unfortunately, we won't be able to look further into the suggested 17 incorrect results as we have not been able to 

access AUS LAB to investigate further. 

Preliminarily, we have the same data as you below. We will look more into this on Monday, and will also look into 
the samples that were requested to be sent interstate. 

Regards 
Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 
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P---■ m-a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www. health. q Id . gov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-sc ientific-services 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2 

To: Justin Howes 
Cc: Lara Keller 
Subject: abc story 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Justin 
I see that this matter is still newsworthy. The following link is to an article that mentions 17 errors. 

htt s: www.abc.net.au news  

 

Do you know what errors Kirsty is referring to? I had a look at the case and there were 4 results changed and 
none them were significant changes. They were just a shift from low support to non-contribution. I can see how 
this could easily occur as more information came to hand through further testing. 

I raised the use of the term "incorrected" with Cathie previously. I think it has an unwarranted negative 
connotation that plays into he hands of defence lawyers/experts. As far as I am concerned, it is really only an 
adjustment when there is a minor shift in the reporting scale continuum, especially when that shift is to maintain 
a level of conservatism (to err on the side of caution) . 

The four adjustments I can see are below. Is this what she is referring to and how did she come to 17? 

Exhibit Item Item V13: Trace DNA Tape Lift from front driver's seat belt of Qld Rego  
Result originally reported as: Two person mixed DNA profile 
Result incorrected and changed to: Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 

- Item L22: Trace DNA Tapelift from RHS buttock area of pants in removed from 

Result originally reported as Two person mixed DNA profile, conditioned on deceased, with low support for 

contribution to (witness) and (WITNESS) 
Result incorrected and changed to: Two person mixed profile, conditioned on deceased, with supports non 
contribution to , (witness) and (WITNESS) 

Item L42: Trace DNA Tape Lift from front LHS lower leg area of pants in removed 

from 
Result originally reported as: Two person mixed DNA profile, conditioned on deceased, with low support for 
contribution to (witness) 
Result incorrected and changed to: Two person mixed profile, conditioned on deceased, with supports non 
contribution Witness 

Exhibit Item L43: Trace DNA Tape Lift from rear RHS lower leg area of pants in-emoved 

frorr----■ 
Result originally reported as: Two person mixed DNA profile, conditioned on deceased, with low support for 

contribution to (witness) 

Result incorrected and changed to: Two person mixed profile, conditioned on deceased, with single evidence sample 
excluded to (witness) 

2 
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Kind regards 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph: 
Mob: 

Our values are at the core of who we are and what we do each day 

3 
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Lab tests under fire 

Courier Mail, Brisbane by Elise Williams 
General News - Page 24 - 324 words - ID 
Size: 401.00cm2 

Claims of 'critical errors' in 

26 Nov 2021 
- Photo: Yes - Type: News Item -

murder evidence 

THE family of murdered woman are calling for an independent review 
after learning the pathology lab tasked with processing evidence from her unsolved case 
failed to return adequate DNA findings, potentially foiling the hunt for her killer. 

-mother 1111 and sister- alongside the former national head of Australia's 
criminal DNA database, Dr Kirsty Wrig~ng the Queensland government to hand 
over all DNA samples and records from--20 stabbing death in  to an 
independent facility. 

Dr Wright, who has been analysing the findings and official documents from the 
investigation into- death, said she has never seen a case handled so poorly. 

"(There were) critical errors that I believe may have prevented the offender from_ 
murder from being identified," she said. 

-case has been in the public eye following the release of-Story, a podcast 
by The Australian's national chief correspondent Hedley Thomas. 

Dr Wright, who contributes to the podcast, has recently identified multiple errors in the 
handling of evidence by the Queensland Health-run lab. 

Dr Wright said the lab failed to find any trace of DNA on a car owned by-ex
boyfriend-who was charged and since acquitted of-death. He has 
denied any involvement in her murder. 

- car had been driven many thousands of kilometres by-ex-partner, 
however none of the 33 samples retrieved from the car found the driver's own DNA inside 
the vehicle. 

Lawyer Kristy Bell, who represented-and her family at a 2019 inquest into her death 
said there must be an investigation into the lab. 

A Queensland Health spokesperson said: "The role of Forensic and Scientific Services is to 
provide analysis to the Queensland Police Service and provide professional evidence in court 
describing that analysis." 
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- family seeks inquiry as 'DNA failures' exposed 

The Australian , Australia by David Murray And Charlie Peel 
General News - Page 1 - 1172 words-••••• Photo: Yes -Type: News Item -
Size: 887.00cm2 

26 Nov 2021 

Murder victim family is demanding immediate retesting of forensic 
evidence in the case, and a full inquiry to determine the extent to which other crimes have 
been affected by a litany of major errors and problems in Queensland's government-run 
laboratory. 

Legal and academic figures have backed the family's call for a thorough investigation into the 
laboratory, as more serious failures in the handling of■■■■lunsolved stabbing murder 
are revealed. Mistakes in the lab identified by forensic scientist Kirsty Wright will undermine 
confidence in Queensland's legal system and jeopardise prosecutions until investigated, 
criminal defence lawyers and former police say. As the Health Department refuses to answer 
questions about its laboratory,■••••mother,•■■and sister■■■I said they were 
shocked after learning of the forensics failures that may have helped her killer get away with 
murder. 

said the many concerns raised in investigative podcast series -
Story, examining her daughter's slaying as she walked home from work in  
were not isolated and had been going on for a long time. "What I'm asking is for the 
Queensland government to immediately hand over all samples and records from
case to an independent, fully qualified facility for retesting to be carried out with the utmost 
urgency," she said. "You can't sweep this under the carpet. This needs to be sorted out for 
every case." 1111 and ■••••••ljoined Dr Wright, the family's lawyer, Kristy Bell, 
and The Australian's Hedley Thomas, who has been investigating the murder for the podcast, 
in a media conference in Brisbane to call on the state government to act. 

Dr Wright outlined some of her findings and her conclusion that the government laboratory's 
results could not be trusted. "Quite simply, I've never seen a case done so poorly," she said. 

Ms Bell said the revelations would have an "astronomical" impact on the state's criminal 
justice system. "Probably the closest comparison I can think of is the 'Lawyer X' scandal 
that's taken place in Victoria," she said. "We really have no idea what the potential is for the 
impact on other cases." Ms Bell backed the calls by the family and Dr Wright for an 
independent inquiry, and said the first step for■■■■■case was to have forensic samples 
retested. 

There was a "real potential" of people being convicted for offences of which they were 
innocent, or of the guilty walking free, she said, "so it is in the public interest this be 
thoroughly investigated." Defence lawyer Nick Dore said the "concerning" doubts engulfing 
forensics "could potentially undermine a fair trial and be disastrous for both victims and for 
the accused". 

"There is a perception that a Continued on Page 6 - STORY Three episodes this 
week EPISODE 8 OUT NOW 

Continued from Page 1 lack of forensics weakens a case and large amounts strengthen a 
case," Mr Dore said. 
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Former Queensland Law Society president Bill Potts said juries relied on the independent and 
expert evidence of scientists. 

"The questions being asked are serious, and a serious response should be undertaken to 
ensure the integrity ofresults and integrity of evidence before the courts," Mr Potts said. 

Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk said on Thursday she would receive a briefing from police 
before commenting. 

Her deputy, Steven Miles, said he was unaware of any issues with the laboratory when he 
was health minister from 2017 to last year. "You've got to give us a chance to see what's been 
said. 

This is the first I've heard of it," Mr Miles said. 

In the latest revelation from the podcast, Dr Wright said in the weeks after the murder, the 
laboratory had "incredibly" found no DNA on a high-priority sample taken from
arm that would have contained many hundreds of her own skin cells. 

Dr Wright said there should have been "alarm bells ringing" in the lab after the testing did not 
detect DNA in the forearm sample. 

"Without any question, you should get a DNA profile (in that type of sample) 100 per cent of 
the time," she said. 

Sixteen months later, in July 2014, the lab conducted more testing of the same sample and 
detected mixed DNA from multiple people but could not interpret who they were. 

"That's critical because it shows that at the time a majority of the samples from_ 
case were being analysed, there were flaws in the system. 

"This sample proves that," Dr Wright said. "Further, it shows that the laboratory knew that. In 
2014, the laboratory knew there were flaws in their processes." At that point, the lab should 
have gone back and retested 43 other samples from ■■■■lease that they hadn't fully 
tested, Dr Wright said. 

To collect the forearm sample, police used a special kind of sticky tape, firmly pressing on 
the skin six to 12 times. Each press would have transferred hundreds of cells from 
-skin, Dr Wright said. 

"If an offender had come into contact or gripped her arm at the time of the attack, potentially 
some of the offender's cells may have transferred across to-skin. 

"What other samples that could contain the offender's DNA are they not detecting? What's 
going wrong within that lab?" It was previously revealed the lab failed to detect trace DNA of 
suspect- in his own dirty vehicle, and failed to detect DNA in a sample from a pool 
of blood. 

Dr Wright said the Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services lab should be 
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suspended until it was independently reviewed. 

"We can't, in my opinion and based on what I've observed, trust . any of the DNA results 
coming out of this lab," Dr Wright told the podcast. 

"If a lab is making mistakes, they could potentially help to send an innocent person to jail or 
help to acquit somebody that's guilty. 

"At best, I believe the lab has been negligent . at worst, in my opinion, I think they've been 
obstructive in relation to assisting the police in resolving this case." Dr Wright, a forensic 
biologist and former head of the nation's criminal DNA database, is confident after reading 
hundreds of pages ofrelevant documents that major changes to the lab's equipment and 
software introduced just weeks before-murder interfered with its ability to 
generate DNA profiles. 

Criminologist and former detective Terry Goldsworthy said Dr Wright's concerns should be 
"immediately looked at", as any doubts about forensics would be a blow to the justice 
system's legitimacy. 

"Deficiencies should be fixed immediately, otherwise they're opening up a Pandora's box," 
Dr Goldsworthy said. 
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murder: family seeks 
inquiry as 'DNA failures' exposed 

• David Murray 

National Crime Correspondent 

Charlie Peel 

Journalist 

@charliepeeled 

Murder victim family is demanding immediate retesting of forensic 
evidence in the case, and a full inquiry to determine the extent to which other crimes have 
been affected by a litany of major errors and problems in Queensland's government-run 
laboratory. 

Legal and academic figures have backed the family's call for a thorough investigation into 
the laboratory, as more serious failures in the handling of-unsolved stabbing 
murder are revealed. Mistakes in the lab identified by forensic scientist Kirsty Wright will 
undermine confidence in Queensland's legal system and jeopardise prosecutions until 
investigated, criminal defence lawyers and former police say. As the Health Department 
refuses to answer questions about its laboratory, mother,_ and sister 

said they were shocked after learning of the forensics failures that may have helped 
her killer get away with murder. 

said the many concerns raised in investigative podcast series_ 
Story, examining her daughter's slaying as she walked home from work in , 
were not isolated and had been going on for a long time. 

"What I'm asking is for the Queensland government to immediately hand over all samples 
and records from-case to an independent, fully qualified facility for retesting to be 
carried out with the utmost urgency," she said. "You can't sweep this under the carpet. This 
needs to be sorted out for every case." 

lllland joined Dr Wright, the family's lawyer, Kristy Bell, and The 
Australian's Hedley Thomas, who has been investigating the murder for the podcast, in a 
media conference in Brisbane to call on the state government to act. 

Dr Wright outlined some of her findings and her conclusion that the government laboratory's 
results could not be trusted. "Quite simply, I've never seen a case done so poorly," she said. 

Ms Bell said the revelations would have an "astronomical" impact on the state's criminal 
justice system. "Probably the closest comparison I can think of is the 'Lawyer X' scandal 
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that's taken place in Victoria," she said. "We really have no idea what the potential is for the 
impact on other cases." 

Ms Bell backed the calls by the family and Dr Wright for an independent inquiry, and said 
the first step for■■■■I case was to have forensic samples retested. 

There was a "real potential" of people being convicted for offences of which they were 
innocent, or of the guilty walking free, she said, "so it is in the public interest this be 
thoroughly investigated." 

Dr Kirsty Wright has been a valued and trusted scientist for the Queensland Government and 
a consultant for numerous state and federal agencies. 

Her work in forensics after the 2002 Bali Bombings, and then in 2005 as DNA Team Leader 
for the International Disaster Victim Identification effort in Thailand after the Boxing Day 
tsunami, is acknowledged as gold-standard. 

Dr Wright was awarded a prestigious Churchill Fellowship to investigate methods of 
identifying missing people in the US and UK. 

She led the expansion of the National Criminal Investigation DNA Database for federal 
agency CrimTrac in 2007, and the Queensland Skeletal Remains Project, dedicated to 
identifying long-term missing persons. 

She spent several years in the Queensland Health forensic biology laboratory, starting out as 
a technician doing hands-on laboratory work generating DNA profiles. 

Within about a year she was promoted to a reporting scientist who would receive from police 
bags full of evidence such as t-shirts and weapons and examine them for blood, semen and 
saliva. 

She went on to spend about nine years in academia, teaching forensic science at Griffith 
University, and was also program director of the Master of Science in Forensic Science, 
Crime Scene Examination. 

There, she facilitated research by Queensland police to improve their crime scene 
examination processes. 

Dr Wright is also an officer in the Royal Australian Air Force and has worked in remote 
jungles and historical battlefields to identify missing Australian soldiers from WWI and 
WWII and the Korean War. 

She has a high-level Australian Government security clearance and assists in improving 
forensic capabilities for current conflicts. 

She was integral in working out the best scientific method to identify the degraded and fragile 
skeletal remains of abducted 13-year-old Queensland boy  

Defence lawyer Nick Dore said the "concerning" doubts engulfing forensics "could 
potentially undermine a fair trial and be disastrous for both victims and for the accused". 
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"There is a perception that a lack of forensics weakens a case and large amounts strengthen a 
case," Mr Dore said. 

Former Queensland Law Society president Bill Potts said juries relied on the independent and 
expert evidence of scientists. 

"The questions being asked are serious, and a serious response should be undertaken to 
ensure the integrity ofresults and integrity of evidence before the courts," Mr Potts said. 

Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk said on Thursday she would receive a briefing from police 
before commenting. 

Her deputy, Steven Miles, said he was unaware of any issues with the laboratory when he 
was health minister from 2017 to last year. "You've got to give us a chance to see what's 
been said. This is the first I've heard of it," Mr Miles said. 

In the latest revelation from the podcast, Dr Wright said in the weeks after the murder, the 
laboratory had "incredibly" found no DNA on a high-priority sample taken from  
arm that would have contained many hundreds of her own skin cells. 

Dr Wright said there should have been "alarm bells ringing" in the lab after the testing did 
not detect DNA in the forearm sample. 

"Without any question, you should get a DNA profile (in that type of sample) 100 per cent of 
the time," she said. 

Sixteen months later, in July 2014, the lab conducted more testing of the same sample and 
detected mixed DNA from multiple people but could not interpret who they were. 

"That's critical because it shows that at the time a majority of the samples from
case were being analysed, there were flaws in the system. 

"This sample proves that," Dr Wright said. "Further, it shows that the laboratory knew that. 
In 2014, the laboratory knew there were flaws in their processes." 

At that point, the lab should have gone back and retested 43 other samples from
case that they hadn't fully tested, Dr Wright said. 

To collect the forearm sample, police used a special kind of sticky tape, firmly pressing on 
the skin six to 12 times. Each press would have transferred hundreds of cells from 
-skin, Dr Wright said. 

"If an offender had come into contact or gripped her arm at the time of the attack, potentially 
some of the offender's cells may have transferred across to-skin. 

"What other samples that could contain the offender's DNA are they not detecting? What's 
going wrong within that lab?" 
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It was previously revealed the lab failed to detect trace DNA of suspect-in his own 
dirty vehicle, and failed to detect DNA in a sample from a pool of blood. 

Dr Wright said the Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services lab should be 
suspended until it was independently reviewed. 

"We can't, in my opinion and based on what I've observed, trust ... any of the DNA results 
coming out of this lab," Dr Wright told the podcast. 

"If a lab is making mistakes, they could potentially help to send an innocent person to jail or 
help to acquit somebody that's guilty. 

"At best, I believe the lab has been negligent ... at worst, in my opinion, I think they've been 
obstructive in relation to assisting the police in resolving this case." 

Dr Wright, a forensic biologist and former head of the nation's criminal DNA database, is 
confident after reading hundreds of pages ofrelevant documents that major changes to the 
lab's equipment and software introduced just weeks before-murder interfered 
with its ability to generate DNA profiles. 

Criminologist and former detective Terry Goldsworthy said Dr Wright's concerns should be 
"immediately looked at", as any doubts about forensics would be a blow to the justice 
system's legitimacy. 

"Deficiencies should be fixed immediately, otherwise they're opening up a Pandora's box," 
Dr Goldsworthy said. 

'Critical errors': Lab fail exposed in 
murder case 

The family of murdered woman are calling for an independent review 
after learning of "critical errors" made by a pathology lab that could have foiled the hunt for 
her killer. 

Elise Williams 

@elisenwilliams 
2 min read 
November 25, 2021 - 8:11PM 
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The family of murdered woman are calling for an independent review 
after learning the pathology lab tasked with processing evidence from her unsolved murder 
failed to return adequate DNA findings, potentially foiling the hunt for her killer. 

- mother- and sister- alongside the former national head of Australia's 
criminal DNA database, Dr Kirsty Wright, are urging the Queensland Government to 
immediately hand over all DNA samples and records from-20 stabbing death to 
an independent facility. 

Dr Wright, who has been analysing the findings and official documents from the 
investigation into -'s death, said she has never seen a case handled so poorly. 

"(There were) critical errors that I believe may have prevented the offender from
murder from being identified," she said. 

"Quite simply I've never seen a case done so poorly." 

-case has been in the public eye following the release of-Story- a podcast 
by The Australian's national chief correspondent, Hedley Thomas. 

Dr Wright, who contributes to the podcast, has recently identified multiple errors in the 
handling of evidence by the Queensland Health-run lab. 

Dr Wright said the lab failed to find any trace of DNA on a car owned by-former 
boyfriend- who was charged - and since acquitted - of-death. 

He has denied any involvement in her murder. 

- car had been driven many thousands of kilometres b~ ex partner, 
however none of the 33 samples tested after being retrieved from the car found the driver's 
own DNA inside the vehicle. 

Similarly, Dr Wright said two key items seized by police were not properly tested by the lab. 

"There was two knives that were handed into the lab by police- critical items from a stabbing 
murder. 

"The lab did not fully test those samples ... I am truly worried that there's other cases that 
should have been resolved but may not have been because of critical errors." 

-and ■■■lonly learned the lab may have failed in their duty to properly conduct 
DNA pathology yesterday. 

"We are in utter shock this could happen in Australia,"-mum said. 

While her sister begged for the truth to be revealed and for-killer to be identified. 

"We have only ever stood up and asked for the truth, yet we have been denied over and over 
again,"■■■lsaid. 
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"Its difficult to fathom that we have to stand here and beg for the truth, but if this is what it 
takes - here I am begging." 

Dr Wright said it was of her belief the scope of errors across the entire DNA profiling process 
in relation to the case would have been apparent to the lab scientists. 

"What was happening inside that laboratory in 2013?," Dr Wright said. 

"Those questions absolutely need answers. Otherwise the police, the courts and the general 
members of the community cannot trust any further DNA results coming out of that 
laboratory, they simply cannot trust it. 

"In my professional opinion, I cannot trust any DNA profiles the laboratory generated for 
-case. 

Criminal lawyer Kristy Bell, who represented- and her family at a 2019 inquest into 
her death said there must be an investigation into the lab. 

A Queensland Health spokesperson said: "The role of Forensic and Scientific Services is to 
provide analysis to the Queensland Police Service and provide professional evidence in Court 
describing that analysis." 
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Forensic biologist labels 
murder investigation a 

'forensic train wreck' 
ABC Tropical North 

/ By Tobi Loftus 

Posted 14h ago14 hours ago 

The family of murdered  woman has called for an independent 
inquiry into a state government-run forensic laboratory over its handling of evidence. 

Key points: 

• A forensic biologist has reviewed hundreds of documents as part of a podcast series into 
murder 

• She says the case was a "forensic train wreck" • ■■■■■family has called for an inquiry into the handling of the forensic material 

The was walking home from work in the early hours of when 
she was brutally stabbed more than 20 times. 

No-one has been found guilty of her murder. 

Independent forensic biologist Dr Kirsty Wright has reviewed hundreds of forensic files from 
the murder investigation recently for The Australian newspaper's podcast series -
Story. 

Speaking to media today, she said the case was a "forensic train wreck". 

"What I've found is quite unbelievable," she said. 

Dr Wright said there were errors throughout the DNA profiling process done by the 
Queensland Health laboratory. 

"Critical errors that may have prevented the offender from-murder from being 
identified," she said. 

"An example being a DNA swab that was collected from a fresh pool of blood from the gutter 
where-was killed, and the laboratory could not obtain a DNA sample from that 
sample. 

"If a laboratory cannot get a DNA profile from a fresh pool of blood, how can it get a DNA 
profile from trace evidence that could assist the police in resolving this matter." 
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No DNA in car 

former partner-was found not guilty of her murder by a Supreme 
Court jury in a 12-day trial in 2017. 

In August 2020, Coroner David O'Connell found there was ample evidence that showed 
- and there was no other possible conclusion that could be drawn 
based on the evidence. 

- has maintained his innocence. 

Dr Wright said there were "more concerning" issues with forensic evidence relating tollll -
"A total of 51 samples from-vehicle was collected and sent to the laboratory," Dr 
Wright said. 

"33 of those samples were tested and incredibly none of the driver's DNA was found in his 
own vehicle that was observed by the scientific officer as not being clean. 

"No DNA from the steering wheel, no DNA from the gear stick, no DNA from the 
handbrake." 

'Systemic errors' 

She said there were also 17 incorrect results that were released from the laboratory as part of 
the investigation that incorrectly linked people to crime scene samples taken from
clothing. 

"For even one incorrect result to be released form a laboratory is inexcusable, but in this case 
there were 17," she said. 

"There was something very, very wrong happening within that laboratory. 

"All of the samples need to be retested by another laboratory and I believe that there has to be 
a public inquiry. 

"I don't believe other cases may have been spared these issues and I think these are 
potentially systemic errors and what we're seeing with-case may be the tip of a 
very large iceberg." 

mother echoed Dr Wright's call for an inquiry and said 
evidence needed to be retested as a matter of "utmost urgency". 

"We are in utter shock that this could happen in Australia, not only to the samples in 
-case, but to the potentially hundreds of more cases tested by this laboratory," she 
said. 
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"This is not something that can be excused away, allowed to be swept under the carpet, 
silenced of shrugged off 

"This is totally unacceptable. This is shameful." 

Investigation needed for 'public interest' 

Criminal lawyer Kristy Bell, who represented the family in the coronial inquest, 
said it was vitally important the evidence get re-tested in case it brought new evidence to 
light. 

"An assessment can then be made about whether or not an application could be made by the 
Department of Public Prosecutions to have a person re-tried," Ms Bell said. 

She said Dr Wright's analysis could have an "astronomical impact" on the legal system in 
Queensland. 

"There is real potential for people who are innocent of crimes of which they've been 
convicted are sitting in prison serving sentences, and alternatively there are those who may 
have been acquitted or not even charged with offences for which they are responsible," she 
said. 

"It is in the public interest that this be thoroughly investigated." 

A Queensland Health spokesperson said they could not comment on individual cases. 

"The role of Forensic and Scientific Services is to provide analysis to the Queensland Police 
Service and provide professional evidence in court describing that analysis," the 
spokesperson said. 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: Justin Howes 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 8:49 AM 
To: Adrian Pippia; Allison Lloyd; Cathie Allen; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Luke Ryan; Paula 

Brisotto; Sharon Johnstone; Wendy Harmer 
Subject: FW: News in today's media reports 
Attachments: Document1 .docx 

Hi 
So you know what is out there in the media, this was put together by the library. 

Regards 
Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www. health. g Id .gov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Trish Murphy 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 8:04 AM 

To: Lara Keller -Ill■■■■■■■■■■■; FSS Corra 
; Alison Slade 

Subject: News in today's media reports 

Full text is attached. 
Regards, Trish 

Justin Howes 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: Justin Howes 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 12:16 PM 
To: Adrian Pippia; Allison Lloyd; Cathie Allen; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Luke Ryan; Paula 

Brisotto; Sharon Johnstone; Wendy Harmer 
Subject: Questions from podcast author 

Hi 
As Lara mentioned, I can make available the questions that we received from Hedley Thomas (author of podcast). 
These questions were sent to QH Legal, who advised not to answer and redirected the author to QPS media. 

Having said this, we have provided responses to these questions (where we feel we can) to the GM for internal use 
only. Rhys assisted greatly with this. 

I will leave it up to you to share with your team if you see relevant. 

Thanks 

Justin 

Q1 : Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why a majority of samples from the vehicle of 
were not analysed past the quantitation step (labelled in part V1 to V51 )? 

Q2: What criteria is used by the QHFSS DNA laboratory to assess whether analysis of samples 
from a major crime should be either stopped after quantitation or fully tested? 

Q3: Under what circumstances is it possible for a crime scene sample to have no DNA detected at 
the quantitation stage, to then be fully tested resulting in the generation of a reportable DNA 
profile? 

Q4: Did this occur and, if yes, how many times did it occur in the case of

Q5: If yes in one or more instances, why weren't all vehicle samples - and all crime scene 
samples - which were initially reported as 'no DNA detected' further analysed? 

Q6: Would a Combur positive swab taken from a pool of blood at a crime scene by a Scientific 
Officer only hours after a homicide be expected to produce a DNA profile? 

Q?: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why no DNA was detected from the sample a QPS 
Scientific Officer stated had come from a pool of blood, and which he labelled as 'S14: Swab of 
blood from gutter on  (barcode-? 

Q8: What do you say to the suggestion that issues arising from the introduction of PowerPlex 21 
and STRmix in December 2012 had a detrimental impact on the laboratory's profiling of samples 
for DNA in this case in the weeks and months afterwards? 

Q9: Did any of the scientists in the QHFSS DNA laboratory express concerns to management 
over unusual or poor results being obtained in the case of by PowerPlex 21 
after it was implemented? 

Q10: Was the QHFSS DNA laboratory experiencing any difficulties interpreting mixtures from 
crime scene samples during the period samples from QPS were being analysed? 

Q11: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why the following DNA mixtures from QPS 
were reported as 'Incorrect result' to the QPS?====(on 24/09/2014); 
03/04.2013);-(on 03/04/2013); and (on 28/03/2013). 
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Q12: Is it unusual for the QHFSS DNA laboratory to report incorrect results to th~s, 
please explain why so many incorrect results were reported to the QPS for QPS-- If 
no, please provide how many samples were reported as 'Incorrect result' in 2013 and 2014. 

Q13: Were the QPS or any members of the Queensland criminal justice system made aware that 
there may be DNA profiling issues affecting the reliability of results previously reported as 'no DNA 
detected' for QP If yes, please provide a copy of the communication/s, including 
the date of the advice and who it was directed too? If no, please explain why this did not occur. 

Q14: Did the QHFSS DNA laboratory provide any other advice (apart from suggesting the 
possible 'presence of bacteria') to the QPS explaining why DNA profiles weren't being obtained 
when they were expected to for QPS••••■ If yes, please provide that advice, including 
the date of the advice and to whom it was directed. 

Q15: Can a QHFSS DNA expert explain how samples relating to QPS-that were 
correctly packaged, correctly stored, and well-preserved fail to produce a profile due to the 
purported presence of bacteria? 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e w www. health. q Id .gov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

fyi 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Justin Howes 
Monday, 29 November 2021 12:49 PM 
Paula Brisotto 
FW: abc story 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health m-a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

WIT.0019.0013.0339 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/healthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Justin Howes 
Sent: Monday, 29 November 202112:43 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Lara Keller 
Subject: RE: abc story 

Hi Inspector 

I thought I would share the snip below in relation to the '17 errors'. It writes ( ... and I know not to believe everything 
I read in the media ... ) that it was discovered in the forensic register. 

I still don't know where the 17 comes from, but this is some way to finding out. 

Concerningly there is also a call for scientists to contact her. We have reinforced with staff our policies regarding 
media and code of conduct. 

Regards 
Justin 
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~isentia AUTHOR: David Murray SECTIION: GENERAL NEWS . ARTICLE TYPE: NEW S ITEMAS: 
PAGE: 20 PRINTED SIZE 11H5_00cm2 REG:ION: Nat1ona1I MARKET: Australia 

WORDS: 1735 ITIEIM ID: -

27 NOV, 2021 

MURDER LAB 'TRAIIN WRECK' 

-
Weekend Australian, Australia 

been the moment the penny 
dropped in the lab. 

'That's crilical because itshows 
that at the li_.1~ ily of the 
samples from--casewere 
being analysed, therewere flaws in 
the system. This sample proves 
that But further, it shows that the 
laboratory knew that " 

]t's why she says that at best the 
lab has been negligent., and at 
worse it has been obstruclive of 
police invest igaling a murder. Dis
appointingly, the D A eventually 
detected in the left forearm sample 
couldn't be interprete ; it was 
effective! useless or pohce. 

Wright's list goes on .. ln ajaw
dropping 17 instances, the lab ~ad 
wmn gly linked people to cnme 
scene items. 

A laboratory scientist had to 
offidally inform police that the 
supposedly certain results in each 
of the cases were wrong. 

Wright discovered this i~ the 
forensic register, the re:pos:ttory 
for all the sdentilk and technical 
analysis in the case. 

A single error should ring alarm 
bells. To have 17 is completely 
unheard_of' , Wright say . 

:rtie errors roblems aud inex
plicable results she is. seein_g f~m 
the lab in the murder mvestigation 
are unprecedented in her pro
fessional opinion. 

]t h as led her to a condusion 
that should be sending shock
waves through the network of 
judges, prosecutors, defen ce 1.n~
yers, defendants victims and _their 
families who rely on expert, mde
pendent forensic scientists to ~e
liver fair outcomes: the offic1al 
government lab's results cannot be 
trusted. 

.«' ........... :1 .. .. 1 ..... . .... ,..,,,,__ v ._:.....1-. .. 

but also nm~· have a new reason to 
believe there can be a proper resol
ution in the case. 

Detectives from  
 had been baffled by 

the forensic~ idence. 
They were convinced that 

former boyfriend, 
v as the killer, but nothing in 

e orensic evidence linked him 
to the crime. one of her blood or 
DNA was found in the car .i 
was alleged to have driven im
mediately after the murder. 

L-ike1!fise, none of~ 
or DNA was found ~ 
body or at the crime scene. 

He denies anv involvement 
The invesliiations by Wright 

and T. homas could ex:plain '~iy 
therewasnoD A linking o 
the mmder - or alternatively, why 
someone else was not revealed as 
the k:il.ler. 

As the--Storypodcast 
details, p~ ligato~ from 

 ques
tion the lack of forensic ~idence 
in the case at the lime, with homi
cide detective Scott Furlong's in
creasing frustration over the 
absence of DNA obvious in the 
official running log. . 

Furlong has since retired from 
the Queensland Police Service. 
He confirms that there were times 

when hewascorn:erned tha t D A 
proliles weren.'t being found in 
police samples. 

"However, they're the experts 
and they tell me different ly, that 
'no, that's right., that's the results 
and that's the end ofit',"hesays. 

He says he w~uld ~e t!te 
point, but that he s no sc1entis 
and has no expertise in the area. 

The absence of 111111 tra 
DNA in samples from his own car 

2 

response or communication. .ol
lowed. up again after the deadlme 
lapsed, a spokeswoman said th~ 
would be no comment due to pnv
acy issues and because of the ex
tent of work it would invo ve to 
answer the questions. . 

This response only strengthens 
W right's position that the errors 
and inconsistencies in the lab can
not be examined internally. 

She and other scientists have 
been concerned about the rulture 
and processing in the lab fo.ry ears. 

Back in 20 5, even Queensland 
Health acknm\•.ledge:d the lab had 
problems with its STRmix compu
ter software for D profiling. ]t 
had resulted in th.e wrong "likeli
hood ratios" - the probability of a 
D A match-being issued at least 
24 times, including in the rape and 
murder of a pregnant woman, 

 she walked to 
work. 

The department blamed. a 
"minor miscoding issue" -buts.oft
ware co-creator Dr § ohn Buckle
ton said the Queensland lab hadn't 
bought the manual 

Australian. jurisdictions were 
given the software for free but had 
to buy the manual .. "Eveiy other 
lab has bought i.t," Bucldeton told 
this reporter at the time. Queens
land Health said it had simply 
declined to purchase additional 
manuals for the ne\vversion. 

Wright says there were ex
tremelv talented scientists in the 
lab in  and believes they must 
haveseen the obvious errors. 

"Did they alert lab manage
ment to these serious issues and 
their concerns were ignored? ]f 

scientists from the QHFSS DNA 
laboratory know the anS\ver to this 
auestion thev can come fonvard -

1 
I 
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Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health p- m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www. health .q Id .qov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:23 PM 
To: Justin Howes 
Cc: Lara Keller 
Subject: Re: abc story 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Justin 
It's all good, your explanation earlier was sufficient. 
Have a good weekend. 
Dave 

David Neville 
Inspector, FSG 

From: Justin Howes 
Sent: Friday, November 26, 2021 2:15:41 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Lara Keller 
Subject: RE: abc story 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi David 
Unfortunately, we won't be able to look further into the suggested 17 incorrect results as we have not been able to 

access AU SLAB to investigate further. 

Preliminarily, we have the same data as you below. We will look more into this on Monday, and will also look into 
the samples that were requested to be sent interstate. 

Regards 

3 
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Justin 

A/Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 
p--m 
a ~ ad , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www. health .q Id .qov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 9:34 AM 

To: Justin Howes 
Cc: Lara Keller 
Subject: abc story 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Justin 
I see that this matter is still newsworthy. The following link is to an article that mentions 17 errors. 

htt s: www.abc.net.au news  

 

Do you know what errors Kirsty is referring to? I had a look at the case and there were 4 results changed and 
none them were significant changes . They were just a shift from low support to non-contribution. I can see how 
this could easily occur as more information came to hand through further testing. 

I raised the use of the term "incorrected" with Cathie previously. I think it has an unwarranted negative 
connotation that plays into he hands of defence lawyers/experts. As far as I am concerned, it is really only an 
adjustment when there is a minor shift in the reporting scale continuum, especially when that shift is to maintain 
a level of conservatism (to err on the side of caution) . 

The four adjustments I can see are below. Is this what she is referring to and how did she come to 17? 

Exhibit Item Item V13: Trace DNA Tape Lift from front driver's seat belt of Qld Rego  
Result originally reported as: Two person mixed DNA profile 
Result incorrected and changed to: Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 

- Item L22: Trace DNA Tapelift from RHS buttock area of pants in removed from 

Result originally reported as Two person mixed DNA profile. conditioned on deceased. with low support for 
contribution to witness and WITNESS 
Result incorrected and changed to: Two person mixed profile. conditioned on deceased. with supports non 
contribution to witness and WITNESS 

- Item L42: Trace DNA Tape Lift from front LHS lower leg area of pants in removed 

from 

Result originally reported as: Two person mixed DNA profile. conditioned on deceased. with low support for 
contribution to witness 
Result incorrected and changed to: Two person mixed profile. conditioned on deceased. with supports non 

contribution Witness 

4 
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- Item L43: Trace DNA Tape Lift from rear RHS lower leg area of pants in -removed 
from 
Result originally reported as: Two person mixed DNA profile, conditioned on deceased, with low support for 
contribution to (witness) 
Result incorrected and changed to: Two person mixed profile, conditioned on deceased, with single evidence sample 
excluded to witness 

Kind regards 

• 
. 

' 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph: 

Our values are at the core of who we are arid what we do each day 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 
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Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: Lara Keller 

Sent: Thursday, 9 December 2021 4:05 PM 

To: 
Subject: 

Cathie Allen; Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto; Brett Bricknell 

FW: PEER REVIEW OF DNA 

Importance: High 

Dear All 

Please note below advice, received today. 

Thanks and Kind Regards 

Lara 

Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] 

Sent: Thursday, 9 December 2021 8:37 AM 

To: Lara Keller 

Cc: French.DavidA[OSC] ; Support Officer FSG[OSC] 

· Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] 

Subject: PEER REVIEW OF DNA 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

OFFICIAL 

Morning Lara, 

I will call you regarding this email. 
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The Coroner met with the investigating officer and our forensic manager from Central Region yesterday for a case 
conference around the■■■lmatter. The Coroner has instructed that he does not support QH conducting a 
peer review and has indicated this not to occur. 

Could you please provide the advice to Cathie Allen. 

D 

Vaie?~A'Pllt 
Superintendent I Forensic Services Group Queensland Police Service I -
- I- I Email: 

OFFICIAL 

2 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lara Keller 
Thursday, 2 December 2021 11 :14 AM 
Cathie Allen; Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto 

WIT.0019.0013.0347 

Subject: FW: BREAKING: Inquest into - murder to be reopened 

From: Brett Bricknell 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202111:10 AM 
To: Lara Keller 
Subject: RE: BREAKING: Inquest into-murder to be reopened 

Thanks Lara 
Disappointing but not unexpected. That's why we really need a full plain English answer to the original journalist 
questions, and anything else alleged in the media not already covered 
Don't be surprised too if the DG asks us to have an external party come in to do a quality review of lab practices 
ahead of the inquest, so perhaps start to turn your mind about who we could suggest if it comes to it someone 
interstate?) 
I'll reach out to legal today as well 
Cheers 
Brett 

From: Lara Keller 
Sent: Thursday, 2 

To: Brett Bricknell 
Subject: FW: BREAKING: Inquest into 

From: FSS Corra 
Sent: Thursday, 2 

To: Lara Keller 
Subject: FW: BREAKING: Inquest into 

From: FSS IRS 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202110:57 AM 

To: FSS Corra 
Subject: FW: BREAKING: Inquest into 

From: FSS IRS 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202110:54 AM 

; Justin Howes 

; Deborah Whelan 
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Cc: Alison Slade 
Subject: RE: BREAKING: Inquest into 

Inquest into 
reopened 

• Lydia Lynch 

Reporter 

• 19 minutes ago December 2, 2021 

; Trish Murphy 

A coronial inquest into the murder of  woman 
serious forensic failures in her case were exposed. 

The case is the subject of The Australian's podcast series,~. 

WIT.0019.0013.0348 

urder to be 

is set to be reopened after allegations of 

The Palaszczuk government has faced mounting pressure to launch an inquiry into the state-run forensic laboratory 

after one of Australia's most respected DNA scientists, Kirsty Wright, uncovered a litany of errors in the handling 

of forensic evidence in the ■■■I case. 

Health Minister Yvette D' Ath wrote to Shannon Fenti man, the state's Attorney-General, on Thursday morning asking 

for the case to be reopened. 

"In relation to the case, based on the claims made regarding forensic evidence and whether such 
evidence could lead to new findings," Ms D' Ath told parliament. 

2 
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"I believe there is sufficient public interest and questions to be addressed to warrant me writing to the Attorney
General to consider requesting the coroner to reopen the matter." 

More to come 

From: FSS IRS 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 202110:46 AM 

Cc: Alison Slade 
Subject: FW: BREAKING: Inquest into 

For your information. 

This has just come through - I will forward more information as it comes to hand 

Regards, 

Carol 

From: The Australian 
Sent: Thursday, 2 Dec 

To: FSSIRS 
murder to be reopened 

; Justin Howes 

; Deborah Whelan 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

To view this email as a web page, go here. 

THEAUSTRALIA -. 

BREAKING NEWS 
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BREAKING 

Inquest into murder to be reopened 
Palaszczuk government caves into mounting pressure for new inquiry after The Australian's 

- Story podcast exposes litany of errors in the handling of forensic evidence. 

LYDIA LYNCH 

NEWSLETTERS TODAY'S PAPER MIND GAMES THE AUSTRALIAN PLUS 

THE AUSTRALIAN• 

0 0 ® 
-- - - -

' I LJn,.,-.lu.Jj .,., lh• 

, • AppStore ►~lePlaiy 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 

Manage your newsletter preferences or unsubscribe from this newsletter. 

Sent by The Australian, GPO Box 4245 , Sydney, NSW, 2001 Australia. 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Paula Brisotto 
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:26 PM 
Sharon Johnstone 
Kirsten Scott; Abigail Ryan; Michael Goodrich 

RE: ■■■I location of samples 

Thanks Sharon, the team are on it! 

Paula 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:10 PM 
To: Paula Brisotto 
Cc: Kirsten Scott 
Goodrich 
Subject: location of samples 

Hi there, 

WIT.0019.0013.0354 

; Michael 

Attached is the list that has been put together for all of the samples for the ■■■lease. The pt Tab has all CS 
barcodes for the spin baskets and extracts and the locations of each. There are duplicate barcodes because some 
will have both extract and spin basket. The 2nd tab contains the reference FTA samples for the case that I have put 

into the spreadsheet. 

We have been asked to provide the barcodes & descriptions of the CS samples (already in the spreadsheet), and if 
they have substrates and extracts still remaining. 

For the ref samples we have been asked to confirm that all of the reference samples are still held here. Some ref 

samples were sent to other labs for further testing, so we will need to know that there is still enough sample that 
may be retested held here. 

Thanks so much for your support for this. Let me know if there is anything odd. 

Cheers, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: Paula Brisotto 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 12:07 PM 
To: Sharon Johnstone 
Subject: RE: --
Hi Sharon, 

The Coroner who signed the Form 6 is the same who presided over the Coronial Inquest. 

Thanks, 
Paula 

From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 202112:03 PM 

Hi Paula, 
I'll get the excel file of samples to you expected today. Here is the request from the Coroners office 
Cheers, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Coroner Central 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:44 AM 
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This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good morning Ms Johnstone 

Thank you for your response to his Honour, who has requested that the following be attended to: 

1. Confirm if all 'in excess of 150 crime scene samples' are still held, and please retain; Provide a list of what 

exact numbered sample actually is (ie. Fingernail scraping, blood pool from road surface etc, with an 
adequate description to know what each sample relates to); 

2. Confirm if the 71 person reference samples are still held, and please retain; 
3. Retain the 3 hair samples currently stored; 
4. Compile and provide the 'exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates' please. 

Please treat this request as Urgent and a priority. 

Can you please confirm receipt of this email, and advise in writing when each of the numbered items has been 
completed. 

I also further advise that the Form 6 order for the destruction/disposal of all tissue samples is hereby REVOKED. 

If you have any further queries, please contact the writer. 

Kindest regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 
Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

Ph : ■ 
Fax: 

QUEENSLAND 
COURTS 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality serv ices. If you w ish to provide us fee dback regarding yo ur con tact w ith the CCQ, 
please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elde rs, past , present and emerging 

From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 2:13 PM 
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To: Louise Gray 
Subject: FW: 

Good Afternoon Louise, 

WIT.0019.0013.0358 

I have investigated the case records for the testing of this case in the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory. The vast 
majority of samples were what we call "In tube" samples. These items are submitted to us by the QPS in tubes that 
are instrument ready for our testing of the entire sample. These items will have DNA extract and some will have 
post extraction substrate remaining (sample type dependant). 

There is 3 hairs listed as being stored in the laboratory. These hairs are what remains after part of the hair has been 
subsampled and submitted for DNA testing. 

The only other samples that are stored in the laboratory are samples that were requested to be sent to the AFP 
laboratory and have returned to our laboratory post testing. These samples are listed as some of the PM samples 
that were collected during autopsy. These items have not been opened since receiving them back in the laboratory. 

In excess of 150 crime scene samples and 71 person reference samples were received for testing in Forensic DNA 
analysis. An exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates can be compiled if required. I do not have access 
to records of samples that may or may not be stored within Forensic Pathology and or the Mortuary. 

If you have any further enquiries please don't hesitate to contact us further 
Regards, 
Sharon 

a 
Sharon Johnstone 
Acting team leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Health Support Queensland , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld .qov.au/healthsupport 

Accounto1blllty 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Rachel Whalen 
Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 7:15 AM 
To: FSS.FDNA.Admin ; Forensic Histology 

Good morning, 

Could you please see the email below from Central Coroners and respond directly to their email. 

With thanks 
Rachel 
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-----Original Message-----
From: Louise Gray 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 20211:50 PM 
To: Rachel Whalen 
Subject: 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
Good afternoon Rachel 

Would you please be able to check for his Honour whether any samples of any type taken regarding the autopsy of, 
or forwarded by the QPS as exhibits for DNA analysis etc, still exist. 

I note as attached, the Form 6 for disposal was issued on 30/09/2020. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services. If you wish to provide us 
feedback regarding your contact with the CCQ, please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, present and 
emerging 

-----Original Message-----

From: -
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 3:52 PM 
To: Louise Gray 

This E-mail was sent from" 

Scan Date: ll.26.202113:52:20 (+0800) 
Queries to: 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 
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If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were supplied. 
The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of mistaken delivery 
to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this message or 
any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or telephone and 
destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the 
views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to addresses 
within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring appropriate use of its 
computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sensitivity: 

No problems, thanks 
Justin 

Justin Howes 

Justin Howes 
Friday, 3 December 2021 3: 54 PM 
Paula Brisotto; Cathie Allen 
RE: Audit of Auslab 

Confidential 

Team Leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Paula Brisotto 

Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 3:48 PM 
To: Cathie Allen < 
Subject: RE: Audit of Auslab 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Not a problem Cathie. 

Thanks, 
Paula 

From: Cathie Allen 

To: Justin Howes 
Subject: Audit of Auslab 

Sensitivity: Confidential 

Hi Paula & Justin 

; Justin Howes 

; Paula Brisotto 

WIT.0019.0013.0361 
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CISSU have agreed to conduct an access audit of the  case, for the last 12 months. Once we receive the 
report, I'll let you know as I may need help to work out if there's been inappropriate access. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■- w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: Rhys Parry 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 2021 12:01 PM 
To: 
Cc: 

Paula Brisotto; Michael Goodrich; Sharon Johnstone 
Kirsten Scott 

Subject: RE: location of samples 

Thanks Michael. .. much appreciated 

From: Paula Brisotto 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202111:59 AM 

To: Michael Goodrich 
; Rhys Parry 

> 
location of samples 

Thanks Michael. Massive efforts from all involved!! 

From: Michael Goodrich 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202111:58 AM 
To: Sharon Johnstone 
Rhys Parry 

Cc: Kirsten Scott 
Subject: RE: location of samples 

Hi all, 

; Sharon Johnstone 

; Paula Brisotto 

; Paula Brisotto 

The sample confirmation is complete. All samples have been accounted for and were all where they should be. 
have updated the spreadsheet (tabs: FTA samples and CS Samples Duplicates Removed). 

Cheers, 
Michael. 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:10 PM 
To: Paula Brisotto 

Cc: Kirsten Scott 
Goodrich 
Subject: 

Hi there, 

; Michael 

Attached is the list that has been put together for all of the samples for the■■■I case. The pt Tab has all CS 

barcodes for the spin baskets and extracts and the locations of each. There are duplicate barcodes because some 
will have both extract and spin basket. The 2nd tab contains the reference FTA samples for the case that I have put 
into the spreadsheet. 

We have been asked to provide the barcodes & descriptions of the CS samples (already in the spreadsheet), and if 
they have substrates and extracts still remaining. 

For the ref samples we have been asked to confirm that all of the reference samples are still held here. Some ref 

samples were sent to other labs for further testing, so we will need to know that there is still enough sample that 
may be retested held here. 
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Thanks so much for your support for this. Let me know if there is anything odd. 
Cheers, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

WIT.0019.0013.0364 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sharon Johnstone 
Friday, 26 November 2021 2:34 PM 
Paula Brisotto 
FW: Media Update 

WIT.0019.0013.0365 

Attachments: murder_Queensland Health Minister Yvette D'Ath rejects calls 
from family for inquiry as 'DNA failures' exposed.pdf 

From: Matthew Hunt 

To: Justin Howes 
Kylie Rika 
Subject: 

From: FSS IRS 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Matthew Hunt 

; Sharon Johnstone 
; Rhys Parry 

Subject: RE: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

Matthew, 

Please find attached. 

Regards, 

Sonia 

Sonia Johnson 
Senior Library Technician 

Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Matthew Hunt 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:09 PM 
To: FSSIRS 
Subject: RE: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 
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Hi, 

Could I please have access to this related article: 

https://www.theaustralian.eom.au/  

 

Thanks, 

Matthew Hunt 
Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Forensic & Scientific Services, Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P ■ 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, Qld , 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■- w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: FSS Information Research Services 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 202111:06 A 
To: Matthew Hunt 
Subject: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11 26 2021 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

News alerts - Forensic DNA 

murder case [compilation] 

Various 

The family of murdered woman are calling for an independent 

review after learning of "critical errors" made by a pathology lab that could have 

foiled the hunt for her killer. 

'Critical errors': Lab fail exposed in murder case 

2 
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Forensic biologist labels 

'forensic train wreck' 

murder investigation a 

murder: family seeks inquiry as 'DNA failures' exposed 

Lab tests under fire 

Contact us for a copy of the full text articles (QH staff only) 

*This email does not represent the full media coverage of this topic. Contact us at 

if you require further information on a news story.* 

Copyright © 2021 FSS, Information & Research Services, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email as part of a current awareness service provided by Forensic & Scientific Services, 

Information & Research Services (Library) 

Our mailing address is: 

FSS Information Research Services 

39 Kessels Road 

Coopers Plains Queensland 4108 

unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

~ mailchimp 

3 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi there, 

Sharon Johnstone 
Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:10 PM 
Paula Brisotto 
Kirsten Scott; Abigail Ryan; Michael Goodrich 

location of samples 
CS sample list.xlsx 

WIT.0019.0013.0368 

Attached is the list that has been put together for all of the samples for the ■■■I case. The pt Tab has all CS 
barcodes for the spin baskets and extracts and the locations of each. There are duplicate barcodes because some 

will have both extract and spin basket. The 2nd tab contains the reference FTA samples for the case that I have put 
into the spreadsheet. 

We have been asked to provide the barcodes & descriptions of the CS samples (already in the spreadsheet), and if 
they have substrates and extracts still remaining. 

For the ref samples we have been asked to confirm that all of the reference samples are still held here. Some ref 
samples were sent to other labs for further testing, so we will need to know that there is still enough sample that 
may be retested held here. 

Thanks so much for your support for this. Let me know if there is anything odd. 
Cheers, 

Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Tapelift 
Tapelift 
Tapelift 
Tap_elift 
Tapelift 
Tapelift 
Tapelift 
Tapelift 
Tapelift 
Tupelift 
Swab 
Tapelift 
Swab 

FR/QP 

~,.---

Item 6: Trace DNA Swab--=- from right wrist area of victim 
Item 20: Fingernail Scrapings ~ from each five fingers on right hand of.victim 
Item 19: Fingernail Scraping - from each fing~ the left hand ofvictmi 
Item S14: Swab of Blood - from gutter on  
Item S15: Swab of Blood - from gutter on  just west of Item S 14 
Item S16: Swab of Blood - from upper gutter verge on  even further west of Item S14 
Item L52: Swab of Blood - from medial arch area on lower sole of LHS shoe in 
Item L51: Swab of Blood - from front upper label of LHS shoe in 
~ m L48: Swab of Blood - from front upper sole of RHS shoe in •--
Item L24: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from LHS rear of knee of pants in 
Item S 15: Swab of Blood - from gutter on  just west of Item S 14 
Trace DNA tape lift - collected from the bottom edge of the knife handle (FBC 

K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of  - Batch no INT 05 
Item 19: Fingernail Scraping - from each finger of the left hand of victim 
Item 20: Fingernail Scrapings - from each five fingers on right hand of victim 
Item 6: Trace DNA Swab - from right wrist area of victim 
Item F2: Swab of Blood - from entrance floor (further into unit) 
Item F5: Swab of Blood - from lounge room floor 
A _:.J -leavy wet and congealing - "Blood stain pattern on footpath - " 
ileiii"5:""Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left palmate fingers area 
Item S9: Swab of Blood - from entrance landing to unit 3 near marker 17 
Item S10: Swab of Blood - from footpath near marker 7 
Item 24: Swab of Blood - from victim's left shin area 
Item 23: Swab of Blood - from victim's chest area 
Item S1: Swab of Blood - from footpath near marker 1 
Item 3: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left wrist area 

Item L 12: Trace DNA Tapelift-from rear LHS sleeve of shirt in•II!!!!!~=================== 
Item 22: Swab of Blood - from victim's left shoulder area 
Item 4: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left writers palm area 
Item 7: Trace DNA swab - from righ!.Palmate fingers of victim 
Item L21: Trace DNA Tapelift - from LHS buttock area of pants in 
Item L 16: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear upper RHS quadrant area of shirt in - _____________ _ 
Item L 14: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear RHS armpit area of shirt in ----
Item L 1: Trace DNA Tapelift- from front RHS .chest area of shirt in 
Item L 18: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear lower RHS quadrant area of shirt in 
Item L 13: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear LHS sleeve of shirt in 
Item L 15: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear upper LHS quadrant area of shirt in 
Item L5: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS middle of shirt in 
Item L3: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front RHS collar of shirt in 
Item L 17: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear lower LHS guadrant area of shirt in 
Item 23: Swab of Blood - from victim's chest area 

Item L5: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS middle of shirt in ••••1 __ _:================= 
Item 3: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left wrist area 
Item F2: Swab of Blood - from entrance floor (further into unit) _______________________ _ 
Item S1: Swab of Blood - from footpath near marker 1 
Item 24: Swali of Blood - from victim's left shin area 
Item L3: Trace DNA Tapelift ~ from !ront RHS collar of shirt in 
Item S9: Swab of Blood - fro"iiieiitrance landing to unit 3 near marker .17 
Item S10: Swab of Blood - from footpath near marker 7 

1 of 6 

WIT.0019.0013.0369 

SPIN 1179 ROOM 3192 8 ~---10 
SPIN 1179 _ROOM 3192 9 1 
SPIN 1179 ROOM 3192 9 ][_ 2 
SPIN 1197 ROOM 3192 1 8 
SPIN 1197 ROOM 3192 2 JC: 1 
SPIN 1197 ROOM 3192 2 2 
SPIN 1197 ROOM 3192 - 2 Jt: 5 
SPIN 1197 ROOM 3192 2 8 
SPIN 1197 ROOM 3192 - 3 Jt 1 
SPIN 1197 ROOM 3192 3 3 
DNA2388 ROOM 3192 - 3 ][ 7 
DNA 2400 ROOM 3192 7 6 
DNA2327 ROOM 3192 - 7 ][ 7 
DNA 2327 ROOM 3192 7 8 
DNA2327 ROOM 3192 - 7 ][ 9 
DNA2327 ROOM 3192 7 10 
DNA _2327 ROOM 3192 7 JL 1_1 
DNA2327 - ROOM3192 - 7 - 12 
DNA2327 ROOM 3192 8 ][ 2 
DNA 2327 ROOM 3192 8 3 
DNA2327 ROOM 3192 - 8 ][ 4 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 1 5 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 : 1 Jt 6 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 1 7 
SPIN 1183 _ ROOM 3192 - 1 J[ 8 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 1 9 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 - 1 Jt 10 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 2 1 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 - 2 ]( 2 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 2 3 
SPIN 1183 '-ROOM3192 2 JL 4 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 2 5 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 2 ][ 6 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 2 7 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 - 2 ][ 8 -
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 2 10 
SPIN 1183- ROOM3192 - = 3 ][ 1 
SPIN 1183 ROOM3192 _ 3 2 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 •: 3 ][ 3 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 3 4 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 - 3 Jt 5 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 3 6 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 - 3 ][ 7 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 3 8 
SPIN 1183 ROOM 3192 - JJt 9 
DNA2274 ROOM 3192 2 3 
DNA 2274 ROOM 3192 - 3 ]!= 6 
DNA 2500 Room 3192 3 5 
DNA2500 Room 3192 - 3 ][ 6 
DNA 2500 Room 3192 3 7 
DNA2500 Room 3192 3 ]L. 9 
DNA2271 ROOM 3192 4 1 
DNA2271 - ROOM 3192 4 ][ 2 
DNA 2276 ROOM 3192 4 6 
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FR/QP 

Item FS: Swab of Blood - from lounge room floor DNA2232 '-ROOM3192 4 ] ~ 
Item 7: Trace DNA swab - from right palmate fingers of victim DNA2232 ROOM 3192 5 5 
Item 4: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left writers palm area DNA2232 ROOM 3192 5 Jt: 7 
Item L 17: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear lower LHS quadrant area of shirt in DNA2232 ROOM 3192 5 8 
Item 22: Swab of Blood - from victim's left shoulder area DNA2232 ROOM 3192 - 5 ][ 9 -
Item 5: Trace DNA Swab - from _victirn's left palmate fingers area DNA 2232 ROOM 3192 5 10 
Item L 1: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front RHS chest area of shirt in DNA2232 ROOM3192 - = 5 ][ 12 
Item L 16: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear upper RHS quadrant area of shirt in DNA2232 ROOM3192 _ 6 1 
11:em L 12: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear LHS sleeve of shirt in DNA2232 ROOM 3192 •= 6 T_ 2 
Item L 14: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear RHS armpit area of shirt in DNA 2232 ROOM 3192 6 4 
Item L 18: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear lower RHS quadrant area of shirt in DNA2232 ROOM 3192 6 Jt 5 
Item L 13: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear LHS sleeve of shirt in DNA2232 ROOM 3192 6 6 
Item L 15: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear upper LHS quadrant area of shirt in DNA2232 ROOM 3192 6 ][ 7 
A - Heavy wet and congealing - "Blood stain pattern on footpath - " DNA2232 ROOM 3192 6 8 
)!em F5 - a trace DNA swab - collected from bottom front of the mobile phone (iterri'"i=/ DNA2377 ROOM 3192 6 JC:-,0 
Item L47: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front upper sole of RHS shoe in DNA2766 ROOM 3192 4 4 
TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM - FROM DECEASED DNA2766 ROOM 3192 4 ]!=- 5 
Item L50: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front upper sole of LHS shoe in DNA2766 ROOM 3192 8 6 
Item F9 - a trace DNA swab - collected from the rear right side of the mobile phone (item F) DNA 2315 ROOM 3192 2 ][ 4 
Item ML4: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric- from front of T-Shirt contained in DNA 2315 ROOM 3192 6 2 
Item V49: Swab of Blooa - from ignition of Old Rego  DNA2314 ROOM 3192 8 ][ 6 
TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT.LEFT FOREARM ~ FROM DECEASE□- SPIN 1188 ROOM 3192 1 - 9 
1TRACE DNA TAPE UIT RIGHT FORARM - FROM DECEASED ,- SPIN 1188 - ROOM 3192 3 ] ~ 
TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT FOREHEAD - FROM DECEASED SPIN 1188 ROOM 3192 3 4 

DNA2343 ROOM 3192 6 ][ 2 
PM Samples - from deceased DNA2343 ROOM 3192 6 4 
Item V32: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side window wind of Old Rego  SPIN 1190 ROOM 3192 8 ][ 6 
Item V17: Swab of Blood - from accelerator pedal of Old Rego  SPIN 1190 ROOM 3192 8 7 
~ V51 : Swab of Blood - from front passenger's side footwell of Old  SPIN 1190 ROOM 3192 8 j[ 10 
Item V15: Swab of Blood - from clutch pedal of Old Rego  - -· SPIN 1190 ROOM 3192 9 2 
item V50: Swab of Blood - from rear of driver's seatback of Old Rego  SPIN 1190 ROOM 3192 9 l[ 3 
Item V48: Swab of Blood - from steering wheel of Old Rego  SPIN 1190 ROOM 3192 9 10 
Item ML5: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric -from rear ofT-Shirt contained in - SPIN 1190 ROOM 3192 10 ][ 1 
Item ML2: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric- from rear of T-Shirt contained in SPIN 1190 ROOM 3192 10 2 
Item V34: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side door trim of Old Rego  SPIN 1190 ROOM 3192 10 ]~ 6 
Item V31: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side door handle of Old Rego  SPIN 1190 ROOM 3192 10 10 
Item V14: Swab of Blood - from handbrake well of Old Rego  --sJ5if.JT191 ROOM 3192 :_1_][ 1 
Item V16: Swab of Blood - from brake pedal of Old Rego  SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 - 1- 2 
Item V33: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side handle to door of Old Rego  SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 1 ][ 4 
Item L50: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front upper sole of LHS shoe in SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 2 8 
Item L34: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS shoulder area of shirt contained in FBC- SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 - 2 ][ 9 -
llef!l L33: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS upper sleeY.e_of shirt contained in FBC SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 2 10 
)tern L27: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FBC SPIN 1191 ROOM3192----.' - 3 j[ 2 
Item L22: Trace DNA Tapelift - from RHS buttock area of pants in SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 3 3 
Item L29: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front collar area of shirt contained in FBC SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 - 3 ][ 4 
Item L42: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS lower leg area of pants in - SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 3 5 
Item L38: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS lower leg area of pants in SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 - 3 Jt 6 
Item L28: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FBC SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 3 7 
Item L47: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front upper sole of RHS shoe in SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 - 3 ][ 8 
Item L32: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FBC SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 3 9 
J!.em F6 - a trace DNA swab - collected from front upper and sides of the mobile phone (item F) '-SPIN 1191---,,.... ROOM 3192 6 JC::: 1 
Item F 10 - a trace DNA swab - collected from the rear left side of the mobile phone (item F) SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 6 2 
Item F5 - a trace DNA swab - collected from bottom front of the mobile phone (item F) SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 6 lt: 7 
Item F9 - a trace DNA swab - collected from the rear right side of the mobile phone (item F) SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 6 8 
Item V49: Swab of Blood - from ignition of Old Rego  SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 10 r 5 
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FR/QP 

Item ML4: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric- from front of T-Shirt contained in SPIN 1191 ROOM 3192 10 6 
Item V14: Swab of Blood - from handbrake well of Qld Rego  DNA2312 ROOM 3192 2 ][ 9 
Item V15: Swab of Blood - from clutch pedal of Qld Rego DNA2312 ROOM 3192 2 10 
~ V16: Swab of Blood - from brake pedal of Qld Rego DNA2312 ROOM 3192 - 2 j t-,2 
Item V1 ?_;_ Swab of Blood - from accelerator pedal of Qld Rego  DNA2312 ROOM 3192 3 1 
Item V31 : Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side door handle of Qld Rego DNA 2312 ROOM 3192 - 3 JI=- 2 
Item V32: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side window wind of Qld Reg DNA 2312 ROOM 3192 3 3 
Item V33: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side handle to door of Qld Re DNA2312 ROOM 3192 - 3 J[ 5 
Item V34: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side door trim of Qld Rego  DNA 2312 ROOM 3192 3 6 
Item V48: Swab of Blood - from steering wheel of Old Rego  DNA2312 ROOM 3192 - 3 J[ 7 
Item V50: Swab of Blood - from rear of driver's seatback of Qld Rego  DNA2312 ROOM 3192 3 8 
Item V51 : Swab of Blood - from front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  DNA 2312 ROOM 3192 - 3 JC: 9 -
Item L52: Swab of Blood ~ from medial arch area on lower sole of LHS shoe in DNA2355 - ROOM3192- 8 5 
Item S16: Swab of Blood - from upp~ gutter verge on  even further west of Item S14 DNA2355 ROOM 3192 8 Jc:: 7 
Item L24: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from LHS rear of knee of pants in DNA2356 ROOM 3192 2 2 
Item S14: Swab of Blood - from gutter on  DNA2358 ROOM 3192 - 5 J[ 2 -
Item L35: Tra_ce DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS shoulder area of shirt contained in FBC DNA2358 ROOM 3192 7 4 
)tern l40: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front groin ar~ pants in DNA2358- ROOM 3192 7 Jt 6 
Item L31: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FBC DNA2358 ROOM 3192 8 3 
ftem L41 : Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS upper leg area of pants in DNA2358 ROOM 3192 8 J[_ 8 
Item L30: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FBC DNA 2358 ROOM 3192 8 9 
Item L48: Swab of Blood - from front upper sole of RHS shoe in - DNA2364 ROOM 3192 7 Jt 2 
Item S17(8): Swab of blood - from the concave side of a broken piece of false nail contained i SPIN 1415 ROOM 3194 5 10 
Item S17(6): Swab of blood - from the convex side of a broken piece of false nail contained in - SPIN 1415 ROOM 3194 6 J( 4 
Item L45: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS upper leg area of pants in SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 2 6 
]t_em L2: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front RHS button seem of shirt in •-sPIN 1196---.....-- ROOM 3192 2 JL~ 
Item L31: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FBC SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 2 8 
Item L46: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS lower leg area of pants in SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 2 J[ 9 
Item L9: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS sleeve area of shirt in SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 2 10 
Item L41 : Trace DNA Tape Lift-from front LHS upper leg area of 1ants in SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 - 3 J[ 1 -
Item L4: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS middle of_shirt in SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 3 2 
Item L53: Trace DNA Tape Lift':' Irom hairband containea in FBC SPIN 1196-' ROOM 3192 3 ][ 3 
Item L39: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS upper leg area of pants in - SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 3 9 
Item L44: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS up~ g area of !)ants in SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 - 3 JL-!O 
Item L23: Trace DNA Tapelift - from LHS rear of knee of pants in SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 4 5 
Item L37: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FBC - SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 4 Jt 6 
Item L36:-Trace DNATape Lift - from rear [ HS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FBC SPIN -1196- ROOM 3192 4 7 
Item L43: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS lower leg area of pants in SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 4 ][ 8 
Item L30: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FBC SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 4 9 
Item L40: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front groin area of pants in SP~ ROOM 3192 4 Jt 10 
Item L35: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS shoulder area of shirt contained in FBC SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 5 1 
Item L6: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS breast of shirt in SPIN 1196 ROOM 3192 5 J[ 2 
Item ML2: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric- from rear of T-Shirt contained in - DNA2318 ROOM 3192 2 

--
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Item ML5: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from rear of T-Shirt contained in DNA 2318 ROOM 3192 - 3 ][ 2 
Item L32: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FBC DNA 2351 ROOM 3192 2 3 
Item L38: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS lower leg area of pants in ON~ ROOM 3192 2 ][ 7 
Item L29: Trace DNA .Tape Lift ::. from front collar area of shirt contained in FB_C DNA2351 ROOM 3192 2 11 
Item L27: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FB- - -□NA2351 ROOM 3192 - 3 J[~3 -
Item L33: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FBC DNA2351 ROOM 3192 3 6 
Item L34: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS shoulder area of shirt contained in FB DNA2351 ROOM 3192 - 3 ][ 7 
Item V2: Trace DNA Swab - from rear exterior driver's door handle of Qld Rego  DNA2773 ROOM 3192 5 5 
Item V7: Trace DNA swab - from front interior driver's side window wind of Qld Rego  DNA2773 ROOM 3192 - 5 J[ 6 
Item V10: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from gear shift of Qld Rego  DNA2773 ROOM 3192 5 7 
~ V28: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear driver's side seat and seat back of Qld Rego  DNA2773 ROOM 3192 - 5 Jt 8 
Item V40: Swab of Saliva - from 'NU' water bottle rear passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  DNA2773 ROOM 3192 5 9 
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Item V21: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front passenger's side seat and back rest of Qld Rego  
Item V22: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front passenger's side seatbelt of Qld Rego  
Item L39: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front R_lj§_\J_pper leg ar~ pants in 
Item F6 - a trace DNA swab - collected from front upper and sides of the mobile phone (item F) 
Item L9: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS sleeve area of shirt in 
Item L43: Trace DNA Tape Lift :_ frofT! rear RHS lower leg area of pants in 
Item L4: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS middle of shirt in ■ 

Item L36: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FBC -~~~~========== 
Item L2: .Trace DNA Japelift_.;;._ from front RHS button seemof_shirt in 

Item L37: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS lower sleeve of shirt conta~in~e~d~i~n~F!B~c~ I■■■■=========== 
Item L45: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS upper leg area of pants in 
Item L46: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS lower leg area of pants in 
Item L6: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS breast of shirt in -
Item L23: Trace DNA Tapelift - from LHS rear of knee of pants in 
Item F10 - a trace DNA swab - collected from the rear left side of ihe'mobile i:,hone (item F) 
Item L51: Swab of Blood - from front upper label of LHS shoe in 
Trace DNA ta~ - collected from the handle of the knife. 
Trace DNA tape lift - collected from the bottom edge of the knife handle (FBC 
blood/rust swab - collected from th knife hilt (FBC 
Trace DNA swab - collected from the missing stud hole of the knife handle (FBC 
blood/rust swab - collected from the top edge of the knife blade (FBC
blood/rust swab - collected from the hole at the end of the knife handle (FBC 
1Trace DNA swab - collected from the missing stud hole of the knife handle (FBC 
blood/rust swab - collected from the hole at the end of the knife handle (FBC 
blood/rust swab - collected from the top edge of the knife blade (FBC 
blood/rust swab - collected from th knife hilt (FBC 1 
Blood swab - collected from the right side of the blade and hilt of the knife. 
Blood swab - collected from the right side of the blade and hilt of the knife. 
~ L 13a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from proximal back left sleeve of shirt taken from 
Item L 14a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from back right armpit area of shirt taken from 
item L 1a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from front right upi:,er chest area of shirt taken from 
Item L6a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from front LHS chest area of shirt taken from I 
Item L5a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from front LHS lower chest area of shirt taken from 
Item L2a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from front right button hole area of shirt taken from 
Item L3a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excisea from front RHS below collar area of shirt taken from 
TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT FOREHEAD - FROM DECEASED 
Item L 12a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from distal back left sleeve of shirt taken from 
Item L 1a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from front right upper chest area of shirt take n froml 
Item L2a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from front right button hole area of shirt taken from 
Item L3a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from front RHS below collar area of shirt taken from 
Item L 13a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from proximal back left sleeve of shirt taken from -
Item L 12a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from distal back left sleeve of shirt taken from 
)le-;;:; L4a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from front LHS adjacent to butto;;;- of shirt taken from 
Item L6a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from front LHS chest area of shirt taken from 
Item L 14a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from back right armpit area of shirt taken from 
Item L5a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from front LHS lower chest area of shirt taken from 
Item L9a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from front left sleeve of shirt taken from 
Swab from combur +ive area - collected from the right side of the blade 
Swab from combur +ive area - collected from the left side of the blade ( 
Swab from combur +ive area - collected from the left side of the blade ( 
Swab from combur +ive area - collected from the right side of the blade 
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DNA217~---,,---ROOt,.f3l92 -_ - 1-Jc 5 
DNA2773 ROOM 3192 8 7 
DNA2359 ROOM 3192 1 ][ 3 
DNA2359 ROOM 3192 1 4 
DNA2359 ROOM 3192 - 2 ][ 5 -
DNA 2359 ROOM 3192 2 6 
DNA2359 - ROOM3192 - = 3 ][ 7 
DNA2359 ROOM3192 _ 3 8 
DNA2359 ROOM 3192 •::- 3 ][ 10 
DNA 2359 ROOM 3192 3 11 
DNA2359 ROOM 3192 4 Jt 7 
DNA2359 ROOM 3192 4 10 
DNA2359 ROOM 3192 4 ][ 12 
DNA2359 ROOM 3192 5 7 
DNA2610 Room~ 6 ][~1 
DNA2398 ROOM 3192 6 4 
SPIN 323 ROOM 6117 3 ]!= 1 
SPIN 323 ROOM6117 6 5 
SPIN 323 ROOM 6117 7 ][ 4 
SPIN 323 ROOM 6117 8 7 
SPIN 323 ROOM6117 9 ][ 4 
SPIN 323 ROOM6117 10 2 
DNA2405 - ROOM 3192 5 ][ 4 
DNA 2405 ROOM 3192 5 5 
DNA2405 ROOM 3192 5 ][ 6 
DNA2405 ROOM 3192 5 7 
DNA2407 ROOM 3192 4 ][. 3 
DNA2407 ROOM 3192 4 3 
DNA2413 ROOM 3192 6 j[~5 
DNA2413 ROOM 3192 6 6 
DNA 2413 ROOM 3192 6 ][ 7 
DNA 2413 ROOM 3192 6 9 
DNA 2413 ROOM 3192 6 ][ 10 
DNA 2413 ROOM 3192 6 11 
DNA 2413 ROOM 3192 7 ]~ 1 
DNA2740 ROOM 3192 6 11 
DNA2433 ROOM 3192 5 ][ 7 
SPIN 1216 ROOM 3192 3 6 
SPIN 1216 ROOM 3192 3 ][ 7 
SPIN 1216 ROOM 3192 4 1 
SPIN 1216 ROOM 3192 4 ][ 4 
SPIN 1216 ROOM 3192 4 7 
SPIN 1216 - ROOM 3192™"': 4 j[ 9 
SPIN 1216 ROOM 3192 4 10 
SPIN 1216 ROOM 3192 5 ][ 1 
SPIN 1216 ROOM 3192 5 8 
SPIN 1216 ROOM 3192 - 5 Jt 9 
SPIN 1294 Room 3192 1 8 
DNA2530 Room 3192 - 8 ][ 8 
DNA2530 Room 3192 8 8 
DNA 2543----..--- ROOM 3192 - 3 JL 2 
DNA2592 Room 3192 3 6 
DNA2592 Room 3192 - 5 ][ 3 
DNA2592 Room 3192 5 12 
DNA2592 Room 3192 - 7 ][ 7 -
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Item V42: Used Rollie Style Cigarette Butt - from under front driver's side seat of Qld Rego  
Item LB(a): Root and small amount of shaft area - from brown hair within item LB ---
~ L 11 (b ): Whole small hair - from within item L 11 
Item L 11 (a): Root material - from light coloured hair within item L 11 
item L9a - bloodstained fabric - -5mmx5mm excised from front left sleeve of shirt taken from 
Item L28: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FBC 
Item F3 - a blood swab - collected from the bottom of lbs TW!S sbsrs 01ST El 
TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT RIGHT FORARM - FROM1111 ■11111111111111■ 11 
Item S17(B): Swao of blood - from the concave side of a broken piece of false nail contained in 
Item S17(A): Swab of blood - from the convex side of a broken piece of false nail contained in 
Swab - Collected from where the handle and blade meet on knife 
Swab-::-Collected from where the handle and blade meet on knife 
Swab - Collected from where the handle and blade meet on knife _____ _ 
Item V22: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front passenger's side seatbelt of Qld Rego  
Item V13: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front driver's seat belt of Qld RegQ.
Item V7: Trace DNA swab - from front interior driver's side windov.,_ wind of Qld_ Rego  
)tern V24: Swab of Saliva - from 'Mount Franklin' water bottle in front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  
Item V2: Trace DNA Swab - from rear exterior driver's door handle of Qld Rego  
ftem V40: Swab of Saliva -from 'NU' water bottle rear passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego
Item V21: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front passenger's side seat and back rest of Qld Rego
Item V28: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear driver's side seat and seat back of Qld Rego  
Item V10: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from gear shift of Qld Rego  
Item V38: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear passenger's side seat and seat back of Qld Rego  
Item V12: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front driver's seat and back rest of Qld Rego  
]!_em L54: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from hairband contained in FBC--
ltem V11: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from handbrake of Qld Rego  
Item V9: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from steering wheel of Qld Rego  
Item V20: Swab of Trace DNA - from front interior passenger's side handle to door of Qld Rego  
Item F7 - a blood swab - collected from the rear upper left side of the mobile phone (item F) 
Item F3 - a blood swab - collected from the bottom of the mobile phone (item F) _ 
Item V19: Swab of Trace DNA - from front interior passenger's side winaow wina of Qld Rego  
Item V41: Swab of Saliva - from 'Coke' bottle rear passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  
Item F2 - a blood swab - collected from the middle white area on the right side of the mobile phone (item f' 
Item FB - a blood swab - collected from the rear bottom of the mobile phone (item F) 
Item F1 - a blood swab - collected from the f~ of the mobile phone (item F) 
ltem-V23: Swab of Saliva::-from 'Pump' water bo ttle in front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  
Item F4 - a blood swab - collected from left side of the mobile phone (item F) 
Item VB: Trace DNA swab - from front interior driver's side handle to door of Qld Rego  
Item V6: Trace DNA swab - from front interior driver's side door handle of Old Rego  
Item V1: Trace DNA Swab - from front exterior driver's door handle of Qld Rego 
Item V1: Trace DNA Swab - from front exterior driver's door handle of Qld Rego 
Item V6: Trace DNA swab - from front interior driver's side door handle of Qld Rego  
Item VB: Trace DNA swab - from front interior driver's side handle to door of Qld Rego  
Item V9: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from steering wheel of Qld Rego  
Item V11 : Trace DNA Tape Lift - from handbrake of Q~ g~
Item V19: Swab of Trace DNA : from front interior passenger's- side window.wind of Qld Rego  
~ V12: Trace DNA Tai:ie Lift- from front driver's seat and back res~ go  
Item V20: Swab of Trace DNA - from front interior passenger's side handle to door of Qld Rego  
Item F7 - a blood swab - collected from the rear upper left side of the mobile i:>bQfill (item F) 
Item V38: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear passenger's side seat and seat back of Qld Rego  
Item L54: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from hairband contained in FBC 
Item FB - a blood swab - collected from the rear bottom of the mobile phone (item F) 
)tern V41: Swab of Saliva - from 'Coke' bottle rear passenger's side footwell ·of Qld Rego  
Item V13: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front driver's seat belt of Qld Rego  
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DNA2592 Room 3192 7 9 
DNA2677 ROOM 3194 - 2 ][ 6 
DNA2691 ROOM 3192 2 11 
DNA2691 ROOM 3192 - 2 j t-,2 
DNA2695 ROOM 3192 8 8 
DNA 2741 ROOM 3194 - 3 ]~ 5 
DNA 2756 ROOM 3194 1 9 
DNA2856 ROOM 3194 8 ][ 12 
DNA 2739 ROOM 3192 3 12 
DNA2751 ROOM 3194 4 JL 1 
DNA2751 ROOM 3194 4 12 

FBDEST BOX 7 ROOM 6118 1 ][ 0 
FBDEST BOX 7 - ROOM 6118 1 0 

SPIN 2061 Room 3192 9 Jc:: 2 
SPIN 1428 ROOM 3194 9 2 
SPIN 1429 ROOM 3194 6 ][" 3 
SPIN 1429 ROOM 3194 7 1 
SPIN 1429 ROOM 3194 7 Jt 4 
SPIN 1429 ROOM 3194 9 4 
SPIN 1429 ROOM 3194 9 ][ 5 
SPIN 1429 ROOM 3194 9 8 
SPIN 1429 ROOM 3194 9 Jt 10 
SPIN 1429 ROOM 3194 10 4 
SPIN 1429 ROOM 3194 10 ]( 5 
SPIN 1429 ROOM 3194 10 6 
SPIN 1429 '-ROOM 3194.....,': 10 ]L_.., 
SPIN 1429 ROOM 3194 10 8 
SPIN 1429 ROOM 3194 10 JC 9 
SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194 1 2 
SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194 1 J[ 3 
SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194 1 4 
SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194 1 ][ 6 
SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194 1 7 
SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194- 1 J[ 8 
SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194 1 9 
SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194 - 1 Jt _j_Q 
SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194 2 - 1-

SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194 - 2 ][ 2 
SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194 2 4 
SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194 - 2 Jt 5 
SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194 2 8 
SPIN 1430 ROOM 3194 - 2 ]!= 8 
DNA2774 ROOM 3192 2 6 
DNA2774 ROOM 3192 - 2 ][ 7 
DNA2774 ROOM 3192 2 8 
DNA2774 ROOM 3192 2 ][ 9 
DNA2774 ROOM 3192 2 10 
DNA2774 ROOM 3192 - 2 ][ 12 
DNA2774 ROOM 3192 3 2 
DNA2774 ROOM 3192 6 ][ 9 
DNA2779 ROOM 3192 6 2 
DNA2779 ROOM 3192 6 ][ 6 
DNA2779 ROOM 3192 8 7 
DNA2794 Room 3194 - 5 Jt 8 
DNA2836 ROOM 3194 7 8 
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Item F4 - a blood swab - collected from left side of the mobile phone (item F) 
Item F2 - a blood swab - collected from the middle while area on the right side of the mobile phone (item F) 
Item F1 - a blood swab - collected from the front screen of the mobile phone (item F) 
Item V23: Swab of Saliva - from 'Pump' water bottle in front passenger's side footwell of Old Rego  
Item V24: Swab of Saliva - from 'Mount Franklin' water bottle in front passenger's side footwell of Old Rego  
Item L4(i): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front cenler_of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D, -
lle!!J..bi(_~): Cutting of blooa soal<ea fabric - from front cenler of pinnea stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item L4(d): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front cenler of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
11:em L4(g): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item L4U): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front cenler of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item L4(k): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front cenler of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item L4(e): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front cenler of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item L4(f): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front cenler of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item L4(h): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front cenler of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item L4(_~): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item L4(d): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front cenler of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item L4(g): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front cenler of pinned_stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item L4U): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front cenler of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item L4( e ): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front cenler of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item L4(f): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front cenler of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
llefil,bi(h): Cutting of blooa soakea fal:lric - from front cenler of pjrnled stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item S19a: Swab of trace DNA-from button contained in Item S19 
Item L4(~): Cutting of blood so~ked fabric - from front cenler of pinned stripe shirt contained in item 
Item L4(i): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front cenler of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
Item S18a: Swab of trace DNA - from button contained in item S18 
Item S19a: Swab of trace DNA - from button contained in Item S19 
Item S18a: Swab of trace DNA- from button contained in item S18 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 12:03 PM 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Paula, 
I'll get the excel file of samples to you expected today. Here is the request from the Coroners office 
Cheers, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Coroner Central< 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:44 AM 

> 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good morning Ms Johnstone 

Thank you for your response to his Honour, who has requested that the following be attended to: 

343 
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1. Confirm if all 'in excess of 150 crime scene samples' are still held, and please retain; Provide a list of what 

exact numbered sample actually is (ie. Fingernail scraping, blood pool from road surface etc, with an 
adequate description to know what each sample relates to); 

2. Confirm if the 71 person reference samples are still held, and please retain; 

3. Retain the 3 hair samples currently stored; 
4. Compile and provide the 'exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates' please. 

Please treat this request as Urgent and a priority. 

Can you please confirm receipt of this email, and advise in writing when each of the numbered items has been 
completed. 

I also further advise that the Form 6 order for the destruction/disposal of all tissue samples is hereby REVOKED. 

If you have any further queries, please contact the writer. 

Kindest regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 
Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

QUEENSLAND 
COURTS 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality serv ices. If you w ish to provide us fee dback regarding yo ur con tact w ith the CCQ, 

please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditiona l owners of this land and Elde rs, past , present and emerging 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 2:13 PM 

To: Louise Gray 
Subject: FW: 

Good Afternoon Louise, 
I have investigated the case records for the testing of this case in the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory. The vast 
majority of samples were what we call "In tube" samples. These items are submitted to us by the QPS in tubes that 
are instrument ready for our testing of the entire sample. These items will have DNA extract and some will have 

post extraction substrate remaining (sample type dependant). 

There is 3 hairs listed as being stored in the laboratory. These hairs are what remains after part of the hair has been 
subsampled and submitted for DNA testing. 

2 
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The only other samples that are stored in the laboratory are samples that were requested to be sent to the AFP 
laboratory and have returned to our laboratory post testing. These samples are listed as some of the PM samples 
that were collected during autopsy. These items have not been opened since receiving them back in the laboratory. 

In excess of 150 crime scene samples and 71 person reference samples were received for testing in Forensic DNA 
analysis. An exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates can be compiled if required . I do not have access 
to records of samples that may or may not be stored within Forensic Pathology and or the Mortuary. 

If you have any further enquiries please don't hesitate to contact us further 
Regards, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Acting team leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Health Support Queensland , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e www.health.qld .qov.au/healthsupport 

••"ffl"h'®lmi•1 r-"':i.,~~~~~~;::-;;,.;;..;;..,-::~~~ Account1blllty 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Rachel Whalen 
Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 7:15 AM 
To: FSS.FDNA.Admin ; Forensic Histology 

Good morning, 

Could you please see the email below from Central Coroners and respond directly to their email. 

With thanks 
Rachel 

-----Original Message-----
From: Louise Gray 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 20211:50 PM 
To: Rachel Whalen 
Subject: 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
Good afternoon Rachel 

Would you please be able to check for his Honour whether any samples of any type taken regarding the autopsy of, 
or forwarded by the QPS as exhibits for DNA analysis etc, still exist. 

3 
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I note as attached, the Form 6 for disposal was issued on 30/09/2020. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services. If you wish to provide us 
feedback regarding your contact with the CCQ, please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, present and 
emerging 

-----Original Message-----

From:■■■■■■■■■I < 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 3:52 PM 
To: Louise Gray 
Subject: Message from' 

This E-mail was sent from' 

Scan Date: ll.26.202113:52:20 (+0800) 
Queries to: 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

4 
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********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were supplied. 
The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of mistaken delivery 
to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this message or 
any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or telephone and 
destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the 
views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to addresses 
within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring appropriate use of its 
computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 
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Louise Gray 

From: Coroner Central 
Sent: Wednesday, 30 September 2020 4:02 PM 
To: 'FSS Toxicology Form6 ( '; 'FSS Pathology 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon 

Form6' 
Form 6 order for disposal of tissue kept for testing -
Form 6 - Order for disposal of tissue kept for testing - pdf 

Please find attached the Form 6 order for the disposal of tissue in relation to the deceased, 

born ■■■I,  

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 
Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

Ph: 
Fax: 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services . 
If you wish to provide us feedback regarding your contact with the CCQ, please ema il 

\f~ 
~,QUEENSLAND 

ii .... COURTS 

We acknowledge the traditional owners of this land 
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To: QHFSS 

Form 6 
Version 2 

QUEENSLAND 
CORONERS ACT 2003 

(Section 24) 

For Coroner's Office Use: 
2013/519 

ORDER FOR DISPOSAL OF TISSUE KEPT FOR TESTING 

--------(.,,.in-se_rt_n_a_m_e-of-:-e-nt-ity-h,----o--,---ldc--in-g-th-e-tis-s-ue- (,....eg-,-a-p-art----,-ic-u,....lar-p-a---,-th-ol,----og-y---,-la-b-o~-at-or-y)c------- - -

I, Magistrate O'Connell 

Order: 

□ 
□ 
!2J 

(insert name of coroner or other person with power to make the order) 

State Coroner 

Deputy State Coroner 

Coroner 

(tick appropriate box) 

1. Thal, except for the reference blood for toxicology, the tissue which has been kept for testing as part of the following 
autopsy(ies)/as per attached list(s) (delete whichever does not apply) is to be disposed of upon receipt of th is order. 

2. That the reference blood for toxicology which has been kept for testing as part of the following autopsy(ies)/as per 
attached list(s) (delete whichever does not apply) is to be disposed of at the end of two years from the date of testing. 

Name of deceased: 

Date of death of deceased: 

Name and title of coroner 
who ordered autopsy: 

 

Magistrate O'Connell 

Central Coroner 

Date of autopsy: 12/02/2013 

Tissue: ALL TISSUE 

(insert either 'all tissue' or identify particular tissue if some still to be kept) 

Date of order: 21/08/2020 

Place where order made: MACKAY 

Print name of person making order: Ma istrate O'Connell 

Note: 
1. This form can be used for one or multiple cases 
2. Tissue includes organs, blood etc. 
3. Section 24(8) of the Coroners Act 2003 provides that if a coroner orders disposal, the entity which is 

keeping the tissue must: 
a. if a family member of the deceased person has told the coroner that he or she wishes to test or 

use the tissue for a lawful purpose or to bury the tissue-release the tissue to the family member, 
or the family member's representative, for the test, use or burial (burial includes cremation); or 

b. otherwise-arrange for the tissue to be buried {burial includes cremation). 

FORM 6 Version 2 - 2 November 2009 349 
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Paula Brisotto 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Spiteri.TaniaM[OSC] < 

Thursday, 9 December 2021 11 :50 AM 
Paula Brisotto; Justin Howes 

Cc: Cathie Allen; Elkins.LisaM [BR]; Frieberg .DaleJ [OSC]; Neville.DavidH [OSC] 

Subject: exhibit enquiry 
Attachments:  exhibits .xlsx 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good Morning Paula and Justin, 

I have been requested to look into exhibits associated with the homicide. 

Can I please get confirmation about the exhibits attached in a spreadsheet to this email in regards to: 
1. Is QHFSS still in possession of them, and 
2. Do you have a record of the quantity of the sample that is still available? 

If you have any queries in regards to these exhibits please don't hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks for your time. 

Kind Regards, 
Tania 

Tania SPITERI 
A/Inspector 
Forensic Inspector 
Central Region 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Mob:■■■■■Office: 
57-59 Sydney Street, Mackay 4740 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Our purpose: Enhancing frontline policing through the delivery of specialist capability 

Our vn!u,;~ ~ re a l th~ <.ore ol w~o 1.-e 8ro • n d whet ...., do ench day I 
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Description 

ITEM 514: SWAB OF BLOOD {Swab - Blood) FROM GUTTER ON  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM V14: SWAB OF BLOOD {Swab - Blood) FROM HANDBRAKE WELL OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM V31: SWAB OF BLOOD {Swab - Blood) FROM REAR INTERIOR DRIVER'S SIDE DOOR HANDLE OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM V48: SWAB OF BLOOD {Swab - Blood) FROM STEERING WHEEL OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM V49: SWAB OF BLOOD {Swab - Blood) FROM IGNITION OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM VS0: SWAB OF BLOOD {Swab - Blood) FROM REAR OF DRIVER'S SEATBACK OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM VSl: SWAB OF BLOOD {Swab - Blood) FROM FRONT PASSENGER'S SIDE FOOTWELL OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM V9: TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT {Trace DNA Kit) FROM STEERING WHEEL OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM Vl0: TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT {Trace DNA Kit) FROM GEAR SHIFT OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM Vll: TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT {Trace DNA Kit) FROM HANDBRAKE OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM {Trace DNA Kit) FROM DECEASED [QHSS Submitted] 

LEFT F/NAIL CLIPPINGS {6 PIECES) 

ITEM 19: FINGERNAIL SCRAPING {Scraping) FROM EACH FINGER OF THE LEFT HAND OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM 20: FINGERNAIL SCRAPINGS {Scraping) FROM EACH FIVE FINGERS ON RIGHT HAND OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM 6: TRACE DNA SWAB {Swab) FROM RIGHT WRIST AREA OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted] 

ITEM 3: TRACE DNA SWAB {Swab) FROM VICTIM'S LEFT WRIST AREA [QHSS Submitted] 
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Reopening inquest 
welcomed by mum 
JANESSA EKERT 

THE family of murdered 
woman ■ 

say a political push to reopen 
the coronial inquest into her 
death is a "step in the right di
rection" as the Attorney
General prepares to write to 
the Coroner about re-exam
ining the case. 

Recently Health Minister 
Yvette D' Ath indicated she 
would write to Attorney
General Shannon Fentiman 
asking for the case to be re
opened. 

The next step will be for 
Ms Fentiman to write to the 
Coroner to request he looks 
into the possibility of reopen
ing the inquest. 

"Naturally we are quite ex
cited, very very pleased that 
this first step in the right di-

~~i~~r tu rrrr nr~~i~ 
on Thursday after learning of 
this latest development. 

"What comes of this, we 
don't know. It's a long jour
ney, it's been nearly nine 
years to date and this is the 
first step to ... hopefully get
tingthe t~,uth and ... justice for 

This move came after • 
called Premier An

nastacia Palaszczuk a hyp
ocrite after the premier 
shifted blame over forensic 
lab failures during her daugh
ter's murder case. 

She is pushing for an inde-

pendent review into the path
ology lab that processed the 
evidence from the  

 unsolved murder and 
failed to return adequate 
DNA findings. 

This came to light as part 
of an investigative podcast by 
The Australian's national 
chief correspondent Hedley 

Thomas into ■■■II
stabbing death. 

mother and her 
sister want the 
Queensland Government to 
hand over all DNA samples 
and records to an indepen
dent facility and for the 
Queensland Health-run lab 
to be investigated. 

In parliament last week Ms 
D' Ath said in relation to the 
claims over the forensic evi
dence there was "sufficient 
public interest and questions 
to be addressed to warrant me 
writing to the Attorney-Gen
eral to consider requesting 
the coroner reopen the mat
ter. 

A spokesman from the 
minister's office said this 
came following discussions 
with the Premier and the 
matter was now up to Ms 
Fentiman to consider. 

It is understood she will 
now write to the Coroner 
David O'Connell to request 
he looks into the possibility of 
reopening the inquest. 

"I understand the Health 
Minister will be writing to me 
regarding the possibility of 
the Coroner reopening the in-

quest into the death of 
,, Ms Fentiman 

said. 
"The next step will be writ

ing to the Coroner to request 
that they look into the possi
bility of reopening the in
quest." 

Former boyfriend -
--was charged with her 

murder in 2014 and acquitted 
by a supreme court jury in 
2017. 

In 2020 after an inquest in 
2019 Coroner David O'Con-

nell named■III·· as her 
likely killer. He has repeat-

edly denied any involvement 
in her death. 

As episodes of Hedley 
Thomas's podcast are re
leased weekly, 
family and friends are learn
ing about these developments 
almost at the same time as the 
rest of Australia. 

said the 
feedback had been extremely 
positive. 

During parliament ques
tion time on Wednesday, Op
position Leader David 
Crisafulli questioned Ms Pal
aszczuk on when the govern
ment would launch an 
independent investigation 
into the lab in the face of 
"overwhelming evidence" of 
evidence mismanagement. 

"This matter occurred in 
, we weren't in govern

ment at that time," Ms Pal
aszczuk said. 

"There was a full coronial 
investigation into this mat-
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Ms Palaszczuk also said 
the LNP had inflicted cuts on 
the service. 

"It's something of such 
fundamental importance, to 
be fobbed off the way it was is 
just insulting to every 
Queenslander," 

- said on Wednesday over 
the premier's response. 

"The potential for the oer
son who took IIIW1 life 
to be held accountable and 
taken off the streets could 
very well be held in those 
DNA samples and they are 
not the slightest bit (con
cerned)." 

I said the 
premier was among a number 
of politicians at a White Rib
bon lunch this past Friday 
who "all stood and vowed to 
do whatever they could for 
domestic violence". 

WIT.0019.0013.0386 
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"And then to turn around 
and go, fobbed off," she said. 

e . mo er o (right), has hit out at Premier 

"Does that mean they'll 
only work for domestic viol
ence victims ... during their 
campaign or their term in of
fice. 

case was prior 
but this situation is still on
going. 

"It's a bit hypocritical to go 
out and say we're going to do 
everything we can ... to pre
vent domestic violence, but 
not that." 

A spokesman for the 
premier's office said Ms Pal
aszczuk had sought advice 
from the director general in 
relation to the matter. 

When asked if this was 
specifically in relation to an 
independent review into the 
pathology lab the spokesman 
said, "She's asked for advice in 
regards to the matters raised 
recently in media." 

Annastacia Palaszczuk over comments "fobbing off" blame regarding the forensic lab 
failures. 
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Request for documents 
RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT 20091 INFORMATION PRIVACY ACT 2009 

RTI / IP application -

Privacy notice: Personal information, including sensitive information, held by the Department of Health is handled in accordance with the Information 
Privacy Act 2009 (IP Act). Any personal information collected on this form will be used by authorised officers of the department for the purpose of 
processing and making a decision in accordance with the Right to Information Act 2009 (RTI Act). Personal information is securely stored and will not 
be disclosed to any other third parties without your consent unless required or authorised by law, with may include requests made under the IP or RTI 
Act , or to provide to the Office of the Information Commissioner for the purpose of reviewing an external review application made under the RTI/IP 
Acts. For further information, including how to access the personal information you have provided, please contact us. 

z 
c3 
a::: 
<( 

Addressed to: FSS, Strategic Comms Branch 

RTI / IP decision-maker: Donna Pottinger 

Access application details 

Terms of application: All documents including deliberations, internal advice, drafts of responses etc arising from: 

1. Questions emailed by Hedley Thomas (the RTI applicant) on 18 November 2021 about the 
handling and processing of DNA by Queensland Health's forensic laboratory and QHFSS in 
the murder case of 

2. Concerns raised in a podcast called 
murder of 

's Story and in related articles about the 

~1---+-----------+----------------------------------t 
~ Re)levant date range: 01 September 2021 to 13 January 2022 

0 z Ty
1
pes of documents: 

en ~ -+---------~---------------------------------~ • sponse required from our division/ branch/ unit 
~ I 
1, 

ri DEJ!\DLINE: 27 January 2022 * If you believe you are unable to meet this 
deadline, please contact the RTI / IP decision
maker to discuss an extension. ~ 

i 
0 
0 

(The RT/ I IP Acts impose strict statutory time limits for processing applications, and the Director-General must be 
notified about any RT/ I IP applications that are not processed within the prescribed time limits.) 

CONTACT US 

~-~witl in the first 48 Hours of receipt if you: 
• believe processing this search request will exceed FIVE HOURS 
• need any clarity to perform adequate searches or are unsure about relevance. 

Step 1: Identify, locate and forward all relevant files and documents 

ACCEPTABLE FORMAT. 

All files and/or documents coming within the terms of this application must be forwarded to the RTI / IP 
decision-maker listed above by the deadline set out above and be comprised of either: 

a) Hard copies of documents; or 

b) A single pdf copy of the documents, minus blank pages, (multiple single pdfs or emails will not be 
accepted, and will be returned for formatting); or 

c) Excel spreadsheet (if specifically requested) . 

Note: Please refer to Privacy and Right to Information Unit FAQ - "What is a document" -
http://qheps .health.qld.gov.au/governance/privacy-rti/docs/what is a document.pdf 
For more information regarding search request procedures -

General RTI / IP contact details: Privacy and Right to Information Unit Phone: 
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http:/ lg heps. health .q Id. gov .au/governance/privacy-rti/faqs. htm#docreq 

PLEASE NOTE: If sending documents on a USB or CD, these devices MUST be encrypted or 
password protected. Review your responsibilities here: Storing information on USB drives 

Checklist of types of searches undertaken (must be completed): Please refer to types of documents in the Access application 
details above, if specified. 

Document type Documents not Documents Irrelevant to 
held attached application 

• Electronic files held on computer/ network drives/ C drive/ Desktop □ □ □ 
• Work diary entries, loose papers, note pads, post-it notes etc □ □ □ 
• E-mail records including attachments □ □ □ 
• Electronic calendar entries □ □ □ 
• Departmental/ Branch Unit hard copy files □ □ □ 
• CCTV/ Audio/ Text messages □ □ □ 
• Databases / Electronic registers □ □ □ 
• Teams, Skype, Sharepoint, Yammer conversations and/or documents □ □ □ 
Step 2: Record information about the search 

This information is required to calculate prescribed RTI / IP charges and for statistical reporting requirements. 

Time spent searching for the documents hrs min. 

Special costs (if any) (eg. costs of search/retrieval from secondary storage) $ 

Step 3: Identify concerns (if any) about release of documents 

Whilst the Privacy and Right to Information Unit has detailed knowledge of the RTI process, your Division holds the detailed 
knowledge of the subject matter. It is important that if Officers are aware of any concerns about the release of information that 
these concerns are conveyed, at the time the documents are supplied , which will assist in an informed decision being made. 
Please attach a separate page and indicate in your reply that you have concerns. Identifiable patient information, legal advice 
and cabinet material will not be disclosed , therefore there is no need to highlight this information unless it is not apparent. 

NOTE: Any concerns you have regarding the release of some or all of the documents will be taken into account by the 
delegated RT/ I IP decision-maker. However, please note that the RT/ I IP decision-maker is required by Jaw to form 
an opinion and make a decision independently. It is an offence under the legislation to direct an RT/ I IP decision
maker to make a decision they do not believe should be made. 

Step 4: Search certification 

I certify that a thorough search has been made of my area of responsibility for all documents coming within the 
terms of the above RTI / IP application, and that to the best of my knowledge: 

D all documents I files identified as relevant to the application are attached for processing under RTI / IP. 

AND 

D documents have been provided in the acceptable format (see Step 1 and link to information sheets). 

OR 

D my area of responsibility does not hold any documents covered by the above application 

Name of Manager / Director Position and Division / Branch / Unit 

Signature of Manager I Director 

Date 
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Q1 : Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why a majority of samples from the vehicle of 
were not analysed past the quantitation step (labelled in part V1 to 

V51)? 

Samples with a quantification level below the validated Limit of Detection are 
reported as 'DNA was not detected '. 

Q2: What criteria is used by the QHFSS DNA laboratory to assess whether analysis 
of samples from a major crime should be either stopped after quantitation or fully 
tested? 

Samples with a quantification level below the validated Limit of Detection are 
reported as 'DNA was not detected '. These samples were available for further testing 
upon request. 

Q3: Under what circumstances is it possible for a crime scene sample to have no 
DNA detected at the quantitation stage, to then be fully tested resulting in the 
generation of a reportable DNA profile? 

The laboratory is unable to respond to this question with the timeframe provided . 

- extensive data mining would be required to provide a frequency of event. 

Q4: Did this occur and, if yes, how many times did it occur in the case of_ 

The laboratory is unable to respond to this question with the timeframe provided . 

Q5: If yes in one or more instances, why weren't all vehicle samples - and all crime 
scene samples - which were initially reported as 'no DNA detected ' further analysed? 

The laboratory is unable to respond to this question with the timeframe provided . 

Q6: Would a Combur positive swab taken from a pool of blood at a crime scene by a 
Scientific Officer only hours after a homicide be expected to produce a DNA profile? 

Not necessarily, depending on the presence of a variety of elements that might affect 
the sample. 

- quantity of blood in sample 

- was blood mixed with some other substance (eg. inhibitor) present in the gutter. 

- it is possible for the quant to perform sub-optimally but this seems unlikely given 
the result of the batch searches (see below) 
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Q?: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why no DNA was detected from the sample a 
QPS Scientific Officer stated had come from a pool of blood, and which he labelled 
as 'S14: Swab of blood from gutter on  (barcode-)? 

Assuming human blood was present, there could be many explanations for not 
obtaining detectable DNA including but not limited to, the quality and quantity of the 
area being sampled, any potential inhibitors and environmental factors relating to the 
use and storage of the swab. 

Batches: 

: Batch appears normal. Most P2 samples provide good 
profiles. Most NONA are P3 and NONA not unexpected given substrate. 

: Swab beside it on batch was - (also with 
same escnp I0n as : ood from gutter Boddington St). S15 underwent mean 
and produced a degraded profile, which matched 

Most P2 samples on batch provide good profiles. Most NONA are P3 and NONA not 
unexpected given substrate. 

- original CSE does not mention "pool" for either sample. 

Q8: What do you say to the suggestion that issues arising from the introduction of 
PowerPlex 21 and STRmix in December 2012 had a detrimental impact on the 
laboratory's profiling of samples for DNA in this case in the weeks and months 
afterwards? 

Without further context, the laboratory cannot comment on this question at this 
stage. 

Q9: Did any of the scientists in the QHFSS DNA laboratory express concerns to 
management over unusual or poor results being obtained in the case of

- by PowerPlex 21 after it was implemented? 

Not to the laboratory's knowledge. 

Q10: Was the QHFSS DNA laboratory experiencing any difficulties interpreting 
mixtures from crime scene samples during the period samples from 

were being analysed? 

Not to the laboratory's knowledge. 

- Batches checked and do not appear to have any issues pertaining to the samples 
in question. 

Q11 : Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why the following DNA mixtures from 
were reported as 'Incorrect result' to the QPS . (on 

~;•••■(on 03/04.2013); -(on 03/04/2013); and 
-(on 28/03/2013). 
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It was standard procedure at the time to report superseded results as 'incorrect' 
results via the electronic system in use at the time of processing . 

- (on 24/09/2014)- Initially reported as 2P; But reassessed as complex 
based on degraded nature of profile and position of addition peaks(s). Labelled 
peaks are consistent with ••■- Reported then as CMPU. 

(on 03/04.2013) -- Updated info based on subsequent LR calculations 
using HPD. Limitation of AUSLAB . 

- (on 03/04/2013) - Updated info based on subsequent LR calculations 
using HPD. Limitation of AUSLAB . 

- (on 28/03/2013) - Reported as 2P based on large major and single 
minor peak. Minor peak removed as artefact. Reported then as SS. 

Q12: Is it unusual for the QHFSS DNA laboratory to report incorrect results to the 
QPS? If yes, please explain why so many incorrect results were reported to the 
QPS for QPS . If no, please provide how many samples were reported 
as 'Incorrect result' in 2013 and 2014. 

It was standard procedure at the time to report superseded results as 'incorrect' 
results via the electronic system in use at the time of processing . 

Q13: Were the QPS or any members of the Queensland criminal justice system 
made aware that there may be DNA profiling issues affecting the reliability of results 
previously reported as 'no DNA detected ' for QPs••••? If yes, please 
provide a copy of the communication/s, including the date of the advice and who it 
was directed too? If no, please explain why this did not occur. 

We are unable to respond to this question in the timeframe requested . 

QPS review the results given, and in several instances requested additional testing, 
as well as triaging samples for transfer to other labs for testing not performed by this 
lab. QPS did not raise concerns about the results of any samples referred to above. 

Q14: Did the QHFSS DNA laboratory provide any other advice (apart from 
suggesting the possible 'presence of bacteria ') to the QPS explaining why DNA 
profiles weren 't being obtained when they were expected to for QPS . If 
yes, please provide that advice, including the date of the advice and to whom it was 
directed . 

Without further context, the laboratory cannot comment on this question at this 
stage. 

Believed that SOCO believed the samples that were blood presumptive 
positive to be rust. Presumptive testing information available to lab supports this 
conclusion . 
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Q15: Can a QHFSS DNA expert explain how samples relating to QPS 
that were correctly packaged, correctly stored, and well-preserved fail to produce a 
profile due to the purported presence of bacteria? 

Without further context, the laboratory cannot comment on this question at this 
stage. 

- Inhibition 

- surface dependant collection success 

- was not actually DNA containing material. 
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Shut lab down: DNA fiasco in murder case 

LYNDON MECHIELSEN 

'There's something very, very wrong within that laboratory,' says the former national head of Australia's criminal DNA database, Kirsty Wright 

EXCLUSIVE 

IJAVII) MllllltAY 
NATIONAL CRIME 
CORRESPONDENT 

A police investigation into the sav
age murder of a young woman 
stabbed to death has been serious
ly compromised by forensics 
failures in Queensland's govern
ment-run laboratory, according to 
a DNA expert 

After months examining hun
dreds of pages of relevant docu
ments from the case, Kirsty 
Wright is convinced critical prob
lems were distorting the lab's test
ing, thwarting its ability to 
generate DNA profiles from 
crime scenes and potentially al
lowing a killer to escape. 

Dr Wright, the former national 
head of Australia's criminal DNA 
database, said the errors and obvi
ous problems in the lab during the 

 forensics investi
gations after the slaying of-

"hnrt-tPrm nowPr hil1 ~nikP 

Luminol tests showed potential samples of blood in the car 
but the government laboratory sadd no DNA was detected 

 were unprece
dented in her professional 
experience. 

Dr Wright urged an indepen
dent investigation to be overseen 
by a body such as Queensland's 

Crime and Corruption Commis
sion, or a public inquiry. 

The forensic biologist said un
less the lab ceased testing immedi
ately, there would be an ongoing 
risk of more errors in criminal 

cases from rapes to murders. Her 
findings are detailed in _ 
Story, the investigative podcast 

~~~er~famininf 
th

es s~~s~~~ 
ed home from work in  

 
"This is serious. This is really 

serious. It's diabolical," Dr Wright 
told the series. "The lab should im
mediately stop producing evi
dence, stop producing DNA 
profiles. There needs to be a thor
ough and independent investi
gation of what's gone on." 

Dr Wright is confident major 
changes to the lab's equipment 
and software introduced just 
weeks before - murder 
fundamentally interfered with its 
ability to obtain DNA profiles. 

The issues she has identified 
Continued on Page 7 
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Shut it down: laboratory murder probe's forensic failures 'diabolical' 
Continued from Page 1 

include the lab's highly unusual 

-

d any trace DNA of 
former boyfriend 

the main police sus
pect in the murder, on the surfaces 
of his own dirty Toyota Hilux ute. 

The vehicle was almost 20 
years old when - was 
killed, and - travelled 
many thousands of kilometres a 
year in it His DNA should have 
carpeted the ute but the lab said no 
trace DNA was detected on police 
swabs and tape lifts from the steer
ing wheel. handbrake, gear shift, 
driver's seat and front-door 
handles and window wind - all 
surfaces that as the driver he regu
larly touched. 

"That's very, very strange to not 
get any of his DNAfrqm the inside 
of a vehicle that hasn't been re
cently cleaned."' Dr Wright said. 

"You would expect to see at 
least on a couple of those samples 
... the DNA of the driver of that 
vehicle but there's a complete 
absence of that DNA." 

Dr Wright has been working 
with The Australian's national 
chief correspondent, Hedley 
Thomas, to investigate -

- unsolved murder. 
The issues she has identified 

could provide an explanation for 
the absence of any forensic evi
dence linking to the 
murder - or alternatively, explain 
the lack of forensic evidence link
ing someone else to the crime. 

One of the biggest red flags for 
DrWrightwasasamplecalledSl4, 
collected by experienced police 
scientific officer Sergeant  

 from what he noted as being 
a "pool of blood". 

It was from the
 gutter where 

stopped moving as blood seeped 
from her knife wounds. 

Sergeant  performed a 
Combur test - an immediate pre
sumptive test for blood - and it re
turned a result of being positive for 
blood. 

When the lab tested the sample 
for DNA, it came back with an
other blank: "No DNA detected." 

Dr Wright said: "That's an ab
solutely incredible concern, be
cause if you've got nice, fresh 
whole blood - presumably good 
quality and a lot of quantity- and 
you're not getting a DNA profile, 
there is no way you are going to get 
DNA from any trace amounts. 

"So that means there's some
thing very, very wrong within that 
laboratory. And that means that 
all the samples that were attemp-

ted to be tested for this case, all of 
them that didn't return a profile, it 
puts a big question mark on them." 

It can also be revealed U areas 
in - car tested presump
tively positive to blood when Ser
geant  sprayed a fine mist of 
Lurninol over the vehicle 

He collected, and labelled as 
blood, samples from the steering 
wheel; ignition; front passenger's 
siile footwell; handbrake well; 
clutch; accelerator and brake ped
als; a rear-door handle, window 
wind and door trim; and the rear of 
the driver's seat-back. 
.....fllli.ce were looking for -
- blood, believing it would 
have likely been transferred to 
the car if - was the kill
er and drove the vehicle immedi
ately after the murder. as they 
suspected. 

- emphatically denies 
involvement in the crime. 

When Lurninol falls on a sur
face where there's blood, it causes 
a chemical reaction and produces 
a distinctive blue colour, showing 
up even when the blood has been 
carefully wiped away. 

It is a strong indicator of blood 
but not conclusive proof as chemi
cals in other substances can react 
with Lurninol to produce false 
positives. 

The government lab said no 
DNA was detected in the U sam
ples so Sergeant  accepted it 
wasn't blood. 

As a result, the jury that acquit

ted - of - mur
der in less than two hours in 2017 
was never told about the potential 
blood evidence. 

With the lab's results now 
under a cloud, Dr Wright says: 
''The question is, was there trace 
DNA ootentiallyfrom - in 

car that was there but 
wasn't detected." 

Dr Wright co-wrote a peer
reviewed scientific paper that set 

Australia's favourite 
true-crime podcast. 
Binge it today on The 
Australian's mobile app. 

Goto■■••·to 
fmd out more. Subscribers 
get episodes early, plus all 
our exclusive stories on this 
gripping cold case. 

EPISODE 7 OUT NOW 

out the sensitivity of four different 
presumptive tests for detecting 
blood. Lurninol was easily the 
most likely to detect blood, and the 
least likely to return a false posi
tive, with an overall misclassifi
cation rate of7 per cent 

"There were three or four areas 
that notes that were Lumi
nol positive and it reacted very fast 
and very intense. So that's a good 
indication that it's a true positive 
result," Dr Wright said. 

Sergeant  sent a total of 51 
samples from - HiLux 
ute to the government lab. 

The lab decided to test 33, of 

I\ 

which 27 came back as blanks, 
labelled "no DNA detected". 

Of the remaining six, four were 
found to have mixtures of DNA. 
meaning more than one person's 
DNA. 

The lab said these mixtures 
were "unsuitable for meaningful 
interpretation" so they were effec
tively useless for police. 

The only DNA that came back 
of the car's owner and driver was 
from a water bottle and cigarette 
butt in the car. 

The Queensland Health For
ensic and Scientific Services lab 
nms separately and indepen
dently from the police service. 

Police collect forensic evidence 
samples from crime scenes and de
liver them to the lab, relying on the 
expertise of forensic biologists 
who do the testing and their 
sophisticated instruments and 
software. 

Dr Wright is very familiar with 
the lab as she previously worked 
there. 

In December 2012, just weeks 
before _ , murder, the lab 
implemented a new computer 
program for DNA profiling called 
STRmix,andanewDNAprofiling 
kit called PowerPlex 21. 

"With the introduction of the 
new DNA profiling kit and the 

new DNA mixture software, I 
think that in some instances they 
may have actually even profiled 
the offender's DNA. but they've 
missed it - they haven't been able 
to interpret it properly because of 
the problems," she said. 

Dr Wright says there needs to 
be an external inquiry and the lab's 
results, processes and equipment 
should be independently audited 
by reputable scientists. 

'What these issues and mis
takes suggest to me is there's sys
temic errors occurring. 

"And systemic errors occur 
when a lab is thoroughly broken at 
many levels," she said. 

"A lab that is thoroughly bro
ken at many levels cannot self
investigate and then correct that" 

Coroner David O'Connell last 
yearfound - didkill 
- but did not find fresliaii'd 
compelling evidence required to 
charge him again under double 
jeopardy laws. 

Queensland Health declined to 
answer any of The Australian's 15 
detailed questions about the case, 
sentlastweek. 

Anyone with in ormation about 
themurdero 

WT1iffi%f1'.?R3Tflfi 
\ 

DNADOUBTS 
NO TRACE DNA OF DRIVER 
IN HIS OWN CAR 
- covered thousands of 
kilometres a year in his Toyota 
HiLu.x ute and his DNA should 
have shown up all over the vehicle 
but the lab had not found his trace 
DNA in any samples taken from 
surfaces of the car. 

NO DNA IN SAMPLE FROM 
POOL OF BLOOD 
A police scientific officer collected 
a sample from a fresh "pool of 
blood"~ the gutter 
where - stopped moving 
as blood seeped from her wounds. 
In a sample called S14 from this 
pool of blood, the lab found no 
DNA. 

NO DNA FR OM POTENTIAL 
BLOODINCAR 
Twelve areas in - car tested 
presumptively positive to blood 
when a police scientific officer 
sprayed Luminol on the vehicle. 
Samples were collected and 
labelled as blood by the officer. 
The government lab said no DNA 
was detected, leading the officer to 
accept it wasn't blood, but the 
results are now under a cloud. 
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Shut lab down: DNA fiasco in murder case 

LYNDON MECHIELSEN 

'There's something very, very wrong within that laboratory,' says the former national head of Australia's criminal DNA database, Kirsty Wright 

EXCLUSIVE 

IJAVII) MllllltAY 
NATIONAL CRIME 
CORRESPONDENT 

A police investigation into the sav
age murder of a young woman 
stabbed to death has been serious
ly compromised by forensics 
failures in Queensland's govern
ment-run laboratory, according to 
a DNA expert 

After months examining hun
dreds of pages of relevant docu
ments from the case, Kirsty 
Wright is convinced critical prob
lems were distorting the lab's test
ing, thwarting its ability to 
generate DNA profiles from 
crime scenes and potentially al
lowing a killer to escape. 

Dr Wright, the former national 
head of Australia's criminal DNA 
database, said the errors and obvi
ous problems in the lab during the 

 forensics investi
gations after the slaying of -

"hnrt-tPrm nowPr hil1 ~nikP 

Luminol tests showed potential samples of blood in the car 
but the government laboratory sadd no DNA was detected 

 were unprece
dented in her professional 
experience. 

Dr Wright urged an indepen
dent investigation to be overseen 
by a body such as Queensland's 

Crime and Corruption Commis
sion, or a public inquiry. 

The forensic biologist said un
less the lab ceased testing immedi
ately, there would be an ongoing 
risk of more errors in criminal 

cases from rapes to murders. Her 
findings are detailed in _ 
Story, the investigative podcast 

~~~er~famining 
th

es s~~s~~~ 
ed home from work in  

 
"This is serious. This is really 

serious. It's diabolical," Dr Wright 
told the series. "The lab should im
mediately stop producing evi
dence, stop producing DNA 
profiles. There needs to be a thor
ough and independent investi
gation of what's gone on." 

Dr Wright is confident major 
changes to the lab's equipment 
and software introduced just 
weeks before - murder 
fundamentally interfered with its 
ability to obtain DNA profiles. 

The issues she has identified 
Continued on Page 7 
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Shut it down: laboratory murder probe's forensic failures 'diabolical' 
Continued from Page 1 

include the lab's highly unusual 
failure to find any trace DNA of 

-

former boyfriend 
the main police sus

pect in the murder, on the surfaces 
of his own dirty Toyota Hilux ute. 

The vehicle was almost 20 
years old ~ was 
killed, and - travelled 
many thousands of kilometres a 
year in it His DNA should have 
carpeted the ute but the lab said no 
trace DNA was detected on police 
swabs and tape lifts from the steer
ing wheel. handbrake, gear shift, 
driver's seat and front-door 
handles and window wind - all 
surfaces that as the driver he regu
larly touched. 

"That's very, very strange to not 
get any of his DNAfrqm the inside 
of a vehicle that hasn't been re
cently cleaned."' Dr Wright said. 

"You would expect to see at 
least on a couple of those samples 
... the DNA of the driver of that 
vehicle but there's a complete 
absence of that DNA." 

Dr Wright has been working 
with The Australian's national 
chief correspondent, Hedley 
.Illllliias, to investigate -
- unsolved murder. 

The issues she has identified 

could provide an explanation for 
the absence of any forensic evi
dence linking to the 
murder - or alternatively, explain 
the lack of forensic evidence link
ing someone else to the crime. 

One of the biggest red flags for 
DrWrightwasasamplecalledSl4, 
collected by experienced police 
scientific officer Sergeant  

 from what he noted as being 
a "pool of blood". 

It was from the 
Street gutter where 
stopped moving as blood seeped 
from her knife wounds. 

Sergeant  performed a 
Combur test - an immediate pre
sumptive test for blood - and it re
turned a result of being positive for 
blood. 

When the lab tested the sample 
for DNA, it came back with an
other blank: "No DNA detected." 

Dr Wright said: "That's an ab
solutely incredible concern, be
cause if you've got nice, fresh 
whole blood - presumably good 
quality and a lot of quantity- and 
you're not getting a DNA profile, 
there is no way you are going to get 
DNA from any trace amounts. 

"So that means there's some
thing very, very wrong within that 
laboratory. And that means that 
all the samples that were attemp-

ted to be tested for this case, all of 
them that didn't return a profile, it 
puts a big question mark on them." 
~ be revealed U areas 

in - car tested presump
tively positive to blood when Ser
geant  sprayed a fine mist of 
Lurninol over the vehicle 

He collected, and labelled as 
blood, samples from the steering 
wheel; ignition; front passenger's 
siile footwell; handbrake well; 
clutch; accelerator and brake ped
als; a rear-door handle, window 
wind and door trim; and the rear of 
the driver's seat-back. 

Police were looking for
- blood, believing it would 
have likely been transferred to 
the car if ~ was the kill
er and drove the vehicle immedi
ately after the murder. as they 
suspected. 

- emphatically denies 
involvement in the crime. 

When Lurninol falls on a sur
face where there's blood, it causes 
a chemical reaction and produces 
a distinctive blue colour, showing 
up even when the blood has been 
carefully wiped away. 

It is a strong indicator of blood 
but not conclusive proof as chemi
cals in other substances can react 
with Lurninol to produce false 
positives. 

The government lab said no 
DNA was detected in the U sam
ples so Sergeant  accepted it 
wasn't blood. 

As a result, the jury that acquit

ted - of - mur
der in less than two hours in 2017 
was never told about the potential 
blood evidence. 

With the lab's results now 
under a cloud, Dr Wright says: 
''The question is, was there trace 
DNA ootentiallyfrom- in 

car that was there but 
wasn't detected." 

Dr Wright co-wrote a peer
reviewed scientific paper that set 

Australia's favourite 
true-crime podcast. 
Binge it today on The 
Australian's mobile app. 

Goto■■■-•10 
fmd out more. Subscribers 
get episodes early, plus all 
our exclusive stories on this 
gripping cold case. 

EPISODE 7 OUT NOW 

out the sensitivity of four different 
presumptive tests for detecting 
blood. Lurninol was easily the 
most likely to detect blood, and the 
least likely to return a false posi
tive, with an overall misclassifi
cation rate of7 per cent 

"There were three or four areas 
that notes that were Lumi
nol positive and it reacted very fast 
and very intense. So that's a good 
indication that it's a true positive 
result," Dr Wright said. 

Sergeant  sent a total of 51 
samples from - HiLux 
ute to the government lab. 

The lab decided to test 33, of 

I\ 

which 27 came back as blanks, 
labelled "no DNA detected". 

Of the remaining six, four were 
found to have mixtures of DNA. 
meaning more than one person's 
DNA. 

The lab said these mixtures 
were "unsuitable for meaningful 
interpretation" so they were effec
tively useless for police. 

The only DNA that came back 
of the car's owner and driver was 
from a water bottle and cigarette 
butt in the car. 

The Queensland Health For
ensic and Scientific Services lab 
runs separately and indepen
dently from the police service. 

Police collect forensic evidence 
samples from crime scenes and de
liver them to the lab, relying on the 
expertise of forensic biologists 
who do the testing and their 
sophisticated instruments and 
software. 

Dr Wright is very familiar with 
the lab as she previously worked 
there. 

In December 2012, just weeks 
before - murder, the lab 
implemented a new computer 
program for DNA profiling called 
STRmix,andanewDNAprofiling 
kit called PowerPlex 21. 

"With the introduction of the 
new DNA profiling kit and the 

new DNA mixture software, I 
think that in some instances they 
may have actually even profiled 
the offender's DNA. but they've 
missed it - they haven't been able 
to interpret it properly because of 
the problems," she said. 

Dr Wright says there needs to 
be an external inquiry and the lab's 
results, processes and equipment 
should be independently audited 
by reputable scientists. 

'What these issues and mis
takes suggest to me is there's sys
temic errors occurring. 

"And systemic errors occur 
when a lab is thoroughly broken at 
many levels," she said. 

"A lab that is thoroughly bro
ken at many levels cannot self
investigate and then correct that" 

Coroner David O'Connell last 
yearfound- didkill 
- but did not find fresh and 
compelling evidence required to 
charge him again under double 
jeopardy laws. 

Queensland Health declined to 
answer any of The Australian's 15 
detailed questions about the case, 
sentlastweek. 

Anyone with information about 
the murder of 
can contact Hedley Thomas at 

\ 

DNADOUBTS 
NO TRACE DNA OF DRIVER 
IN HIS OWN CAR 
- covered thousands of 
kilometres a year in his Toyota 
HiLu.x ute and his DNA should 
have shown up all over the vehicle 
but the lab had not found his trace 
DNA in any samples taken from 
surfaces of the car. 

NO DNA IN SAMPLE FROM 
POOL OF BLOOD 
A police scientific officer collected 
a sample from a fresh "pool of 
blood". It was from the gutter 
where - topped moving 
as blood seeped from her wounds. 
In a sample called S14 from this 
pool of blood, the lab found no 
DNA. 

NO DNA FR OM POTENTIAL 
BLOODINCAR 
Twelve areas in- car tested 
presumptively positive to blood 
when a police scientific officer 
sprayed Luminol on the vehicle. 
Samples were collected and 
labelled as blood by the officer. 
The government lab said no DNA 
was detected, leading the officer to 
accept it wasn't blood, but the 
results are now under a cloud. 
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Queensland Health Minister Yvette D' Ath has rejected growing calls for an inquiry into the 

state's forensics laboratory, following serious allegations about failures in the handling the 

murder investigation. 

family have called for a full inquiry into the government-run laboratory after 

one of Australia's leading forensic experts, Kirsty Wright, raised concerns about the 

laboratory's mistakes during the investigation. 

Addressing the matter at a press conference on Friday, Ms D' Ath said the coronial inquest 

into-murder would have to suffice, unless new evidence was brought 

forward. 

"The comments made (by Dr Wright) relate to a particular case," Ms D'Ath said. 

"There hasn't been any evidence brought forward about any failings in relation to the 

forensic unit, other than the allegations specifically in relation to this case. 

"On this matter there has been a complete coronial inquest in which the coroner did not 

make any findings about any failings with the forensic unit. 

murder ea -'-'--'-""'-'-~"--'-'"--'--'~'--"-"--'-'~='--''---'-"-'- ect I Murder suspect 'lost it' after 
• set up' I Knives were out for 

"If there is anyone out there that has additional information that wasn't considered at the 

time, there are avenues to have that considered." 

"There has been a full coronial inquest on this," Ms D' Ath said. 

"I appreciate that not everyone is satisfied with findings from coronial inquests, but there 
has been a coronial inquest in which there are findings that have been made." 

Ms D' Ath said she was "not aware of" any problems with the forensics laboratory. 

-family seeks inquiry 

Earlier, family demanded immediate retesting of forensic evidence in the 

case, and a full inquiry to determine the extent to which other crimes have been affected by 
a litany of major errors and problems in Queensland's government-run laboratory. 

Legal and academic figures have backed the family's call for a thorough investigation into 

the laboratory, as more serious failures in the handling of■■■■lunsolved stabbing 

murder are revealed. Mistakes in the lab identified by Ms Wright will undermine confidence 
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in Queensland's legal system and jeopardise prosecutions until investigated, criminal 

defence lawyers and former police say. 

As the Health Department refuses to answer questions about its laboratory,_ 

mother,~ and sister■■■aaid they were shocked after learning of the forensics 

failures that may have helped her killer get away with murder. 

said the many concerns raised in investigative podcast series-

Story, examining her daughter's slaying as she walked home from work in  

were not isolated and had been going on for a long time. 

"What I'm asking is for the Queensland government to immediately hand over all samples 

and records from -case to an independent, fully qualified facility for retesting to 

be carried out with the utmost urgency," she said. "You can't sweep this under the carpet. 

This needs to be sorted out for every case." 

~and joined Dr Wright, the family's lawyer, Kristy Bell, and The 

Australian's Hedley Thomas, who has been investigating the murder for the podcast, in a 

media conference in Brisbane to call on the state government to act. 

Dr Wright outlined some of her findings and her conclusion that the government 

laboratory's results could not be trusted. "Quite simply, I've never seen a case done so 

poorly," she said. 

Ms Bell said the revelations would have an "astronomical" impact on the state's criminal 

justice system. "Probably the closest comparison I can think of is the 'Lawyer X' scandal 
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that's taken place in Victoria," she said. "We really have no idea what the potential is for the 

impact on other cases." 

Ms Bell backed the calls by the family and Dr Wright for an independent inquiry, and said 

the first step for-case was to have forensic samples retested. 

There was a "real potential" of people being convicted for offences of which they were 

innocent, or of the guilty walking free, she said, "so it is in the public interest this be 

thoroughly investigated ." 

Profile: Dr Kirsty Wright 

Photo: Lyndon Mechielsen 

Dr Kirsty Wright has been a valued and trusted scientist for the Queensland Government 

and a consultant for numerous state and federal agencies. 

Her work in forensics after the 2002 Bali Bombings, and then in 2005 as DNA Team Leader 

for the International Disaster Victim Identification effort in Thailand after the Boxing Day 

tsunami, is acknowledged as gold-standard. 

Dr Wright was awarded a prestigious Churchill Fellowship to investigate methods of 

identifying missing people in the US and UK. 

She led the expansion of the National Criminal Investigation DNA Database for federal 

agency CrimTrac in 2007, and the Queensland Skeletal Remains Project, dedicated to 

identifying long-term missing persons. 

She spent several years in the Queensland Health forensic biology laboratory, starting out as 

a technician doing hands-on laboratory work generating DNA profiles. 

Within about a year she was promoted to a reporting scientist who would receive from 

police bags full of evidence such as t-shirts and weapons and examine them for blood, 

semen and saliva. 
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She went on to spend about nine years in academia, teaching forensic science at Griffith 

University, and was also program director of the Master of Science in Forensic Science, 

Crime Scene Examination. 

There, she facilitated research by Queensland police to improve their crime scene 

examination processes. 

Dr Wright is also an officer in the Royal Australian Air Force and has worked in remote 

jungles and historical battlefields to identify missing Australian soldiers from WWI and WWII 

and the Korean War. 

She has a high-level Australian Government security clearance and assists in improving 

forensic capabilities for current conflicts. 

She was integral in working out the best scientific method to identify the degraded and 

fragile skeletal remains of abducted 13-year-old Queensland boy 

Defence lawyer Nick Dore said the "concerning" doubts engulfing forensics "could 

potentially undermine a fair trial and be disastrous for both victims and for the accused". 

"There is a perception that a lack of forensics weakens a case and large amounts strengthen 

a case," Mr Dore said. 

Former Queensland Law Society president Bill Potts said juries relied on the independent 

and expert evidence of scientists. 

"The questions being asked are serious, and a serious response should be undertaken to 

ensure the integrity of results and integrity of evidence before the courts," Mr Potts said. 

Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk said on Thursday she would receive a briefing from police 

before commenting. 

Her deputy, Steven Miles, said he was unaware of any issues with the laboratory when he 

was health minister from 2017 to last year. "You've got to give us a chance to see what's 

been said. This is the first I've heard of it," Mr Miles said. 

In the latest revelation from the podcast, Dr Wright said in the weeks after the murder, the 

laboratory had "incredibly" found no DNA on a high-priority sample taken from

arm that would have contained many hundreds of her own skin cells. 

Dr Wright said there should have been "alarm bells ringing" in the lab after the testing did 

not detect DNA in the forearm sample. 

"Without any question, you should get a DNA profile (in that type of sample) 100 per cent of 

the time," she said. 

Sixteen months later, in July 2014, the lab conducted more testing of the same sample and 

detected mixed DNA from multiple people but could not interpret who they were. 
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"That's critical because it shows that at the time a majority of the samples from-
case were being analysed, there were flaws in the system. 

"This sample proves that," Dr Wright said. "Further, it shows that the laboratory knew that. 
In 2014, the laboratory knew there were flaws in their processes." 

At that point, the lab should have gone back and retested 43 other samples from 
-case that they hadn't fully tested, Dr Wright said. 

To collect the forearm sample, police used a special kind of sticky tape, firmly pressing on 
the skin six to 12 times. Each press would have transferred hundreds of cells from 
-skin, Dr Wright said. 

"If an offender had come into contact or gripped her arm at the time of the attack, 
potentially some of the offender's cells may have transferred across to-skin. 

"What other samples that could contain the offender's DNA are they not detecting? What's 
going wrong within that lab?" 

It was previously revealed the lab failed to detect trace DNA of suspect-in his 
own dirty vehicle, and failed to detect DNA in a sample from a pool of blood. 

Dr Wright said the Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services lab should be 
suspended until it was independently reviewed. 

"We can't, in my opinion and based on what I've observed, trust ... any of the DNA results 
coming out of this lab," Dr Wright told the podcast. 

"If a lab is making mistakes, they could potentially help to send an innocent person to jail or 
help to acquit somebody that's guilty. 

"At best, I believe the lab has been negligent ... at worst, in my opinion, I think they've been 
obstructive in relation to assisting the police in resolving this case." 

Dr Wright, a forensic biologist and former head of the nation's criminal DNA database, is 
confident after reading hundreds of pages of relevant documents that major changes to the 
lab's equipment and software introduced just weeks before-murder interfered 
with its ability to generate DNA profiles. 

Criminologist and former detective Terry Goldsworthy said Dr Wright's concerns should be 
"immediately looked at", as any doubts about forensics would be a blow to the justice 
system's legitimacy. 

"Deficiencies should be fixed immediately, otherwise they're opening up a Pandora's box," 
Dr Goldsworthy said. 

Anyone with information about the murder of 
Thomas confidentially at 

can contact Hedley 
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David Murray 

National Crime Correspondent 

David Murray is The Australian's National Crime Correspondent. He was previously Crime 

Editor at The Courier-Mail and prior to that was News Carp's London-based Europe 

Correspondent. He is behind investigative ... Read more 

Charlie Peel 

Journalist 

Charlie Peel is a general news reporter based in Brisbane. He covers court, crime and politics 

as well as breaking news. Charlie has previously worked at The Courier-Mail, Townsville 

Bulletin and regional paper. .. Read more 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/nation- murder-mother-sister-ca ll

for-retesting-of-crucia I-evidence/news-story/Sd 14cc03489a420130b8af63 7 eef9e 7 4 
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Barcode Type 

I 

I 

I 

I 

ab - from right wrist area of victim 

Item 20: Fingernail Scrapings - from each five fingers on right hand of victim 

Item 19: Fingernail Scraping - from each finger of the left hand of victim 

Item S14: Swab of Blood - from gutter on  

Item S15: Swab of Blood - from gutter on  just west of Item S14 

Item S16: Swab of Blood - from upper gutter verge on  even further west of Item S14 

Item L52: Swab of Blood - from medial arch area on lower sole of LHS shoe in 

Item L51: Swab of Blood - from front upper label of LHS shoe in 

Item L48: Swab of Blood - from front upper sole of RHS shoe in 

Item L24: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from LHS rear of knee of pants in 

Trace DNA tape lift - collected from the bottom edge of the knife handle (FBC 

Cig butt 6- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on  - Batch no INT 05 

Cig butt 5- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on  - Batch no INT 05 

Cig butt 4- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on  - Batch no INT 05 

Cigarette Butt , 

Cigarette Butt , 

Cigarette Butt , 

Cig butt 3- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on  - Batch no INT 05 

Cig butt 2- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on  - Batch no INT 05 

Cig butt 1- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on  - Batch no INT 05 

Item 6: Trace DNA Swab - from right wrist area of victim 

Item F2: Swab of Blood - from entrance floor (further into unit) 

Item F5: Swab of Blood - from lounge room floor 

A - Heavy wet and congealing - "Blood stain pattern on footpath -  Mackay" 

Item 5: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left palmate fingers area 

Item S9: Swab of Blood - from entrance landing to unit 3 near marker 17 

Item S10: Swab of Blood - from footpath near marker 7 

Item 24: Swab of Blood - from victim's left shin area 

Item 23: Swab of Blood - from victim's chest area 

Item S1: Swab of Blood - from footpath near marker 1 

Item 3: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left wrist area 

Item L 12: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear LHS sleeve of shirt in 

Item 22: Swab of Blood - from victim's left shoulder area 

Item 4: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left writers palm area 

Item 7: Trace DNA swab - from right palmate fingers of victim 

Item L21: Trace DNA Tapelift - from LHS buttock area of pants inl 

Item L 16: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear upper RHS quadrant area of shirt in 

Item L 14: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear RHS armpit area of shirt in 

Item L 1: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front RHS chest area of shirt in 

Item L 18: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear lower RHS quadrant area of shirt in 

Item L 13: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear LHS sleeve of shirt in 

Item L 15: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear upper LHS quadrant area of shirt in 

Item L5: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS middle of shirt in 
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Description 

- - I • . • -

·11 .._ - . ~ ~ .._. -
Item F5 - a trace DNA swab - collected from bottom front of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item L47: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front upper sole of RHS shoe in 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM - FROM DECEASE 

Item L50: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front upper sole of LHS shoe in 

Item F9 - a trace DNA swab - collected from the rear right side of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item ML4: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from front of T-Shirt contained in 

Item V49: Swab of Blood - from ignition of Qld Rego  

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT RIGHT FORARM - FROM DECEASED 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT FOREHEAD - FROM DECEASED 

R hand f/nail clippings 

PM Samples - from deceased 

Item V32: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side window wind of Qld Rego  

Item V17: Swab of Blood - from accelerator pedal of Qld Rego  

Item V51: Swab of Blood - from front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  

Item V15: Swab of Blood - from clutch pedal of Qld Rego  

Item V50: Swab of Blood - from rear of driver's seatback of Qld Rego  

Item V48: Swab of Blood - from steering wheel of Qld Rego  

Item ML5: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from rear of T-Shirt contained in 

Item ML2: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from rear of T-Shirt contained in 

Item V34: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side door trim of Qld Rego  

Item V31: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side door handle of Qld Rego  

Item V14: Swab of Blood - from handbrake well of Qld Rego  

Item V16: Swab of Blood - from brake pedal of Qld Rego  

Item V33: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side handle to door of Qld Rego  

Item L34: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS shoulder area of shirt contained in FB 

Item L33: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FBC 

Item L27: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FBC 

Item L22: Trace DNA Tapelift - from RHS buttock area of pants in 

Item L29: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front collar area of shirt contained in FBC 

Item L42: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS lower leg area of pants in 

Item L38: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS lower leg area of pants in 

Item L28: 

Item L32: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FBC 

Item F6 - a trace DNA swab - collected from front upper and sides of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item F10 - a trace DNA swab - collected from the rear left side of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item L35: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS shoulder area of shirt contained in FBC 

Item L40: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front groin area of pants in 

Item L31: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FBC 

Located 
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Item L2: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front RHS button seem of shirt i 

Item L46: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS lower leg area of pants in 

Item L9: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS sleeve area of shirt in 

Item L4: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS middle of shirt in 

Item L53: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from hairband contained in FBC 

Item L39: 

Item L44: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS upper leg area of pants in 

Item L23: Trace DNA Tapelift - from LHS rear of knee of pants in 

Item L37: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FBC 

Item L36: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FBC 

Item L43: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS lower leg area of pants in 

Item L6: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS breast of shirt in 

Item V2: Trace DNA Swab - from rear exterior driver's door handle of Old Rego  

Item V7: Trace DNA swab - from front interior driver's side window wind of Old Rego  

Item V10: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from gear shift of Old Rego  

Item V28: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear driver's side seat and seat back of Old Rego  

Item V40: Swab of Saliva - from 'NU' water bottle rear passenger's side footwell of Old Rego  

Item V21: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front passenger's side seat and back rest of Old Rego  

Item V22: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front passenger's side seatbelt of Old Rego  

Trace DNA tape lift - collected from the handle of the knife. 

blood/rust swab - collected from th knife hilt (FBC 

Trace DNA swab - collected from the missing stud hole of the knife handle (FBC 

blood/rust swab - collected from the top edge of the knife blade (FBC 

blood/rust swab - collected from the hole at the end of the knife handle (FBC 

Blood swab - collected from the right side of the blade and hilt of the knife. 

Item L 13a - bloodstained fabric - ~5mmx5mm excised from proximal back left sleeve of shirt taken from 

Item L 14a - bloodstained fabric - ~5mmx5mm excised from back right armpit area of shirt taken from 

Item L 1a - bloodstained fabric - ~5mmx5mm excised from front right upper chest area of shirt taken from 

Item L6a - bloodstained fabric - ~5mmx5mm excised from front LHS chest area of shirt taken from 

Item L5a - bloodstained fabric - ~5mmx5mm excised from front LHS lower chest area of shirt taken from 

Item L2a - bloodstained fabric - ~5mmx5mm excised from front right button hole area of shirt taken from 

Item L3a - bloodstained fabric - ~5mmx5mm excised from front RHS below collar area of shirt taken from 

Item L 12a - bloodstained fabric - ~5mmx5mm excised from distal back left sleeve of shirt taken fro 

Item L4a - bloodstained fabric - ~5mmx5mm excised from front LHS adjacent to buttons of shirt taken from 

Item L9a - bloodstained fabric - ~5mmx5mm excised from front left sleeve of shirt taken from 
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Swab from combur +ive area - collected from the left side of the blade ( 

Transfer from for permanent storage 

Transfer from for permanent storage 

Transfer from for permanent storage 

Transfer from for permanent storage 

Transfer from for permanent storage 

Item V42: Used Rollie Style Cigarette Butt - from under front driver's side seat of Qld Rego  

Item LB(a): Root and small amount of shaft area - from brown hair within item LB 

Item L 11 (b ): Whole small hair - from within item L 11 

Item L 11 (a): Root material - from light coloured hair within item L 11 

Item F3 - a blood swab - collected from the bottom of the mobile phone (item F) 

Swab - Collected from where the handle and blade meet on knife 

Swab - Collected from where the handle and blade meet on knife 

Item V13: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front driver's seat belt of Qld Rego  

Item V24: Swab of Saliva - from 'Mount Franklin' water bottle in front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  

Item V3B: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear passenger's side seat and seat back of Qld Rego  

Item V12: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front driver's seat and back rest of Qld Rego  

Item L54: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from hairband contained in FBC 

Item V11: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from handbrake of Qld Rego  

Item V9: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from steering wheel of Qld Rego  

Item V20: Swab of Trace DNA - from front interior passenger's side handle to door of Qld Rego  

Item F? - a blood swab - collected from the rear upper left side of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item V19: Swab of Trace DNA - from front interior passenger's side window wind of Qld Rego  

Item V41: Swab of Saliva - from 'Coke' bottle rear passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  

Item F2 - a blood swab - collected from the middle white area on the right side of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item FB - a blood swab - collected from the rear bottom of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item F1 - a blood swab - collected from the front screen of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item V23: Swab of Saliva - from 'Pump' water bottle in front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  

Item F4 - a blood swab - collected from left side of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item VB: Trace DNA swab - from front interior driver's side handle to door of Qld Rego  

Item V6: Trace DNA swab - from front interior driver's side door handle of Qld Rego  

Item V1: Trace DNA Swab - from front exterior driver's door handle of Qld Rego  

Item L4(i): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(c): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(d): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(g): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4U): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(k): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(e): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 
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Description 

I Item L4(f): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item DI 
Item L4(h): 

Item S19a: Swab of trace DNA - from button contained in Item S19 

Item S1 Ba: Swab of trace DNA - from button contained in item S18 

Item S1 Ba: Swab of trace DNA - from button contained in item S18 

L hand f/nail clippings 
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DNA extract returned to QPS 
07/08/2013 
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Shut lab down: DNA fiasco in murder case 

LYNDON MECHIELSEN 

'There's something very, very wrong within that laboratory,' says the former national head of Australia's criminal DNA database, Kirsty Wright 

EXCLUSIVE 

IJAVII) MllllltAY 
NATIONAL CRIME 
CORRESPONDENT 

A police investigation into the sav
age murder of a young woman 
stabbed to death has been serious
ly compromised by forensics 
failures in Queensland's govern
ment-run laboratory, according to 
a DNA expert 

After months examining hun
dreds of pages of relevant docu
ments from the case, Kirsty 
Wright is convinced critical prob
lems were distorting the lab's test
ing, thwarting its ability to 
generate DNA profiles from 
crime scenes and potentially al
lowing a killer to escape. 

Dr Wright, the former national 
head of Australia's criminal DNA 
database, said the errors and obvi
ous problems in the lab during the 

 forensics investi
gations after the slaying of -

"hnrt-tPrm nowPr hil1 ~nikP 

Luminol tests showed potential samples of blood in the car 
but the government laboratory sadd no DNA was detected 

were unprece
dented in her professional 
experience. 

Dr Wright urged an indepen
dent investigation to be overseen 
by a body such as Queensland's 

Crime and Corruption Commis
sion, or a public inquiry. 

The forensic biologist said un
less the lab ceased testing immedi
ately, there would be an ongoing 
risk of more errors in criminal 

cases from rapes to murders. Her 
findings are detailed in -
Story, the investigative podcast 
series examining the unsolved 
murder of - as she walk
ed home from work in  

 
"This is serious. This is really 

serious. It's diabolical," Dr Wright 
told the series. "The lab should im
mediately stop producing evi
dence, stop producing DNA 
profiles. There needs to be a thor
ough and independent investi
gation of what's gone on." 

Dr Wright is confident major 
changes to the lab's equipment 
and software introduced just 
weeks before - murder 
fundamentall~ with its 
ability to obtain DNA profiles. 

The issues she has identified 
Continued on Page 7 
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hydrologist I organisations across all medical ford. "The report shows better Two-thirds of the most serious admitted to I CU within four hours had dropped to just 26.7 per cent want to," She said 
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Shut it down: laboratory murder probe's forensic failures 'diabolical' 
Continued from Page 1 

include the lab's highly unusual 
failure to find any trace DNA of 

-

former boyfriend 
the main police sus

pect in the murder, on the surfaces 
of his own dirty Toyota Hil.ux ute. 

The vehi=-e t 20 
years old when was 
killed, and travelled 
many thousands of kilometres a 
year in it His DNA should have 
carpeted the ute but the lab said no 
trace DNA was detected on police 
swabs and tape lifts from the steer
ing wheel. handbrake, gear shift. 
driver's seat and front-door 
handles and window wind - all 
surfaces that as the driver he regu
larly touched. 

"That's very, very strange to not 
get any of his DNAfrqm the inside 
of a vehicle that hasn't been re
cently cleaned," Dr Wright said. 

"You would expect to see at 
least on a couple of those samples 
... the DNA of the driver of that 
vehicle but there's a complete 
absence of that DNA." 

Dr Wright has been working 
with The Australian's national 
chief correspondent, • 
Thomas, to investigate 
- unsolved murder. 

The issues she has identified 

could provide an explanation for 
the absence of any forensic evi
dence linking to the 
murder - or alternatively, explain 
the lack of forensic evidence link
ing someone else to the crime. 

One of the biggest red flags for 
DrWrightwasasamplecalledSl4, 
collected by experienced police 
scientific officer Sergeant  

 from what he noted as being 
a "pool of blood". 

It was from the  
 gutter where -

stopped moving as blood seeped 
from her knife wounds. 

Sergeant  performed a 
Combur test - an immediate pre
sumptive test for blood - and it re
turned a result of being positive for 
blood. 

When the lab tested the sample 
for DNA, it came back with an
other blank: "No DNA detected." 

Dr Wright said: "That's an ab
solutely incredible concern, be
cause if you've got nice, fresh 
whole blood - presumably good 
quality and a lot of quantity- and 
you're not getting a DNA profile, 
there is no way you are going to get 
DNA from any trace amounts. 

"So that means there's some
thing very, very wrong within that 
laboratory. And that means that 
all the samples that were attemp-

ted to be tested for this case, all of 
them that didn't return a profile, it 
puts a big question mark on them." 

It can also be revealed U areas 
in - car tested presump
tively positive to blood when Ser
geant  sprayed a fine mist of 
Luminol over the vehicle 

He collected, and labelled as 
blood, samples from the steering 
wheel; ignition; front passenger's 
siile footwell; handbrake well; 
clutch; accelerator and brake ped
als; a rear-door handle, window 
wind and door trim; and the rear of 
the driver's seat-back . 

• 
ce were looking for -
blood, believing it would 

have likely been transferred to 
the car if was the kill
er and drove the vehicle immedi
ately after the murder. as they 
su.7 ected. 

emphatically denies 
involvement in the crime. 

When Luminol falls on a sur
face where there's blood, it causes 
a chemical reaction and produces 
a distinctive blue colour, showing 
up even when the blood has been 
carefully wiped away. 

It is a strong indicator of blood 
but not conclusive proof as chemi
cals in other substances can react 
with Luminol to produce false 
positives. 

The government lab said no 
DNA was detected in the U sam
ples so Sergeant  accepted it 
wasn't blood. 

~ the jury that acquit
ted ~ f mur
der in less than two hours in 2017 
was never told about the potential 
blood evidence. 

With the lab's results now 
under a cloud, Dr Wright says: 
''The question is, was there trace 
DNA ootentiallyfrom - in 

car that was there but 
wasn't detected." 

Dr Wright co-wrote a peer
reviewed scientific paper that set 

.,. 

which 27 came back as blanks, 
labelled "no DNA detected". 

Of the remaining six, four were 
found_ to have mixtures of DN~. 
mearung more than one person s 

Australia's favourite 
true-crime podcast. 
Binge it today on The 
Australian's mobile app. 

Go to■■■■-10 
fmd out more. Subscribers 
get episodes early, plus all 
our exclusive stories on this 
gripping cold case. 

EPISODE 7 OUT NOW 

out the sensitivity of four different 
presumptive tests for detecting 
blood. Luminol was easily the 
most likely to detect blood, and the 
least likely to return a false posi
tive, with an overall misclassifi
cation rate of7 per cent 

"There were three or four areas 
that notes that were Lumi
nol positive and it reacted very fast 
and very intense. So that's a good 
indication that it's a true positive 
result," Dr Wright said. 

Sergeant  sent a total of 51 
samples from - HiLux 
ute to the government lab. 

The lab decided to test 33, of 

I\ 

DNA. 
The lab said these mixtures 

were "unsuitable for meaningful 
interpretation" so they were effec
tively useless for police. 

The only DNA that came back 
of the car's owner and driver was 
from a water bottle and cigarette 
butt in the car. 

The Queensland Health For
ensic and Scientific Services lab 
runs separately and indepen
dently from the police service. 

Police collect forensic evidence 
samples from crime scenes and de
liver them to the lab, relying on the 
expertise of forensic biologists 
who do the testing and their 
sophisticated instruments and 
software. 

Dr Wright is very familiar with 
the lab as she previously worked 
there. 

In December 2012, just weeks 
before ■■■lniurder, the lab 
implemented a new computer 
program for DNA profiling called 
STRmix,andanewDNAprofiling 
kit called PowerPlex 21. 

"With the introduction of the 
new DNA profiling kit and the 

new DNA mixture software, I 
think that in some instances they 
may have actually even profiled 
the offender's DNA. but they've 
missed it - they haven't been able 
to interpret it properly because of 
the problems," she said. 

Dr Wright says there needs to 
be an external inquiry and the lab's 
results, processes and equipment 
should be independently audited 
by reputable scientists. 

'What these issues and mis
takes suggest to me is there's sys
temic errors occurring. 

"And systemic errors occur 
when a lab is thoroughly broken at 
many levels," she said. 

"A lab that is thoroughly bro
ken at many levels cannot self
investigate and then correct that" 

Coroner David O'Connell last 
yearfound ~ dkill 
- but did not find fresh and 
compelling evidence required to 
charge him again under double 
jeopardy laws. 

Queensland Health declined to 
answer any of The Australian's 15 
detailed questions about the case, 
sentlastweek. 

~7~~~~~:t"formation about 

can contact Hedll Thomas at 

\ 

DNADOUBTS 
NO TRACE DNA OF DRIVER 
IN HIS OWN CAR 

- covered thousands of 
kilometres a year in his Toyota 
HiLu.x ute and his DNA should 
have shown up all over the vehicle 
but the lab had not found his trace 
DNA in any samples taken from 
surfaces of the car. 

NO DNA IN SAMPLE FROM 
POOL OF BLOOD 
A police scientific officer collected 
a sample from a fresh "pool of 
blood". It was from the gutter 
where ~ toppedmoving 
as blood seeped from her wounds. 
In a sample called S14 from this 
pool of blood, the lab found no 
DNA. 

NO DNA FR OM POTENTIAL 
BLOODINCAR 
Twelve areas in -=ar tested 
presumptively positive to blood 
when a police scien ti(ic officer 
sprayed Luminol on the vehicle. 
Samples were collected and 
labelled as blood by the officer. 
The government lab said no DNA 
was detected, leading the officer to 
accept it wasn't blood, but the 
results are now under a cloud. 
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Queensland Heal[h 

Forensic and Scientific Services 

Summary of Case Particulars 

~ C·1,~•e;,sland 
~ \:Jovernment 



Reference: 

67 FTAs received+_ PM REF = 68 REFS 
• 10 Suspect Check REFs 
• 5 Unknown Persons listed 

80 comparisons for each mixture - some initial Susp Chk samples became FTAs and 2 UKP 
were identified and became FTAs; 1 REF destroyed; 1 REF returned to QPS; 

One of these REFs was submitted for further comparison after the court case (2017) in 2019 

2 Queens~~iealth 

6 



• Casework 

- 152 items received initially - 160 samples tested (6 cig butts under one sample + 3 f/nail 
scraping samples from PM item set) 

- 3 swabs (oral, vaginal, anal), 1 blood sample, and 1 head hair from PM set not examined. 

- All samples received were tested (except the 5 listed above) 
• 21 mixtures obtained 

• The rest were SS, CMPU, NONA 

- 2019 - additional 5 items (sock/wallet) received and tested - CMPU; NONA; INSONA 

- 2021 - additional 2 items (knife) received and tested - NONA 

3 Queens~~~ ea lth 
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• INC Results: Amendments were reported back as INC due to limitations of AUSLAB LIMS. 

• •••• front LHS lower leg area of pants & : RHS buttock area of pants -
REFs reported as low support for contribution changed to supports non-contribution. This 
was a result of the limitations of AUSLAB and the large quantity of REF comparisons to be 
made. Raw LRs (no population stats) were reported back in Intel reports for information 
purposes. Later the LRs with integrated population factors were calculated and the extra 
statistical calculations shifted the LR slightly. 

4 Queens~~Qealth 
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• ••••: front driver's seat belt - Initially reported as 2P. Profile was degraded and 
additional information consisted of PST pks (major = -· STRmix is not capable of 
analysing a 2P mix that appears to be 1 P also there is no way to be certain that PSTI is 
from a single contributor. Therefore changed to CMPU. All labelled pks match -
(seatbelt of vehicle). 

• ---- rear RHS lower leg area of pants - Initially reported as 2P (major = 
+ single small additional peak at D8; later analysis decided this peak was 

more likely to be artefactual. INC to SS matching 

• •••• handle of the knife - Initially 3P with partial UKM5 upload; later reworked to try 
to improve upload; changed to CMPU. Was not INC (Undergone further work). 

5 Queens~~iealth 

9 



0 

• ----: Tapelift - Left Forearm ) 

• Originally NONA (Q<0.001 ng/ul) 

• QPS requested rework and was sent for MCON 

• Subsequent quant was 0.00597 

• CMPU due to low-level and indeterminate number contributors. 

6 Queens~~~ ea lth 



Swabs: 
Rear Inter Door Handle: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur +ve (v slow) 

Front pass side footwell: (non visible); Lum +ve; Plight -ve; Combur-ve 

Rear of driver's seatback: (non visible); Lum +ve; Pol +ve; Combur-ve 

Ignition: (non visible); Lum +ve; Pol -ve; Combur -ve 

Steering Wheel: : (non visible); Lum +ve; Pol +ve; Combur-ve 

Rear inter drivers side door trim: Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Com bur +ve (very slow) 

Rear inter drivers side door handle: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur +ve (v slow) 

Rear inter drivers side window wind: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur +ve (v slow) 

Handbrake well: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur -ve (v slow) 

Accelerator pedal: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur-ve (v slow) 

7 
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Brake Pedal: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur -ve (v slow) 

Clutch pedal: (non visible); Lum -ve; Pol -ve; Combur-ve (v slow) 

Front ext driver's door handle 

Front int driver's side door handle 

Front int driver's side window wind 

Front int driver's side door handle 

Rear ext driver's door handle 

Front interior passenger's side door handle 

Front interior passenger's side window wind 

Water bottle 

Water bottle: SS matching -

Water bottle: CMPU 

Coke bottle: CMPU 

2 
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Tapelifts: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Rear driver's side seat & seat back 

Steering wheel 

Front passenger's side seatbelt 

Front driver's seat & back rest 

Handbrake 

Gear shift 

Front passenger's side seat & back rest 

3 

9 Queens~ t~ i ea lth 



Summary of Results From Car 

Tapelifts: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Front ext driver's door handle 

Front int driver's side door handle 

Front int driver's side window wind 

Front int driver's side door handle 

Rear ext driver's door handle 

Rear passenger's side seat & seat back: CMPU 

Front driver's seat belt: CMPU 

tl(l 1.0019.0013.0ll ~LI 
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• Swab: Item S 14 - Swab of blood from gutter on  

• Swab: Item S15: Swab of blood - from gutter on  just west of Item-

• .. ARTRAT "Series of passive drops, with some directionality towards the west." 

• MCON to 0.01310 

• SS matching 

• • - Rationale "Blood Pool" but CSE as above 

• -NONA 

• Both samples believed to be taken from concrete surface, which is a known inhibitor of DNA - ?(Ca2+) 

• Internal study has indicated that obtaining DNA from samples heavily contaminated with concrete can 
be problematic. 

11 Queens~ t~~ealth 
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Item 4: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left writers palm area y y y 

Item L17: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear lower LHS quadrant area of shirt i y y y 

Item 22: Swab of Blood - from victim 's left shoulder area y y y 

Item 5: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left palmate fingers area y y y 

Item Ll: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front RHS chest area of shirt in y y y 

y y y 

Item L12: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear LHS sleeve of shirt in y y y 

Item L14: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear RHS armpit area of shirt in y y y 

y y y 

Item Ll3: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear LHS sleeve of shirt in y y y 

Item LlS: Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear upper LHS quadrant area of shirt in y y y 

A- Heavy wet and congealing - "Blood stain pattern on footpath -   y y y 

Item L3: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front RHS collar of shirt in y y y 

Item S9: Swab of Blood - from entrance landing to unit 3 near marker 17 y y y 

Item 23: Swab of Blood - from victim's chest area y y y 

Item LS: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS middle of shirt in y y y 

Item SlO: Swab of Blood - from footpath near marker 7 y y y 

Item V14: Swab of Blood - from handbrake well of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item VlS: Swab of Blood -from clutch pedal of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V16: Swab of Blood - from brake pedal of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V17: Swab of Blood - from accelerator pedal of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V31: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side door handle of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V32: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side window wind of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V33: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side handle to door of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V34: Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side door trim of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V48: Swab of Blood - from steering wheel of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item VS0: Swab of Blood - from rear of driver's seatback of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item VSl: Swab of Blood - from front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  y y y 

Item V49: Swab of Blood - from ignition of Qld Rego 706LH N y y y 

Item F9 - a trace DNA swab - collected from the rear right side of the mobile phone (item F) y y y 

Item ML4: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from front of T-Shirt contained i y y y 

Item ML2: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric- from rear ofT-Shirt contained in y y y 

Item MLS: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from rear of T-Shirt contained in y y y 

Cig butt 6- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on  - Batch no INT 05 y y N 

Cig butt 5- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on  - Batch no INT 05 y y N 

Cig butt 4- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on  - Batch no INT 05 y y N 

Cig butt 3- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on  - Batch no INT 05 y y N 

Cig butt 2- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on  - Batch no INT 05 y y N 

Cig butt 1- K - 6 burnt cigarettes INT05 - on grassy verge outside of Guide Hall on  - Batch no INT 05 y y N 

Item 19: Fingernail Scraping - from each finger of the left hand of victim y y y 

Item 20: Fingernail Scrapings - from each five fingers on right hand of victim y y y 
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Item 6: Trace DNA Swab - from right wrist area of victim 

R hand f/nail clippings y y N 

PM Samples - from deceased y y N 

Item L32: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FB y y y 

Item L38: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS lower leg area of pants in y y y 

Item L29: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front collar area of shirt contained in FBC y y y 

Item L27: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FB y y y 

Item L33: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FBC y y y 

Item L34: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS shoulder area of shirt contained in FB y y y 

Item L52: Swab of Blood - from medial arch area on lower sole of LHS shoe in y y y 

Item S16: Swab of Blood - from upper gutter verge on  even further west of Item S14 y y y 

Item L24: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from LHS rear of knee of pants in y y y 

Item S14: Swab of Blood - from gutter on  y y y 

Item L35: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS shoulder area of shirt contained in FBC y y y 

Item L40: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front groin area of pants in y y y 

Item L31: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in FBC y y y 

Item L41: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS upper leg area of pants in y y y 

Item L30: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FBC y y y 

Item L39: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS upper leg area of pants in y y y 

Item F6 - a trace DNA swab - collected from front upper and sides of the mobile phone (item F) y y y 

Item L9: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS sleeve area of shirt in y y y 

Item L43: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS lower leg area of pants in y y y 

Item L4: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS middle of shirt in y y y 

Item L36: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in FB y y y 

Item L2: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front RHS button seem of shirt in y y y 

y y y 

Item L45: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS upper leg area of pants in y y y 

y y y 

Item L6: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS breast of shirt in y y y 

Item L23: Trace DNA Tapelift - from LHS rear of knee of pants in y y y 

Item L48: Swab of Blood - from front upper sole of RHS shoe in y y y 

Item FS - a trace DNA swab - collected from bottom front of the mobile phone (item F) y y y 

Item SlS: Swab of Blood - from gutter on  just west of Item S14 y y y 

Item LSl: Swab of Blood - from front upper label of LHS shoe in y N y 

Trace DNA tape lift - collected from the bottom edge of the knife handle y y y 

Trace DNA swab - collected from the missing stud hole of the knife hand I y y y 

blood/rust swab - collected from the hole at the end of the knife handle ( y y y 

blood/rust swab - collected from the top edge of the knife blade y y y 

blood/rust swab - collected from th knife hilt y y y 

Blood swab - collected from the right side of the blade and hilt of the knife. y y y 

Item Ll3a - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from proximal back left sleeve of shirt taken from y y y 

Item L14a - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from back right armpit area of shirt taken from y y y 

Item Lla - bloodstained fabric - ~sm mxSmm excised from front right upper chest area of shirt taken from y y y 
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Item LSa - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from front LHS lower chest area of shirt taken from 

Item L2a - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from front right button hole area of shirt taken fro 

Item L3a - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from front RHS below collar area of shirt taken from 

Item L12a - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from distal back left sleeve of shirt taken from 

Item 3: Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left wrist area 

Item F2: Swab of Blood - from entrance floor (further into unit) 

Item Sl: Swab of Blood - from footpath near marker 1 

Item 24: Swab of Blood - from victim's left shin area 

Swab from combur +ive area - collected from the left side of the blade 

Swab from combur +ive area - collected from the right side of the blad 

Transfer fro for permanent storage 

Transfer fro for permanent storage 

Transfer fro for permanent storage 

Transfer fro for permanent storage 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y_ y 

y y_ y 

y y_ y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

Y y N/A 

Y y N/A 

Y y N/A 

Y y N/A 

Transfer fro for permanent storage Y y N/ A 

Item FlO - a trace DNA swab - collected from the rear left side of the mobile phone (item F) Y N Y 

Item V42: Used Rollie Style Cigarette Butt- from under front driver's side seat of Qld Rego  Y y N 

Item L8(a): Root and small amount of shaft area - from brown hair within item L8 Y y N 

Item Lll(b): Whole small hair - from within item Lll Y y N 

Item Lll(a): Root material - from light coloured hair within item Lll Y y N 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT RIGHT FORARM - FROM DECEASE Y y Y 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT FOREHEAD - FROM DECEASED _________ Y y Y 

Item L9a - bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from front left sleeve of shirt taken from Y y Y 

Item S17(B): Swab of blood - from the concave side of a broken piece of false nail contained in Y y Y 

Item S17(A): Swab of blood - from the convex side of a broken piece of false nail contained in Y y Y 

Item L28: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in Y y Y 

Item V24: Swab of Saliva - from 'Mount Franklin' water bottle in front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  Y y Y 

Item L4(i): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D Y y Y 

Item V41: Swab of Saliva - from 'Coke' bottle rear passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  Y N Y 
Item L4(c): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D Y y Y 

Item L4(d): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item Y y Y 

Item L4(g): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D Y y Y 

Item L4(j): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D Y y Y 

Item L4(e): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item Y y Y 

Item L4(f): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D Y y Y 

Item L4(h): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item Y y Y 

Item S19a: Swab of trace DNA - from button contained in Item S19 Y y Y 

Item L4(k): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D Y y Y 

Item S18a: Swab of trace DNA- from button contained in item S18 Y N Y 

Item V23: Swab of Saliva - from 'Pump' water bottle in front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  Y N Y 

Item V13: Trace DNA Tape Lift- from front driver's seat belt of Qld Rego  Y N Y 

Item F3 - a blood swab - collected from the bottom of the mobile phone (item F) I Y I y Y 
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Barcode Type 

Tapelift 

Tape lift 

Swab 

Swab 

Swab 

Swab 

Tapelift 

Tape lift 

Swab 

Tapelift 

Tapelift 

Swab 

Swab 

Tape lift 

Tapelift 

Swab 

Tapelift 

Swab 

Swab 

Swab 

Tapelift 

Fabric 

Swab 

Swab 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Swab 

Swab 

!nails 

Description 

Item L47: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front upper sole of RHS shoe in 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM - FROM DECEASED 

Item LS0: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front upper sole of LHS shoe in 

Item F4 - a blood swab - collected from left side of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item F2 - a blood swab - collected from the middle white area on the right side of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item V2: Trace DNA Swab - from rear exterior driver's door handle of Qld Rego  

Item V7: Trace DNA swab -from front interior driver's side window wind of Qld Rego  

Item VlO: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from gear shift of Qld Rego  

Item V28: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear driver's side seat and seat back of Qld Rego  

Item V40: Swab of Saliva - from 'NU' water bottle rear passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  

Item V21: Trace DNA Tape Lift- from front passenger's side seat and back rest of Qld Rego  

Item V22: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front passenger's side seatbelt of Qld Rego  

Item V6: Trace DNA swab - from front interior driver's side door handle of Qld Rego  

Item V8: Trace DNA swab -from front interior driver's side handle to door of Qld Rego  

Item V9: Trace DNA Tape Lift- from steering wheel of Qld Rego  

Item Vll: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from handbrake of Qld Rego  

Item V19: Swab ofTrace DNA- from front interior passenger's side window wind of Qld Rego  

Item V12: Trace DNA Tape Lift- from front driver's seat and back rest of Qld Rego  

Item V20: Swab of Trace DNA- from front interior passenger's side handle to door of Qld Rego  

Item F7 - a blood swab - collected from the rear upper left side of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item Fl - a blood swab - collected from the front screen of the mobile phone (item F) 

Item V38: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear passenger's side seat and seat back of Qld Rego  

Item L54: Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from hairband contained in FBC 

Item F8 - a blood swab - collected from the rear bottom of the mobile phone (item F) 

Swab - Collected from where the handle and blade meet on knife ( 

Item L4(c): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(d): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(g): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4U): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(k): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(e): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(f): Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in item D 

Item L4(h): 

Item S19a: Swab of trace DNA-from button contained in Item S19 

Item S18a: Swab of trace DNA-from button contained in item S18 

L hand I/nail clippings 

Extract 

Visible 

Extract 

WIT.0019.0013.0429 

Substrate 

tube found Remaining Remaining 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y N y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

y y y 

returned to 

QPS 

07/08/2013 
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Located 
y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

Destroyed 02/07/2018 
y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 
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y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

RETURNED TO QPS 03/06/2013 
y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

WIT.0019.0013.0431 
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Rhys Parry 

From: Adrian Pippia 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 12:42 PM 
To: Alicia Quartermain; Angela Adamson; Cassandra James; Emma Caunt; Jacqui Wilson; 

Josie Entwistle; Kerry-Anne Lancaster; Megan Mathieson; Rhys Parry 
Subject: FW: Questions from podcast author 

Hi all, 

Here are the questions that were put forth by Hedley. 

Adrian 

Adrian Pippia 
Reporting Scientist 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road ; Coopers Plains; QLD 4108 
e ■■■■■■,■■i■■■I,■■■ w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Justin Howes 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 202112:16 PM 
To: Adrian Pippia ; Cathie Allen 

>; Wendy Harmer 

Subject: Questions from podcast author 

Hi 
As Lara mentioned, I can make available the questions that we received from Hedley Thomas (author of podcast). 

These questions were sent to QH Legal, who advised not to answer and redirected the author to QPS media. 

Having said this, we have provided responses to these questions (where we feel we can) to the GM for internal use 
only. Rhys assisted greatly with this. 

I will leave it up to you to share with your team if you see relevant. 

Thanks 
Justin 

Q1: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why a majority of samples from the vehicle of 
were not analysed past the quantitation step (labelled in part V1 to V51 )? 
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Q2: What criteria is used by the QHFSS DNA laboratory to assess whether analysis of samples 
from a major crime should be either stopped after quantitation or fully tested? 

Q3: Under what circumstances is it possible for a crime scene sample to have no DNA detected at 
the quantitation stage, to then be fully tested resulting in the generation of a reportable DNA 
profile? 

Q4: Did this occur and, if yes, how many times did it occur in the case of

Q5: If yes in one or more instances, why weren 't all vehicle samples - and all crime scene 
samples - which were initially reported as 'no DNA detected ' further analysed? 

Q6: Would a Combur positive swab taken from a pool of blood at a crime scene by a Scientific 
Officer only hours after a homicide be expected to produce a DNA profile? 

Q?: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why no DNA was detected from the sample a QPS 
Scientific Officer stated had come from a pool of blood, and which he labelled as 'S14: Swab of 
blood from gutter on ' (barcode-? 

Q8: What do you say to the suggestion that issues arising from the introduction of PowerPlex 21 
and STRmix in December 2012 had a detrimental impact on the laboratory's profiling of samples 
for DNA in this case in the weeks and months afterwards? 

Q9: Did any of the scientists in the QHFSS DNA laborator~o management 
over unusual or poor results being obtained in the case oflllllllllllllllby PowerPlex 21 
after it was implemented? 

Q10: Was the QHFSS DNA laboratory experiencing any difficulties interpreting mixtures from 
crime scene samples during the period samples from QP~•••• were being analysed? 

Q11: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why the following DNA mixtures from QPS 
were reported as 'Incorrect result' to the QPS?••••(on 24/09/2014); 
03/04.2013);- (on 03/04/2013); and-(on 28/03/2013). 

Q12: Is it unusual for the QHFSS DNA laboratory to report incorrect results to the QPS? If yes, 
please explain why so many incorrect results were reported to the QPS for QP~? If 
no, please provide how many samples were reported as 'Incorrect result' in 2013 and 2014. 

Q13: Were the QPS or any members of the Queensland criminal justice system made aware that 
there may be DNA profiling issues affecting the reliability of results previously reported as 'no DNA 
detected ' for QPS ? If yes, please provide a copy of the communication/s, including 
the date of the advice and who it was directed too? If no, please explain why this did not occur. 

Q14: Did the QHFSS DNA laboratory provide any other advice (apart from suggesting the 
possible 'presence of bacteria ') to the QPS explaining why DNA profiles weren't being obtained 
when they were expected to for QPS ■ ? If yes, please provide that advice, including 
the date of the advice and to whom it was directed . 

Q15: Can a QHFSS DNA expert explain how samples relating to QP~ that were 
correctly packaged, correctly stored, and well-preserved fail to produce a profile due to the 
purported presence of bacteria? 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 
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e w www. health. g Id . gov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-servi ces 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Claire Gallagher 
Tuesday, 7 December 2021 12:19 PM 
Rhys Parry 
FW: Article request 
reopening inquest.pdf 

The best part about this article is that Kirsty isnt even mentioned .... 

From: Sonia Johnson 
Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 202112:14 PM 

To: Claire Gallagher< 
Subject: Re: Article request 

Claire, 

Please find attached. 

Regards, 

Sonia 

Sonia Johnson 
Senior Library Technician 

Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD, 4108 
e■■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging 

From: Claire Gallagher< 
Sent: Tuesday, 7 Decem 
To: 
Subject: Article request 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Please send me a copy of the article: Reopening inquest welcomed by mum IN Courier Mail 7 Dec 2021 p. 13 
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Thanks, 

Claire 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Hi Rhys 

Cathie Allen 
Monday, 6 December 2021 3: 15 PM 
Rhys Parry 
Justin Howes; Sharon Johnstone 
Q~- items tested by another facility 

Follow up 
Completed 

The QPS have advised that items tested by another facility have the below results: 

AFP - Morphological examination of hair -18 out of 24 hair exhibits were attributed to 1 out 
of the six remaining exhibits could not exclude-and it was recommended the hair be sent for mDNA 
testing to VIFM. The last 5 remaining hair exhibits were excluded as either being-or- hair. 

VIFM - mDNA examination of 1 x hair - nil mDNA profile was reported. 

I'm yet to be advised regarding the testing of DNA Extract from L hand f/nail clippings and SxScm fabric. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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Rhys Parry 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Rhys Parry; Allison Lloyd; Justin Howes; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Luke Ryan; Paula 

Brisotto; Sharon Johnstone; Wendy Harmer 
Subject: FW: Peer review of Casefile 

Sensitivity: Confidential 

Expires: Tuesday, 7 December 2021 5:00 PM 

Hi Everyone 

There's some minor discussion with the QPS regarding this, so I'll keep you updated on this once it's finalised. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■I w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Cathie Allen 

Sent: Monday, 6 December 202111:49 AM 
To: Rhys Parry 

Subject: Peer review of Casefile 

; Allison Lloyd 
· Justin Howes 

; Kylie Rika 

; Wendy Harmer 

; Kirsten Scott 

· Luke Ryan 
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Hi Everyone 

After discussions with Lara and Justin, we feel that it's prudent that the casefile be peer reviewed by an independent 
forensic DNA practitioner and as such, we have engaged with Dr Sarah Benson, Chief Forensic Scientist, Operational 
Science and Technology of the AFP. Dr Benson has agreed to assign a forensic DNA expert to peer review the 
casefile, with a view to re-reviewing the reported DNA outcomes, provide any recommendations regarding any new 
processing that could be undertaken and place the laboratory in a good position if a new Inquest date is set in the 
future. If recommendations regarding new processing are put forward, FSS will engage with the QPS regarding their 
desire to undertake this, prior to any work being done (given the case is unsolved, and may use any remaining DNA 
extract). I have advised the QPS that we have engaged with the AFP and that they are conducting a peer review. 

A scanned copy of the casefile was provided under subpoena, however there's a little bit of additional scanning to 
be done to ensure that the complete file is provided to the AFP (given additional items were submitted since the file 
was scanned). We'll also ensure that a list of items that have not been submitted to by the QPS is provided, and also 
the specimen notes from Au slab regarding any presumptive screening tests that were undertaken by the QPS. 

The QPS have also requested a copy of the casefile so that they can undertake a review and ascertain what items 
may be submitted to assist or if testing could be done by another jurisdiction with differing technology. 

Could you please use the voting buttons to let me know that you've read the email so that I can then send it to the 
whole team. 

Please let me know if you have any queries. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi Rhys 

Cathie Allen 
Monday, 6 December 2021 3:07 PM 
Rhys Parry 
Justin Howes; Sharon Johnstone 
FW: 

The QPS have advised that the Magistrate wishes to confine the meeting, regarding this case, to the Investigative 
phase at this stage. The Magistrate advised that if there were specific questions for FSS, he would reach out to us 
directly. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202112:45 PM 

To: Rhys Parry 
Cc: Justin Howes 
Subject: 

Hi Rhys 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

; Sharon Johnstone 

The QPS have just advised that Magistrate O'Connell has requested a meeting with QPS Investigators this 
Wednesday (that's all the details I know). 
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I've requested that you be involved with the meeting (if it's via MS Teams) so that you are able to hear the 
discussion and add context to the DNA testing part. lnsp Neville has advised that he will leave it with A/lnsp Tania 
Spiteri to liaise with the Coroner regarding your attendance. 

I'm hoping that Tania comes direct to you, but she may not have your email address. If I hear anything back, then I'll 

let you know. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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Rhys Parry 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 2021 11 :49 AM 
To: Rhys Parry; Allison Lloyd; Justin Howes; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Luke Ryan; Paula 

Brisotto; Sharon Johnstone; Wendy Harmer 
Subject: Peer review of Casefile 

Hi Everyone 

After discussions with Lara and Justin, we feel that it's prudent that the casefile be peer reviewed by an independent 
forensic DNA practitioner and as such, we have engaged with Dr Sarah Benson, Chief Forensic Scientist, Operational 
Science and Technology of the AFP. Dr Benson has agreed to assign a forensic DNA expert to peer review the 
casefile, with a view to re-reviewing the reported DNA outcomes, provide any recommendations regarding any new 
processing that could be undertaken and place the laboratory in a good position if a new Inquest date is set in the 
future. If recommendations regarding new processing are put forward, FSS will engage with the QPS regarding their 
desire to undertake this, prior to any work being done (given the case is unsolved, and may use any remaining DNA 
extract). I have advised the QPS that we have engaged with the AFP and that they are conducting a peer review. 

A scanned copy of the casefile was provided under subpoena, however there's a little bit of additional scanning to 
be done to ensure that the complete file is provided to the AFP (given additional items were submitted since the file 
was scanned). We'll also ensure that a list of items that have not been submitted to by the QPS is provided, and also 
the specimen notes from Au slab regarding any presumptive screening tests that were undertaken by the QPS. 

The QPS have also requested a copy of the casefile so that they can undertake a review and ascertain what items 
may be submitted to assist or if testing could be done by another jurisdiction with differing technology. 

Could you please use the voting buttons to let me know that you've read the email so that I can then send it to the 
whole team. 

Please let me know if you have any queries. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

~ -~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 

Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■- w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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MARK YOUR DIARY 

2 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Hi Rhys 

Cathie Allen 
Monday, 6 December 2021 12:45 PM 
Rhys Parry 
Justin Howes; Sharon Johnstone 

Follow up 
Completed 

The QPS have just advised that Magistrate O'Connell has requested a meeting with QPS Investigators this 
Wednesday (that's all the details I know). 

I've requested that you be involved with the meeting (if it's via MS Teams) so that you are able to hear the 
discussion and add context to the DNA testing part. lnsp Neville has advised that he will leave it with A/lnsp Tania 
Spiteri to liaise with the Coroner regarding your attendance. 

I'm hoping that Tania comes direct to you, but she may not have your email address. If I hear anything back, then I'll 
let you know. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■- w www.health.qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Cathie Allen 
Tuesday, 7 December 2021 1 :13 PM 
Sharon Johnstone 
Justin Howes; Rh 
RE: 

Follow up 
Completed 

Thanks Sharon - great work by all! 

WIT.0019.0013.0445 

I think if we amend column D to be 'Held within the lab' (so that it's understand what we're stating) and remove 
Column E (as I think it's a bit confusing and could look like we only have extract for some samples and not others, 
and they will then ask more questions) , then I'm happy for you to send this to the Coroner. Please cc FSS Corra into 
your email when you reply to the Coroner's office. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

~ -~ 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 202111:12 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

Rhys Parr 
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Hi Cathie, 
Attached is the audit file for the samples for the -case as requested in below emails from the Coroner's 
office. The attachment addresses points 1, 2 and 4 and completes the response requested. Note: the reference 
sample from the deceased is in the list with the other Crime Scene samples. This is for your information to inform 
FSS corro. Please let me know when you are happy to have this information released. A big thanks to the Lab 
assistants that eyeballed every sample and confirmed the presence of remaining sample in their correct location. 

Regards, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Coroner Central 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 4:03 PM 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good afternoon Ms Johnstone 

I pass on his Honour's appreciation to you and your team, for endeavouring to complete this review with an urgent 
priority. 

Again, thank you for all of your assistance in this matter. 

Kind regards 
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Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 
Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

Ph: 
Fax 

QUEENSLAND 
COURTS. 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality serv ices. If you w ish to provide us feedback regarding yo ur contact w ith the CCQ, 
please email .gov.au 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elde rs, past , present and emerging 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 Nave 
To: Coroner Central 
Subject: RE: 

Good Afternoon Ms Gray, 

I can confirm that your request has been received. We will endeavour to provide you with the requested 
information as soon as we can. 

A number of staff will be assigned to locate each extract and substrate to confirm remaining sample. Given the large 
number of samples and the manual nature of locating these samples, I am unsure how long this will take, however 
this request will be considered as a high priority. 

With regard to the retaining of items, all DNA extracts and substrates of samples are currently stored 
indefinitely. Some substrates are destroyed as a part of the extraction process therefore not all samples will have a 
remaining substrate. Similarly, extract may be exhausted during processing to obtain optimal DNA profiles. Person 
reference samples are destroyed upon request from the Queensland Police Service and therefore the retention of 
these items is dependent on their instruction. The hair samples (3) will be retained until instructed 
otherwise. Please note that some items that were delivered to the Forensic DNA Laboratory have since been 
returned to the Queensland Police Service. 

Regards, 
Sharon 
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Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■■■w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Coroner Central 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:44 AM 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good morning Ms Johnstone 

Thank you for your response to his Honour, who has requested that the following be attended to: 

1. Confirm if all 'in excess of 150 crime scene samples' are still held, and please retain; Provide a list of what 

exact numbered sample actually is (ie. Fingernail scraping, blood pool from road surface etc, with an 
adequate description to know what each sample relates to); 

2. Confirm if the 71 person reference samples are still held, and please retain; 
3. Retain the 3 hair samples currently stored; 
4. Compile and provide the 'exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates' please. 

Please treat this request as Urgent and a priority. 

Can you please confirm receipt of this email, and advise in writing when each of the numbered items has been 
completed. 

I also further advise that the Form 6 order for the destruction/disposal of all tissue samples is hereby REVOKED. 

If you have any further queries, please contact the writer. 
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Kindest regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 
Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

QUEENSLAND 
COURTS 

WIT.0019.0013.0449 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality serv ices. If you w ish to provide us fee dback regardin g yo ur contact w ith the CCQ, 

please email  

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elde rs, past , present and emerging 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 2:13 PM 
To: Louise Gray 
Subject: FW 

Good Afternoon Louise, 
I have investigated the case records for the testing of this case in the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory. The vast 
majority of samples were what we call "In tube" samples. These items are submitted to us by the QPS in tubes that 
are instrument ready for our testing of the entire sample. These items will have DNA extract and some will have 
post extraction substrate remaining (sample type dependant). 

There is 3 hairs listed as being stored in the laboratory. These hairs are what remains after part of the hair has been 
subsampled and submitted for DNA testing. 

The only other samples that are stored in the laboratory are samples that were requested to be sent to the AFP 
laboratory and have returned to our laboratory post testing. These samples are listed as some of the PM samples 
that were collected during autopsy. These items have not been opened since receiving them back in the laboratory. 

In excess of 150 crime scene samples and 71 person reference samples were received for testing in Forensic DNA 
analysis. An exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates can be compiled if required. I do not have access 
to records of samples that may or may not be stored within Forensic Pathology and or the Mortuary. 

If you have any further enquiries please don't hesitate to contact us further 
Regards, 
Sharon 
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Sharon Johnstone 
Acting team leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Health Support Queensland , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld .qov.au/healthsupport 
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

-----Original Message----
From: Rachel Whalen 
Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 7:15 AM 
To: FSS.FDNA.Admin 

Good morning, 

; Forensic Histology 

Could you please see the email below from Central Coroners and respond directly to their email. 

With thanks 
Rachel 

-----Original Message----
From: Louise Gray 
Sent: Friday, 26 Novem 
To: Rachel Whalen 
Subject: 

WIT.0019.0013.0450 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
Good afternoon Rachel 

Would you please be able to check for his Honour whether any samples of any type taken regarding the autopsy of, 
or forwarded by the QPS as exhibits for DNA analysis etc, still exist. 

I note as attached, the Form 6 for disposal was issued on 30/09/2020. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 
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The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services. If you wish to provide us 
feedback regarding your contact with the CCQ, please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, present and 
emerging 

-----Original Message-----
From: 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 3:52 PM 

This E-mail was sent from 

Scan Date: ll.26.202113:52:20 (+0800) 
Queries to: 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were supplied. 
The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of mistaken delivery 
to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this message or 
any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or telephone and 
destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the 
views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to addresses 
within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring appropriate use of its 
computer network. 
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********************************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

** *************************************************** *********** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 
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Rhys Parry 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 13 December 2021 5:27 PM 
To: Rhys Parry; Allison Lloyd; Justin Howes; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Luke Ryan; Paula 

Brisotto; Sharon Johnstone; Wendy Harmer 
Subject: FW: Peer review of Casefile 

Sensitivity: Confidential 

Hi Everyone 

The QPS have advised that the Coroner overseeing this case has requested that the review of the casefile does not 
proceed. 

I've advised the AFP and thanked them for their time so far. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Rhys Parry 
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Subject: FW: Peer review of Casefile 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Hi Everyone 

There's some minor discussion with the QPS regarding this, so I'll keep you updated on this once it's finalised. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m-a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202111:49 AM 
To: Rhys Parry 

Subject: Peer review of Casefile 

Hi Everyone 

After discussions with Lara and Justin, we feel that it's prudent that the casefile be peer reviewed by an independent 
forensic DNA practitioner and as such, we have engaged with Dr Sarah Benson, Chief Forensic Scientist, Operational 
Science and Technology of the AFP. Dr Benson has agreed to assign a forensic DNA expert to peer review the 
casefile, with a view to re-reviewing the reported DNA outcomes, provide any recommendations regarding any new 

processing that could be undertaken and place the laboratory in a good position if a new Inquest date is set in the 
future. If recommendations regarding new processing are put forward, FSS will engage with the QPS regarding their 
desire to undertake this, prior to any work being done (given the case is unsolved, and may use any remaining DNA 
extract). I have advised the QPS that we have engaged with the AFP and that they are conducting a peer review. 
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A scanned copy of the casefile was provided under subpoena, however there's a little bit of additional scanning to 
be done to ensure that the complete file is provided to the AFP (given additional items were submitted since the file 
was scanned). We'll also ensure that a list of items that have not been submitted to by the QPS is provided, and also 
the specimen notes from Au slab regarding any presumptive screening tests that were undertaken by the QPS. 

The QPS have also requested a copy of the casefile so that they can undertake a review and ascertain what items 
may be submitted to assist or if testing could be done by another jurisdiction with differing technology. 

Could you please use the voting buttons to let me know that you've read the email so that I can then send it to the 

whole team. 

Please let me know if you have any queries. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

fyi 

Justin Howes 

Justin Howes 
Friday, 14 January 2022 10:09 AM 
Rhys Parry 

FW: ■■■■■IRequest for documents - searches due 27 /1 
-Search Request 

Team Leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e ■■■■■■■■■■■•w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 Pandemic. The best contact method is via email. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Cathie Allen 

Sent: Thursday, 13 January 2022 11:15 AM 
To: Justin Howes Paula Brisotto 
Subject: FW: Request for documents - searches due 27 /1 

Hi Justin and Paula 

I've just received this RTI request re:-Can you please coordinate the collation of documents that are 
specified within the RTI from each of your teams. 

Justin - can you please include any documents that were generated whilst you were undertaking the Managing 

Scientist role. 

Please let me know if you have any queries. 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: RTI-Privacy 

Sent: Thursday, 13 January 2022 10:59 AM 

Good morning, 

Strategic Communications 

Kat Acampora 
Request for documents - searches due 27/1 

The Privacy and Right to Information Unit is currently processing an application under Right to Information 
legislation. Your area has been identified as potentially holding documents relevant to this application. The 
scope of the application is outlined on the attached 'Request for Documents' form. Cathie and Kat, you 
have both been nominated by the applicant as holding documents. 

You are asked to complete the following steps: 

1. Allocate to the most appropriate person/area for processing 
2. Consider if the searches will exceed FIVE HOURS - if so, please contact us before proceeding 
3. Collate all relevant documents in a single pdf document, ensuring all attachments to documents are 

provided 
4. Complete and sign the attached form 
s. Send document via email , or if too large to send, use TEAMS to send the document to the RTI 

decision-maker 

If you have any queries regarding the provision of documents, please do not hesitate to email me in the 
first instance. 

I would appreciate if you could provide all relevant documents to me by COB 27 January 2022. Please 
also complete and return the attached form. 
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Thank you for your assistance with this matter. 

Kind Regards, 

Donna Pottinger 
Principal Right to Information Officer 

Risk, Assurance and Information Management Branch 

Corporate Services Division I Queensland Health 

Queensland 
Government 
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A Level 6 33 Charlotte St Brisbane 4000 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

fyi 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Justin Howes 
Tuesday, 23 November 2021 9:13 AM 
Rhys Parry 
FW: Questions - case - forensics - QHFSS 

Follow up 
Completed 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health p- m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/healthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Justin Howes 

Sent: Monday, 22 November 2021 3:26 PM 

To: Lara Keller 
ase - forensics - QHFSS 

Hi, responses provided below. I strongly recommend nothing going out without Legal and QPS 
involvement. 

Regards 

Justin 

Q1 : Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why a majority of samples from the vehicle of 
were not analysed past the quantitation step (labelled in part V1 to V51 )? 

Samples with a quantification level below the validated Limit of Detection are reported as 'DNA 
was not detected '. 

Q2: What criteria is used by the QHFSS DNA laboratory to assess whether analysis of samples 
from a major crime should be either stopped after quantitation or fully tested? 

Samples with a quantification level below the validated Limit of Detection are reported as 'DNA 
was not detected '. These samples were available for further testing upon request. 
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Q3: Under what circumstances is it possible for a crime scene sample to have no DNA detected at 
the quantitation stage, to then be fully tested resulting in the generation of a reportable DNA 
profile? 

The laboratory is unable to respond to this question with the timeframe provided . 

Q4: Did this occur and, if yes, how many times did it occur in the case of 

The laboratory is unable to respond to this question with the timeframe provided . 

Q5: If yes in one or more instances, why weren 't all vehicle samples - and all crime scene 
samples - which were initially reported as 'no DNA detected ' further analysed? 

The laboratory is unable to respond to this question with the timeframe provided . 

Q6: Would a Combur positive swab taken from a pool of blood at a crime scene by a Scientific 
Officer only hours after a homicide be expected to produce a DNA profile? 

Not necessarily, depending on the presence of a variety of elements that might affect the sample. 

Q?: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why no DNA was detected from the sample a QPS 
Scientific Officer stated had come from a pool of blood, and which he labelled as 'S14: Swab of 
blood from gutter on ' (barcode ■■■■)? 

Assuming human blood was present, there could be many explanations for not obtaining 
detectable DNA including but not limited to, the quality and quantity of the area being sampled , 
any potential inhibitors and environmental factors relating to the use and storage of the swab. 

Q8: What do you say to the suggestion that issues arising from the introduction of PowerPlex 21 
and STRmix in December 2012 had a detrimental impact on the laboratory's profiling of samples 
for DNA in this case in the weeks and months afterwards? 

Without further context, the laboratory cannot comment on this question at this stage. 

Q9: Did any of the scientists in the QHFSS DNA laboratory express concerns to management 
over unusual or poor results being obtained in the case of by PowerPlex 21 
after it was implemented? 

Not to the laboratory's knowledge. 

Q10: Was the QHFSS DNA laboratory experiencing any difficulties interpreting mixtures from 
crime scene samples during the period samples from were being analysed? 

Not to the laboratory's knowledge. 

Q11: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why the following DNA mixtures from 
were reported as 'Incorrect result' to the QPS? (on 24/09/2014); 
03/04.2013); on 03/04/2013); and (on 28/03/2013). 

It was standard procedure at the time to report superseded results as 'incorrect' results via the 
electronic system in use at the time of processing. 
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Q12: Is it unusual for the QHFSS DNA laboratory to report incorrect results to the QPS? If yes, 
please explain why so many incorrect results were reported to the QPS for ? If 
no, please provide how many samples were reported as 'Incorrect result' in 2013 and 2014. 

It was standard procedure at the time to report superseded results as 'incorrect' results via the 
electronic system in use at the time of processing. 

Q13: Were the QPS or any members of the Queensland criminal justice system made aware that 
there may be DNA profiling issues affecting the reliability of results previously reported as 'no DNA 
detected' for . If yes, please provide a copy of the communication/s, including 
the date of the advice and who it was directed too? If no, please explain why this did not occur. 

We are unable to respond to this question in the timeframe requested. 

Q14: Did the QHFSS DNA laboratory provide any other advice (apart from suggesting the 
possible 'presence of bacteria') to the QPS explaining why DNA profiles weren't being obtained 
when they were expected to for . If yes, please provide that advice, including 
the date of the advice and to whom it was directed. 

Without further context, the laboratory cannot comment on this question at this stage. 

Q15: Can a QHFSS DNA expert explain how samples relating to that were 
correctly packaged, correctly stored, and well-preserved fail to produce a profile due to the 
purported presence of bacteria? 

Without further context, the laboratory cannot comment on this question at this stage. 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

~ 39 Kessels Roa;, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www. health. q Id . gov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: FSS Corra 

Sent: Monday, 22 November 202110:42 AM 
To: Justin Howes 
Subject: FW: Questions -

Hi Justin 

For starts is this one of our and can we give any info? 

Sandy 
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From: Pathology Queensland 
Sent: Monday, 22 November 202110:16 AM 
To: FSS Corra 

Hi Sandy 

I wasn't aware so thank you for sharing. These should technically be sent from Strategic Comms to PD Corra and 
then down to us - would you mind letting Nigel know that we will need to seek clearance through Lara, Brett and 

Keith before responding? I know it might seem over the top but we should adhere to the process. 

I can make the PD Corra team aware. 

Kind regards 
Gemma 

From: FSS Corra 
Sent: Monday, 22 November 202110:08 AM 
To: Pathology Queensland 
Subject: FW: Questions -

Hi Gemma 

The request below was just emailed to Lara. Usually we receive these requests via the usual chain of command, i.e. 
from Prevention Division. Lara asked me to check whether you/PD are aware of this request? 

Kind regards Sandy 

From: Nigel Jacobs 
Sent: Monday, 22 November 202110:04 AM 
To: Lara Keller 
Cc: news 
Subject: FW: Questions 

Good morning Lara, 

ase - forensics - QH FSS 

Please find below the enquiry we discussed. Can you take a look and let me know which questions (if any) we can 
answer? 

Alternatively, if there is a legal reason we can't answer any let me know and we can draft a response along those 
lines. 

Cheers, 
Nigel 

Queensland 
G-overnment 

Nigel Jacobs 
Senior Media Officer 

Strategic Communications 

Branch I Queensland Health 
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MENTAL ~ Dear mind, remember to make ti me for you • 
WELLBEING \11~ t rnc>n'.Jl',•1ell::ie1ng ir1t1Jr1•1e~.qlc guv dU 0008 

------~--------------------

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land , and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Thomas, Hedley 
Sent: Thursday, 18 November 2021 2:18 PM 
To: news 
Cc: David Murray 
Subject: Questions 

Hi 

case - forensics - QH FSS 

My name is Hedley Thomas and I've been investigating the stabbing murder in  of 

- . 

The investigation is being published by The Australian as a podcast - called -tory- and in related articles in 
The Australian newspaper and digital site under the byline of my colleague David Murray who is copied on 
this email. 

Part of the investigation of this case relates to the forensic work and testing for DNA by scientists at the Queensland 
Health forensic laboratory. 

I seek responses to the following questions by next Tuesday 23 November. By noon if possible - however, if you 
need more time to 5pm that's fine. 

Please refer these questions to the forensic laboratory. The reporting scientist involved at the time in -
murder investigation was Rhys Parry. 

My mobile number is I look forward to your written responses. 

Regards 
Hedley Thomas 

Q1 : Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why a majority of samples from the vehicle of 
were not analysed past the quantitation step (labelled in part V1 to V51 )? 

Q2: What criteria is used by the QHFSS DNA laboratory to assess whether analysis of samples 
from a major crime should be either stopped after quantitation or fully tested? 

Q3: Under what circumstances is it possible for a crime scene sample to have no DNA detected at 
the quantitation stage, to then be fully tested resulting in the generation of a reportable DNA 
profile? 

Q4: Did this occur and, if yes, how many times did it occur in the case of~ 

Q5: If yes in one or more instances, why weren't all vehicle samples - and all crime scene 
samples - which were initially reported as 'no DNA detected' further analysed? 

Q6: Would a Combur positive swab taken from a pool of blood at a crime scene by a Scientific 
Officer only hours after a homicide be expected to produce a DNA profile? 

Q?: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why no DNA was detected from the sample a QPS 
Scientific Officer stated had come from a pool of blood, and which he labelled as 'S14: Swab of 
blood from gutter on ' (barcode ••••? 
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Q8: What do you say to the suggestion that issues arising from the introduction of PowerPlex 21 
and STRmix in December 2012 had a detrimental impact on the laboratory's profiling of samples 
for DNA in this case in the weeks and months afterwards? 

Q9: Did any of the scientists in the QHFSS DNA laboratory express concerns to management 
over unusual or poor results being obtained in the case of by PowerPlex 21 
after it was implemented? 

Q10: Was the QHFSS DNA laboratory experiencing any difficulties interpreting mixtures from 
crime scene samples during the period samples from were being analysed? 

Q11: Can QHFSS DNA experts explain why the following DNA mixtures from 
were reported as 'Incorrect result' to the QPS? (on 24/09/2014);- (on 
03/04.2013);-(on 03/04/2013); and (on 28/03/2013). 

Q12: Is it unusual for the QHFSS DNA laboratory to report incorrect results to the QPS? If yes, 
please explain why so many incorrect results were reported to the QPS for . If 
no, please provide how many samples were reported as 'Incorrect result' in 2013 and 2014. 

Q13: Were the QPS or any members of the Queensland criminal justice system made aware that 
there may be DNA profiling issues affecting the reliability of results previously reported as 'no DNA 
detected ' for . If yes, please provide a copy of the communication/s, including 
the date of the advice and who it was directed too? If no, please explain why this did not occur. 

Q14: Did the QHFSS DNA laboratory provide any other advice (apart from suggesting the 
possible 'presence of bacteria ') to the QPS explaining why DNA profiles weren't being obtained 
when they were expected to for . If yes, please provide that advice, including 
the date of the advice and to whom it was directed . 

Q15: Can a QHFSS DNA expert explain how samples relating to that were 
correctly packaged, correctly stored, and well-preserved fail to produce a profile due to the 
purported presence of bacteria? 

HEDLEY THOMAS 
National Chief Correspondent 

Cnr Mayne Road & Campbell Street Bowen Hills QLD 4006 
T M 
E 

Subscribe to The Australian Follow us online 

THE AUSTRALIAN• 
------------------ For Ille informed Au tralian 

We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the land in all states and territories on which we work and report. We pay our respects to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Elders past, present and emerging, and honour their history, cultures, and traditions of storytelling. 
Proudly supporting 1 degree, A News Corp Australia initiative . 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It is intended solely for the named 
addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this message or responsible for delivery of the message to the addressee, 

you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message 
and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its attachments which does 

not relate to the official business of the sending company must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by that company or 
any of its related entities. No warranty is made that the e-mail or attachments are free from computer virus or other defect. 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

FYI 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Justin Howes 
Thursday, 25 November 2021 9:10 AM 
Rhys Parry 
FW: Forensic DNA lab in the news 
Australian_25Nov2021 _p_ 1 _7.pdf 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

WIT.0019.0013.0465 

e w www. health .q Id .qov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Trish Murphy 
Sent: Thursday, 25 November 2021 8:06 AM 
To: FSS Corra 
Cc: Justin Howes 
Subject: Forensic DNA lab in the news 

Cheers, Trish 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thanks Rhys 

Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Justin Howes 
Thursday, 25 November 2021 3:20 PM 
Rhys Parry 
RE: Responses 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

WIT.0019.0013.0466 

e w www. health. g Id .gov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Rhys Parry 
Sent: Thursday, 25 November 2021 3:19 PM 
To: Justin Howes 
Subject: Responses 

Hey 

They are rudimentary and not written up fully, but they address the questions where the questions are specific 
enough to answer. Let me know if you need anything added. I normally WFH on Friday, but I'll come in tomorrow in 

case additional stuff is needed. 

Thanks 

Rhys Parry 
Reporting Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Forensic & Scientific Services. Health Support Queensland , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/healthsupport 
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Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

Engagement 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Rhys Parry 

From: Justin Howes 
Sent: Thursday, 25 November 2021 3:42 PM 
To: 
Subject: 

Paula Brisotto; Sharon Johnstone; Rhys Parry 
FW: Points for briefing 

FYI sent to Alison Slade. 

Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www. health. g Id .gov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Justin Howes 
Sent: Thursday, 25 November 2021 3:01 PM 
To: FSS Corra 

Subject: Points for briefing 

Hi 
Here are some points that might be of relevance: 

An article appeared in the The Australian newspaper (25 November, 2021) entitled 
by journalist David Murray. The article was issued in relation to a podcast called 

Story', by Hedley Thomas available through subscription to The Australian. 
The article featured claims made by Dr Kirsty Wright about processes and results issued by Forensic DNA 
Analysis (Forensic and Scientific Services) in relation to the death of ■■■■in February 2013. 
Statements of Witness were prepared for the matter -and issued on 29 September 2016, 15 
December 2016 and 23 February 2017 detailing work performed by the laboratory. These statements were 
peer reviewed in accordance with Standard Operating Procedures. Expert evidence was provided by a 
competent DNA Analyst from Forensic DNA Analysis on 27 March 2017 in the Supreme Court in Mackay. 
The Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory participates in a Proficiency Testing Program and is externally audited 
by the National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) in accordance with International Standards. 
Accreditation against ISO/IEC 17025 has consistently been achieved since 1999. Quality Assurance 
procedures including, but not limited to, audit and calibration schedules, use of Quality control samples 
(positive and negative controls), peer reviewing of results, and a competency-based training program are 
key components to the Quality System within Forensic DNA Analysis. All results generated by the laboratory 
are peer-reviewed before release to the Qld Police Service. The laboratory is open for further testing in 
consultation with QPS. 
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Some specifics in relation to comments in the article: 
As described in the media article, some samples were reported as 'No DNA Detected'. This is a standard 
approach to reporting results where there is no DNA detected at the quantification stage. Samples that 
return this result do not progress to the next step in the process, called amplification. The amplification 
process uses a DNA profiling kit known as PowerPlex 21. If a DNA profile is obtained, it may undergo 
statistical analysis using STRmix software. Mention of PowerPlex 21 and STRmix is irrelevant for samples 
that have returned a result of 'No DNA Detected'. 
Forensic DNA Analysis is not responsible for the prioritisation of testing, and the triage of samples submitted 
to the laboratory. The laboratory processes all samples submitted for testing by QPS. 
Scientists from Forensic DNA Analysis do not attend crime scenes to perform presumptive testing and 
sampling. 

I will send some responses to the 15 questions shortly. 

Regards 
Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www. health. q Id .qov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Hi all 
FYI only. 

Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Justin Howes 
Friday, 26 November 2021 2:16 PM 
Paula Brisotto; Sharon Johnstone; Rhys Parry 
FW: abc story 

Follow up 
Completed 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

WIT.0019.0013.0470 

e w www. health. q Id . gov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Justin Howes 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:16 PM 
To: 'Neville.DavidH[OSC]' 

Cc: Lara Keller 
Subject: RE: abc story 

Hi David 
Unfortunately, we won't be able to look further into the suggested 17 incorrect results as we have not been able to 

access AUS LAB to investigate further. 

Preliminarily, we have the same data as you below. We will look more into this on Monday, and will also look into 
the samples that were requested to be sent interstate. 

Regards 
Justin 
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Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 
e 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2 

Subject: abc story 

w www.health.qld.qov.au/healthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Justin 
I see that this matter is still newsworthy. The following link is to an article that mentions 17 errors. 

Do you know what errors Kirsty is referring to? I had a look at the case and there were 4 results changed and 
none them were significant changes. They were just a shift from low support to non-contribution. I can see how 
this could easily occur as more information came to hand through further testing. 

I raised the use of the term "incorrected" with Cathie previously. I think it has an unwarranted negative 
connotation that plays into he hands of defence lawyers/experts. As far as I am concerned, it is really only an 
adjustment when there is a minor shift in the reporting scale continuum, especially when that shift is to maintain 
a level of conservatism (to err on the side of caution) . 

The four adjustments I can see are below. Is this what she is referring to and how did she come to 17? 

Exhibit Item Item-: Trace DNA Tape Lift from front driver's seat belt of Qld Rego  
Result originally reported as: Two person mixed DNA profile 
Result incorrected and changed to: Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 

- Item- Trace DNA Tapelift from RHS buttock area of pants in removed from 

Result originally reported as Two person mixed DNA profile, conditioned on deceased, with low support for 

contribution to witness and WITNESS 
Result incorrected and changed to: Two person mixed profile, conditioned on deceased, with supports non 
contribution to [ 11itness) and (WITNESS) 

Trace DNA Tape Lift from front LHS lower leg area of pants in removed 

from 
Result originally reported as: Two person mixed DNA profile, conditioned on deceased, with low support for 
contribution to witness 

Result incorrected and changed to: Two person mixed profile, conditioned on deceased, with supports non 
contribution (Witness) 
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Exhibit ltemp: Trace DNA Tape Lift from rear RHS lower leg area of pants in-removed 

from-
Result originally reported as: Two person mixed DNA profile, conditioned on deceased, with low support for 
contribution to witness) 
Result incorrected and changed to: Two person mixed profile, conditioned on deceased, with single evidence sample 
excluded to (witness) 

Kind regards 

• 
. 

. 

•

nn 
. 

' 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph: 
Mob: 

Our vallues are at the core of who we are afld what we do each day 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Thanks Matthew 

Justin Howes 
Friday, 26 November 2021 3:00 PM 
Matthew Hunt; Sharon Johnstone; Kylie Rika; Rhys Parry 
RE: Media Update 

WIT.0019.0013.0473 

I had just heard that the DG was very happy with the Brief we prepared, so no doubt this filter through to the 
Minister. I would suspect in addition to info through to the Commissioner of Police that probably helped here too. 

Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e w www. health .q Id .qov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Matthew Hunt 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:31 PM 
To: Justin Howes Sharon Johnstone 
Kylie Rika Rhys Parry 
Subject: Media Update 

From: FSS IRS 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Matthew Hunt 

Subject: RE: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

Matthew, 

Please find attached. 

Regards, 

Sonia 
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Sonia Johnson 
Senior Library Technician 

Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health p-
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD, 4108 
e w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Matthew Hunt 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:09 PM 
To: FSSIRS 
Subject: RE: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

Hi, 

Could I please have access to this related article: 

https://www.theaustralian.eom.au/subscribe/news/  

 

Thanks, 

Matthew Hunt 
Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Forensic & Scientific Services, Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, Old , 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■•w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: FSS Information Research Services 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 202111:06 AM 
To: Matthew Hunt 
Subject: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
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News alerts - Forensic DNA 

murder case [compilation] 

Various 

The family of murdered woman are calling for an independent 

review after learning of "critical errors" made by a pathology lab that could have 

foiled the hunt for her killer. 

'Critical errors': Lab fail exposed in murder case 

Forensic biologist labels 

'forensic train wreck' 

murder investigation a 

murder: family seeks inquiry as 'DNA failures' exposed 

Lab tests under fire 

Contact us for a copy of the full text articles (QH staff only) 

*This email does not represent the full media coverage of this topic. Contact us at 

if you require further information on a news story.* 

Copyright © 2021 FSS, Information & Research Services, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email as part of a current awareness service provided by Forensic & Scientific Services, 

Information & Research Services (Library) 

Our mailing address is: 

FSS Information Research Services 

39 Kessels Road 

Coopers Plains Queensland 41 08 

unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

~ mailchimp 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Justin Howes 
Friday, 26 November 2021 1 :43 PM 
Rhys Parry 
FW: abc story 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-11-25~ 
 -

WIT.0019.0013.0476 

Hey, are you able to please look into what the '17' incorrect results might be? I suspect they are the updates after 

DB search. 

Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi all 

WIT.0019.0013.0477 

Kylie Rika 
Thursday, 25 November 2021 10:52 AM 
Matthew Hunt; Thomas Nurthen; Allan McNevin; Deborah Nicoletti; Claire 
Gallagher; Ingrid Moeller; Penelope Taylor; Angelina Keller; Tegan Dwyer 
Adrian Pippia; Rhys Parry 
FW: News today 
Australian_25Nov2021 _p_ 1 _7.pdf 

We can talk more about this in our R2 meeting today as I've asked Rhys (the reporter of this case) to come along to 
answer questions. As Sharon mentioned, Rhys has the full support of not only us, but Lara, Brett and the QPS. 

Thanks 
Kylie 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Thursday, 25 November 202110:09 AM 
To: Abigail Ryan 

lanna Darmani 
llan McN 
eng 
elina K 
nderse 

Adrian Pippia 
licia Quartermain 
lison Lloyd 
on 

Anne Finch 
; Biljana Micic 
; Cecilia Flanagan 
Cindy Chang 
Dasuni Tennakoon 

Emma Caunt 

Jan·ne Se mour-Murray 

Julie Brooks 

Kerry-Anne Lancaster -
Kim Estreich 

nincasa 
. LIVER 

i French 
e Taylor 

ierre Acedo 

ara Prowse 

lebury
Yvonne 
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Connolly 
Subject: News today 

Morning everyone, 
I am writing on Justin's behalf to inform you that there has been an article printed in today's paper The Australian 
(as attached) that slanders our laboratory and the quality of our work. We want you to know that we are working 
with Lara Keller and Brett Bricknell (GM of FSS & PQ) and the QPS on a response to the article. Please know that we 
have the full support of QPS, Brett and Lara and that there is no doubt that our work is of a high quality and is truly 
valued. Unfortunately papers write stories to sell more papers, or to promote their podcasts and not necessarily to 
be seekers of the facts. 

If you have any questions please chat with your line manager. 

Regards, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Health Support Queensland , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■■■w www.health.qld.qov.au/healthsupport 

Accountability Engagement 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Rhys, 

Kirsten Scott 
Monday, 6 December 2021 11 :11 AM 
Rhys Parry 
Doing a great job 

Thanks for giving the whole team an update on Friday. 
You are doing an awesome job. 

You have my support if you need anything OK © 
Michael has found all the samples for the case and will email you shortly 

Kirsten 

Kirsten Scott 
Senior Scientist Quality and Projects 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e■■■■■■■■■■■I w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

WIT.0019.0013.0479 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi all, 

Michael Goodrich 
Monday, 6 December 2021 11 :58 AM 
Sharon Johnstone; Paula Brisotto; Rhys Parry 
Kirsten Scott; Paula Brisotto 

RE:■■■■location of samples 

WIT.0019.0013.0480 

The sample confirmation is complete. All samples have been accounted for and were all where they should be. 
have updated the spreadsheet (tabs: FTA samples and CS Samples Duplicates Removed). 

Cheers, 

Michael. 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:10 PM 
To: Paula Brisotto 

Cc: Kirsten Scott 
Goodrich 
Subject: location of samples 

Hi there, 

Abigail Ryan Michael 

Attached is the list that has been put together for all of the samples for the -case. The pt Tab has all CS 
barcodes for the spin baskets and extracts and the locations of each. There are duplicate barcodes because some 
will have both extract and spin basket. The 2nd tab contains the reference FTA samples for the case that I have put 
into the spreadsheet. 

We have been asked to provide the barcodes & descriptions of the CS samples (already in the spreadsheet), and if 
they have substrates and extracts still remaining. 

For the ref samples we have been asked to confirm that all of the reference samples are still held here. Some ref 

samples were sent to other labs for further testing, so we will need to know that there is still enough sample that 
may be retested held here. 

Thanks so much for your support for this. Let me know if there is anything odd. 
Cheers, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/D-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 
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p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■lw www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

From: Justin Howes 

Matthew Hunt 
Friday, 26 November 2021 3:18 PM 
Justin Howes; Sharon Johnstone; Kylie Rika; Rhys Parry; Adrian Pippia 
Latest video from pod cast 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 3:00 PM 
To: Matthew Hunt Sharon Johnstone 

Kylie Rika ■■- Rhys Parry 
Subject: RE: Media Update 

Thanks Matthew 

I had just heard that the DG was very happy with the Brief we prepared, so no doubt this filter through to the 
Minister. I would suspect in addition to info through to the Commissioner of Police that probably helped here too. 

Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e w www. health. q Id . gov .au/hea lthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services 

From: Matthew Hunt 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:31 PM 
To: Justin Howes 
Kylie Rika 
Subject: Media Update 

From: FSS IRS 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Matthew Hunt 

Sharon Johnstone 
Rhys Parry 

Subject: RE: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

Matthew, 

Please find attached. 
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Regards, 

Sonia 

Sonia Johnson 
Senior Library Technician 

Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■- w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Matthew Hunt 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:09 PM 
To: FSSIRS 
Subject: RE: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

Hi, 

Could I please have access to this related article: 

WIT.0019.0013.0483 

https://www.theaustralian.com.a u/subscribe/news/  

 
 

Thanks, 

Matthew Hunt 
Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Forensic & Scientific Services, Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, Qld , 4108 
e ■■■■■■■■■■■- w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: FSS Information Research Services 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 202111:06 AM 
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WIT.0019.0013.0484 

To: Matthew Hunt 
Subject: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

News alerts - Forensic DNA 

murder case [compilation] 

Various 

The family of murdered woman are calling for an independent 

review after learning of "critical errors" made by a pathology lab that could have 

foiled the hunt for her killer. 

'Critical errors': Lab fail exposed in murder case 

Forensic biologist labels 

'forensic train wreck' 

murder investigation a 

- urder: family seeks inquiry as 'DNA failures' exposed 

Lab tests under fire 

Contact us for a copy of the full text articles (QH staff only) 

*This email does not represent the full media coverage of this topic. Contact us at 

if you require further information on a news story.* 

Copyright © 2021 FSS, Information & Research Services, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email as part of a current awareness service provided by Forensic & Scientific Services, 

Information & Research Services (Library) 
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Our mailing address is: 

FSS Information Research Services 

39 Kessels Road 

Coopers Plains Queensland 41 08 

unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

~mailchimp 

WIT.0019.0013.0485 
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Rhys Parry 

From: Matthew Hunt 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:31 PM 
To: Justin Howes; Sharon Johnstone; Kylie Rika; Rhys Parry 
Subject: ~ 
Attachments: ~ murder_Queensland Health Minister Yvette D'Ath rejects calls 

from family for inquiry as 'DNA failures' exposed.pdf 

From: FSS IRS 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Matthew Hunt 
Subject: RE: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

Matthew, 

Please find attached. 

Regards, 

Sonia 

Sonia Johnson 
Senior Library Technician 

Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD, 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■l w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Matthew Hunt 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:09 PM 
To: FSSIRS 
Subject: RE: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

Hi, 

Could I please have access to this related article: 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/subscribe/news/  
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Thanks, 

Matthew Hunt 
Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Forensic & Scientific Services, Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, Qld , 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: FSS Information Research Services 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 202111:06 AM 
To: Matthew Hunt 

Subject: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

News alerts - Forensic DNA 

murder case [compilation] 

Various 

The family of murdered woman are calling for an independent 

review after learning of "critical errors" made by a pathology lab that could have 

foiled the hunt for her killer. 

'Critical errors': Lab fail exposed in 

Forensic biologist labels 

'forensic train wreck' 

murder case 

murder investigation a 

murder: family seeks inquiry as 'DNA failures' exposed 
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Lab tests under fire 

Contact us for a copy of the full text articles (QH staff only) 

*This email does not represent the full media coverage of this topic. Contact us at 

if you require further information on a news story.* 

Copyright © 2021 FSS, Information & Research Services, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email as part of a current awareness service provided by Forensic & Scientific Services, 

Information & Research Services (Library) 

Our mailing address is: 

FSS Information Research Services 

39 Kessels Road 

Coopers Plains Queensland 4108 

unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

~ mailchimp 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Paula Brisotto 
Monday, 6 December 2021 11 :59 AM 
Michael Goodrich; Sharon Johnstone; Rhys Parry 
Kirsten Scott 
RE: location of samples 

Thanks Michael. Massive efforts from all involved!! 

From: Michael Goodrich 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202111:58 AM 

Paula Brisotto 

; Paula Brisotto 

Hi all, 

WIT.0019.0013.0489 

The sample confirmation is complete. All samples have been accounted for and were all where they should be. 
have updated the spreadsheet (tabs: FTA samples and CS Samples Duplicates Removed). 

Cheers, 
Michael. 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:10 PM 
To: Paula Brisotto 
Cc: Kirsten Scott< 
Goodrich 
Subject: location of samples 

bigail Ryan Michael 

Hi there, 
Attached is the list that has been put together for all of the samples for the-case. The pt Tab has all CS 
barcodes for the spin baskets and extracts and the locations of each. There are duplicate barcodes because some 
will have both extract and spin basket. The 2nd tab contains the reference FTA samples for the case that I have put 
into the spreadsheet. 

We have been asked to provide the barcodes & descriptions of the CS samples (already in the spreadsheet), and if 
they have substrates and extracts still remaining. 

For the ref samples we have been asked to confirm that all of the reference samples are still held here. Some ref 
samples were sent to other labs for further testing, so we will need to know that there is still enough sample that 
may be retested held here. 

Thanks so much for your support for this. Let me know if there is anything odd. 
Cheers, 
Sharon 
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Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

WIT.0019.0013.0490 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

~ jJ Kesse1s koad , Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

No worries, thanks. 

From: Cathie Allen 

Rhys Parry 
Monday, 6 December 2021 3: 12 PM 
Cathie Allen 
RE: 

Sent: Monday, 6 December 2021 3:07 PM 

To: Rhys Parry 
haron Johnston 

Hi Rhys 

WIT.0019.0013.0491 

The QPS have advised that the Magistrate wishes to confine the meeting, regarding this case, to the Investigative 
phase at this stage. The Magistrate advised that if there were specific questions for FSS, he would reach out to us 
directly. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■I w www.health .qld .gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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From: Cathie Allen 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202112:45 PM 
To: Rhys Parry 

Sharon Johnstone 

Hi Rhys 

The QPS have just advised that Magistrate O'Connell has requested a meeting with QPS Investigators this 
Wednesday (that's all the details I know). 

I've requested that you be involved with the meeting (if it's via MS Teams) so that you are able to hear the 
discussion and add context to the DNA testing part. lnsp Neville has advised that he will leave it with A/lnsp Tania 
Spiteri to liaise with the Coroner regarding your attendance. 

I'm hoping that Tania comes direct to you, but she may not have your email address. If I hear anything back, then I'll 
let you know. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

lllr . ......... 
Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Rhys Parry 
Monday, 6 December 2021 12:01 PM 
Paula Brisotto; Michael Goodrich; Sharon Johnstone 
Kirsten Scott 
RE: location of samples 

Thanks Michael. .. much appreciated 

From: Paula Brisotto 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202111:59 AM 

To: Michael Goodrich 

Thanks Michael. Massive efforts from all involved!! 

From: Michael Goodrich 
Sent: Monday, 6 December 202111:58 AM 
To: Sharon Johnstone 
Rhys Parry 

Cc: Kirsten Scott 
Subject: RE: 

Hi all, 

; Paula Brisotto 

Paula Brisott 

WIT.0019.0013.0493 

The sample confirmation is complete. All samples have been accounted for and were all where they should be. 
have updated the spreadsheet (tabs: FTA samples and CS Samples Duplicates Removed). 

Cheers, 
Michael. 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:10 PM 
To: Paula Brisotto 

Cc: Kirsten Scott< 
Goodrich 
Subject: 

Hi there, 

bigail Ryan ichael 

Attached is the list that has been put together for all of the samples for the-case. The pt Tab has all CS 

barcodes for the spin baskets and extracts and the locations of each. There are duplicate barcodes because some 
will have both extract and spin basket. The 2nd tab contains the reference FTA samples for the case that I have put 
into the spreadsheet. 

We have been asked to provide the barcodes & descriptions of the CS samples (already in the spreadsheet), and if 
they have substrates and extracts still remaining. 

For the ref samples we have been asked to confirm that all of the reference samples are still held here. Some ref 

samples were sent to other labs for further testing, so we will need to know that there is still enough sample that 
may be retested held here. 
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Thanks so much for your support for this. Let me know if there is anything odd. 
Cheers, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

WIT.0019.0013.0494 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hey 

Rhys Parry 
Thursday, 25 November 2021 3:19 PM 
Justin Howes 
Responses 

Responses - Media.docx 

WIT.0019.0013.0495 

They are rudimentary and not written up fully, but they address the questions where the questions are specific 
enough to answer. Let me know if you need anything added. I normally WFH on Friday, but I'll come in tomorrow in 
case additional stuff is needed. 

Thanks 

Rhys Parry 
Reporting Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Forensic & Scientific Services. Health Support Queensland , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld .gov.au/healthsupport 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

MMMD Engagement 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hey 

Rhys Parry 

Friday, 26 November 2021 2:02 PM 

Justin Howes 

RE: abc story 

WIT.0019.0013.0496 

I don't think she is referring to that .... also I'm pretty sure there was nowhere near 17 INC updates (can't check until 

AUSLAB comes back) 

I think she is saying that we incorrectly linked REFS to 17 mixtures from clothing (which would have 

been ••••■major - v. low-level minor and that gave weak support for contribution). 

From: Justin Howes 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 20211:43 PM 

To: Rhys Parry 

Subject: FW: abc story 

bh_!!ttJ)p~sj_://}./w~w01_w'!..:_.~abQ!c~ . .!J:ne~t~.a~udJ./~n~e~w~sL/2;?_.!02;2Lll:.:.-1.111:-122S/J/ ■■■■■■■■■-
 

Hey, are you able to please look into what the '17' incorrect results might be? I suspect they are the updates after 

DB search. 

Justin 

Justin Howes 
A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

P m 
a esse s oad, Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e w 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi, 

Sharon Johnstone 
Thursday, 2 December 2021 9:11 AM 
Rhys Parr 
FW: 

FYI. I've attached this in a notation to the casefile too 

Cheers, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

WIT.0019.0013.0497 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/D-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■■w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Thursday, 2 December 2021 9:06 AM 

Hi, 

This is the communications I've had so far 

Cheer, 
Sharon 
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Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■■w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Coroner Central 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 Nave 
To: Sharon Johnstone 
Subject: RE 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good afternoon Ms Johnstone 

I pass on his Honour's appreciation to you and your team, for endeavouring to complete this review with an urgent 
priority. 

Again, thank you for all of your assistance in this matter. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 
Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 
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QUEENSLAND 
COURTS 

The Coroners Court of Queensland CCQ is committed to providing high quality serv ices. If you w ish to provide us feedback regarding yo ur contact w ith the CCQ, 
please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past , present and emerging 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:53 PM 

Good Afternoon Ms Gray, 

I can confirm that your request has been received. We will endeavour to provide you with the requested 
information as soon as we can. 

A number of staff will be assigned to locate each extract and substrate to confirm remaining sample. Given the large 
number of samples and the manual nature of locating these samples, I am unsure how long this will take, however 
this request will be considered as a high priority. 

With regard to the retaining of items, all DNA extracts and substrates of samples are currently stored 
indefinitely. Some substrates are destroyed as a part of the extraction process therefore not all samples will have a 
remaining substrate. Similarly, extract may be exhausted during processing to obtain optimal DNA profiles. Person 
reference samples are destroyed upon request from the Queensland Police Service and therefore the retention of 
these items is dependent on their instruction. The hair samples (3) will be retained until instructed 
otherwise. Please note that some items that were delivered to the Forensic DNA Laboratory have since been 
returned to the Queensland Police Service. 

Regards, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 
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p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Coroner Central 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:44 AM 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good morning Ms Johnstone 

Thank you for your response to his Honour, who has requested that the following be attended to: 

1. Confirm if all 'in excess of 150 crime scene samples' are still held, and please retain; Provide a list of what 

exact numbered sample actually is (ie. Fingernail scraping, blood pool from road surface etc, with an 
adequate description to know what each sample relates to); 

2. Confirm if the 71 person reference samples are still held, and please retain; 
3. Retain the 3 hair samples currently stored; 
4. Compile and provide the 'exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates' please. 

Please treat this request as Urgent and a priority. 

Can you please confirm receipt of this email, and advise in writing when each of the numbered items has been 
completed. 

I also further advise that the Form 6 order for the destruction/disposal of all tissue samples is hereby REVOKED. 

If you have any further queries, please contact the writer. 

Kindest regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 
Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

Ph : 
Fax 
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COURTS 
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The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality serv ices. If you w ish to provide us feedback regarding yo ur contact w ith the CCQ, 
please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past , present and emerging 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 2:13 PM 
To: Louise Gray 
Subject: FW: 

Good Afternoon Louise, 
I have investigated the case records for the testing of this case in the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory. The vast 
majority of samples were what we call "In tube" samples. These items are submitted to us by the QPS in tubes that 
are instrument ready for our testing of the entire sample. These items will have DNA extract and some will have 
post extraction substrate remaining (sample type dependant). 

There is 3 hairs listed as being stored in the laboratory. These hairs are what remains after part of the hair has been 
subsampled and submitted for DNA testing. 

The only other samples that are stored in the laboratory are samples that were requested to be sent to the AFP 
laboratory and have returned to our laboratory post testing. These samples are listed as some of the PM samples 
that were collected during autopsy. These items have not been opened since receiving them back in the laboratory. 

In excess of 150 crime scene samples and 71 person reference samples were received for testing in Forensic DNA 
analysis. An exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates can be compiled if required. I do not have access 
to records of samples that may or may not be stored within Forensic Pathology and or the Mortuary. 

If you have any further enquiries please don't hesitate to contact us further 
Regards, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Acting team leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Health Support Queensland , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■-w www.health.qld .qov.au/healthsupport 

FMW®i Account ,1 blllt y 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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-----Original Message----
From: Rachel Whalen 
Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 7:15 AM 
To: FSS.FDNA.Admin 

Good morning, 

; Forensic Histology 

Could you please see the email below from Central Coroners and respond directly to their email. 

With thanks 
Rachel 

-----Original Message----
From: Louise Gray 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 20211:50 PM 
To: Rachel Whalen 
Subject: 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
Good afternoon Rachel 

Would you please be able to check for his Honour whether any samples of any type taken regarding the autopsy of, 
or forwarded by the QPS as exhibits for DNA analysis etc, still exist. 

I note as attached, the Form 6 for disposal was issued on 30/09/2020. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services. If you wish to provide us 
feedback regarding your contact with the CCQ, please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, present and 
emerging 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 3:52 PM 
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This E-mail was sent from 

Scan Date: ll.26.202113:52:20 (+0800) 
Queries to: 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were supplied. 
The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of mistaken delivery 
to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this message or 
any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or telephone and 
destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the 
views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to addresses 
within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring appropriate use of its 
computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 
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If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Hi Cathie, 

Sharon Johnstone 
Tuesday, 7 December 2021 11 :12 AM 
Cathie Allen 

Follow up 
Completed 

WIT.0019.0013.0505 

Attached is the audit file for the samples for the ■■■I case as requested in below emails from the Coroner's 
office. The attachment addresses points 1, 2 and 4 and completes the response requested. Note: the reference 
sample from the deceased is in the list with the other Crime Scene samples. This is for your information to inform 
FSS corro. Please let me know when you are happy to have this information released. A big thanks to the Lab 
assistants that eyeballed every sample and confirmed the presence of remaining sample in their correct location. 

Regards, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/D-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e■■■■■■■■■■■■■lw www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Coroner Central 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 4:03 PM 
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This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good afternoon Ms Johnstone 

I pass on his Honour's appreciation to you and your team, for endeavouring to complete this review with an urgent 
priority. 

Again, thank you for all of your assistance in this matter. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 
Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

Ph: 
Fax 

QUEENSLAND 
COIJRTS 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality serv ices. If you w ish to provide us feedback regarding yo ur contact w ith the CCQ, 
please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past , present and emerging 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:53 PM 
To: Coroner Central 
Subject: RE: 

Good Afternoon Ms Gray, 

I can confirm that your request has been received. We will endeavour to provide you with the requested 
information as soon as we can. 

A number of staff will be assigned to locate each extract and substrate to confirm remaining sample. Given the large 
number of samples and the manual nature of locating these samples, I am unsure how long this will take, however 
this request will be considered as a high priority. 
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With regard to the retaining of items, all DNA extracts and substrates of samples are currently stored 
indefinitely. Some substrates are destroyed as a part of the extraction process therefore not all samples will have a 
remaining substrate. Similarly, extract may be exhausted during processing to obtain optimal DNA profiles. Person 
reference samples are destroyed upon request from the Queensland Police Service and therefore the retention of 

these items is dependent on their instruction. The hair samples (3) will be retained until instructed 
otherwise. Please note that some items that were delivered to the Forensic DNA Laboratory have since been 

returned to the Queensland Police Service. 

Regards, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■■w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Coroner Central 

Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:44 AM 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good morning Ms Johnstone 

Thank you for your response to his Honour, who has requested that the following be attended to: 

1. Confirm if all 'in excess of 150 crime scene samples' are still held, and please retain; Provide a list of what 

exact numbered sample actually is (ie. Fingernail scraping, blood pool from road surface etc, with an 

adequate description to know what each sample relates to); 
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2. Confirm if the 71 person reference samples are still held, and please retain; 
3. Retain the 3 hair samples currently stored; 
4. Compile and provide the 'exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates' please. 

Please treat this request as Urgent and a priority. 

Can you please confirm receipt of this email, and advise in writing when each of the numbered items has been 
completed. 

I also further advise that the Form 6 order for the destruction/disposal of all tissue samples is hereby REVOKED. 

If you have any further queries, please contact the writer. 

Kindest regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 
Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

• QUEENSLAND 
COURTS 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality serv ices. If you w ish to provide us feedback regarding yo ur con tact w ith the CCQ, 
please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elde rs, past , present and emerging 

From: Sharon Johnstone 
Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 2:13 PM 
To: Louise Gray 
Subject: FW 

Good Afternoon Louise, 
I have investigated the case records for the testing of this case in the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory. The vast 
majority of samples were what we call "In tube" samples. These items are submitted to us by the QPS in tubes that 
are instrument ready for our testing of the entire sample. These items will have DNA extract and some will have 
post extraction substrate remaining (sample type dependant). 

There is 3 hairs listed as being stored in the laboratory. These hairs are what remains after part of the hair has been 
subsampled and submitted for DNA testing. 
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The only other samples that are stored in the laboratory are samples that were requested to be sent to the AFP 
laboratory and have returned to our laboratory post testing. These samples are listed as some of the PM samples 
that were collected during autopsy. These items have not been opened since receiving them back in the laboratory. 

In excess of 150 crime scene samples and 71 person reference samples were received for testing in Forensic DNA 
analysis. An exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates can be compiled if required. I do not have access 
to records of samples that may or may not be stored within Forensic Pathology and or the Mortuary. 

If you have any further enquiries please don't hesitate to contact us further 
Regards, 
Sharon 

C 
Sharon Johnstone 
Acting team leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Health Support Queensland , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.qov.au/healthsupport 

Accounlo1blllty 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

-----Original Message----
From: Rachel Whalen 
Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 7:15 AM 
To: FSS.FDNA.Admin 

Good morning, 

; Forensic Histology 

Could you please see the email below from Central Coroners and respond directly to their email. 

With thanks 
Rachel 

-----Original Message----
From: Louise Gray 
Sent: Friday, 26 Novem 
To: Rachel Whalen 
Subject: 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
Good afternoon Rachel 

Would you please be able to check for his Honour whether any samples of any type taken regarding the autopsy of, 
or forwarded by the QPS as exhibits for DNA analysis etc, still exist. 
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I note as attached, the Form 6 for disposal was issued on 30/09/2020. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 
Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services. If you wish to provide us 
feedback regarding your contact with the CCQ, please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, present and 
emerging 

-----Original Message----
From: 
Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 3:52 PM 
To: Louise Gray 
Subject: Message from 

This E-mail was sent from 

Scan Date: ll.26.202113:52:20 (+0800) 
Queries to 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 
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********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were supplied. 
The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of mistaken delivery 
to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this message or 
any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or telephone and 
destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the 
views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to addresses 
within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring appropriate use of its 
computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 
protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 
an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 
without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 
immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 
interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 
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Rhys Parry 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Morning everyone, 

WIT.0019.0013.0512 

Sharon Johnstone 
Thursday, 25 November 2021 10:09 AM 
Abigail Ryan; Adam Kaity; Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia Quartermain; Allan 
McNevin; Allison Lloyd; Amy Cheng; Angela Adamson; Angelina Keller; Anne Finch; 
Belinda Andersen; Biljana Micic; Cassandra James; Cecilia Flanagan; Chantal Angus; 
Cindy Chang; Claire Gallagher; Dasuni Tennakoon; Deborah Nicoletti; Emma Caunt; 
FSS.FDNA.Admin; Generosa Lundie; Helen Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; 
Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Justin Howes; Kerry-Anne 
Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kim Estreich; Kirsten Scott; Kristina Morton; Kylie Rika; Lai
Wan Le; Lisa Farrelly; Louise Benincasa; Luke Ryan; Madison GULLIVER; Maria 
Aguilera; Matthew Hunt; Megan Mathieson; Melissa Cipollone; Michael Goodrich; 
Michael Hart; Michelle Margetts; Naomi French; Paula Brisotto; Penelope Taylor; 
Phillip Mcindoe; Pierre Acedo; Rhys Parry; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle 
Nydam; Sharon Byrne; Sharon Johnstone; Suzanne Sanderson; Tara Prowse; Tegan 
Dwyer; Thomas Nurthen; Valerie Caldwell; Vicki Pendlebury-Jones; Wendy Harmer; 
Yvonne Connolly 
News today 
Australian_25Nov2021 _p_ 1 _7.pdf 

Follow up 
Completed 

I am writing on Justin's behalf to inform you that there has been an article printed in today's paper The Australian 

(as attached) that slanders our laboratory and the quality of our work. We want you to know that we are working 

with Lara Keller and Brett Bricknell (GM of FSS & PQ) and the QPS on a response to the article. Please know that we 
have the full support of QPS, Brett and Lara and that there is no doubt that our work is of a high quality and is truly 

valued. Unfortunately papers write stories to sell more papers, or to promote their podcasts and not necessarily to 
be seekers of the facts. 

If you have any questions please chat with your line manager. 

Regards, 
Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

~ 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/healthsupport 

Accountability Engagement 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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FEN/ Property Tag Description 

SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM GUTTER ON  [QHSS Submitted] 
y y y 

SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM HANDBRAKE WELL OF QLO REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 
y y y 

SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM REAR INTERIOR DRIVER'S SIDE DOOR HANDLE OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 
y y y 

SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM STEERING WHEEL OF QLO REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 
y y y 

SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM IGNITION OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted) 
y y y 

SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM REAR OF DRIVER'S SEATBACK OF QLO REGO  [QHSS Submitted) 
y y y 

SWAB OF BLOOD (Swab - Blood) FROM FRONT PASSENGER'S SIDE FOOTWELL OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 
y y y 

RACE ONA TAPE LIFT (Trace ONA Kit) FROM STEERING WHEEL OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted) 
y y y 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) FROM GEAR SHIFT OF QLO REGO  [QHSS Submitted] 
y y y 

TRACE ONA TAPE LIFT (Trace ONA Kit) FROM HANDBRAKE OF QLD REGO  [QHSS Submitted) 
y y y 

TRACE ONA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM (Trace DNA Kit) FROM OECEASEO-[QHSS Submitted) 
y y y 

Extract returned to QPS 07/08/2013 for 

external testing. Returned from AFP and 

received 01/12/2015 under as 

remained sealed from 01/06/2015 and has not 

been opened to check contents. 

FINGERNAIL SCRAPING (Scraping) FROM EACH FINGER OF THE LEFT HANO OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted) 

y y y 

FINGERNAIL SCRAPINGS (Scraping) FROM EACH FIVE FINGERS ON RIGHT HAND OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted) 
y y y 

RACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM RIGHT WRIST AREA OF VICTIM [QHSS Submitted] y y y 

RACE DNA SWAB (Swab) FROM VICTIM'S LEFT WRIST AREA [QHSS Submitted] 
y y y 
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Presumptive testing results as reported in AUSLAB (2013) for "blood" swabs from Qld Rego  

All Quantification values= Undetermined. 

1 of 12 
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race DNA Swab - from victim's left writers palm area y y y 

Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear lower LHS quadrant area of shirt in y y y 

: Swab of Blood - from victim 's left shoulder area y y y 

race DNA Swab - from victim's left palmate fingers area y y y 

1: Trace DNA Tapelift - from front RHS chest area of shirt in y y y 

Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear upper RHS quadrant area of shirt in y y y 

Trace DNA Tapelift - from rear LHS sleeve of shirt in y y y 

ITrace DNA Tapelift- from rear RHS armpit area of shirt in~ y y y 

lift - from rear lower RHS quadrant area of shirt in y y y 

ITrace DNA Tapelift - from rear LHS sleeve of shirt in y y y 

ITrace DNA Tapelift - from rear upper LHS quadrant area of shirt in y y y 

aling - "Blood stain pattern on footpath -   y y y 

Trace DNA Tapelift - from front RHS collar of shirt in y y y 

Swab of Blood - from entrance landing to unit 3 near marker 17 y y y 

Swab of Blood - from victim's chest area y y y 

Trace DNA Tapelift - from front LHS middle of shirt in y y y 

Swab of Blood - from footpath near marker 7 y y y 

Swab of Blood - from handbrake well of Qld Rego  y y y 

Swab of Blood -from clutch pedal of Qld Rego  y y y 

Swab of Blood - from brake pedal of Qld Rego  y y y 

Swab of Blood - from accelerator pedal of Qld Rego  y y y 

Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side door handle of Qld Rego  y y y 

Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side window wind of Qld Rego  y y y 

Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side handle to door of Qld Rego  y y y 

Swab of Blood - from rear interior driver's side door trim of Qld Rego  y y y 

Swab of Blood - from steering wheel of Qld Rego  y y y 

Swab of Blood - from rear of driver's seatback of Qld Rego  y y y 

Swab of Blood - from front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  y y y 

Swab of Blood - from ignition of Qld Rego  y y y 

,_ a trace DNA swab - collected from the rear right side of the mobile phone (item F) y y y 

Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from front of T-Shirt contained i y y y 

Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric- from rear ofT-Shirt contained in y y y 

Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from rear of T-Shirt contained in y y y 

y y N 
y y N 
y y N 
y y N 
y y N 
y y N 

: Fingernail Scraping - from each finger of the left hand of victim y y y 

: Fingernail Scrapings - from each five fingers on right hand of victim y y y 
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y y N 
y y N 
y y y 

y y y 

Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front collar area of shirt contained in y y y 

ft - from front RHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in y y y 

Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in y y y 

pe Lift - from rear RHS shoulder area of shirt contained in y y y 

Swab of Blood - from medial arch area on lower sole of LHS shoe in y y y 

Swab of Blood - from upper gutter verge on  even further west of y y y 

Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from LHS rear of knee of pants in y y y 

Swab of Blood - from gutter on  y y y 

Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS shoulder area of shirt contained in y y y 

Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front groin area of pants in y y y 

y y y 

Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front LHS upper leg area of pants in y y y 

y y y 

: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS upper leg area of pants in y y y 

a trace DNA swab - collected from front upper and sides of the mobile phone (item F) y y y 

race DNA Tapelift - from front LHS sleeve area of shirt in y y y 

: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear RHS lower leg area of pants in y y y 

race DNA Tapelift - from front LHS middle of shirt in y y y 

: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in y y y 

race DNA Tapelift - from front RHS button seem of shirt in y y y 

ift - from rear LHS lower sleeve of shirt contained in y y y 

: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear LHS upper leg area of pants in y y y 

y y y 

race DNA Tapelift - from front LHS breast of shirt in y y y 

: Trace DNA Tapelift - from LHS rear of knee of pants in y y y 

: Swab of Blood - from front upper sole of RHS shoe in y y y 

a trace DNA swab - collected from bottom front of the mobile phone (item F) y y y 

f y y y 

wab of Blood - from front upper label of LHS shoe in y N y 

tape lift - collected from the bottom edge of the knife handle y y y 

y y y 

swab - collected from the hole at the end of the knife handle y y y 

swab - collected from the top edge of the knife blade y y y 

wab - collected from th knife hilt y y y 

y y y 

- bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from proximal back left sleeve of shirt taken from y y y 

- bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from back right armpit area of shirt taken from y y y 

bloodstained fabric - ~sm mxSmm excised from front right upper chest area of shirt taken from y y y 
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y y y 

y y y 

bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from front RHS below collar area of shirt taken from y y y 

bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from distal back left sleeve of shirt taken from y y y 

!Trace DNA Swab - from victim's left wrist area y y y 

: Swab of Blood - from entrance floor (further into unit) y y y 

: Swab of Blood - from footpath near marker 1 y y y 

: Swab of Blood - from victim's left shin area y y y 

y y y 

Swab from combur +ive area - collected from the right side of the blad y y y 

for permanent storage y y N/A 
for permanent storage y y N/A 
for permanent storage y y N/A 
for permanent storage y y N/A 

Transfer from for permanent storage y y N/A 
trace DNA swab - collected from the rear left side of the mobile phone (item F) y N y 

sed Rollie Style Cigarette Butt- from under front driver's side seat of Qld Rego  y y N 
Root and small amount of shaft area - from brown hair within y y N 
: Whole small hair - from within ite y y N 
: Root material - from light coloured hair within item y y N 

A TAPE LIFT RIGHT FORARM - FROM DECEASED y y y 

y y y 

bloodstained fabric - ~smmxSmm excised from front left sleeve of shirt taken from y y y 

Swab of blood - from the concave side of a broken piece of false nail contained in y y y 

Swab of blood - from the convex side of a broken piece of false nail contained in y y y 

!Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front RHS upper sleeve of shirt contained in y y y 

Swab of Saliva - from 'Mount Franklin' water bottle in front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  y y y 

Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in y y y 

Swab of Saliva - from 'Coke' bottle rear passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  y N y 

: Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in y y y 

: Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in y y y 

: Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in y y y 

Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in y y y 

: Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in y y y 

1: Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in y y y 

: Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in y y y 

: Swab of trace DNA - from button contained in y y y 

: Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in y y y 

: Swab of trace DNA- from button contained in item y N y 

Swab of Saliva - from 'Pump' water bottle in front passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  y N y 

Trace DNA Tape Lift- from front driver's seat belt of Qld Rego  y N y 

blood swab - collected from the bottom of the mobile phone y y y 
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Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front upper sole of RHS shoe in 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM - FROM DECEASED 

Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front upper sole of LHS shoe in 

a blood swab - collected from left side of the mobile phone 

race DNA Swab - from rear exterior driver's door handle of Qld Rego  

race DNA swab -from front interior driver's side window wind of Qld Rego  

: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from gear shift of Qld Rego  

: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear driver's side seat and seat back of Qld Rego  

: Swab of Saliva - from 'NU' water bottle rear passenger's side footwell of Qld Rego  

: Trace DNA Tape Lift- from front passenger's side seat and back rest of Qld Rego  

: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from front passenger's side seatbelt of Qld Rego  

race DNA swab - from front interior driver's side door handle of Qld Rego  

race DNA swab -from front interior driver's side handle to door of Qld Rego  

race DNA Tape Lift- from steering wheel of Qld Rego  

: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from handbrake of Qld Rego  

: Swab ofTrace DNA- from front interior passenger's side window wind of Qld Rego  

: Trace DNA Tape Lift- from front driver's seat and back rest of Qld Rego  

y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y V 

I 
: Swab of Trace DNA- from front interior passenger's side handle to door of Q-ld■R■ellig.-o ________________ -t-----:--:---t--~ 

: Trace DNA Tape Lift - from rear passenger's side seat and seat back of Qld Rego  

Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric - from hairband contained in 

ing of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stri 

ing of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stri 

Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in 

utting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in i 

utting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in 

Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in 

utting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in ii 

Cutting of blood soaked fabric - from front center of pinned stripe shirt contained in 

Swab of trace DNA - from button contained in 

Swab of trace DNA - from button contained in 

L hand f/nail clippings 

y y 
y y 
y I N 
y y 
y y 

y y 
y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

y y 

returned to 

QPS 

07/08/2013 

WIT.0019.0013.0530 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 
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Located 
y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

Destroyed 02/07/2018 
y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 
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y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

RETURNED TO QPS 03/06/2013 
y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hi Michael, 

Sharon Johnstone 

Michael Goodrich 

RE: lsx 

Tuesday, 7 December 2021 3:33:00 PM 

image002.png 

I've just condensed the data so that the DNA extract and substrate is on the same line. In doing 

that I have found a couple of samples I think need rechecking please. 

These are sample types I expect to have a substrate: 

Plus there was one sample that when looking at the rework history should have extract remaining: -
Would you mind having another look at these please 

Thanks, 

Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist- Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The 

best contact method is via email. 
p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■■w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

j' 

From: Michael Goodrich 

Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 20211:47 PM 

To: Sharon Johnstone 

Subject: ■■■■xlsx 

Hi Sharon, 

Here is the raw data from locating the samples. All the barcodes were taken from the CS samples 

locations spin & ext tab. The tab that is labelled CS Duplicate barcodes removed may only have 

one sample type per barcode, where in reality we often have an extract+ a spin basket. 

Cheers, 
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Michael. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Tuesday, 7 December 2021 4:33:00 PM 

image003.png 
sample audit fina l.xlsx 

Hi Cathie, 

I made the spreadsheet a little clearer and have sent on. I just wanted to let you know. 

Cheers, 

Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The 

best contact method is via email. 
p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■-w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 20214:33 PM 

To: Coroner Central 

Cc: FSS Corra 

Subject: RE: 

Good Afternoon Louise, 

Attached is a excel spreadsheet that has every item listed that has been received for this case. 

The "CS samples" Tab, lists of all the crime scene samples by barcode and has the sample 

description as received in the laboratory. The following column (column D) then shows that all of 

the extract tubes were located and checked. Column D has a N for the samples that either had no 

sample remaining due the work performed that has either completely consumed the sample or 

has left very little remaining that would be insufficient sample for further testing. Column F 

Indicates if there is substrate remaining as some sample types will be destroyed as part of the 

extraction process. 

The attached spreadsheet should cover all of the remaining information that was requested. 

Regards, 

Sharon 
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Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist- Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The 

best contact method is via email. 
p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health .qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Coroner Central 

Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 20214:03 PM 

To: Sharon Johnstone 

Subject: RE: 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good afternoon Ms Johnstone 

I pass on his Honour's appreciation to you and your team, for endeavouring to complete this 

review with an urgent priority. 

Again, thank you for all of your assistance in this matter. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 

Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 

Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

Ph: 

Fax 
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I! 
QUEENSLA'ND 

COURTS 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services. If you wish to provide us feedback regarding 

your contact with the CCQ, please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, present and emerging 

From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:53 PM 

Good Afternoon Ms Gray, 

I can confirm that your request has been received. We will endeavour to provide you with the 

requested information as soon as we can. 

A number of staff will be assigned to locate each extract and substrate to confirm remaining 

sample. Given the large number of samples and the manual nature of locating these samples, I 

am unsure how long this will take, however this request will be considered as a high priority. 

With regard to the retaining of items, all DNA extracts and substrates of samples are currently 

stored indefinitely. Some substrates are destroyed as a part of the extraction process therefore 

not all samples will have a remaining substrate. Similarly, extract may be exhausted during 

processing to obtain optimal DNA profiles. Person reference samples are destroyed upon request 

from the Queensland Police Service and therefore the retention of these items is dependent on 

their instruction. The hair samples (3) will be retained until instructed otherwise. Please note 

that some items that were delivered to the Forensic DNA Laboratory have since been returned to 

the Queensland Police Service. 

Regards, 

Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist- Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The 
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best contact method is via email. p-
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Coroner Central 

Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:44 AM 

To: Sharon Johnstone 

Subject: FW: 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good morning Ms Johnstone 

Thank you for your response to his Honour, who has requested that the following be attended to : 

1. Confirm if all 'in excess of 150 crime scene samples' are still held, and please retain; Provide 

a list of what exact numbered sample actually is (ie. Fingernail scraping, blood pool from 

road surface etc, with an adequate description to know what each sample relates to); 

2. Confirm if the 71 person reference samples are still held, and please retain; 

3. Retain the 3 hair samples currently stored; 

4. Compile and provide the 'exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates' please. 

Please treat this request as Urgent and a priority. 

Can you please confirm receipt of this email, and advise in writing when each of the numbered 

items has been completed. 

I also further advise that the Form 6 order for the destruction/disposal of all tissue samples is 

hereby REVOKED. 

If you have any further queries, please contact the writer. 

Kindest regards 

Louise Gray 

Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 

Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 
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Ph: 

Fax 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services. If you wish to provide us feedback regarding 

your contact with the CCQ, please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, present and emerging 

From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 2:13 PM 

To: Louise Gray 

Subject: FW: 

Good Afternoon Louise, 

I have investigated the case records for the testing of this case in the Forensic DNA Analysis 

laboratory. The vast majority of samples were what we call "In tube" samples. These items are 

submitted to us by the QPS in tubes that are instrument ready for our testing of the entire 

sample. These items will have DNA extract and some will have post extraction substrate 

remaining (sample type dependant). 

There is 3 hairs listed as being stored in the laboratory. These hairs are what remains after part of 

the hair has been subsampled and submitted for DNA testing. 

The only other samples that are stored in the laboratory are samples that were requested to be 

sent to the AFP laboratory and have returned to our laboratory post testing. These samples are 

listed as some of the PM samples that were collected during autopsy. These items have not been 

opened since receiving them back in the laboratory. 

In excess of 150 crime scene samples and 71 person reference samples were received for testing 

in Forensic DNA analysis. An exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates can be 

compiled if required. I do not have access to records of samples that may or may not be stored 

within Forensic Pathology and or the Mortuary. 

If you have any further enquiries please don' t hesitate to contact us further 

Regards, 

Sharon 
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Sharon Johnstone 
Acting team leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Health Support Queensland , Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■lw www.health.qld.qov.au/healthsupport 

iffit-Mi Account1blllty 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future . 

-----Original Message-----

From: Rachel Whalen 

Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 7:15 AM 

To: FSS.FDNA.Admin Forensic Histology 

Good morning, 

Could you please see the email below from Central Coroners and respond directly to their email. 

With thanks 

Rachel 

-----Original Message-----

From: Louise Gray 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 20211:50 PM 

Subject: 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 

attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good afternoon Rachel 

Would you please be able to check for his Honour whether any samples of any type taken 

regarding the autopsy of, or forwarded by the QPS as exhibits for DNA analysis etc, still exist. 

I note as attached, the Form 6 for disposal was issued on 30/09/2020. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 

Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) Coroners Court of Queensland - Central 
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Region 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services. If you 

wish to provide us feedback regarding your contact with the CCQ, please email 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, 

present and emerging 

-----Original Message-----

From : 

Sent : Friday, 26 November 2021 3:52 PM 

To: Louise Gray 

Subject: Message from 

This E-mail was sent from 

Scan Date: 11.26.202113:52:20 (+0800) 

Queries to : 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information 

and may be protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to 

be sent to and if you use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, 

disclose, distribute, print or copy this email without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please 

notify the sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your 

computer system network. Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the 

mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer 

viruses, defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 
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******************************************************************************* 
*** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information and may be protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for 
the purposes for which they were supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this 
message and attachments is not waived by reason of mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this message or any 
attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or 
telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the 
views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent 
from or to addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, 
maintaining and ensuring appropriate use of its computer network. 

******************************************************************************* 
*** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged 
information and may be protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person( s) 
it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, 
review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email without appropriate 
authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, 
please notify the sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from 
your computer system network. Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or 
destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by 
computer viruses, defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged 
information and may be protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person( s) 
it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, 
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Exhibit Description Date Collected Collection Officer 
- Mikrosil mould of damage to 

cartilage 
- Mikrosil mould of damage to 

cartilage 
- Mikrosil mould of damage to 

cartilage 

l
,;ghtaodleftfiogecs 

Right footprint 

left.footprint 

rightandleftpalmimpressions 

Graph 1 
Graph2 

I Queensland Health Sheet 

Queensland Health Blanket 

Trace DNA Swab 

Trace DNA Swab 

14/02/2013

14/02/2013

14/02/2013

12/02/2013

12/02/2013

12/02/2013

12/02/2013

22/08/2013
22/08/2013

9/02/2013

9/02/2013

9/02/2013

9/02/2013

Exam Location 
From item 

Mortuary 
From item 

Mortuary 
From item 

Mortuary 

Deceased 

Deceased 

e Hospital 

Hospital 

Hospital 

Front ofsingle pageofpaper 
Front of envelope 

from  Resus Room 1 

from Resus Room 1 

fromvictim'sleftwristarea QHSSSUbmitted 

from vict im's left writers aim area QHSSSubmitted 

Examination Summary 

SceneexaminedbyFPBOSCFSFPB 

--

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 

UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 
obtainedfromthisitem/sample indicated 

thepresenceof onecontr ibutor. Any 
referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 
havebeen excludedasdonorsofthisDNA 

ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 
designated asanunknown.Astatistical 

--~lnN~:sE ns~i:~; ~:o;;;~LE -

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
provided a DNA profile that indicated the 

presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile. Based on information provided to 
thelaboratory, ithasbeenassumedthat 
theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no st atistical 

Forensic Identification 

interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 

obtained from this item/sample indicated 
thepresenceofonecontributor.Any 

referencesamp!esassociatedtothiscase 
havebeenexcludedasdonorsofthisDNA 
ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 

designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 
interpretationhasnotbeenperformed 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided a DNA profile that indicated the 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
profile. Basedon informationprovidedto 

thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 
theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

inter re tationhasbeen erformed. (DNA Deceased) 

WIT.0019.0013.0544 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

9/02/2013 from vict im's left palmate fingers area QHSS Submitted 

9/02/2013 from right wrist area of victim QHSSSubmitted 

fromfrontcenterofpinnedstripeshirt 
Cuttin£ofbloodsoakedfabric 14/05/2014  contained in item D ---- QHSS Submitted 

Examination Summary 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 

obtained from this item/sample indicated 

thepresenceofonecontr ibutor. Any 
referencesamp!esassodatedtothiscase 
have been e)(cluded as donors of this DNA 
ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 

designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 
interpretation hasnotbeenperformed 
--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR . Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

providedaDNAprofilethal indicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
profile. Basedoninformationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,it hasbeen assumedthat 

theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed 

UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The ONA profile 
obtainedfromthisitem/sample indicated 
thepresenceofonecontr ibutor. Any 

referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 
havebeen excludedasdonorsofthisDNA 

ThisONAprofilehasthereforebeen 
designated asanunknown.Astatistical 

interpretationhasnotbeenperformed 
~ KIDD UPLOAD SINGLE SOURCE 
DNA PROFILE A single source DNA profile 

was obtained from the item/sample. This 
DNAprofile hasbeenselectedforloading 

to NODD, and it will be searched against 
any ONA profiles already held on NCIDD (as 
per the NCIOO matching rules). Any 

subsequentprofilesthatareloadedto 
NCIDD will be searched against this ONA 

profile.- SINGLE SOURCE ONA 
PROFILE - ASSUMED KNOWN 

CONTRIBUTOR. Post Mortem Sample. This 
item/sample provided a ONA profile that 
indicated thepresenceofonecontributor. 

The associated barcode matches this ONA 
profile. Basedoninformationprovidedto 

thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 
the associated barcode is the donor of this 

Forensic Identification 

(DNA Oeceased) 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical ~ 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
Post Mortem Sample. The DNA profile 
obtainedfromthisitem/sampleindicated 

thepresenceofonecontributor.Where 
information was obtained, this DNA profile 

matchedthecorrespondinginformationin 
the DNA profile from associated barcode. 

This ONA profile has not been st atistically 
eva!uatedhoweveralikelihoodratiocanbe 
provided if required ~ 

WIT.0019.0013.0545 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

Cuttingofbloodsoakedfabric 14/05/201

Swab of trace DNA 14/05/201

Swab of trace DNA 14/05/201

Cutting of blood soaked fabric 14/05/201

Exam location Exhibit located 

fromfrontcenterofpinnedstripeshirt 

 contained in item □- QHSSSubmitted 

from button contained in item S18 

 --

from button contained in Item S19 

----

fromfrontcenterofpinned stripeshirt 

 contained in item D 

QHSSSubmitted 

QHSSSubmitted 

QHSSSubmitted 

Examination Summary 

- INTERIM RESULT - SAMPLE 
UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 

result,sample/sarecurrentlyundergoing 
rework. Rework can mean that part of the 
process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 

or additional test ing to improve the DNA 
profile is being undertaken . This rework 

cou!dbedueto:inst rumentfailure, 
requiringthesampletobere-processed; 
interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 

samp!e tobere-runtoresolveanyissues 
Final results are pending. 

SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE. Post 
Mortem Sample. The DNA profile obtained 
from this item/sample indicated the 

presenceofonecontributor.Where 
information was obtained, t his DNA profile 

matched the corresponding information in 
the DNA profile from associated barcode. 

This ONA profile has not been st atistically 
evaluated however a likelihood ratio can be 

Forensic Identification 

provided if required (DNA Deceased) 

--INTERIM RESULT - SAMPLE 
UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 

result,samp!e/sarecurrentlyundergoing 
rework. Rework can mean that part of the 

process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 
or additional test ing to improve the DNA 

prof ile is being undertaken . This rework 
cou!dbedueto:inst rumentfailure, 
requiringthesampletobere-processed; 

interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 
sampletobere-runtoresolveanyissues 
Finalresultsarepending __ 

SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE. Post 
Mortem Sample. The DNA profile obtained 

from this item/sample indicated t he 
presenceofonecontributor.Where 

information was obtained, this DNA profile 
matchedthecorrespondinginformationin 

the DNA profile from associated barcode. 
ThisDNAprofilehas notbeenst atistically 
evaluatedhoweveralikelihood ratiocanbe 

provided if required 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
Post Mortem Sample. The DNA profile 

obtained from this item/sample indicated 
thepresenceofonecontr ibutor. Where 

information was obtained, this DNA profile 
matched the corresponding information in 
the DNA profile from associated barcode. 

This DNA profile has not been st atistically 
evaluatedhowever alikelihoodratiocanbe 

provided if required 

- INGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
Post Mortem Sample. The DNA profile 

obtainedfromthisitem/sample indicated 
thepresenceof onecontr ibutor. Where 

information was obtained, this DNA profile 
matchedthecorrespondinginformationin 
the DNA profile from associated barcode 

ThisDNAprofilehas notbeenstatistically 
evaluated however a likelihood ratio can be 

.e_rovidedifrequired 

(DNA Deceased) 

(DNA Deceased) 

(DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

Cuttingofbloodsoakedfabric 14/05/2014

14/05/2014

Cutting of blood soaked fabric 14/05/2014

Cuttingofbloodsoakedfabric 14/05/2014

14/05/2014

24/02/2013

24/02/2013

24/02/2013

Exam location Exhibit located 

from front center of pinned stripe shirt 

contained in------ QHSSSubmitted 

fromfrontcenterofpinnedstripeshirt 
contained in----- QHSSSubmitted 

fromfrontcenterofpinnedst ripeshirt 
 contained in_____ QHSSSubmitted 

fromfrontcenterofpinnedstripeshirt 
contained in------ QHSSSubmitted 

fromfrontcenterofpinnedstripeshirt 

contained in----- QHSSSubmitted 

==hirtcoataioedia 

from rear of T-Shirt cont ained in ..
~ofblackknifecontainedin 

Examination Summary 

- INGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 

Post Mortem Sample. The DNA profile 
obtained from this item/sample indicated 
thepresenceofonecontr ibutor.Where 

information was obtained, this DNA profile 
matchedthecorrespondinginformationin 

the DNA profile from associated barcode 
ThisDNAprofilehas notbeenstatistically 
evaluated however a likelihood ratio can be 

provided ifrequired. - POSSIBLE 
SUB-THRESHOLD INFORMATION The 

presence of possible additional DNA was 
observed within the DNA profile obtained 
from this item. This possible DNA was not 

presentatasufficientleveltobeusedfor 
comparison purposes, as ii was below 

QHFSS standard reporting thresholds. This 
sub-threshold information did not interfere 

withtheinterpretationofthereportable 
DNA components in the DNA profile 

Forensic Identification 

obtained from this item (DNA Deceased) 

~ INGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
Post Mortem Sample. The DNA profile 
obtained from this item/sample indicated 

thepresenceofonecontributor.Where 
information was obtained, this DNA profile 

matched the corresponding information in 
the DNA profile from associated barcode 

This DNA prof ile has not been st atistically 
evaluated however a likelihood ratio can be 
provided if required (DNA Deceased) 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
Post Mortem Sample. The DNA profile 
obtainedfromthisitem/sample indicated 

thepresenceofonecontr ibutor.Where 
information was obtained, this DNA profile 

matched the corresponding information in 
the DNA profile from associated barcode 
This DNA prof ile has not been statistically 

evaluated however a likelihood ratio can be 
provided if required (DNA Deceased) 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE. 
Post Mortem Sample. The DNA profile 
obtainedfromthisitem/sample indicated 

thepresenceof onecontr ibutor.Where 
information was obtained, this DNA profile 

matchedthecorrespondinginformationin 
the DNA profile from associated barcode. 
This DNA profile has not been st atistically 

evaluated however a likelihood ratio can be 
provided if required (DNA Deceased) 

- INGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
Post Mortem Sample. The DNA profile 
obtained from this item/sample indicated 

thepresenceofonecontributor.Where 
information was obtained, t his DNA profile 

matched the corresponding information in 
the DNA profile from associated barcode. 
This DNA profile has not been st atistically 

eva!uatedhoweveralikelihoodratiocanbe 
provided if required (DNA Deceased) 

Examinationoftapelifttodetermineifhairs 
suitableforsendingtoAFP - nonelocated, 
noQPRIMEsupprequired. 

Examinationoftapelifttodetermineifhairs 
suitable for sending to AFP - none located, 

noQPRIMEsupprequired. 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

Swabofb!ood 

Swab of blood 

Cuttingofbloodsoakedfabric 

Trace DNA Tape Li ft 

Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric 

Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric 

Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric 

Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

27/02/2014

27/02/2014

14/05/2014

27/02/2013

24/02/2013

24/02/2013

24/02/2013

24/02/2013

24/02/2013

Exam location Exhibit Located 

fromtheconvexsideofabrokenpieceof 
false nail contained in 

from the concave side of a broken piece of 

 false nail contained in 

fromfrontcenterofpinnedstripeshirt 

QHSSSubmitted 

QHSSSubmitted 

 contained in______ QHSSSubmitted 

fromzipperof handbagcontainedin 

----
from neck area of T-Shirt contained in -
from rearof T-Shirt contained in ~ HSSSubmitled 

from front of T-Shirt contained in 

--

from front ofT-Shirt contained in - QHSSSubmitted 

fromrearof T-Shirtcontainedin HSSStlbmitted 

Examination Summary 

- SINGLE SOURCE 20 LOCI ONA 
PROFILE LR > 100 BILLION. Post Mortem 
Sample. This item/sample provided a ONA 

profilethat indicatedthepresenceofone 
contributor. II obtained all of the DNA 
information potentially avai lable. This ONA 

profile matched the corresponding 
information in the ONA profile from the 

associatedbarcodesentwiththisexhibit 
report. ThisONAprofileisgreater than 100 
bi llion limes more likely to have occurred if 

thebarcodesentwiththisexhibitreport is 
the donor of the ONA rather than an 

unknown,unrelated individual 

--SINGLE SOURCE 20 LOCI ONA 
PROFILE LR > 100 BILLION. Post Mortem 

Sample. This item/sample provided a DNA 
profilethatindicatedthepresenceofone 

contributor. II obtained all of the DNA 
information potentially available. This ONA 
profile matched the corresponding 

information in the DNA profile from the 
associatedbarcodesentwith thisexhibit 

report . This ONA profile is greater than 100 
billion times more likely to have occurred if 
thebarcodesentwith thisexhibitreport is 

the donor of the ONA rather than an 
unknown,unrelated individual 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
Post Mortem Sample. The DNA profile 
obtained from this item/sample indicated 

thepresenceofonecontr ibutor.Where 
information was obtained, this ONA profile 

matchedthecorrespondinginformationin 
the DNA profile from associated barcode 
This ONA profile has not been st atistically 

evaluated however a likelihood ratio can be 

Forensic Identification 

(DNAOeceased) 

(DNA Deceased) 

provided if required (DNA Deceased) 

--NO DNA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

above thelimitofdetect ionatthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 

- NO ONA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no ONA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetection atthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem. 
--NO ONA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no ONA was detected 
abovethelimitofdetection atthe 

quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

Swab of Blood 

Swab of Blood 

Trace DNA Tape Lift 

Cutting of Blood Soaked Fabric 

Swab of Blood 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

20/02/201

20/02/201

21/02/201

21/02/201

21/02/201

Exam location Exhibit located 

from front upper label of LHS shoe in - QHSSSubmitted 

from medial arch area on lower sole of LHS 

shoe in - QHSSSubmitted 

from hairband contained in----QHSSSubmitted 

fromhairbandcontainedin- QHSSSubmitted 

fromli_e.Balmtubecontainedin 

,~~~~!~~~i?-~.-~~!'lmary 
UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 

resuh,sample/sarecurrentlyundergoing 
rework. Rework can mean that part of the 

process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 

or additional testing to improve the DNA 
profile is being undertaken. This rework 

cou!dbedueto:inst rumentfailure, 
requir ingthesampletobere-processed; 
interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 

sampletobere-runtoresolveanyissues 
Finalresultsarepending. - TWO 

PERSON MIXED DNA PROFILE This 
item/sample provided a DNA profile t hat 

indicated the presence of DNA from two 
contributors- 2 PERSON MIXED 
PROFILE - CONDITIONED ON . Post mortem 

sample This item/sample provided a DNA 
profilethatindicatedthepresenceof two 

contributors. Based on information 
provided to the laboratory, it has been 
assumedthattheassociatedbarcodehas 

contributed to this mixed DNA profile 
Giventhisassumption,nostatistical 

interpretation has been performed. 
--INTEL REPORT REQUIRED FOR 
FURTHER INTERPRETATION The results for 

Forensic Identification 

this item/sample require further ~ 

- INGLE SOURCE DNAPROFILE 

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
provided a DNA profile that indicated the 

presence of one contribut or. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile. Based on information provided to 
thelaboratory, ithasbeen assumedthat 
theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

~nt~!er.E:.':!it?~.-~2~ ~~~~P.E:.rf!?~~E:_d:.. .. _ (DNA Deceased) 

PROFILE This item/sample provided a DNA 

profile that indicated the presence of DNA 
from three contributors ..... 

PERSON MIX PROFILE - SUPPORT FOR 
CONTRIB > 100 BILLION. Elimination 
Sample. This item/sample provided a DNA 

profile that indicated the presence of DNA 
fromthreecontributors. Someorall ofthe 

components of the DNA profile from the 
associatedbarcodesentwith thisexhibit 

reportarerepresentedwithinthismixed 
DNA profile. This DNA profile is greater 
than 100 billion times more likely t o have 

occurredifthebarcodesentwiththis 
exhibit report has contributed to this DNA 

profile,ratherthanthreeunknown, 
unrelatedindividuals ..... 3PERSON 
MIX PROFILE - SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 

100 BILLION. Post Mortem Sample. This 
item/sample provided a DNA profile that 

indicated the presence of DNA from three 
contributors.Someorallofthe 

components of the DNA profile from the 
associatedbarcodesentwiththisexhibit 
reportarerepresentedwithinthismixed 

DNA profile. This DNA profile is greater Elimination) 

(DNA 

than 100 billion times more likely t o have (DNA Deceased) 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE. 

Post Mortem Sample. The DNA profile 
obtainedfromthisitem/sampleindicated 

thepresenceofonecontr ibutor. Where 
information was obtained, this DNA profile 
matchedthecorrespondinginformationin 

the DNA profile from associated barcode. 
This DNAprofilehas notbeen st atistically 

evaluatedhoweveralikelihood ratiocanbe 
provided if required (DNA Deceased) 
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Date Collected Collect ion Officer 
21/02/2013

Exam location Exhibit located 
fromlipBalmcontained in--

fromrearLHSupperlegareaofpantsin 

----

fromrear l HSlowerlegareaofpantsin 

from front upper sole of RHS shoe in -
fromfrontuppersoleofRHSshoein 

Examination Summary 

PROFILE This item/sample provided a DNA 

profile that indicated the presence of DNA 
from two contributors ..... 2 

PERSON MIXED PROFILE - CONDITIONED 
ON . Post Mortem Sample. This 

item/sample provided a ONA profile that 
indicated t he presence of two contributors 

Based on information provided to the 
laboratory,ithasbeen assumedthatthe 
associatedbarcodehascontributedtothis 

mixed DNA profile. Given this assumption, 
nostatistica!interpretationhasbeen 

performed. ~ PERSONMIX 
REMAINING - LOW SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB 
This item/sample provided a DNA profile 

that indicatedthepresenceoftwo 
contributors. When conditioning on the 

assumed known contributor, then the DNA 
profile provides low support for the 
proposition that the associated barcodeisa 

contributor of ONA to this mixed DNA 
profile.Furtherinformationcanbe 

providedifrequired ..... 2PERSON 
MIX REMAINING - LOW SUPPORT FOR 

CONTRIB This item/sample provided a DNA 
profilethatindicatedthepresenceoftwo 

Forensic Identification 

contributors. When conditioning on the (DNA Deceased) 

~ OPERSON MIXED ONA 
PROFILE This item/sample provided a ONA 

profilethatindicatedthepresenceofONA 
fromtwocontributors ..... 2 

PERSON MIXED PROFILE - CONDITIONED 
ON. Post Mortem Sample. This 
item/sample provided a ONA profile that 

indicatedthepresenceoftwocontributors 
Based on information provided to the 

laboratory,ithasbeen assumedthatthe 
associatedbarcode hascontributedtothis 
mixed ONA profile. Given this assumption, 

nostatistica!interpretation hasbeen 
performed. - lNTELREPORT 

REQUIRED FOR FURTHER INTERPRETATION 
Theresultsforthisitem/samplerequire 

furtherexplanationwhichwi ll fo!lowinan 
intelligencereport.~ INGLE 
EVIDENCE SAMPLE EXCLUDED The 

statistical interpretation shows that the 
associatedbarcodesentwiththisexhibit 

report has been compared, and can be 
excludedashavingcontributedtothis 
mixed DNA profile. (DNA Deceased) 

--COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON 

This item/sample gave a complex Mixed 
DNA profile with multiple contributors. This 
mixtureisnotsuitablefor meaningful 

interpretationduetoeitheritscomplexity 
relatingtotheunknownandpotentially 

large number of contributors and/or the 
limited amount of information within the 
DNA profile. 

SINGLE SOURCE DNAPROFILE 
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided a DNA prof ile that indicated the 
presence of one contribut or. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
profile. Based on information provided to 

thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 
theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

from front stitching of upper sole of LHS 

20/02/2013 shoe in- - RTPP 

from front upper sole of LHS shoe in 

20/02/2013 - QHSSSubmitted 

from front RHS upper leg area of pants in 

20/02/2013 -- QHSSSubmitted 

20/02/2013 from front groin area of pants in QHSSSubmitted 

Examination Summary 

Examination of item--. No 
hairs present. Possible fibres. No 

subsamplestaken. Examination for purpose 

ofchecking hairexhibitsbeforesendingto 

AFP - no QPRIME supp sent 

-=OMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 

UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON 

This item/sample gave a complex Mixed 

DNA prof ile with multiple contributors. This 

mixture isnotsuitablefor meaningful 

interpretationdue t oeitheritscomplexity 

relatingtotheunknownandpotential!y 

largenumberofcontributorsand/orthe 

limited amount of information within the 

DNA profile. 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided a DNA profile that indicated the 

presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile. Based on information provided to 

thelaboratory, ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassocia tedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

Forensic Identification 

~n_t~!er_1:_tJ!io~ -~+a_~ ~-~~~-l>E:~_o_r__n:ie,9_. __ ___ (DNA Deceased) 

PROFILE This item/sample provided a ONA 

profile that indicated the presence of ONA 

fromtwocontributors.- 2 

PERSON MIXED PROFILE - CONDITIONED 

ON . Post Mortem Sample. This 

item/sample provided a ONA profile that 

indicated t he presence of two contributors 

Basedon informationprovidedtothe 

laboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat the 

associated barcodehascontributedtothis 

mixed DNA profil e. Given this assumption, 

nostatisticalinterpretationhasbeen 

performed--2 PERSON MIX 

REMAINING - LOW SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB 

This item/sample provided a DNA profile 

thatindicatedthepresenceoftwo 

contributors. When condit ioning on the 

assumed known contribu tor, then the DNA 

profile provides lowsupportforthe 

proposition that the associated barcodeisa 

contr ibut or of ONA to this mixed DNA 

profile. Further information can be 

providedifrequired ..... lNTEL 

REPORT REQUIRED FOR FURTHER 

INTERPRETATION The results for this 

item/sample require further explanation 

which will follow in an intelligence report (DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collection Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

from front LHS upper leg area of pants in 

Trace DNA Tape Lift -- QHSSSubmitted 

from front LHS lower leg area of pants in 
Trace DNA Tape Lift QHSSSUbmitted 

,~~~~!':'~~i?n, ~~~!""-~'..". 
PROFILE This item/sample provided a DNA 

profilethat indicatedthepresenceofDNA 
from two contributors. --2 
PERSON MIXED PROFILE - CONDITIONED 

ON. Post Mortem Sample. This 

item/sample provided a ONA profile that 

indicated the presence of two contributors 

Based on information provided to the 

laboratory,ithasbeenassumedthatthe 
associatedbarcodehascontributedtothis 
mixed DNA profile. Given this assumption, 

nostatistica!interpretationhasbeen 

performed ..... 2PERSONMIX 

REMAINING- LOW SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB 

UNKNOWN MALE 4 This item/sample 

providedaDNAprofilethal indicatedthe 

presence of two contributors. When 

conditioning on the assumed known 

contributor,thentheDNAprofileprovides 

low support for the proposition that the 

associated barcode is a contributor of DNA 

to this mixed DNA profile. Further 

informationcanbeprovidedifrequired 

~ NTEL REPORT REQUIRED FOR 

FURTHER INTERPRETATION The results for 

this item/sample require further 

Forensic Identification 

explan_ation which ~!11 follow _in an ___ (DNA Deceased) 

PROFILE This item/sample provided a DNA 

profilethat indicatedthepresenceofDNA 

from two contributors.~ 

PERSON MIXED PROFILE - CONDITIONED 

ON. Post Mortem Sample. This 

item/samp!e provided a ONA profile that 

indicated the presence of two contributors 

Basedoninformationprovidedtothe 

laboratory,ithasbeenassumedthatthe 

associatedbarcodehascontributedtothis 

mixed DNA profile. Given this assumption, 

nostatistica!interpretationhasbeen 

performed. - 2 PERSON MIX 

REMAINING- LOW SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB 

This item/sample provided a DNA profile 

that indicatedthepresenceoftwo 

contributors. When conditioning on the 

assumed known contributor, then the DNA 

profileprovideslowsupportforthe 

proposition that the associated barcodeisa 

contributor of DNA to this mixed DNA 

profile.Furtherinformationcanbe 

providedifrequired. - lNTEL 

REPORT REQUIRED FOR FURTHER 

INTERPRETATION The results for this 

item/sample require further explanation 

which will follow in an intelligence report (DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

from rear RHS lower leg area of pant s in 

-- QHSSSubmitted 

fromrearRHSupperlegareaofpants in 

-- QHSSSubmitted 

fromrearRHSuppersleeveofshirt 
containedin FBC--

fromrearRHSshoulderareaofshirt 

containedin FBC 

QHSSSubmitted 

QHSSSubmitted 

,~~~~!~~~?-~ S_u_n:i~.ary 
CONDITIONED ON . Post Mortem Sample 

This item/sample provided a DNA profile 

that indicatedthepresenceoftwo 
contributors. Based on informat ion 

provided to the laboratory, it has been 

assumedthattheassociatedbarcodehas 
contributed to this mixed ONA profile 
Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed 
- 2 PERSON MIX REMAINING 
LOW SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB. Elimination 

Sample. This item/sample provided a DNA 
profilethat indicatedthepresenceoftwo 

contributors.Whenconditioningonthe 
assumed known contributor, then the DNA 
profile provides low support for the 

propositionthattheassociatedbarcodeisa 
contributor of ONA to this mixed DNA 

profile.Furtherinformationcanbe 
provided ifrequired ..... lNTEL 
REPORT REQUIRED FOR FURTHER 

INTERPRETATION The results for this 
item/sample require further explanation 

which wi ll follow in an intelligence report 
INCORRECT RESULT - This result was 

incorrectlyreported - 2PERSON 

Forensic Identification 

MIX REMAINING - LOW SUPPORT FOR (DNA Deceased) 

~ OPERSON MIXED ONA 
PROFILE This item/sample provided a ONA 
profile that indicated the presence of ONA 

fromtwocontributors. - 2 
PERSON MIXED PROFILE - CONDITIONED 

ON . Post Mortem Sample. This 
item/sample provided a ONA profile that 
indicatedthepresenceoftwocontributors 

Basedon informationprovidedtothe 
laboratory,ithasbeen assumedthatthe 

associated barcodehascontributedtothis 
mixed ONA profile. Given this assumption, 

nostatist ica!interpretationhasbeen 
performed. - NTELREPORT 
REQUIRED FOR FURTHER INTERPRETATION 

Theresultsforthisitem/samplerequire 
furtherexplanationwhichwill fo!lowinan 

intelligencereport. - SINGLE 
EVIDENCE SAMPLE EXCLUDED The 
statistical interpretation shows that the 

associatedbarcodesentwiththisexhibit 
report has been compared, and can be 

excludedas havingcontributedtothis 
mixed DNA profile. (DNA Deceased) 

~ INGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided aDNAprofilethatindicatedthe 
presence of one contribut or. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile. Basedon informationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 

theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 
interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
providedaDNAprofilethat indicatedthe 
presence of one contribut or. The 

associatedbarcodematchesthisDNA 
profile. Basedon informationprovidedto 

thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 
theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location 

20/02/201

20/02/201

20/02/201

20/02/201

20/02/201

Exhibit located 

from rear LHS shoulder area of shirt 

containedin FBC--

fromrear l HSuppersleeveofshirt 
containedinFBC--

from rear LHS lower sleeve of shirt 
containedinFBC -

from front RHS lower leg area of pants in 

QHSSSubmitted 

QHSSSubmitted 

QHSSSubmitted 

-- QHSSSubmitted 

from front RHS lower sleeve of shirt 

containedin FBCI QHSSSubmitted 

Examination Summary 

~ INGLE SOURCE DNAPROFILE 

ASSUMEO KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided a DNA profile that indicated the 
presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile. Basedon informationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

Forensic Identification 

interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR . Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided a DNA profile that indicated the 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
profile. Based on information provided to 

thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 
theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 

~ SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
provided a DNA profile that indicated the 

presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

prof ile. Based on information provided to 
thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 
the associated barcode is the donor of this 

DNA. Given t his assumption, no statistical 
interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

providedaDNAprofilethalindicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
prof ile. Based on information provided to 
thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 

theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given t his assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 

- SINGLE SOURCE ONA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
providedaDNAprofilethalindicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
prof ile. Based on information provided to 

thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 
theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no st atistical 
interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location 

Trace DNA Tape lift 

Trace DNA Tape lift 

Trace DNA Tape lift 

Trace DNA Tape lift 

Trace DNA Tape Lift 

Exhibit located 

from front RHS upper sleeve of shirt 

containedinFBC -

fromfront collarareaofshirtcontainedin 

QHSSSubmitted 

FBC-- QHSSStlbmitted 

from front LHS upper sleeve of shirt 

containedin FB~ 

from front LHS lower sleeve of shirt 

containedin FBC -

from rear RHS lower sleeve of shirt 

containedinFBC 

QHSSSubmitted 

QHSSSubmitted 

QHSSSubmitted 

Examination Summary 

--INTERIM RESULT - SAMPLE 
UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 

result,sample/sarecurrentlyundergoing 
rework. Rework can mean that part of the 
process to obtain a ONA profile is repeated 

or additional test ing to improve the DNA 
profile is being undertaken . This rework 

cou!dbedueto:inst rumentfailure, 
requiringthesampletobere-processed; 
interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 

samp!e tobere-runtoresolveanyissues 
Finalresultsarepending. 

SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE - ASSUMED 
KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR . Post mortem 
sample This item/sample provided a DNA 

profilethat indicatedthepresenceofone 
contributor. Theassociatedbarcode 

matches this DNA profile. Based on 
information provided to the laboratory, it 

hasbeenassumedthattheassociatecl 
barcode is the donor of this DNA. Given this 
assumption,nostatisticalinterpret ation 

Forensic Identification 

has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
provided a DNA profile that indicated the 

presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

prof ile. Based on information provided to 
thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 
theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given t his assumption, no st atistical 
interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided a DNA profile t hat indicated the 
presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

prof ile. Basedon informationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 

theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given t his assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
provided a DNA profile t hat indicated the 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
profile.Basedon informationprovidedto 

thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 
theassociatedbarcodeisthedonor ofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 
interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 

~ INGLE SOURCE DNAPROFILE 

ASSUMEO KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
provided a DNA profile that indicated the 

presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile. Based on information provided to 
thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 
theassociateclbarcodeisthedonor ofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 
interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collection Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

from LHS buttock area of pants in 

race DNA Tapelift 12/02/2013 - QHSSSubmitted 

from RHS buttock area of pants in 

raceDNATapelift 12/02/2013 - QHSSSUbmitted 

,~~~~!~~~~~ .. s~~mary 
PROFILE OBTAINED. REWORK REQO The 

interim DNA profile obtained from this 
sample/item indicated the presence of DNA 
from two or more contributors. This is not a 

final resu!tandsample/sarecurrently 
undergoing rework. Rework can mean that 

part of the process to obtain a DNA profile 
isrepeatedoradditiona!testingtoimprove 
theDNAprofileisbeingundertaken.Final 

resultsarepending.--WO 
PERSON MIXED ONA PROFILE This 

item/sample provided a ONA profile that 
indicated the presence of ONA from two 

contributors~ IXDNA 
CONTRIBUTION UNSUITABLE FOR 
INTERPRETATION The mixed ONA profile 

resultforthissamplehasbeen 
deconvolutedinanattempttoresolveany 

DNA profiles suitable for loading to NCIDD 
lnthisinstance,theanalysisresultedina 
DNA contribution which was unsuitable for 

furtherstatistical interpretation,and 
thereforeisunabletobecomparedtoany 

Forensic Identification 

other DNA profiles obtained within this 
case. ~ PERSONMIXEOPROFILE-

CONDITIONEDON. PostMortemSample. -
This item/san:iple_pr_C?vided a ~NA profile - 9 (ONA Deceased) 

PROFILE This item/sample provided a DNA 
prof ilethat indicatedthepresenceofDNA 

fromtwocontributors. - 2 
PERSON MIXED PROFILE - CONDITIONED 

ON. Post Mortem Sample. This 
item/samp!e provided a ONA profile that 

indicated t he presence of two contributors 
Basedoninformationprovidedtothe 
laboratory,ithasbeenassumedthatthe 

associatedbarcodehascontributedtothis 
mixed DNA profile. Given this assumption, 

nostatistica!interpretationhasbeen 
performed. - 2 PERSON MIX 
REMAINING- LOW SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB 

This item/sample provided a DNA profile 
that indicatedthepresenceoftwo 

contributors. When conditioning on the 
assumed known contributor, then the DNA 
profileprovides lowsupportforthe 

proposition that the associated barcodeisa 
contributor of ONA to this mixed DNA 

profile.Furtherinformationcanbe 
providedifrequired. - 2PERSON 
MIX REMAINING- LOW SUPPORT FOR 

CONTRIB. This item/sample provided a ONA 
profilethatindicatedthepresenceoftwo 

contributors. When conditioning on the (DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

from LHS rear of knee of pants in 

Trace DNA Tapel ift 12/02/201 - QHSSSubmitted 

from LHS rear of knee of pants in 

CuttingofBloodSoakedFabric 12/02/201 - QHSSSubmitted 

A4Ta.e_eliftofHairsandfibres 12/02/201 fromrearof.e_antsi n 4014131RTPP 

,Exami~ationS_un:imary 

CONDITIONED ON . Post Mortem Sample 

This item/sample provided a DNA profile 

that indicatedthepresenceoftwo 
contributors. Based on information 

provided to the laboratory, it has been 

assumedthattheassociatedbarcodehas 
contributed to this mixed ONA profile 

Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed 

--MIX REMAINING DNA 
CONTRIBUTION UNSUITABLE FOR NCIDD 

The mixed DNA profile result for this 
samplehasbeendeconvolutedin an 

attempt to resolve anv DNA profiles 
suitable for loading to NCIDD. For ease of 
differentiation between the resolved 

contributions,thedesignations 
'conditioned' and'remaining'havebeen 

applied. The remaining contribution 
separatedafter conditioningthemixed 
DNA profile was unsuitable for searching on 

NCIDD, and is therefore unab!e to be 
loaded to NCIDD. If reference evidence 

samples are submitted, it will be possible to 
comparethemwith thisremaining 

contribution, the resul ts of which will be 

Forensic Identification 

reported as a l ikelihood ratio. Depending (DNA Deceased) 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
provided a DNA profile that indicated the 

presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile.Basedon informationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 
theassociatedbarcode isthedonor ofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 
interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 

ExaminationofA4acetatetapeliftto 
identifysuitableforDNAanalysis. 
Examinationoftape lift - - Large 

numberofblackfibresonthetapelift. No 
hairs located. Examination of tape lift 

--Someblackfibresonthe 
tape lift. No hairs located. No further 
examinationrequired. l haveconducteda 

check ofa number ofhairexhibitsand 
tapel iftstoensuresuitabilitypriorto 

sending to AFP for morphological hair 
examination. A number of exhibit s were 

determined t ocontainnohumanhairand 
as such will not be forwarded to AFP. AU 
exhibitstobesent t oAFPwill be provided 

to Snr Sgt Scott Mclaren of the DNA 
Management Unit to make transportation 

arrangements.lhavenotsub-sampledanv 
e~hibits as a result of my examinations 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collection Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

fromfrontofpants in 

fromrearupperLHSquadrantareaofshirt 

in-- QHSSSubmitted 

fromrearupperRHSquadrantareaofshirt 

in-- QHSSSubmitted 

Examination Summary 

ExaminationofA4acetatetapeliftto 

identify suitableforDNAanalysis. 
Examinationoftapelift---Large 

numberofblackfibresonthetapelift. No 
hairs located. Examination of tape lift 
~ Someblackfibresonthe 

tape lift. No hairs located. No further 

examination required. l haveconducteda 

check ofanumberofhairexhibitsand 
tapeliftstoensuresuitabilitypriorto 
sending to AFP for morphological hair 

examination. A number of exhibits were 
determinedtocontainnohumanhairand 

as such will not be forwarded to AFP. AU 
exhibitstobesenttoAFPwill be provided 
to Snr Sgt Scott Mclaren of the DNA 

Management Unit to make transportation 
arrangements.lhavenotsub-sampledany 

exhibits as a result of my examinations 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 

UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 
obtained from this item/sample indicated 

thepresenceofonecontributor.Any 
referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 
havebeenexcludedasdonorsofthisDNA 

ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 
designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 

interpretation has not been performed 
--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
provided a DNA profile that indicated the 

presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile.Basedon informationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 
theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

Forensic Identification 

interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 

~ INGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 

obtainedfromthisitem/sampleindicated 
thepresenceofonecontributor.Any 

referencesamp!esassociatedtothiscase 
have been excluded as donors of this DNA 
ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 

designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 
interpretationhasnotbeenperformed 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided a DNA profile that indicated the 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
profile. Based on information provided to 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collection Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

from rear lower LHS quadrant area of shirt 

in - QHSSSubmitted 

from rear lower RHS quadrant area of shirt 

in-- QHSSSubmitted 

fromrearareasofshirtin--

A4TapeliftforHairsand Fibres 12/02/201 fromfrontareasofshirtin 

Examination Summary 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 

obtained from this item/sample indicated 

thepresenceofonecontr ibutor. Any 
referencesamp!esassodatedtothiscase 
havebeenexcludedasdonorsofthisDNA 
ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 

designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 
interpretation has not been performed 
--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

providedaDNAprofilethal indicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile.Basedoninformationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

Forensic Identification 

interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 

~ INGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 

UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 
obtained from this item/sample indicated 
thepresenceofonecontributor. Any 

referencesamp!esassodatedtothiscase 
have been excluded as donors of this DNA 

This ONA profile has therefore been 
designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 

interpretationhasnotbeenperformed 
--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
providedaDNAprofilethatindicatedthe 

presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this ONA 
profile. Basedoninformationprovidedto 

thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 
theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 
interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 

lhaveconductedacheckofanumberof 
hairexhibitsandtapeliftstoensure 

suitability priortosendingtoAFPfor 
morphological hair examination. A number 

of exhibits were determined to contain no 
humanhairandassuchwillnotbe 
forwarded to AFP. All exhibits to be sent to 

AFPwillbeprovidedtoSnrSgtScott 
Mclaren of the DNA Management Unit to 

maketransportationarrangements. l have 
notsub-sampledanyexhibitsasaresultof 
my examinations 

lhaveconductedacheckofanumberof 

hairexhibitsandtapeliftstoensure 
suitability prior to sending to AFP for 

morphological hair examination. A number 
of exhibits were determined to contain no 
humanhairandassuchwillnotbe 

forwarded to AFP. All exhibits to be sent to 
AFPwillbeprovidedtoSnrSgtScott 

Mclaren of the DNA Management Unit to 
maketransportationarrangements. l have 
notsub-sampledanyexhibitsasaresultof 

my examinations 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collection Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

raceONATapelift 12/02/2013
--Ssleeveareaofshirtin 

QHSSSubmitted 

Collection of hairs 

Collection of hairs 

12/02/2013

12/02/2013

::::~'.~;'""'"'";rt;, - h;l,t I RTPP 

fromrearofshirt in - RTPP 

Trace DNATape!ift 12/02/2013 fromrear LHSsleeveofshirtin 

Trace DNATap_elift 12/02/2013 fromrearlHSsleeveofshirtin 

Examination Summary 

~ INGLE SOURCE DNAPROFILE

ASSUMEO KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided a DNA profile that indicated the 
presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile. Basedoninformationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

Forensic Identification 

interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 

ExaminedhairswithinitemsL7 

root material~:~te! on one hair w~~~~i~~e 
and two hairs within item Lll. These 
subsampledandtobesentouttoQld 
Health for DNA testing 

ExaminedhairswithinitemsL7 

Pos,;ble 
root material 1ocatea on one nair within LS 
and two hairs within item Lll. These 

subsampledandtobesentouttoQ!d 
Health for DNA testing 

~ INGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 

obtained from this item/sample indicated 
thepresenceofonecontr ibutor. Any 

referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 
havebeenexcludedasdonorsofthisDNA 
ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 

designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 
interpretation has not been performed 

~ INGLE SOURCE DNAPROFILE
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

providedaDNAprofilethalindicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
profile. Basedon informationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed. 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 

UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 
obtained from this item/sample indicated 

thepresenceofonecontributor. Anv 
referencesamp!esassodatedtothiscase 
havebeenexcludedasdonorsofthisDNA 

This ONA profile has therefore been 
designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 

interpretationhasnotbeenperformed 
- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
providedaDNAprofilethat indicatedthe 

presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile.Basedon informationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 
theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

(DNA Deceased) 

interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

rom rear RHS armpit area of shirt in 

Trace DNATapelift 12/02/2013 -

12/02/2013 rom front RHS collar of shirt in 

12/02/2013 rom front LHS middle of shirt i 

QHSSSubmitted 

Examination Summary 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 

obtained from this item/sample indicated 

thepresenceofonecontr ibutor. Any 
referencesamp!esassodatedtothiscase 
havebeenexcludedasdonorsof thisDNA 
ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 

designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 
interpretation has not been performed 
- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

providedaDNAprofilethal indicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile.Basedon informationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 

theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

Forensic Identification 

interpret ation has been performed. ~

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 

UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 
obtainedfromthisitem/sample indicated 
thepresenceofonecontributor. Anv 

referencesamp!esassodatedtothiscase 
have been eKcluded as donors of this DNA. 

This ONA profile has therefore been 
designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 

interpretationhasnotbeenperformed 
~ INGLE SOURCE DNAPROFILE 
ASSUMEO KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR . Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
providedaDNAprofilethat indicatedthe 

presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this ONA 
profile. Basedoninformationprovidedto 

thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 
theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 
interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided a DNA profile that indicated the 
presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile. Based on information provided to 
thelaboratory, ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 
interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

12/02/201

12/02/201 from front LHSbreastofshirt in 

12/02/201

12/02/201

,_,_ ...... I 
from front LHS of shirt in I

RTPP 

RTPP 

SwabofB!ood 23/02/201 from steering wheel of Qld Rego  QHSS Submitted 

Swab of Blood 23/02/201 from ignition of Q!d Rego QHSSSubmitted 

from rear of driver's seatback of Qld Rego 
SwabofB!ood 23/02/201  QHSS Submitted 

from front passenger's side footwell of Qld 

Swab of Blood 23/02/201 Rego  QHSS Submitted 

Examination Summary 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 

obtained from this item/sample indicated 
thep,esenceofonecontr ibutor. Any 
referencesamp!esassociatedtothiscase 

have been excluded as donors of this DNA 
ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 

designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 
interpretation has not been performed 

~ INGLE SOURCE DNAPROFILE 

ASSUMEO KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

providedaONAprofilethal indicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this ONA 

profile.Basedon informationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 

theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
ONA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpret ation has been performed. 

~ INGLE SOURCE DNAPROFILE 
ASSUMEO KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
providedaDNAprofilethal indicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
profile. Based on information provided to 

thelaboratory, ithasbeenassumedthat 
theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

Forensic Identification 

(DNA Deceased) 

interpret ation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 
Examinedhairswithin itemsL7 

_____ Possible 

root material located on one hair within LB 
and two hairs within item l ll. These 
subsamp!edandtobesentouttoQld 

Health for ONA testing. Examination 
enteredforpurposeofcheckinghair 

exhibits prior to sending to AFP. No 
QPRIMEsuppsent. 
Examinedhairswithin itemsL7 

Possible 

root material located on one hair within LS 
and two hairs within item lll. These 

subsamp!ed and to be sent out to Qld 
Health for DNA testing 
--NO ONA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no ONA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetectionat the 
quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 

--NO ONA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 
abovethelimitofdetectionat the 

quantitationstage. No further processing 

- Ne~ ~~tgE~::;ED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetectionatthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 

- NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 
abovethelimitofdetect ion atthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem. 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collection Officer 

12/02/2013

race DNATapelift 12/02/2013

UsedRollieStyleCigaretteButt 23/02/2013

Empty White OX Cigarette Packet 23/02/2013

A4TapeliftforHairsandFibres 23/02/2013

A4 Tape Lift for Hairs and Fibres 23/02/2013

Exam location Exhibit located 

from front RHS chest area of shirt in - QHSSSubmitted 

from front RHS button seem of shirt in 

- QHSSSubmitted 

fromunderfrontdriver'ssideseatofQld 

Rego QHSS Submitted 
from front passenger's side footwell of Qld 

fromfrontdriver'ssideseatandseatback 
of Qld Rego 

fromfrontpassenger'ssideseatand 
seat back of Qld Re£o 

Examination Summary 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 

obtained from this item/sample indicated 
thepresenceofonecontr ibutor. Any 
referencesamp!esassodatedtothiscase 

havebeenexcludedasdonorsofthisDNA 
ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 

designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 
interpretation has not been performed 
- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

providedaDNAprofilethalindicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this ONA 

profile.Basedon informationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 
ONA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed. 

~ INGLE SOURCE DNAPROFILE
ASSUMEO KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
providedaONAprofilethalindicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this ONA 
profile. Based on information provided to 

thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 
theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

Forensic Identification 

(DNA Deceased) 

,interpretatio_n __ has been_ perfo~rz:ie~--___ __ ___, (DNA Deceased) 

UNKNOWN MALE 1 The ONA profile 
obtainedfromthisitem/sample indicated 

thepresenceofonecontr ibutor. All 
referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 

havebeenexcludedasdonorsofthisONA 
andthisONAprofilehasbeendesignated 

as Unknown Male 1.-NCIDO 
UPLOAD SINGLE SOURCE ONA PROFILE A 
single source DNA profile was obtained 

from the item/sample. This DNA profile has 
been selected for loading to NCIDD, and it 

will be searched against any DNA profiles 
already held on NCIDD (as per the NCIDD 
matchingrules).Anysubsequentprofiles 

that are loaded to NCIOD will be searched 
againstthisDNAprofile.~INGLE 

SOURCE 20 LOCI DNA PROFILE LR > 100 
BILLION. Evidence Sample. This 
item/sample provided a DNA profile that 

indicatedthepresenceofonecontributor. 
It obtained all of the ONA information 

potentially available. This DNA profile 
matched the corresponding information in 

the ONA profile from the associated 
barcodesentwiththisexhibitreport. This 

DNA profile is greater than 100 billion times Unknown Male 1 (DNA Suspect) -
more likely to have occurred if the barcode - (DNA Suspect) 

Examinationof4xtapelifts 

--------'°' thepresenceofhairswhichmaybesuitable 
for DNA analysis. No hairs located which 

maybesuitableforfurtherDNAanalysis. 

Examinationof4xtapelifts 

________ o, 

thepresenceofhairswhichmaybesuitable 
for DNA analysis. No hairs located which 
maybesuitableforfurtherDNAanalysis. 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

A4TapeliftforHairsandFibres 

A4 Tape Lift for Hairs and Fibres 

Trace ONA Swab 

Trace DNA Swab 

I
Tme ONA T.ape Uft 

Trace ONA Tape Lift 

SwabofSahva 

Swab of Blood 

Trace ONA Swab 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

Exam location Exhibit located 

fromreardriver 'ssideseatandseatbackof 

Qld Rego 

fromrearpassenger'ssideseatand I
RTPP 

seat back of Qld Rego RTPP 
from rear interior passenger's side window 

wind of Q!d Rego  
fromrearinteriorpassenger'ssidehandle 
to door of Qld Rego 

fromrear passenger'ssideseat andseat 
back of Qld Rego QHSS SUbmitted 

fromrearpassenger'ssideseatbelt ofQ!d 

from 'NU' water bottle rear passenger's 

side footwell of Qld Rego QHSS Submitted 

from 'Coke' bottle rear passenger's side 

footwell of Q!d Rego  QHSS Submitted 
from rear centre seatbelt of Qld Rego 

 

fromrear interiordriver'ssidedoorhand!e 
of Qld Rego QHSS Submitted 

from rear interior driver's side window 
wind of Qld Rego  QHSS Submitted 

fromrearinterior driver'ssidehandleto 
door of Qld Rego QHSS Submitted 

from rear inter ior driver's side door trim of 
Qld Rego QHSS Submitted 

fromrearinterior passenger'ssidedoor 
handle of Qld Re_!o  

Examination Summary 

Examinationof4xtapelifts 

--------'°' thepresenceof hairswhichmaybesuitable 

for DNA analysis. No hairs located which 
maybesuitableforfurtherDNAanalysis. 

Examinationof4xtapelifts 

-----'°' thepresenceofhairswhichmaybesuitable 
for DNA analysis. No hairs located which 

maybesuitableforfurtherDNAanalysis. 

--COM PLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON 

Thisitem/samplegaveacomplexMixed 
DNA profile with multiple contributors. This 
mixtureis notsuitableformeaningful 

interpretationduetoeither itscomplexity 
relatingtotheunknownandpotenlially 

large number of contributors and/or the 
limited amount of information within the 
DNA profile 

- NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for DNA 

analysis; however no DNA was det ected 
abovethelimitofdetectionatthe 
quantitalionstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem. 

- COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON 

This item/sample gave a complex Mixed 
DNA profile with multiple contributors. This 

mixtureis notsuitableformeaningful 
interpretationduetoeitheritscomplexity 

relating totheunknownandpotenlially 
largenumberofcontributorsand/orthe 
l imited amount of information within the 

DNA profile 

--NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 
abovethelimitofdetectionatthe 

quantitalionstage. No further processing 
wasconductedon thisitem. 
- NO DNA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetect ion atthe 
quant italionstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem. 

- NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 
above the limit of detect ion at the 

quantitalionstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem 
--NO DNA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetection atthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconduct edonthisitem. 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

Swab of Saliva 

Trace DNA Swab 

Trace ONA Swab 

Trace DNA Tape Lift 

Trace DNA Tape Lift 

Swab of Trace ONA 

Swab of Trace DNA 

Swab of Trace DNA 

Trace ONA Tape Lift 

TraceONA Ta.e_elift 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

22/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

23/02/201

22/02/201

22/02/201

22/02/201

22/02/201

22/02/201

Exam location Exhibit located 

from 'Mount Franklin' water bottle in front 
passenger'ssidefootwellofQld Rego 

 QHSS Submitted 

fromrearinterior driver'ssidedoor hando
Qld Rego 

from rear inter ior driver's side window 
wind of Q!d Rego  
fromrearinterior driver'ssidehandteto 

door of Qld Rego 

fromreardriver'ssideseatandseatbackof 
Qld Rego QHSS Submitted 

fromreardriver 'ssideseatbeltofQldRego 
 

from front interior passenger's side door 
handle of Qld Rego 

from front interior passenger's side window 
wind of Qld Rego  QHSS Submitted 

fromfrontinteriorpassenger'ssidehandle 
to door of Qld Rego QHSS Submitted 

fromfrontpassenger'ssideseatandback 
rest of Qld Rego  QHSS Submitted 

from front passenger's side seatbelt of Qld 

Rego  QHSS Submitted 

Examination Summary 

~ TERIMRESULT - SAMPLE 

UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 
result,sample/sarecurrentlyundergoing 
rework. Rework can mean that part of the 

process to obtain a ONA profile is repeated 
or additional test ing to improve the DNA 

profile is being undertaken . This rework 
cou!dbedueto:instrumentfailure, 
requiringthesampletobere-processed; 

interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 
samp!etobere-runtoresolveanyissues 

Final results are pending ..... 
COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE UNSUITABLE FOR 
INTERP OR COMPARISON This item/sample 

gave a complex Mixed DNA profile with 
multiple contr ibutors. This mixture is not 

suitableformeaningfulinterpretationdue 
toeitherit scomplexit yrelatingtothe 

unknown and potentially large number of 
contributors and/or the limited amount of 
informat ion within the DNA profile 

- NO DNA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for DNA 
analysis; however no DNA was det ected 

above thelimitofdetect ion atthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 

--NO DNA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetect ion atthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem. 
--NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 
above thelimitofdetect ionatthe 

quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedon thisitem 

--NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetectionat the 
quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 

- NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for DNA 

analysis; however no DNA was det ected 
abovethelimitofdetectionatthe 

quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

l
wabofSall,a 

race DNA Tape Lift 

Trace DNA Tape Lift 

SwabofB!ood 

Swab of Blood 

Swab of Blood 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

22/02/2013

22/02/2013

Exam location Exhibit located 

from 'Pump' water bottle in front 

passenger'ssidefootwellofQld Rego 
 

from front driver's seat and back rest of Qld 

QHSSSubmitted 

Rego  QHSS Submitted 

from front driver's seat belt of Qld Rego 

 QHSS Submitted 

from handbrake well of Qld Rego QHSS Submitted 

from clutch pedal of Qld Rego  QHSS Submitted 

from brake pedal of Qld Rego QHSS Submitted 

, Exam_inatio~.-~~mmary 

UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 

resuh,sample/sarecurrentlyundergoing 
rework. Rework can mean that part of the 
process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 

or additional testing to improve the DNA 
profile is being undertaken. This rework 

cou!dbedueto:inst rumentfailure, 
requir ingthesampletobere-processed; 
interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 

sampletobere-runtoresolveanyissues 
Finalresultsarepending ..... SS 

DNA PROFILE 9 LOCI AND ABOVE LR > 100 
BILLION . Evidence Sample. This 

item/sample provided a ONA profile that 
indicatedthepresenceofonecontributor 
It consisted of at least 9 ONA loci, however 

ii has not obtained all of the DNA 
information potentially avai lable. Where 

information was obtained, t his DNA profile 
matchedthecorrespondinginformationin 
the DNA profile from the associated 

barcodesent with thisexhibitreport . This 
DNA profile is greater than 100 bill ion times 

more likelytohaveoccurredifthebarcode 
sentwiththisexhibitreportisthedonorof 
theDNAratherthananunknown, 

Forensic Identification 

unrelated individual. - (0NASuspect) 
--NO DNA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetectionatthe 
quantitalion stage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. __ 

UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 

result,samp!e/sarecurrentlyundergoing 
rework. Rework can mean that part of the 

process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 
or additional testing to improve the DNA 

profile is being undertaken. This rework 
cou!dbedueto:instrument failure, 
requir ingthesampletobere-processed; 

interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 
sampletobere-runtoresolveanyissues 

Finalresultsarepending. ~ WO 
PERSON MIXED DNA PROFILE This 
item/samp!e provided a ONA profile that 

indicated the presence of ONA from two 
contributors. ~ NTELREPORT 

REQUIRED FOR FURTHER INTERPRETATION 
Theresultsforthisitem/samplerequire 
furtherexplanationwhichwillfollowinan 

intelligence report . INCORRECT RESULT 
Thisresultwasincorrectlyreported 

--TWO PERSON MIXED ONA 
PROFILE This item/sample provided a ONA 

profile that indicated the presence of ONA 
from two contributors. INCORRECT RESULT -' 
Thisresultwasincorrectlyreported 

--INTEL REPORT REQUIRED FOR 
FURTHER INTERPRETATION The results for 

--NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no ONA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetectionat the 
quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem. 
--NO DNA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no ONA was detected 
abovethelimitofdetection atthe 

quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 

--NO ONA DETECTED This 
item/samp!e was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetection atthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem. 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

SwabofB!ood 

race ONA swab 

race ONA swab 

race ONA swab 

·race ONA Tape Lift 

Trace DNA Tape Lift 

Trace DNA Tape lift 

CuttingofBlooclSoakedfabric 

race ONA Swab 

race ONA Swab 

race ONA Swab 

race ONA Swab 
lueT-Shirt 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

22/02/201

22/02/201

22/02/201

22/02/201

22/02/201

22/02/201

22/02/201

10/02/201

22/02/201

"MM•
22/02/201

22/02/201

22/02/201

Exam location Exhibit located 

from accelerator pedal of Qld Rego QHSS Submitted 

from front interior driver 's side door handle 
of Qld Rego QHSS Submitted 

from front interior driver 's side window 
wind of Q!d Rego  QHSS Submitted 

from front interior driver's side handle to 
door of Qld Rego QHSS Submitted 

from steering wheel of Qld Rego  QHSS Submitted 

from gear shift of Qld Rego QHSSSubmitted 

from handbrake of Qld Rego QHSSSubmitted 

fromitemflO 

from front exterior driver's door handle of 

Qld Rego QHSS Submitted 

from rear exterior driver's door handle of 
Qld Rego QHSS Submitted 

fromrearexteriorpassenger'sdoor handle 
of Qld Rego 
from front exter ior passenger's door handle

of Qld Rego 
from rear tray of Qld Rego 

Examination Summary Forensic Identification 
--NO DNA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetect ion atthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem 

- NO ONA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 
above t he limit of detect ion at the 

quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem 

--NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetectionat the 
quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 

--NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for DNA 

analysis; however no DNA was det ected 
abovethelimitofdetectionat the 

quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 
--NO DNA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for DNA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetectionatthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 

- NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for DNA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 
abovethelimitofdetect ion atthe 

quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 
- NO DNA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for DNA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetection atthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 

- NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

above the limit of detect ion at the 
quant itationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem 
--NO DNA DETECTED This 

item/samp!e was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 
above the limit of detect ion at the 

quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

Blue Blanket 

Button 

Swab of Blood 

uttingofBloodSoaked Fabric 

uttingofBloodSoaked Fabric 
Swab of Blood 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

-m•10/02/2013

10/02/2013

10/02/2013

10/02/2013

10/02/2013

9/02/2013

9/02/2013

10/02/2013

10/02/2013

10/02/2013

10/02/2013
9/02/2013

Exam Location Exhibit Located 

from lounge room floor QHSSSubmitted 
from lounge room floor 

from lounge room floor in front of sliding 

doors 

from lounge room floor 

from lounge room floor 

from lounge room floor 

from blood pool on  CA SRK 

from footpath outside unit  

from entrance floor 

from entrance floor (further into unit) QHSS Submitted 

fromblueandwhitechequeredfittedsheet
in entrance area 

fromblueandwhitechequeredfittedshee
in entrance area 
from external door handle lo unit 3 

,Exam_inatio!" ~~mmarv •..• - · ··--- · -•-- - · --/orensic Identification 

UNKNOWN MALE 3 The ONA profile 

obtainedfromthisitem/sampleindicated 
thepresenceofonecontr ibutor. Any 
referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 

have been excluded as donors of this DNA 
This ONA profile has therefore been 

designated as an unknown. Astatistica! 
interpretationhasnotbeenperformed 
--NCIOO UPLOAD SINGLE SOURCE 

DNA PROFILE A single source DNA profile 
was obtained from the item/sample. This 

DNAprofile hasbeenselectedforloading 
to NCIOO, and it will be searched against 

any ONA profiles already held on NODD (as 
per the NCIOO matching rules). Any 
subsequentprofilesthatareloadedto 

NCIDD will be searched against this ONA 
prof ile. ~ INGLE SOURCE 20 LOCI 

DNA PROFILE LR > 100 BILLION . Elimination 
Sample. This item/sample provided a DNA 
profilethatindicatedthepresenceofone 

contributor. It obtained all of the DNA 
information potentia lly available. This ONA 

profile matched the corresponding UNKNOWN MALE 3 (ONA Elimination) 

information in the ONA profile from the !!!!!!!!!!!11■■  (ONA 
associated barcodesentwith thisexhibit Elimination) 

report. This ONA profile is greater t han 100 (DNA Other) 

Verbal request from A/OFC  

CentralAreatoexamineabutton, 
contained in 
located on

believed tocomefromvictim'sshirtfor 
potential trace DNA. Examined button, 

observedinscription'LSJ'andcollected 
trace DNA sample. NOTE: These findings 

arepreliminaryonlyandrequirepeer 
reviewing prior to any fonnal statement 
being produced 

,-..--- --~- -
UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 
resu!t,sample/sarecurrentlyundergoing 

rework. Rework can mean that part of the 
process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 
or additional testing t o improve the DNA 

profileisbeingundertaken. Thisrework 
couldbedueto:inst rument failure, 

requir ingthesampletobere-processed; 
interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 
sampletobere-runtoresolveanyissues 

Finalresultsarepending.
SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE UNKNOWN 

MALE 3 The ONA profile obtained from this 
item/sample indicated the presence of one 

contributor.Any reference samples 
associatedtothiscase havebeenexcluded 
as donors of this DNA. This DNA profile has 

thereforebeen designatedasanunknown 
Astatisticalinterpretationhasnotbeen 

performed.-.-HISSAMPLE HAS 
UNDERGONE FURTHER PROCESSING This 
item/samp!ehasundergonefurther 

processing and an improved DNA profile 
hasbeenobtained ..... TWO 

PERSON MIXED DNA PROFILE This UNKNOWN MALE 3 (ONA Elimination) 

item/sample provided a ONA profile that ----- {0NA
indicated the presence of ONA from two Elimination) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

wabofBlood 9/02/2013 from gutter on QHSSSubmitted 

from gutter on just west 

9/02/2013 of- QHSSSubmitted 

fromupper guttervergeon
wabofBlood 9/02/2013 even further west of - QHSSSubmitted 

IBroken FalseFingernail Piece 9/02/2013 from blood .e_ool on  

Examination Summary Forensic Identification 
·~ o DNA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetect ion atthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedon thisitem. 

- INTERIM RESULT - SAM PLE 
UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a f inal 

result,sample/sarecurrentlyundergoing 
rework. Rework can mean that part of the 

process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 
or additional test ing to improve the DNA 

profile is being undertaken. This rework 
couldbedueto:instrumentfailure, 
requiringthesampletobere-processed; 

interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 
samp!e tobere-runtoresolveanyissues 

Final results are pending ..... 
SINGLE SOURCE 20 LOCI DNA PROFILE LR > 

100 BILLION. Post Mortem Sample. This 

item/sample provided a DNA profile that 
indicatedthepresenceofonecontributor. 

It obtained all of t he DNA information 
potentially avai lable. This DNA profile 

matchedthecorrespondinginformationin 
the DNA profile from the associated 
barcodesent with thisexhibitreport. This 

DNA profile is greater than 100 billion times 
morelikelytohaveoccurredifthebarcode 

sentwiththisexhibitreportisthedonorof 
theDNA ratherthananunknown, 
unrelated individual. (DNA Deceased) 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN MALE 3 The DNA profile 

obtainedfromthisitem/sample indicated 
thepresenceofonecontr ibutor. Any 

referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 
have been excluded as donors of this DNA 

ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 
designatedasanunknown.Ast atistical 
interpretationhasnotbeenperformed 

--SINGLE SOURCE 20 LOCI DNA 
PROFILE LR > 100 BILLION. Elimination 

Sample. This item/sample provided a DNA 
profilethatindicatedthepresenceofone 
contributor. It obtained all of the DNA 

information potentially available. This DNA 
profile matched the corresponding 

information in the DNA profile from the 
associated barcodesentwith thisexhibit 

report . This DNA profile is greater than 100 
billion times more likely to have occurred if 
thebarcodesentwiththisexhibitreportis 

the donor of the DNA rather than an 
unknown,unre!ated individual 

Conductaforensicexaminationofabroken 
pieceoffalse nailcontainedin 

forthe 
purposeofassisting intheinvest igation 
into homicideo~ Examination 

conductedtodet ermine thepresenceof 
DNA evidence on the nail piece. Observed 

thebrokennai l piecetobeapproximately 
lOxlOmm in sizeandhadvisibleb!oodon 

both sides. Collected two blood samples for 
furtherDNAanalysis.Allexhibitscollected 
were transported to the

Scientific property Point and lodged. NOTE 
Thesefindingsarepreliminaryonlyand 

require peer reviewing prior to any formal 
statementbeing.e_roduced 

Elimination) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

Swab of Blood 
Swab of Blood 

Swab of Blood 

Date Collected Collection Officer 

9/02/201
9/02/201
9/02/201

9/02/201

9/02/201
9/02/201
9/02/201

Exam location Exhibit located Examination Summary 

Verbal request from A/OFC A/S/Sgt 
Central Area to examine a button, 

contained in 

located on 

believedtocomefromvictim'sshirtfor 
potential trace DNA. Examined button, 

observedinscription andcollected 

trace DNA sample. NOTE: These findings 

arepreliminaryonlyandrequirepeer 

reviewingpriortoanyformalstatement 

Forensic Identification 

from blood pool on  being produced 
from 9th step to unit 3 near marker lS 

from 14th step to unit 3 near marker 16 

fromentrancelandingtounit3near 

marker17 QHSSStlbmitted 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 

UNKNOWN MALE 3 The DNA profile 
obtainedfromthisitem/sampleindicated 

thepresenceof onecontr ibutor. Any 
referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 

havebeenexcludedasdonorsofthisDNA 
ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 
designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 

interpretation has not been performed 
--SINGLE SOURCE 20 LOCI ONA 

PROFILE LR > 100 BILLION . Elimination 
Sample. This item/sample provided a DNA 
profilethat indicatedthepresenceofone 

contr ibutor. II obtained all of the DNA 
information potentially available. This ONA 

profile matched the corresponding 
information in the ONA profile from the 

associatedbarcodesentwiththisexhibit 
report. This ONA profile is greater than 100 
billion times more likely to have occurred if 

the barcode sent with this exhibit report is UNKNOWN MALE 3 (ONA Elimination) 

the donor of the ONA rather than an ----- (DN
unknown,unrelatedindividual 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 

UNKNOWN MALE 3 The ONA profile 
obtainedfromthisitem/sample indicated 
thepresenceof onecontr ibutor. Any 

referencesamp!esassociatedtothiscase 
have been excluded as donors of this DNA 

This ONA profile has therefore been 
designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 

~ ion hasnotbeenperformed 
--SINGLE SOURCE 20 LOCI ONA 
PROFILE LR > 100 BILLION. Elimination 

Sample. This item/sample provided a DNA 
profilethatindicatedthepresenceofone 

contributor. It obtained all of the DNA 
information potentially available. This ONA 
profile matched the corresponding 

information in the DNA profile from the 
associatedbarcodesentwiththisexhibit 

report. This ONA profile is greater than 100 
billion times more likely to have occurred if 

Elimination) 

the barcode sent with this exhibit report is UNKNOWN MALE 3 (ONA Elimination) 

from footpath near marker 7 

fromrailingtounit3 
fromrail ingtounit3 

QHSS Submitted unknown, unrelated individual 
the donor of the ONA rather than an !!lllllllll-- ON

Elimination) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

Swab of Blood 

Swab of Blood 
Swab of Blood 

Fingernail Scraping 

Fingernail Scrapings 

White Sheet 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

-m9/02/201 

9/02/201 

9/02/201 

9/02/201 

9/02/201 

9/02/201 

9/02/201 

9/02/201 

Exam Location Exhibit Located 

from footpath near marker 1 QHSSSubmitted 
fromfootpathnearmarker3 

from footpath near marker 6 

fromfootpathnearmarker8 

fromfootpathnearmarkerlO 
fromfootpathnearmarker12 

from each finger of the left hand of victim QHSS Submitted 

fromeachfivefingersonrighthandof 
victim QHSSSubmitted 
from Hospital Emergency 

,Exam_inatio!" ~~mmarv •..• - · ··--- · -•-- · · ~ orensic Identification 

UNKNOWN MALE 3 The ONA profile 

obtainedfromthisitem/sampleindicated 
thepresenceofonecontr ibutor. Any 
referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 

have been excluded as donors of this ONA 
This ONA profile has therefore been 

designated as an unknown. Astatistica! 
interpretationhasnotbeenperformed 
--THIS SAMPLE HAS UNDERGONE 

FURTHER PROCESSING This item/sample 
hasundergonefurtherprocessingandan 

improved ONA profile has been obtained 
--TWO PERSON MIXED ONA 

PROFILE This item/sample provided a ONA 
profilethatindicated thepresenceofONA 
from two contributors ..... 

PERSON MIX PROFILE - SUPPORT FOR 
CONTRIS > 100 BILLION. Elimination 

Sample. This item/sample provided a ONA 
profilethat indicatedthepresenceofONA 
from two contributors. Some or all of the 

components of the ONA profile from the 
associatedbarcodesentwith thisexhibi t 

reportarerepresentedwithinthismixed 
ONA profile. This ONA profile is greater UNKNOWN MALE 3 (ONA Elimination) 

than lOObillion times more l ikely to have lll--- (0NA
occurred if the barcode sent with this Elimination) 

--SINGLE SOURCE ONA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The ONA profile 
obtained from this item/sample indicated 

thepresenceof onecontr ibutor. Any 
referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 

havebeenexcludedasdonorsofthisONA 
ThisONAprofilehasthereforebeen 

designated as an unknown. A statistical 
interpretation has not been performed 
- SINGLE SOURCE ONA PROFILE 

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided a ONA profile that indicated the 
presence of one contributor. The 
associatedbarcodematchesthisONA 

profile.Basedoninformation providedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
ONA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed. 

--SINGLE SOURCE ONA PROFILE 

UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The ONA profile 
obtained from this item/sample indicated 
thepresenceofonecontr ibutor.Any 

referencesamp!esassociatedtothiscase 
havebeenexcludedasdonorsofthisONA 

ThisONAprofilehasthereforebeen 
designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 
interpretation has not been performed 

--SINGLE SOURCE ONA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
provided a ONA profile that indicated the 

presence of one contributor. The 
associatedbarcodematchesthisONA 
profile. Basedon informationprovidedto 

thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 
theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 

ONA. Given t his assumption, no statistical 

(ONA Deceased) 

interpretation has been performed. (ONA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

9/02/2013 fromvict im'sleftshoulderarea QHSSSubmitted 

9/02/2013 from victim's chest area QHSSSubmitted 

9/02/2013 fromvictim'sleftshinarea QHSSSubmitted 

hort li_!ht Hair 9/02/2013 fromvict im'sleftbreastarea 

Examination Summary 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 

obtainedfromthisitem/sample indicated 
thepresenceof onecontr ibutor. Any 
referencesamp!esassociatedtothiscase 

have been e)(cluded as donors of this DNA 
ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 

designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 
interpretation hasnotbeenperformed 
--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR . Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

providedaDNAprofilethal indicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
profile. Basedoninformation providedto 
thelaboratory,it hasbeen assumedthat 

theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpret ation has been performed 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 
obtainedfromthisitem/sample indicated 
thepresenceofonecontributor. Anv 

referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 
have been excluded as donors of this DNA. 

This ONA profile has therefore been 
designated as an unknown. A statistical 

interpretation has not been performed 
--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
providedaDNAprofilethat indicatedthe 

presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 
profile. Based on information provided to 

thelaboratory, ithasbeen assumedthat 
theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

Forensic Identification 

(DNA Deceased) 

i~ter~ret_~tio~ __ has ~e1:n_perfor.rn_E:d (DNA Deceased) 

UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The ONA profile 

obtainedfromthisitem/sampleindicated 
thepresenceofonecontr ibut or. Any 
referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 

havebeen excludedasdonorsofthisDNA 
This DNAprofilehasthereforebeen 

designated as an unknown. A statistical 
interpretationhasnotbeenperformed 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

providedaDNAprofilethal indicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
profile. Based on information provided to 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed 
- THIS SAMPLE HAS UNDERGONE 
FURTHER PROCESSING This item/sample 

hasundergonefurtherprocessingandan 
improved DNA profile has been obtained 

~ OPERSON MIXED ONA 
PROFILE This item/sample provided a DNA 

~;:~l:~::~~i~~~~~:.he presence of DNA - ONA Deceased) 

Conductede)(aminationofForensic 
Barcodes __ _ 

and - to 
determine potential roots for ONA analysis 
Unabletolocateanvsuitablerootsfor 
further sampling 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

hart Dark Hair 

hart Dark Hair 

hart Dark Hair 

race DNA swab 

ongDark Hair 

ongDarkHairs 

Long Dark Hairs 

Lon_!DarkHair 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

9/02/2013

9/02/2013

9/02/2013

9/02/2013

9/02/2013

9/02/2013

9/02/2013

9/02/2013

9/02/2013

9/02/2013

Exam location Exhibit located 

fromvictim'srightbreastarea 

fromvictim'srightarmpitarea 

from victim's right torso 

fromvictim'srightforearmarea 

from victim's groin area 

from right palmate f ingers of victim 

from victim's left fingers 

from victim's left wrist wound 

from vict im's left forearm 

from victim's left armpit area 

QHSSSubmitted 

Examination Summary 
Conducted examination of Forensic 

Barcodes 

determine potential roots for DNA analysis 
Unabletolocateanysuitablerootsfor 

further sampling 
Conducted examination of Forensic 
Barcodes 

determine potential roots for DNA analysis 

Unableto!ocateanysuitablerootsfor 
further sampling 
Conducted examination of Forensic 

Barcodes 

determine potential roots for DNA analysis. 
Unabletolocateanysuitablerootsfor 

Conducted examination of Forensic 
Barcod~ odeterminepotential 

root s for DNA analysis. Unable to locate 
anysuitablerootsforfurther sampling. 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 

obtained from this item/sample indicated 
thepresenceofonecontributor.Any 
referencesamp!esassociatedtothiscase 

havebeenexcludedasdonorsofthisDNA 
This DNA profile has therefore been 

designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 
interpretation hasnotbeen performed 
- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided a DNA profile t hat indicated the 
presence of one contributor. The 
associatedbarcodematchesthisDNA 

profile.Basedon informationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeen assumedthat 

theassociatedbarcodeisthedonor ofthis 
DNA. Given t his assumption, no statistical 

Forensic Identification 

interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 
Conducted examination of Forensic 

determine potential roots for DNA analysis. 

Unabletolocateanysuit ablerootsfor 
further sampling 
Conducted examination of Forensic 

Barcodes 

determine potential roots for DNA analysis. 
Unabletolocateanysuitablerootsfor 

further sampling 
Conducted examination of Forensic 
Barcodes 

determine potential roots for DNA analysis. 

Unableto locateanysuitablerootsfor 
further sampling 
Conducted examination of Forensic 

Barcodes 

determine potential roots for DNA analysis 
Unable to locate any suitable roots for 
further sampling 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collection Officer 

9/02/2013

bloodstained fabric 19/04/2013

bloodstained fabric 19/04/2013

lbloodstainedfabric 19/04/2013

bloodstained fabric 19/04/2013

bloodstained fabric 19/04/2013

bloodstained fabric 19/04/2013

bloodstained fabric 19/04/2013

,-bloodstained fabr ic 19/04/2013

Exam location Exhibit located 

from victim's left torso 

~smmxSmm excised from front right upper 
chestareaofshirttakenfrom -

- RTPP 

QHSSSubmitted 
~smmxSmm excised from front right upper 

chestareaofshirttakenfrom--

~smmxSmm excised from front right 
buttonholeareaofshirttakenfrom 

~smmxSmm excised from front right 
buttonholeareaofshirttakenfrom 

~smmxSmm excised from front RHS below 

collarareaofshirttakenfrom -

~smmxSmm excised from front RHS below 
collarareaofshirttakenfrom -

~smmxSmm excised from back right armpit 
areaofshirttakenfrom 

MCUY33D 

QHSSSubmitted 

QHSSSubmitted 

-- QHSSSubmitted 
~smmxSmm excised from back right armpit 

areaofshirttakenfrom----
--- MCUY33D 

Examination Summary 
Conducted examination of Forensic 

Barcodes 

determine potential roots for DNA analysis. 
Unabletolocateanysuitablerootsfor 

further sampling 

- INGLE SOURCE DNAPROFILE
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
providedaDNAprofilethatindicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
profile. Based on information provided to 

thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 
theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

Forensic Identification 

interpretation has been performed ~ 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

providedaDNAprofilethat indicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile. Based on information provided to 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed. 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
providedaDNAprofilethalindicatedthe 

presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile. Based on information provided to 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 
theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

(DNA Deceased) 

interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided a DNA profile that indicated the 
presence of one contributor. The 

associated barcode matches this DNA 
profile. Based on information provided to 

thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 
theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location 

19/04/201

19/04/201

bloodst ained fabric 19/04/201

bloodstained fabric 19/04/201

bloodst ained fabric 19/04/201

bloodst ained fabr ic 19/04/201

Exhibit located 

~smmxSmm excised from front left sleeve 
of shirt t aken from 

- QHSSSubmitted 
~smmxSmm excised from fron t left sleeve 

of shirt t aken from - MCUY33D 

;1!::x:f~~~:ci·,sed from distal back left 
_ ,eofrom -
7mmxSmm excised from distal b k QHSS Submitted 

__ takenfrom111111111111111 

~smmxSmm excised from proximal back 

leftsleeveof shirttakenfrom -

~smmxSmm excised from proximal back 

leftsleeveofshirttaken from-

MCUY33D 

QHSSSubmitted 

MCUY33D 

Examination Summary 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR . Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

provided a DNA profile that indicated the 
presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile. Basedon informationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

Forensic Identification 

interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 

~ NTERIM RESULT - SAMPLE 

UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 
result,samp!e/sarecurrentlyundergoing 

rework. Rework can mean that part of the 
process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 
or additional testing to improve the DNA 

profileisbeingundertaken. Thisrework 
couldbedue to: instrument failure, 

requir ingthesampletobere-processed; 
interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 
sampletobere-runtoresolveanyissues 

Finalresultsarepending ..... 
SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE - ASSUMED 

KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post mortem 
sample This item/sample provided a ONA 

prof ilethatindicatedthepresenceofone 
contributor. Theassociatedbarcode 
matches this ONA profile. Based on 

information providedtothelaboratory,it 
hasbeen assumedthattheassociated 

barcode is the donor of this ONA. Given this 
assumption,nost atistical interpret ation 
has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
provided aDNAprofilethat indicatedthe 

presence of one contributor. The 
associatedbarcodematchesthisDNA 
profile. Based on information provided to 

thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 
theassociatedbarcode isthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 
interpretation has been performed. (DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Hair 

Hair 

Hair 

Hair 

Hair 

FTACells 

Latentfinger.e_rint 

Exhibit Description 

Legs 
Arms 

Chest 
Head 

Back 

bloodstained fabric 

bloodstained fabric 

bloodstained fabric 

bloodstained fabric 

bloodstained fabric 

bloodstained fabric 

1. lxDNAreferencesample 

Date Collected Collection Officer 

19/04/2013

19/04/2013

19/04/2013

19/04/2013

19/04/2013

·-·,,4/09/2014
4/09/2014

4/09/2014
4/09/2014
4/09/2014

5/03/2013

9/02/2013

Exam location Exhibit located 

~smmxSmm excised from front LHS 

adjacenttobuttonsofshirttakenfrom 

~smmxSmm excised from front LHS 

adjacenttobuttonsofshirttakenfrom 

~smmxSmm excised from front LHS lower 
chestareaofshirttakenfrom -

~smmxSmm excised from front LHS lower 
chestareaofshirttakenfro~ 

~smmxSmm excised from front LHS chest 

areaofshirttakenfrom----

QHSSSubmitted 

MCUY33D 

QHSSSubmitted 

MCUY33D 

- QHSSSubmitted 
~smmxSmm excised from front LHS chest 
areaofshirttakenfro1 

1-takenfromrightthumbofdeceased 
unknown female 

I
MCUY

33
~NA 

ONA 
ONA 
ONA 
ONA 

FPBNAFIS 

Examination Summary Forensic Identification 

- INGLE SOURCE DNAPROFILE-

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
providedaDNAprofilethatindicatedthe 

presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile. Basedoninformationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 
theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 
~on has been performed. 

- POSSIBLE SUB-THRESHOLD 
INFORMATION The presence of possible 

additional DNA was observed within the 
DNA profile obtained from this item. This 
possible DNA was not present at a 

sufficientleveltobeusedforcomparison 
purposes, as it was below QHFSS standard 

reporting thresholds. This sub-threshold 
informationdidnotinterferewiththe 
interpretationofthereportab!eONA 

components in the DNA profile obtained 
from this item. --INTEL REPORT 

REQUIRED FOR FURTHER INTERPRETATION 
Theresultsforthisitem/samplerequire 

furtherexplanationwhichwillfo!lowinan 
intelligence report 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE

ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample. This item/sample 

providedaDNAprofilethatindicatedthe 
presence of one contributor. The 
associatedbarcodematchesthisDNA 

profile. Basedon informationprovidedto 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 
DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed. 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE -
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 

Mortem Sample. This item/sample 
provided a DNA profile that indicated the 

presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile. Based on information provided to 
thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 
the associated barcode is the donor of this 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

(DNA Deceased) 

(DNA Deceased) 

interpretation has been performed (DNA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

Shoes A - blacklaceupshoes 

Clothes B - pinkbra 

Clothes C- Blackpants 

Clothes D - darkcolouredpinstripedshirt 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

9/02/201

9/02/201

9/02/201

9/02/201

Exam location Exhibit located 

removedfromv'.ct'.m - RTPP 

removed from victim RTPP 

removed from victim 

removed from victim 

Examination Summary 

At Class 1 laboratory, 

conductedaneKamination ofablackpairof 
'Colorado' brand of shoe contained in 

illlllllllllllForensicBarcode 
~ urposeofexaminationisto 
detect, record and collect potential DNA 

evidencetoassistindeterminingthe 
circumstancesurroundingthedeath of 

£i!ldlik stable 
ScientificassistedwiththeeKamination, 

whilst Senior Constable
waspresenttophotographevidence 

Observedtheshoeshadvarious passive 
droplets of blood on the upper soles and 
transferbloodstainsontheoutsole. Trace 

DNA samples were collected from the front 
of each shoe blood samples collected from 

each shoe. NOTE: thesefindingsare 
preliminaryonlyandrequirepeer reviewing 

priortoanyformalstatementbeing 
produced 

Forensic 

1. Purpose of 
examinationistodetect,recordandcollect 

potentialONAevidencetoassistin 
determining the circumstance surrounding 
the death of 

Observed the pants to 'HOT 
OPTION' brand, size 10 and made in china. I 

observedthefrontofthepantshadbeen 
severedpotenliallybymedicoormedical 
staff prior to removal. I further observed a 

blood handprint,most likelylefthandon 
theleft lateralsideofthekneewiththe 

fingerswrappedaroundthebackofthe 
knee(unknown ismedicoormedicalstaff 

handled this location. Hand print not 
suitable for ident ification purposes. Trace 
DNA sample were collected from the right 

and leftbuttockareasandfromthehand 
printinb!oodforlateranalysis. Further 

blood samples were collected from the 
handprint inbloodforanalysiswhen 
required. Hairsandfibreswereco!lected 

for latertestingifrequired. lobserved 
varioustransferbloodstainingtothepants 

a~ d and son;i! _passive drops lowe~?own 

conductedanexamination ofapinned 
striped button up shirt contained in 

--ForensicBarcode 
Purpose of examination is to detect, record 
and collect potential ONA evidence to assist 

in determining the circumst ance 
surroundingthedeathof

- in Constab!e
present to photograph evidence 

Observedtheshirttobemainlyblack,with 

whiteand brownfibrepinnedstr ipe. Shirt 
contained logo for 

COUNTRY CLUB'. I observed two of t he S 
buttonsweremissingandtheshirthad 

been severedpotentiallybymedicoor 
medical st aff prior to removal. I further 
observed9severancesintheshirtin 

locations consistent with the wound marks 
observed on the deceased. Each severance 

was recorded and a trace DNA sample 
collectedforla teranalysis. Furthertrace 
DNA samples were collected from the rear 

oftheshirtin4quadrants. Several hairs 
andfibreswerecollectedforlater testingif 

required. l observedvarioustransfer 
bloodstaining to the shirt, mainly to the left 

side, front and rear. All bloodstaining was 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

I Clothes 
E - 2xwhitesocks 

Phone F - mobilephoneingreen case 

Video Cassette A - video mini DVD 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

9/02/20

9/02/20

9/02/20

Exam location Exhibit located 

removed from victim 

removed from victim 

frominterwithGeorgeSt to 
&vehiclesatthe 

funera!,  

Examination Summary 

ReceivedrequestfromRFSCtoconduct an 

examination on the victims mobile phone 

andcase---forpote ntial 
forensic exhibits. Thephoneisofaiphone 

styleandiscontainedinagreenrubber 
case. Onthefrontscreenofthe iphoneand 

areaon thecasewereredcolouredstains 
thattestedpresumptivepositiveforthe 
presenceofblood . Sampleswerecollected 

fromeachofthesebloodst ainsandfour 
trace DNA samples were also collected 

from the case of the mobile phone. The 
phonewasoffatthetimeofthe 

examinationandnothingwasabletobe 
observedonthescreen. Samplescollected 
fromthisexhibithavebeenpackaged 

waitingforprioritisationforanalysis. 
Received from Scientific Officer 

.. con_s_istingof a 
mobile phone Pol!hght 
searches conducted. Nil.Cyanoacrylate 

Fumingcyclecompleted. Printloconface 
of Mobile phone. E~hibit resealed and 
returned to __ _ 

 
wherethefunera!ofmurderedvictim 

--wasbeingheld atthe 
Crematorium. Using a video camera obtain 
footageofa!lvehiclesandregistrations 

parked along the roadway of
believed tobeattending. Videowith 

originalfootagekeptwithinacase 
envelope in the SOC Office (exhibit 
~ Footagerecordedonthesame 

cassetteasthescenefootagerecordedon 
the9/2/13.Task---Collect 

original video footage from
examination summary~ asefile 

videorecordingofthefollowingas 
indicated in summary - various 
pointsalong startingoutsidethe 

cornerstor 'on thecornerof 
.Obtainfootage!ooking 

inbothanortherlyandsoutherlydirection 
showing direction of travel of victim and 
possible offender. Obtain footage of the 

grassyvergewithanumberoftrees, 
outside the Girl Guide Hall on the corner of 

,whereanumberof 
cigaretteswere located and collectedby 

 Obtain footage of the grassy vacant 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location 

Clothes A - White T-shirt medium 21/02/201

Swab - Blood A - Heavywetandcongealing 9/02/201

9/02/201

9/02/201

Exhibit located 

under powerbox at front eastern corner of 

Bloodstainpatternonfootpath

Strand of hair on footpath closest to Blood 

stain 

Strandofhair onfootpath. 

QHSSStlbmitted 

r ~~~i_l:'.~!i~-~ .s~~~-~'X . .. 
--andplaceinthedryingcabinet 

numbered2 - forthepurpose 
of drying out. At Class! laboratory, 
conductedanexaminationofawhite 

'Effekt' brandof T-shirtcontainedin 
--ForensicBarcode 

~ rposeof examinationisto 
detect, record and collect potential DNA 
evidencetoassistin determiningthe 

circumstancesurroundingthedeathof 
in Constable 

was present to photograph 
evidence.ObservedtheT-Shirthadvarious 

dirtyareas,botanicalitemsandspatterof 
dirt. Presumptivepositiveareasforb!ood 
wereobserved onthefrontandrearof the 

shirt,howeverthesewereoldaltered 
bloodstain in the fabr ic. Three blood 

sampleswerecollectedfromthefrontof 
the T-shirt and one blood sample was 
collectedfromtherearoftheT-Shirt.A 

Trace DNA tape lift was taken for wearer 
DNA and two hair and fibre tape l ifts were 

collected. NOTE:Thesefindingsare 
prel iminaryonlyandrequirepeer reviewing 
priortoanyformalstatementbeing 

produced 

~ INGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN FEMALE 1 The DNA profile 
obtainedfromthisitem/sampleindicated 

thepresenceofonecontr ibutor. Any 
referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 

havebeenexcludedasdonorsofthisDNA 
ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 
designated as an unknown. A statistical 

interpretation has not been performed 
- SINGLE SOURCE 20 LOCI ONA 

PROFILE LR > 100 BILLION . Post Mortem 
Sample. This item/sample provided a DNA 

profilethatindicatedthepresenceofone 
contributor. It obtained all of the DNA 
information potentially available. This DNA 

prof ile matched the corresponding 
information in the ONA profile from the 

associatedbarcodesentwith thisexhibil 
report . This DNA profile is greater than 100 
bi llion times more likely to have occurred if 

thebarcodesentwiththisexhibitreport is 
the donor of the ONA rather than an 

unknown,unrelated individual 

Examined hairscontainedwithinitems 

, hese hairsw:r:dlocated 

near body on 9/2/13. Hairs are all simi lar in 
appearance,beinglonganddark.Allhairs 

hadbluntendsconsistentwithbeingcut 
exceptfor onehairin Bandone inC. These 
appearedtohavesheathmater ialatt ached 

to one club shaped root. These not 
subsampled at this stage as most probably 

belong to deceased. Further enquiries to be 
made re this 

Examinedhairscontainedwithinitems 

'"' These hairs were located 
nearbodyon9/2/13. Hairsareallsimilarin 

appearance,beinglonganddark.All hairs 
had bluntendsconsistentwithbeingcut 
exceptfor onehairin BandoneinC. These 

appearedto havesheathmaterialattached 
to one club shaped root. These not 

subsamp!ed at this stage as most probably 
belong to deceased. Further enquiries to be 
made re this. 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category 

,ther 

Exhibit Description 

FStanleyKnife 

N - ClearglassTooheysExtraDryfull 

M - Clear glass Tooheys Extra Ory stubbies 

0 - Greenstubbycooler 
A -Thick bladed knife 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

9/02/201

9/02/201

9/02/201

9/02/201

9/02/201

9/02/201
15/02/201

Exam location Exhibit located 

Strandofhaironfootpath. 

Sing  
  

LocatedinyardacrossroadfromCrime 
Scene in  

at front door of unit at  
 

insideKitchenareaofunita  
 

at front door of unit at 

 
outside of

Examination Summary 

Examinedhairscontainedwithinitems 
aod 

These hairs were located 
near body on 9/2/13. Hairs are all simi lar in 

appearance,beinglonganddark.All hairs 
hadbluntendsconsistentwit hbeingcut 
exceptfor onehairin Sandone in C. These 

appearedtohavesheath materialattached 
to one club shaped root. These not 

subsamp!ed at this stage as most probably 
belong to deceased. Further enquiries to be 
made re this 

Conductedanexaminationinthe 

RockhamptonScientificclassone 
laboratory on one full and un-opened 

~Ory beer bottle 
--andtwoemptyTooheys 

Extradrybeerbottles ........ or 

trace ONA and saliva swabs respectively. A 
trace ONA swab was collected from the 

neckoftheun-openedbeer bottleanda 
salivaswabwascollectedfromthe 
mouthpiece of each of the two empty beer 

bottles. Retrieved from 
Scenes of Crime Property Room. Exhibit 

Tooheysbottle, 
~ ooheysbottleand3 

Tooheys bottle. Pol i light examination 
conducted. Nil. Cyanoacrylate fuming cycle 
comple ted. Nil located. White metalic 

powderappliedtobollles.Nil value 
Exhibitsresealedandreturnedto 

 property room 

Conductedanexaminationinthe 
Scientificclassone 

laboratory on one full and un-opened 
TooheysExtraOrybeer bottle 
--andtwoemptyTooheys 

Extradrybeerbottles--for 
trace ONA and saliva swabs respectively. A 

trace ONA swab was collected from the 
neckoftheun-openedbeerbottleanda 

saliva swab was collected from the 
mouthpiece of each of the two empty beer 
bottles. Retrieved from 

ScenesofCrimePropertyRoom.Exhibit 
Tooheysbottle, 

I ooneys Dome.
0
::1~1~:h~o;~ei:i~~l~~n 

conducted. Nil. Cyanoacrylate fuming cycle 

completed. Nil located. While metalic 
powder applied to bottles. Nil value 

Exhibitsresealedandreturnedto 
SOC property room 

Forensic Identification 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

G-Thinplastic hair band 

H-ChapStick 

I-White Towel 

J -burnt cigarette AUS04 

Date Collected Collection Officer 

9/02/201 

9/02/201

9/02/201

9/02/201

Exam location Exhibit located 

Near blood stain on footpath

in on footpath 

On blood stain -

in drain at intersection ofJ  
Batch no AUS 04 QHSS Submitted 

Examination Summary 

At  Class 1 laboratory, 
conducted anexamination o f a hairband 
contained in-Forensic 

Barcode�Purposeof 
examination isto detect,recordand collect 
potential DNA evidence to assist in 
determining the circumstance surrounding 
the death of _____ m 
Mackay. Constable , 

Scientific assisted withthe 
on,whilst Constable

was present to photograph 
evidence.Observedthe hairband had 
various passive/projected bloodstains on 
the outer surlaces ofthe fabric. Fabric has 
altered bloodstainstherefore difficult to 
determinewhether projected or passive 
bloodstains observed. Trace DNA sample 
was collected from the fabric ofthe 
hairband and blood sample collected from 
the outer side surlace of the fabric. NOTE 
thesefindingsare preliminaryonlyand 
require peer reviewing priorto anyformal 
statement being produced 

At Class 1 laboratory, 
conducted anexamination of a'Blistex' 
brand oflip balm containedin 
--ForensicBarcode 
--Purpose of examination isto 
detect,record and collect potential DNA 
evidenceto assistin determining the 
circumstance surrounding the deathof 

in  Constable 

Scientific assisted withthe examination, 
whilst Constable  was 
present to photograph evidence.Observed 
the lipba!mhad various areas of flaky 
blood,projected bloodstains and transfer 
bloodstains onthe outer surlaces ofthe 
tube.Observed the lipbalmwas used 

Blood sample was collected from the 
transferbloodstainon the barcodeanda 
sa!iva samplewas collected fromthelip 
balm.NOTE:these findingsare preliminary 
only and require peer reviewing prior to 
anyformalstatementbeing produced. 

-INGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN MALE 4 The DNA profile 
obtained from this item/sample indicated 
the presence ofone contributor. Any 
reference samples associated tothis case 
have been excluded as donors of thisDNA 
ThisDNA profile has thereforebeen 
designated asan unknown.A statistical 

�ionhasnot been perlormed 
- NCIDD UPLOAD SINGLE SOURCE 
DNA PROFILE A single source DNA profile 
was obtained from the item/sample. This 
DNA profile has been selected for loading 
to NCIDD, and it will be searched against 
any ONA profiles already held on NCIDD (as 
per the NCIOO matching rules). Any 
subsequentprofilesthatare loadedto 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

Cigarette Butt K - 6burntcigaretteslNTOS 9/02/2013

Cigarette Butt L - Cigarettepackaging 9/02/2013

Swab - Blood (A) NO VISIBLE STAIN 9/02/2013

Swab - Blood (B) NO VISIBLE STAIN 9/02/2013

Swab - Blood (C) NO VISIBLE STAIN 9/02/2013

Swab - Blood (D) NO VISIBLE STAIN 9/02/2013
(A) WHITE 'CATERPILLAR' BRANO BASEBALL 

Hat/Cap CAP 9/02/2013

Other (A)Blackplasticsheath 9/02/2013

Latent Fingerprint 
_, 

18/06/2013

Latent f ingerprint 18/06/2013

Latent fingerprint -5 18/06/2013

Latent Fingerprint 6 18/06/2013

Latent Fingerpr int 18/06/2013
Swab - Blood (a) l ightbrown/red st ain 12/02/2013

Swab - Blood (B)dryredstain 12/02/2013

Swab (D) light brown stain 12/02/2013

Swab - Other (C)TRACE DNA 12/02/2013

Latent Fingerprint 18/06/2013

Latent Fingerprint 18/06/2013

Computer Equipment 1 x ACER Aspire Laptop 8/03/2013
Computer Equipment 1 x Siemens Gateway (Network) 15/04/2013
Computer Equipment lx HewlettPackard Laptop l S/04/2013

Exam Location Exhibit Located 

ongrassyvergeoutsideof  

- Batchn~ QHSSSubmilled 

Examination Summary 

- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 

UNKNOWN MALE 2 The ONA profile 

obtained from this item/sample indicated 

thepresenceofonecontributor.Any 

referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 

havebeenexcludedasdonorsof thisONA 

ThisONAprofilehasthereforebeen 

designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 

interpretation has not been performed 

- NCIOO UPLOAD SINGLE SOURCE 

ONA PROFILE A single source DNA profile 

was obtained from the item/sample. This 

ONA profile has been selected for loading 

to NCIOO, and it wi ll be searched against 

any ONA profiles already held on NCIDD (as 

per the NCIOO matching rules) . Any 

subsequentprofilesthatareloadedto 

NCIOO wi ll be searched against this DNA 

prof ile 

 

Exhibit ~ onsistingofclear 

plasticwrappingandfoilfromcigarette 

packet.-lnitialPolilighttests 

conducted. Nil located. Cyanoacrylate 

fumingcyclecommenced. Partia! Print 

located on plastic wrapping. Rhoclamine 6G 

on grassy verge outside of appl ied t o wrapping. lndandione Zinc 

 applied to foi l. Nil located 

SUSPECT -  TOP 

SIDE/NAILS LEFT HAND 

SUSPECT -  PALM LEFT 

HANO 

SUSPECT -  TOP 

SIDE/NAILS RIGHT HANO 

SUSPECT -  PALM RIGHT 

FRONT YARD ON GRASS 

--- BACK OF LETTER, LOWER Scene examined by  

EDGE 

Scene examined by  

-::~~~~!~~~~~~~E, -
Scene examined by 

BOTTOM CORNER 

~ FRONT OF ENVELOPE, TOP 

EDGE 

---FRONT OF LETTER,CENTRE
BOTTOM EDGE 

STAIRWELL WALL, ORY RED STAINING NEA

TOP STAIRWELL 

TOP STAIRWELL ON WALL 

BANNISTER, ORY RED STAINING NEAR TOP

STAIRWELL 

~ FRONT OF LETTER, BOTTO

CORNER 

---FRONT OF LETTER, CENTRE
EDGE 

Scene examined by  -Scene examined by -

Forensic Identification 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

 CCTV 09/02/2013 Cams 3 & 4 

Ac- Slue coloured Jeans 

B1- Longsleevedorangereflectiveshirt 

A - tapeliftfrombackofbusseat 

B - tapelift from back of bus seat 

C-tapeliftfrombackofbusseat 

D - tapelift from back of bus seat 

E -handwritting 

a trace ONA swab 

a saliva swab 

a saliva swab 

ablooclswab 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

30/04/2013
2/07/2017

13/02/2013

13/02/2013

13/02/2013

13/02/2013

13/02/2013

13/02/2013

13/02/2013

13/02/2013

13/02/2013

13/02/2013
20/11/2013
20/11/2013

12/02/2013

12/02/2013

12/02/2013

15/02/2013

Exam location Exhibit located 

- pickup 
On blade of knife--

ON THE INSIDE WAIST AREA OF THE BLUE 
COLOURED 'KING GEE' JEANS 

INSIDE THE ORANGE REFLECTIVE SHIRT ON
THE COLLAR AREA 
INSIDE THE RIGHT POCKET OF THE 'KING 

GEE' BLUE COLOURED JEANS 
'KingGee'brandedsize92jeansinsidethe 

 green wheelie bin 
Thename and s'onthe 
frontof theshirtinsidethe green 

wheelie bin 
on the 1st line of graffiti.back of bus seat 

-onthe2ndlineofgraffiti .backofbusseat 

-onthe3rdlineofgraffiti.backofbusseat 

onthe4thincludinglastwordAll lineof 
graffiti.back of bus seat-

Scale photographs of graffiti back of bus 

seat-
Witness - taxidrive·---■
Witness--
collectedfromtheverytoprimoftheneck

of un-opened Tooheys Extra Ory beer 

bottle -

collected from the mouthpiece of empty 
Tooheys Extra Ory beer bottle -

collected from the mouthpiece of empty 

Tooheys Extra Ory beer bottle -

collectedfromthefrontscreen ofthe 
mobile phone QHSSSubmitted 

~~~~!n,~~i?~-~~~-'!1!.'Y •• 
progress.Examination in progress 

Examination in progress. Examination in 
progress. Examination in progress 
Examinationinprogress. Examination in 

progress. Examination in progress. 
Examination inprogress. Examinationin 

progress. Examination in progress. 
Examination in progress. Examination in 

progress.Examination in progress. 
Received2xCO-ROisc.Eachdisc isfroma 
different OVR /location.Found time lapse 

digitalvideorecordingsfrom3xfixed 
camera with vision dated from 08/02/2013 

2345 to 09/02/2013 0100 hrs approx. There 
wasnoaudiosignalfound. Recordings 
contain video at night of POi and VOI on 

streets from 2 locations. Some common 
eventsvisiblefromboth locationsprovide 

approximate sync. Processed job with 
copyingandenhancementofrequested 
video recordings. Produced l SxQuickTime 

movieformatenhancedvideosasper 
requestanddirectionofROs.Stlbject(s)are 

frequentlybeyondusefulrangeof 
recordingsystemandenhancementsmay 

correspondingly appear over-processed, as 
thequa!ityfordistantandunlit subject s is 

- INGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
Post Mortem Sample. The DNA profile 

obtainedfromthisitem/sampleindicated 
thepresenceof onecontr ibutor. Where 
information was obtained, this DNA profile 

matchedthecorrespondinginformationin 
the ONA profile from associated barcode. 

ThisONAprofilehas notbeenstatistically 
eva!uatedhoweveralikelihood ratio can be 

rovideclifrequired 

Forensic Identification 

(DNAOeceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collection Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

collectedfromthemidd!ewhiteareaon 
a blood swab 15/02/2013 the right side of the mobile phone- QHSS Submitted 

collected from the bottom of the mobile 
a blood swab 15/02/2013 phone - QHSSSubmitted 

collectedfromtherearrightsideofthe 
a trace DNA swab 15/02/2013 mobile phone - QHSSSubmitted 

Examination Summary 

- INTERIM RESULT-SAMPLE 
UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 

result,sample/sarecurrentlyundergoing 
rework. Rework can mean that part of the 
process to obtain a ONA profile is repeated 

or additional testing to improve the DNA 
profile is being undertaken. This rework 

cou!dbedueto:instrumentfailure, 
requiringthesampletobere-processed; 
interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 

samp!etobere-runtoresolveanyissues 
Finalresultsarepending __ 

SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE. Post 
Mortem Sample. The DNA profile obtained 

from this item/sample indicated the 
presenceofonecontributor.Where 
information was obtained, this DNA profile 

matched the corresponding information in 
the ONA profile from associated barcode. 

This ONA profile has not been statistically 
evaluated however a likelihood ratio can be 

Forensic Identification 

provided if required (DNA Deceased) 

~ TERIMRESULT-SAMPLE 
UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 

resuh,sample/sarecurrentlyundergoing 
rework. Rework can mean that part of the 

process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 
or additional testing to improve the DNA 
profile is being undertaken. This rework 

cou!dbedueto:instrumentfailure, 
requiringthesampletobere-processed; 

interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 

~~~~~::~1 ~ea~:-~~~~~n~~solve any iss~:~ 

PERSON MIXED DNA PROFILE This 
item/sample provided a ONA profile that 

~:~~~:~~~Se oresence of1~~:L f~~;O~~o 

REQUIRED FOR FURTHER INTERPRETATION 
Theresultsforthisitem/samplerequire 
further explanation which will follow in an 

intelligencereport. ~ INGLE 
EVIDENCE SAMPLE EXCLUDED The 

statisticalinterpretationshowsthatthe 
associatedbarcodesentwiththisexhibit 
reporthasbeencompared,andcanbe 

excludedashavingcontributedtothis 
mixed ONA profile 

- NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetectionatthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem. 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

a blood swab 15/02/201

a trace DNA swab 15/02/201

a trace ONA swab 15/02/201

Exam location Exhibit located 

collectedfrom !eftsideofthemobile 

phone -

collected from front upper and sides of the 

QHSSSubmitted 

mobile phone - QHSSSubmitted 

collected from bottom front of the mobile 
phone-- QHSSSubmitted 

Examination Summary 

--INTERIM RESULT - SAMPLE 
UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 
result,sample/sarecurrentlyundergoing 

rework. Rework can mean that part of the 
process to obtain a ONA profile is repeated 

or additional test ing to improve the DNA 
profile is being undertaken. This rework 
cou!dbedueto:instrumentfailure, 

requiringthesampletobere-processed; 
interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 

samp!e tobere-runtoresolveanyissues 
Finalresultsarepending.- TWO 

PERSON MIXED DNA PROFILE This 
item/sample provided a ONA profile that 
indicated the presence of ONA from two 

conlributors. - lNTELREPORT 
REQUIRED FOR FURTHER INTERPRETATION 

Theresultsforthisitem/samplerequire 
further explanation which wi ll follow in an 
intelligencereport---SINGLE 

EVIDENCE SAMPLE EXCLUDED The 
statistical interpretation shows that the 

associatedbarcodesentwith thisexhibit 
report has been compared, and can be 
excludedashavingcontributedtothis 

mixed DNA profile. 

--SINGLE SOURCE 20 LOCI ONA 

PROFILE LR > 100 BILLION . Post Mortem 
Sample. This item/sample provided a DNA 
profile that indicatedthepresenceofone 

contributor. II obtained all of the DNA 
information potentially available. This ONA 

profile matched the corresponding 
information in the ONA profile from the 
associatedbarcodesentwiththisexhibit 

report . This ONA profile is greater than 100 
billion times more likely to have occurred if 

thebarcodesentwiththisexhibi t report is 
the donor of the ONA rather than an 

Forensic Identification 

unknown, unr'::lated individual__ (DNA Deceased) 

UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 
result,samp!e/sarecurrentlyundergoing 
rework. Rework can mean that part of the 

process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 
or additional testing to improve the DNA 

profileisbeingundertaken. Thisrework 
couldbedue to:instrument failure, 

requir ingthesampletobere-processed; 
interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 
sampletobere-runtoresolveanyissues 

Finalresultsarepending.- TWO 
PERSON MIXED DNA PROFILE This 

item/sample provided a ONA profile that 
indicated the presence of ONA from two 
contributors ..... 2 PERSON MIX 

PROFILE - SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 100 
BILLION. Post Mortem Sample. This 

item/sample provided a ONA profile that 
indicated the presence of ONA from two 
contr ibutors. Someorallofthe 

components of the DNA profile from the 
associated barcodesentwiththisexhibit 

reportarerepresentedwithinlhismixed 
DNA profile. This DNA profile is greater 

than lOObillion timesmorelikely t ohave 
occurredifthebarcodesentwiththis 
exhibit report has contributed to this DNA ~ 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category 

Swab - Blood 

Swab - Blood 

Swab 

CO/DVD 

Trace DNA Kit 

Exhibit Description 

blood swab 

a trace ONA swab 

Locked PDFFiles 

(Al). Nostain,fabricsurlace, 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

15/02/201

15/02/201

15/02/201

12/06/201

5/09/201

Exam location Exhibit located 

collected from the rear bottom of the 

mobile phone - QHSSSubmitted 

collectedfromtherearupperleftsideof 

the mobile phone--

collectedfromtherearleftsideofthe 
mobi!ephone(itemF) 

Queensland Pol ice Service 

innersurlaceoftheblackcolouredsock, 
near the cuff end 

QHSSSubmitted 

QHSSSubmitted 

Examination Summary 

- INTERIM RESULT - SAMPLE 
UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 
result,sample/sarecurrentlyundergoing 

rework. Rework can mean that part of the 
process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 

or additional test ing to improve the DNA 
profile is being undertaken . This rework 
cou!dbedueto:instrumentfailure, 

requiringthesampletobere-processed; 
interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 

samp!e tobere-runtoresolveanyissues 
Finalresultsarepending. ~ WO 

PERSON MIXED DNA PROFILE This 
item/sample provided a DNA profile that 
indicated the presence of DNA from two 

contributors. - NTELREPORT 
REQUIRED FOR FURTHER INTERPRETATION 

Theresultsforthisitem/samplerequire 
further explanation which wi ll follow in an 
intelligencereport. - SINGLE 

EVIDENCE SAMPLE EXCLUDED The 
statistical interpretation shows that the 

associatedbarcodesentwith thisexhibit 
report has been compared, and can be 
excludedashavingcontributedtothis 

mixed DNA profile. 

~ SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE. 

Post Mortem Sample. The DNA profile 
obtainedfromthisitem/sampleindicated 
thepresenceofonecontr ibutor.Where 

information was obtained, this DNA profile 
matched the corresponding information in 

the DNA profile from associated barcode. 
This DNAprofilehas notbeenstatistical!y 
evaluatedhoweveralikelihood ratiocanbe 

~~!?_~i9e~4 i! -~~-(l~i_r_e_~ 

UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 
result,samp!e/sarecurrentlyundergoing 

rework. Rework can mean that part of the 
process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 

or additional testing to improve the DNA 
profile is being undertaken. This rework 
cou!dbedueto:inst rument failure, 

requir ingthesampletobere-processed; 
interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 

sampletobere-runtoresolveanyissues 
Final resultsarepending ..... TWO 

PERSON MIXED DNA PROFILE This 
item/sample provided a DNA profile t hat 
indicated the presence of DNA from two 

contributors. - 2PERSON MIX 
PROFILE - SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 100 

BILLION. Post mortem sample This 
item/sample provided a DNA profile that 
indicated the presence of DNA from two 

contributors. Someorallof the 
components of the DNA profile from the 

associatedbarcodesentwiththisexhibit 
reportarerepresentedwithinthismixed 

DNA profile. This DNA profile is greater 
than 100 bi ll ion times more l ikely to have 
occurredifthebarcodesentwiththis 

Forensic Identification 

(DNA Deceased) 

exhibit report has contributed t o this DNA (DNA Deceased) 

~ OM PLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON 

This item/sample gave a complex Mixed 
DNA profile with multiple contributors. This 
mixture isnotsuitableformeaningful 

interpretationduetoeitheritscomplexity 
relatingtotheunknownandpotentially 

largenumberofcontributorsand/orthe 
l imited amount of information within the 

DNA profile 
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Exhibit Description 

Approx30mmlength,light coloured, 

Nostain,fabricsurface, 

Nostain,meta!andleathermaterial, 

Nost ain,leathertypematerial, 

!Trace DNA, no stain, metal surface, 

Nostain,fabrictypematerial, 

(1). MO 

(2) . MO 

I 
MO - oosta;o,plast;csorlaces, 

MO-Tme DNA, oo cele,aot ,ta;o, 

edmetal 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

5/09/2019

5/09/2019

5/09/2019

5/09/2019

5/09/2019

5/09/2019

6/09/2019

6/09/2019

26/02/2021

26/02/2021

13/02/2013

15/02/2013

23/02/2013

23/02/2013

23/02/2013

Exam Location Exhibit Located 
innersurlaceoftheblackcolouredsock,at 

the toe end---  

outsidesurfaceoftheblackcolouredsock, 

near the cuff end 

~~;~~~~~~~;;e of the ;urse/wallet, around 

outsidesurfaceofthe yurse, wallet -

on thezipinsidethepurse/wa!let-

Examination Summary 

-=OMPLEXMIXEOPROFILE 

UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON 
This item/sample gave a complex Mixed 
ONA profile with multiple contributors. This 

mixtureisnotsuitableformeaningful 
interpretationduetoeitheritscomplexity 

relating t o theunknownandpotentially 
large number of contributors and/or the 
l imited amount of information within the 

ONA profile 

--ONA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING This item/sample 

was submitted for ONA analysis. Low levels 
of ONA were detected in this sample and it 
was not submitted for further ONA 

prof iling. Please contact the ONA 
ManagementSectionifthissampleis 

requestedtobeassessedforfurther 
processing. Further processing could 
includeconcentrationofthelowlevelsof 

ONA obtained, pool ing with other samples 
(whereappropriate),resamplingofthe 

parentitem(whereappropriate),ora 
combination of processes. 

--NO ONA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no ONA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetection atthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem. 

- NO ONA DETECTED This 
item/samp!e was submitted for DNA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 
abovethelimitofdetection atthe 

quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 

- COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 

UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON 
Thisitem/samplegaveacomplexMixed 
ONA profile with multiple contributors. This 

mixtureis notsuitableformeaningful 
interpretationduetoeitheritscomplexity 

relating t otheunknownandpotentially 
large number of contributors and/or the 

inside the zippered area of the purse/wallet limited amount of information within t he 
DNA profile. 

back of the FEMME Connection card from 

the wallet - ........ 
front of the Noodle Paradise card from the

wallet---

handleoftheknifebearingpropertytag 

bladeoftheknifebearingproperty t ag 

on plastic wrapping 

On mobile phone 

on Tupperware container from Red Bag 
on Timeoout wrapper from floor of 

passenger front 
on Le Snack packet from f loor of passenger

front 

~ NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 
abovethelimitofdetect ion atthe 

quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem 
~ o DNA DETECTED This 

item/samp!e was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

above the limit of detection at the 
quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem 

Scene examined by -Scene examined by  -Scene examined by -
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

Trace DNA Kit Trace DNA tape lift 

Swab Trace DNA swab 

Swab - Blood blood/rust swab 

Swab - Blood b!ood/rustswab 

Swab - Blood b!oocl/rustswab 

Green cloth 

Swab Swab from combur +ive area 

Swab Swabfromcombur+ivearea 

Swab 

Botanical Material AreaS - grass/plantsamples 

Botanical Material Area6 - grass/plantsamples 

Botanical Material Area7 - grass/plantsamples 

Soil Soil sample 

Soil Soil sample 

Soil Soilsam_e!e 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

28/02/2013

28/02/2013

28/02/2013

28/02/2013

28/02/2013

28/02/2013

22/08/2013

22/08/2013

30/06/2017

28/05/2013

28/05/2013

28/05/2013

28/05/2013

28/05/2013

28/05/2013

Exam location Exhibit located 

collectedfromthebottomedgeofthe 

knife handle _____ QHSSSubmitted 

collected from the missing stud hole of the 

knife handleiliiiillliiiiiiiiillilili QHSS Submitted 

collectedfromtheholeattheendofthe 

knife handle llliiiillliiiiiiiiiililiiiiiiiiii QHSS Submitted 

collected from the top edge of the knife 

blade(····- QHSSSubmitted 

collectedfromthknifehilt--

- QHSSSubmitted 
Wasorginallywrapped aroundknife-

collectedfromtherightsideoftheb!ade 

- QHSSSubmitted 

collectedfromtheleftsideoftheblade 

- QHSSSubmitted 

Collectedfromwherethehandleandblade 

meet on knife - QHSSSubmitted 
collectedfromthevacantblockoflandon 

boddingtonstreet 
collectedfromthevacantblockoflandon 
bocldingtonstreet. 

collectedfromundertheJacarandatreeon 
Sydney/Juliet St. 

collected from the footpath next to where 
deceased located 
collectedfromthevacantlandbtween 

wheredeceasedlocatedandtheJacaranda 
tree. 

collectedfromunderneath theJacaranda 
tree. 

Examination Summary Forensic Identification 
--NO ONA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no ONA was detected 

above the limit of detection at the 
quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconduct edonthisitem 
~ o ONA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 

analysis; however no ONA was detected 
above thelimitofdetectionatthe 

quantitationstage. No further processing 

~ ei ~~t~E~:;ED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no ONA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetectionat t he 
quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 

~ o ONA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 

analysis; however no DNA was det ected 
abovethelimitofdetectionatthe 

quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 
--NO ONA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetectionatthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 

- NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 
abovethelimitofdetectionatthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem. 
--NO DNA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 
abovethelimitofdetectionatthe 

quantitationstage. No further processing 

--~e~ ~~:hiE~:;ED This 

item/sample was submitted for ONA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetect ion atthe 
quant itationstage. No further processing 

wasconduct edonthisitem 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category 

Trace DNA Kil 

Swab - Blood 

Botanical Material 

Botanical Material 

Botanical Material 

Botanical Material 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Fabric 

Phone 

Video CD/ DVD 

Video CD/DVD 

Video CD/ DVD 

VideoCD£DVD 

Exhibit Description 

Trace DNA tape lift 

Blood swab 

Grass/plants 

Area2 - Treesamp!es 

Area3 - grass/plantsamples 

Area 
4 

-r~:~:~::11:i~~~l:~ombur positive 

stain 
- : FabriccuttingofComburpositive 
stain 

I Tm• .... ONA···.TapeHft Fabnccutting 

Fabnccuttmg 

Fabnccuttmg 

Fabnccutt1ng 

-

Trace DNA tape lift 

Fabriccuttingofcomburpositive 

stain 

- Fabriccuttingofcomburpositive 
stain 

- Fabriccuttingofcomburpositive 
stain 

- Fabriccuttingofcomburpositive 
stain 

Apple iPhone 3GSwith Telstra SIM 

1 x DVD containing Original CCTV 

1 x DVD containing CCTV 

CD containing TMR CCTV 

McDona!ds Reconstruction CCTV 

Date Collected Collection Officer Exam Location 

27/03/2013

27/03/2013

28/05/2013

28/05/2013

28/05/2013

28/05/2013

6/03/2013

6/03/2013

27/02/2013

27/02/2013

27/02/2013

27/02/2013

27/02/2013

5/03/2013

5/03/2013

5/03/2013

5/03/2013

5/03/2013
21/02/2013

7/03/2013

13/03/2013

15/03/2013

30/09/2014

Exhibit Located 

collectedfromthehandleoftheknife. 

collectedfromtherightsideoftheblade 

andhi!toftheknife QHSSSubmitted 

collected from the footpath lawn near to 

wherethedeceasedwaslocated 

collectedfromthetreesetcinthegarden 

oftheunitnearwheredeceasedwas 

located 

collectedfromthevacantblockoflandon 

boddingtonstreet 

collectedfromthevacantblockoflandon 

boddingtonstreet 

fromtopsideof 

frombottomside(underneath)of -

frominsideco!larareaof -

from combur positive stain on right breast 

areaof--

from combur positive stain below collar on 

frontrightsideof -

from combur positive stain on left shoulder 

seam of-
from combur positive stain on back of left 

sleeveof-

from i~side collar area of·■ 

fromnghttorsoseamof1 

from front ofleftshoulderof

from backof left sleeve o~ 

from above middle of bottom seam on back 

of -

QPS DVD - CCTV footage labelled "White 

Duel Cab Ute", footage from TMR Dept of 

Main Roads 

QPS DVD - CCTV from TMR in proprietary 

format- (Original files) 

QPS CD - COpy of proprietary CCTV from 

TMR - Sydney  re-enactment 

footage 

COff_Of 

'~-~~~~~~~~n sur:i!".'.ary_ •.• 

PROFILE This item/sample provided a DNA 

~;:~l~h:::t :~~~~:~o~~ presence o~~~D~ 
UPLOAD- INTEL MIXED DNA PROFILE 

UNKNOWN MALE 5 The mixed DNA profile 

resultforthissamp!ehasbeen 

deconvoluted in order to resolve any DNA 

profiles suitable for loading to NODD. In 

thisinstance,theanalysisresultedina 

partially deconvoluted DNA profile able to 

be loaded to NCIDD for intelligence 

purposes. The associated 

barcode/unknowndesignationsentwith 

thisexhibitreportisconsistentwiththis 

partially deconvoluted DNA profile and is 

thereforeapossiblecontributortothis 

mixed DNA profile. For ease of reference, 

this partially deconvoluted DNA profile has 

beenassignedasub-samplebarcode 

number. The partially deconvoluted DNA 

profile will be searched against any DNA 

profiles already held on NODD (as per the 

NODD matching rules). Any subsequent 

profiles that are loaded to NCIDD will be 

searchedagainstthisDNAprofile. ltis 

important to note that this process has 

beenperformedforintelligencepurposes 

--NO DNA DETECTED This 

item/sample was submitted for DNA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetectionatthe 

quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem. 

Forensic Identification 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category 

Video co/ DVD 

Video CD/ DVD 

Video CD/ DVD 

Video CD/ DVD 

Video CD/ DVD 

Video CD/ DVD 

Video CD/ DVD 

,,, 
Other 
Other 
Other 

Other 

Other 

Trace DNA Kit 

Exhibit Description 

TMR reconstruction CCTV 

Reconstruction CCTV Bullet Bikes 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer 

30/09/201

30/09/201

Exam location 

Reconst ruction CCTV United Service Station 30/09/201

CCTV 

1 x DVD cont aining re-enactment CCTV 

Outlaws Recons truction CCTV 

Trax Reconst ruction CCTV 

A. 1 x light brown/cream colour handbag 

B.Hairbrush 

C.Blackmake-upwand 
D. brown 'Rimmel' brand make-up 

E.Cottontipearbuds 
Knife block cont aining knives 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT LEFT FOREARM 

19/12/201

7/03/201

4/11/201

15/11/201

20/02/201
20/02/201
20/02/201
20/02/201

20/02/201
1/05/201

12/02/201

Exhibit Located 

QPSDVD Copyof---
QPS DVD of reconstruction - Copy of 

Copyof -

QPS DVD contaning CCTV from 

QPS DVD - CCTV footage labelled "Re 
enactment --Vehicle", footage from 
TMR Dept of Main Roads 

QPS DVD of reconstruction completed 

5/9/14 
QPS DVD of reconstruction using seized 
vehicle 

Drain located on

drain at
drainat
drainat

drainat
Uni

QHSSSubmitted 

Examination Summary 

Extract still images from TMR footage 
Footageplayedin proprietryplayerand 

extractedusingfunctionin theplayer. 

At Class! laboratory, 
conducted an examination of a cream/light 

brown 'Charlee'brandof handbag 
containedin.-Forensic 

Barcode - Purposeof 
examinationistodetect,recordandcollect 
potential ONA evidence to assist in 

determining t he circumstance surrounding 
the death of 

. Const able 
was present to assist with my examination 
Observedthehandbagtohavepleated 

material on The front with a band around 
thecentre. thezipperwasseparatedfrom 

thebagitselfandall metalpartswere 
rusty. Observe botanical and soil items 

acrossallexteriorand internalsurfacesof 
the bag. Novisiblesignsofbloodand 
chemicaltestingon variousareasofthebag 

resultedin noindicationsofarea 
presumptive for blood. A Trace ONA tape 

liftwastakenfromthezipperforanalysisif 
required.NOTE : Thesefindingsare 
pre!iminaryonlyandrequirepeer reviewing 

priortoanyformalstatementbeing 
produced 

~ o DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for ONA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 
above the limit of detection at the 

quantitation stage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 
TH!S SAMPLE HAS UNDERGONE FURTHER 

PROCESSING This item/sample has 
undergonefurtherprocessingandan 

improved DNA profile has been obtained 
- COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 

UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON 
This item/sample gave a complex Mixed 
DNA profile with multiple contributors. This 

mixture isnotsuitableformeaningful 
interpretationdue t oeitheritscomplexity 

relatingtotheunknownandpotentially 
largenumberofcontributorsand/orthe 
limited amount of information within the 

DNA.e_rofile 

Forensic Identification 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category 

Trace DNA Kil 

CO/DVD 

CO/DVD 

CD/DVD 

CO/DVD 

Exhibit Description 

TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT RIGHT FORARM 

Item LS(a) : Root and small amount of shah 

ltemlll(a):Rootmaterial 

ltemlll(b) : Wholesmallhair 

lxunlockedPDF file 

2xunlockedPDFfiles 

3xunlockedPDF fi les 

2xunlockedPDFfiles 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit Located 

12/02/2013 FROM DECEASED - QHSSSubmitted 

12/02/2013 FROM DECEASED - QHSSSubmitted 

from brown hair within item LS 
10/02/2014 - QHSSSubmitted 

from light coloured hair within item LU 

10/02/2014 QHSSSubmitted 

10/02/2014

26/03/2013

23/04/2013

23/04/2013

23/04/2013

fromwithiniteml11 -

Queensland Police Service 

Queensland Police Service 

Queensland Police Service 

Queensland Police Service 

QHSSSubmitted 

'~-~~~!rl~~~~.-~~!'lmary 

UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 

resuh,sample/sarecurrentlyundergoing 
rework. Rework can mean that part of the 
process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 

or additional testing to improve the DNA 
profile is being undertaken. This rework 

cou!dbedueto:inst rumentfailure, 
requi r ingthesampletobere-processed; 
interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 

sampletobere-runtoresolveanyissues 
Finalresultsarepending ..... 
SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE - ASSUMED 

KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post Mortem 

Sample. This item/sample provided a DNA 
profilethatindicated thepresenceofone 
contributor. The associated barcode 

matches this DNA profile. Based on 
informationprovidedtothelaboratory,it 

hasbeenassumedthal theassociated 
barcode is the donor of this DNA. Given this 
assumption,nostatistical interpret ation 

hasbeenperlormed. - POSSIBLE 
SUB-THRESHOLD INFORMATION The 

presence of possible additional DNA was 
observed within the DNA profile obtained 
from this item. This possible DNA was not 

Forensic Identification 

present at a sufficient level to be used for (DNA Deceased) 

INTERIM RESULT - SAMPLE 
UNDERGOING REWORK This is not a final 
result,samp!e/sarecurrentlyundergoing 

rework. Rework can mean that part of the 
process to obtain a DNA profile is repeated 

or additional test ing to improve the DNA 
profileisbeingundertaken . Thisrework 
cou!dbedue to: instrumentfailure, 

requi r ingthesampletobere-processed; 
interpretationdifficulties,requiringthe 

samp!etobere-runtoresolveanyissues 
Finalresultsarepending. 

SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE - ASSUMED 
KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post Mortem 
Sample. This item/sample provided a DNA 

prof ile that indicatedthepresenceofone 
contributor. Theassociatedbarcode 

matches this DNA profile. Based on 
information provided to the laboratory, it 
hasbeenassumedthattheassociated 

barcode is the donor of this DNA. Given this 
assumption,nostatistical interpret ation 

has been performed (~ 
--NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for DNA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 
abovethelimitofdetectionatthe 

quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 

- NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for DNA 
analysis; however no DNA was detected 

abovethelimitofdetect ionatthe 
quantitationstage. No further processing 

wasconductedonthisitem. 
- NO DNA DETECTED This 
item/sample was submitted for DNA 

analysis; however no DNA was detected 
abovethelimitofdetect ion atthe 

quantitationstage. No further processing 
wasconductedonthisitem. 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

1 Document letterandenvelopewithh/w 

5 Document lx HandwrittenletterandEnvelope 

lx Handwritten l etter 

0 Document lxEnvelo.e_e 

Examination Summary 

On the 22/08/13, QPrime Property Tags 

werepresentedatthefingerprintBureau 

on the 13/08/13 by Oet. Sen. Const.  
_ Homicide Investigation 

Unit,werethesubjectofafingerprint 

examination;2Iatentimpressionsdetected 
i€" 1 on the front of single page of paper 

fromQPrime PropertyTag--
and 1 on the front of the envelope from 

QPrimePropertyTag--lhave 
subjectedtheadditionalquestionedletter 
andenvelope(items3and4)to 

Microscopic,ObliquelightandElectro 
Static Detection Apparatus (ESDA) 

examinationtoobserve/recoverany latent 
impressionsofhandwriting.As.aresult,no 
latentimpressionsofhandwritinghave 

beenobserved/recoveredon these 
documents.Thequestionedhandwritingon 

theadditionaldocuments(items3and4)is 
indifferentstyleandisnotcomparable 

withthequestionedhandwritingonthe 

previou_s doc_1;1.n:~nts _(i~em~} and 2_) __ 

conducted Handwriting examination 
conducted Indentation and handwriting 

examination completed My opinion is that 
all thehandwritingon theletterhasbeen 

written by one writer. The handwriting on 
the envelope displays some similarities 

when compared with the handwriting on 
theletter. Thesesimilaritiesareinsufficient 
to form an opinion as to common 

authorshipofthehandwritingon theletter 
andenvelopebecauseofdifferentstylesof 

handwriting.AsaresultofObliquelight 
and Electro Static Detection Apparatus 
(ESDA) examination, no latent impressions 

of handwriting have been recovered on the 
letter andenvelope. On the22/08/13, 

QPrimePropertyTags--and 
- which werepresentedatthe 
Fingerprint Bureau on the 13/08/13by0et 

Sen. Const. _ 
Homicide Invest igation Unit, were the 

subjectofafingerprintexamination;2 
latentimpressionsdetecteda(N lon the 

frontofsinglepageofpaperfromQPrime 
PropertyTag--and lonthe 
front of the envelope from QPrime 

Property Tag--

On the 14/03/14, QPrime Property Tags 
--and which 
werepresentedatthefingerprintBureau 

on the 13/03/14 by Documents staff 
member ; received by 

Const were the 
subjectofafingerprintexamination;nil 

- suitable latent impressions detected 

On the 14/03/14, QPrime Property Tags 

--and--which 
werepresentedatthefingerprint8ureau 

on the 13/03/14by0ocumentsstaff 
member received by 
Const werethe 

subjectofafingerprintexamination; nil 
suitablelatentim.e_ressionsdetected 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category 

Video Recorder 

Video CD/DVD 

Kni fe 

Exhibit Description 

Swann4Ch 

power supply 

QPSOVD--R 

~.MO -

Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

- Pickup 

- pickup 

1
E_~~~i_n+a!i9n_ ~u_r:i_'!'.~!.Y .. + _ , ... .,_____/orensic Identification 

power supply) to examine with supplied 

Hard Drive. DVR is a Swann 4 channel 
standalone digitalvideorecorder (DVR) 
S/N ~ Powerunitup 

withoutharddriveinstalledforinitial 
examination. 4 cameras were displayed in 

Quad screen display. No password was 
required to access system menus. Syst em 
time is approximately +3 minutes and 24 

seconds ahead of AEST. Turned overwrite 
functionto disabled.Poweredunitdown, 

inserted connected supplied SOOGB hard 
drive and powered system up. Unit detects 

HO success fully. Noted record l imes on HO 
from approximately 20:00 02/02/2013 to 
14:2S16/02/2013.4cameraswere 

connected and operational. Cameras 1 and 
2internal,and3and4externa! views 

Using backup function of DVR, exported 
footage from cameras 3 and 4 from 
approximately 23:45 08/02/2013 to 00:45 

09/02/2013. Verified playback of exported 
files on ERS workstation and burnt 

downloaded files including playback 
software to 1 x data CD. Playback software 
is compatible with QPS computer systems 

andwillauto-executeon disk insertion 

Examination in progress. DVRdCocling 

vision. Examination in progress. Making 

notes.Examinationinprogress.Making 

stillsandQuicktimemoviefiles. l received 
one OVD--R. It contained a number of CCTV 

cameraviewsshowingpersonsandvehides 
of interest. I produced three optimised 
copiesoffiles,asper lOsrequest,inthe 
form of uncompressed AVI files AND H264 

encoded Quickl im e movies, spread over 

t hree DVD-Rs. There fore nine DVDs were 

produced in a!l. l alsoproduced36st ill 

images. Level of success was fair . However, 
vehicle/person/sofinterestwere 
frequentlyalongdistancefrom thecamera 

lllllllilllllli- s~ized .by P-olice (Const 

KUSTER), Forensic Exhibit Number -
--Property Tag Number 

--Checkexhibitoutofthe 
yPropertyOfficepropertypointand 

transfer to DNA lab. Observe the item is a 
steelb!adedknifewithhardblackplastic 
typehandle. Observethebladeappears 

rusted inseveralareas - noobvious 
impressionevidence. Observethebrandis 

M.I.N.T (make inspiring new taste), which is 
ononesideofthebladenearthehil t 
Observethehandlehasthreesecuring 

points,with therearmostmissing. Blade 
measures approximately 130mm, is pointed 

and approximately 20mm wide near the 
hilt.Observethehandlemeasures 
approximately 110mm in length. No 

obvious st ains on the item that would be 
consistent with blood.During the 

examination,lpresumptively testedparts 
of the blade with Roche Combur test strips 

Thetestsallreturnedpresumptivenegative 
results for blood. Photos: both sides of 
knifeandsampledareas. Scaleused. DNA 

lx trace DNAsamp!e collected from the 
 handle (exhibit Al) and 1 x trace DNA swab 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category 

Body 
FTACells 

FTACells 
FTACells 

Other 

Exhibit Description 

Reference sample of 
REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
Referencesamp!eof 

(A).Sockwithawa!letcontainingcards, 

Date Collected Collection Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

DECEASED 

HOSPITAL ROOM 1 

11111111 

~~~.~in_aJ(o.~_s.u.~~.~:t'._ ._ 
in company with 

Scientific Enter room said to 
containdeceasedfemale.Roomguardedby 
Constable  Room called

1. Deceased on trolley in room covered by 

sheet. Photograph the room generally 

showing views of current set up with 

medical equipment around the room 
Photographareasofequipmentand 

apparentusedproduct includingapparent 
bloodied items. No tubes appeared 

connectedtodeceasedfrommedical 
equipment. Sheet covering body removed 

by Large soiled blanket in waste bin 
beside body removed by Items 
photographed with barcodes. Observe 

deceased. Photograph deceased generally 
showing closer views of body from head to 

feet. Photograph tattoos. Photograph 
apparenthairaboutvariousbodyparts 
includingsomethatappeartobe in 

wounds on left arm. Deceased is naked 
Observejewelleryinears,anosestudand 

rings on toes. Assist  with the 
collection of a number of swabs from 
deceased hands, including scrapings from 

fingers. Assist with collection of 

wallet containing cards, __ 

seized by Police CIB), 
Forensic Exhibit Number---

PropertyTagNumber--Exhibit 
movement - check i tem out of the  
Station PropertyOfficepropertypointand 

transfertolabforexam. Exhibit 
~ ispackagedinapaperbag 

(stapledclosedonly).Observethepackage 
contains a small black coloured sock and a 
lightbrownpinkycolouredBillabong 

brandedpurse.lnformation isthatthe 
purseorwal!etwasfound insidethesock 

Observethepurseappearstobealeather 
material (or'pleather')andthatthe 
materialisdegradedwithpatchesbroken 

awayontheouterand innersurfaces 
generally.Furthercontactwiththeitem 

alsoproducedfurtherdegradationofthe 
materialwithpiecesflakingoffwilh 

handling.Observepiecesoftheleather 
material stuck to the sock material on one 
side,whichforthepurposeofthisexam 

will bereferredtoastheinnersurface 
materialofthesock,eventhoughitwould 

normally be the outer surface when worn 
(the material seams are indicative) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category 

Knife 

Other 
FTACel!s 

FTACells 

FTACells 

FTACells 

Exhibit Description 

Fo!dingknife 

Metal Plate ID from t owbar of vehicle 
REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit located ~~~.'!'L~~~i.9_~-s~rn_'!'~'t ..• ________ --·-.. Forensic Identification 

knife .......... Visual 
examinationoftheknifereviewedred 
/orangestainsthesestainshadthe 
appearanceofrust .Thesestainswere 

furtherviewedunderamicroscopeand 
againthesestainshadtheappearanceof 
rust. Achemicalscreeningtestforblood 
wasalsousedwhichresultedinanegative 
resul t. A swab was collected from the 

wheretheknifebladejoinsthehandle. 
- Request to conduct 

fingerprint examination on-
Obtained the property item from the SOC 

propertypoint. Observed--to 
beastainlesssteelfoldingtypeknife 
containedinheatsealedplasticwithseals 

signedanddated. llemphotographedin 
packaging. Item removed and examined 

visua!lywithforensicl ight sourceusing 
oblique white light. Visible fingerprint 
impression observed on the blade of the 

knife, impression photographed prior to 
enhancementtechniques.ltemthenplaced 

insupergluefumecabinetforfingerprint 
examination. Superglue,chemical and 

Locatedinthesuspect'svehiclecollected forensic light techniques used. No further 

by invest igating police  ,d_evelopme_nts ~curr~d. ltem_reseale~ in 

coll.ected - from ■ 
RTPP 

DNA 

thebeha!fofM orensicCrash Unit 
Senior Constable  to 

photographandissueaforensicExhibit 
Number to property prior to being 

transported via escort to the Vehicle 
lnvestigationUnit. ~ issued 

liiii j:::i0:i::. ~~:property 

wasinasignedandsealedheatsealed 

plasticbagwithQPSpropertytagattached 
Thepropertywas inaprotectiveplastic 

casetopreservethe integrityofthemetal 
platefor laterexamination. Themetalplate 
was approximately 82mm long x 48mm 

wideandwasinanaged rusty state of 
appearance. The thickness was not 

accurately photographed or measured 
however was approximately between 2-
3mm thick in sections with an area rusted 

through.Onesideoftheplatehadthe 
appearance of being painted black as it was 

cracked/peelingononeedge. Generaland 
scale photographs taken. The property was 
returnedtotheprotectivecasewhichwas 

sea!edandsignedbymyselfandthen 
placed intotheheatsealedplasticbag 

which was also sealed and signed. The 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

Video Digital Media Multiple Optical Discs and USB sticks 
FTA Cells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

Clothes A. lx shirt 

Knife Knife blade 

Date Collected Collection Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

QPS 
. m,;i 

At the Council Waste depot by

 

collected by investigating police 

 

~x,a.rr.'~~~!~0_~. ~~-~~~'.'f. Forensic Identification 

discuss possible presentation options with 

 and myself in relation to CCTV 

footage and GPS info relating to

Examinationinprogress.Capturing 

footage. Examination in progress. Capturing 

footage and maps. Examination in progress 

Editing timeline. Examination in progress 
Editingtimeline.Examinationinprogress 

Editingtimeline.Examinationinprogress 
Editingtimeline.Examinationinprogress 
Editingtimeline.Examinationinprogress 

Editingtimeline.Thetimelinewas 
uploadedtotheERSdropboxforviewing 

by Detective Attended front counter 
and spoke with Det regarding 

 Davis has provided a USS stick 

containing updated timing sheet, 
presentation maps and additional CCTV 

footage. The CCTV footage is of 18  
Ch3 02/08/13 2100- 0100; Traks 

02/08/141330 - 1345 and 2100- 0100; 

McDonalds cam4 23:56:19 - 23:56:38; cam 
10 23:54:07 - 23:55:53; cam 30 23:55:19 

23:55:36. Added additional footage to 
timelinepresentationaccordingtothe 

timingsheetandcheckedalltimings 
Examinationinprogress.Examinationin 

examineashirtlocatedatthedumpin 

relation to possible blood on shirt. PCC 
handed me 1 x brown paper bag 

--whichcontainedlxshirt. 
Examinationoftheshirtconducted. I 

observedashirtwhichwasorangeandblue 
in colour with fluoro sections (mine safety 
shirt). l observed3xseverancesonthe 

front of the shirt - two which were on the 
chest sectionabovethepocketsandone 

which was lower on the front of the shirt 
Thetwoseverancesonthechestarea 
appeartohavebeenmadebyasharp 

implement, possibly scissors. This appears 
tobetheareawherebusinesslogos/ 

names are sometimes positioned. I 
observed large stains brown in colour over 
thefront,backandsleeves.Apresumptive 

test for blood was carried out on multiple 
sectionsoftheshirtincluding - theback(3 

seperatesections),bothsleevesand3 
seperatesectionsonthefront.Alireturned 

a negative for blood. NIL BLOOD DETECTED. 
Generalphotographstakenoftheshirt. Nil 
furtherexaminationconducted.Property 

was placed backintothe dropsafe 
atthecondusionoftheexamination 

Conductedanexaminationofaknifeblade 
__ ,which was located 

underneatharockinacanefieldon 
 The blade was 

covered in visible soil. Nil visible blood 
staining. A random spot on both side of the 

bladewastestedforthepresumptive 
presence of blood. A positive reaction was 
obtained. Please note this does not mean 

thattherewasb!oodontheknifeblade,as 
othersubstancesuchasironwillgivea 

positiveresult.AsamplewascoUected 
frombothsidesofthebladeforfurther 
testing 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description 

QPSOVD--R 
REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

Item 08: Blue Sheet 

Item 01: Blueandwhitestriped,button-up 

shirt 

Rol!Y_CigaretteButt 

Date Collected Collection Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

CCTV - Foodworks 

From Rubbish Tip 

from  Rubbish Tip 

from rear Carpark 

belonging to QHSS Submitted 

Examination Summary 

Examination in progress. Near complet ion. I 

received one DVD-R. It contained a 

proprietarymu!tiplexedvideofile,andthe 
softwareneededtoreplayit. The video file 

contained 2 x CCTV camera views of the 
exteriorofabusinesspremises.Timeframe 
is c. 2300 on 08/02/13 to c. 0200 on 

09/02/13.CameraofinterestisCamera4 
Timeframe of interest is c. 0024.44 hours 

on 09/02/2013. I produced three optimised 
copiesofthetimeframeofinterest,inthe 
form of two types of Quicktime movie files 

Aspertask ~ requestedto 
conduct a forensic examination on Item D8 

----cont ained in 
- o!lectedfrom  
RubbishTipforthepurposesofdetecting 

blood. Visual examination revealed 
numerousstainstobothsidesofasingle 

aquaco!ouredflatsheet.Allstainstested 
negativeforthepresumptivepresenceof 

blood ... These findings are preliminary 
onlyand requirepeerreviewprior toa 
formal statement being produced ... 

Aspertask ~ requestedto 
conductavisualexaminationonitem 
--collected from Mackay 

RubbishTipforthepurposesofdetecting 
blood. Item assigned number Dl with EBC 

Visua!examinationrevealed 
numerousstainstothebackandfrontofa 
blueandwhitestriped,short-sleeved, 

button-up, collared shirt. No labels were 
presentontheshirt.A!lstainstested 

negativeforthepresumptivepresenceof 
blood ... Thesefindingsarepreliminary 

only and requirepeerreviewpriortoa 
formal statement being produced.** 

--SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
UNKNOWN MALE 1 The ONA profile 
obtained from this item/sample indicated 

thepresenceofonecontributor. Any 
referencesamplesassociatedtothiscase 

havebeenexcludedasdonorsofthisDNA 
ThisDNAprofilehasthereforebeen 
designatedasanunknown.Astatistical 

~ionhasnotbeenperformed 
- SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 

Evidence Sample. The DNA profile obtained 
from this item/sample indicated the 

presenceofonecontributor.Where 
information was obtained, this DNA profile 
matchedthecorrespondinginformationin 

the DNA profile from associated barcode 

Forensic Identification 

::~~u~~:/~:::v:;sa ~~:~~:::tr:~i:i::~Vbe UNKNOWN MALE 1 (DNA Suspect) -

provided if required (DNA Suspect) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collection Officer Exam location 

Knife Knife 

Knife Blackhandle"carving"knife 

Knife Carvingknife(whitshire) 

Clothes ltemD2:WhiteT-shirt 

Exhibit located 

From intersection of , 

 

collectedbyinvestigatingpolice(locatedon

a roof near to the primary scene) 

Collectedfrom tby 
investigating police 

From Rubbish Tip 

Examination Summary 

At  1 laboratory, conducted an 

examinationofablackhandledknife 
containedin--,Forensic 

Barcode - Purposeof 
examinationistodetect,recordandcollect 
potential DNAevidencetoassistin 

~~;e;:i~:~ - mst ance surr~~nding 

. Constable  was 
presenttophotographevidence.Observed 
the knife to be edremely rusty. No visible 

signs of blood, no presumptive positive 
areas for blood. Observed etched 

fingerprintsonbothsidesofthehandle 
Collected trace DNA sample from handle to 

assistindetermininguserofknife.NOTE 
thesefindingsarepreliminaryonlyand 
requirepeerreviewingpriortoanyformal 

statement being produced 

Conductedane,raminationofaknife 
wrapped inacloth - Theknife 

hadabladeofapprox20cminlengthand 
width predominately 2 cm for the majority 

of the length. Thetipofthebladewas 
buck!ed.Theknifebladehadreddishstains, 
thesestainsweretestedforthe 

presumptive presence of blood. A positive 
reactionwasobtainedbutitmustbenoted 

that rustalsogivesaposilivereaction(false 
positive) The stains had more of an 

apparenceofrustbutbloodcouldnotbe 
eliminated. Trace DNA samples were 
collectedfromthehandleoftheknife 

alongwithsamp!esoftherust/blood 

Conducted an examination of a whitshire 
knifewhichwascontainedinplastic 
packaging. Thepackagingandknifehad 

visible soil attached. Trace DNA sample 
collectedfromthehandle.Therewasa 

reddishstainontheedgeofthebladebut 
thistestednegativeforthepresumptive 

presence of blood. There were no other 
visibles taining.Ablindtestoftheblade 
andhi!tofthebladeresu!tedinaweak 

presumptive presence of blood result using 
comburtestslrips.Pleasenotthatrustmay 

also give this reaction 

Aspertask ~ requestedto 
conduct a forensic e,ramination on Item 02 

~ ontainedin 

--collected from  
RubbishTipforthepurposesofdetecting 
blood. Visual e~amination revealed 

numerousstainstothebackandfrontofa 
white T-shirt with a picture motif on the 

front. Shirt was 'DOMO' brand, size L 
Presumptivetestingforthepresenceof 

blood was conducted on the T-shirt with 4 
fabriccuttingstakenasaresult.Also,trace 
DNAtape-lifttakenfromtheinsidecollar 

area of the T-shirt for wearer's DNA 
.. Thesefindingsarepreliminaryonlyand 

requirepeerreviewpriortoaformal 
statementbeing.e_rocluced.•• 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location 

Clothes ltemD3:LongSleevedShirt 

Clothes Item 04: Blue Jacket 

Knife ltemDS:StanleyKnife 

Bedding Item 06: Beige Fitted Sheet 

Bedding Item 07: Blue Fitted Sheet 

FTACel!s REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
Clothes Pairofred 'Bonds' brandofunderpants 

Exhibit located 

Rubbish Tip 

Rubbish Tip 

Rubbish Tip 

Rubbish Tip 

Rubbish Tip 

from victim 

Examination Summary 

Aspertask~ reques tedto 
conductaforensicexaminationonltem03 

ontainedin 
.... ,o!lectedfrom  
RubbishTipforthepurposesofdetecting 
blood. Visual examinat ion revealed 

numerous stains to the back and front of a 

whitelongsleeved T-shirt.Shirtwas'Jay 
Jays'brand,sizel.Presumptivetestingfor 

the presence of blood was conducted on 
theT-shirtwith4fabriccuttingstakenasa 
result. Also, trace DNA tape-lift taken from 

theinsidecollarareaoftheT-shirtfor 
wearer's ONA . .. These findings are 

preliminaryon!yandrequirepeerreview 
priortoaformalst atementbeing 
produced ... 

Aspertask~ requestedto 

conduct a forensic examination on Item D4 

lllllllllri1::~;~i;r:~

RubbishTipforthepurposesofdetecting 
blood. Visual examination revealed several 

stainstothebackandfrontofablueand 
whitestriped jacket. Jacketwas'Fosseys' 

brand,size107.Allstainstested negative 
forthepresumptivepresenceofblood 
urhese findingsarepreliminaryonlyand 

requirepeerreviewpriortoaformal 
statement being produced ... 

Aspertask--requestedto 
conductaforensicexaminationonltemOS 

~ ontainedin 
~ ollectedfrom  
RubbishTipforthepurposesofdetecting 

blood. Visual examination revealed a black 
andyellowStanleyknifewith stains 

consist entwith rustontheblade. All stains 
testednegativefor t hepresumptive 
presenceofb!ood ... These findings are 

pre!iminaryonlyandrequirepeer review 
priortoaformalst atementbeing 
produced. •• 

Aspertask--requestedto 
conduct a forensic examination on Item 06 

----contained in 
--collected from  
RubbishTipforthepurposesofdetecting 

blood. Visual examination revealed 
numerousst ainstobothsidesofabeige 
coloured fitted sheet. Sheet had no tags 

Presumptivetestingforthepresenceof 
bloodwasconductedonthefittedsheet 

with2fabriccuttingstakenasaresult 
••rhese findingsarepreliminaryonlyand 
requirepeerreviewpriortoaformal 

statement being produced ... 

Aspertask--requestedto 
conduct a forensic examination on Item D7 

----cont ained in 
--collected from 
RubbishTipforthepurposesofdetecting 

blood. Visual examination revealed 
numerousst ainstobothsidesofasingle 

aquaco!ouredfittedsheet. All stainstested 
negativeforthepresumptivepresenceof 
blood ... Thesefindingsarepreliminary 

only and requirepeerreviewpriortoa 
formal statement being produced ... 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location 

Video Digi tal Media Seagate Hard Drive 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACe!ls REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERE NCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells Reference sample of 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACeUs REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

Bone Item AS: Section of damaged Cartilage 

CaseFile CaseFile 

FTACells Reference sample of 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells Reference sample of 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

FTACells Reference sam_e_leof 

Exhibit located 

CCTV -  Country Club 

Examination Summary 

lnitialexaminationofdrivesrevea!edthat 

l . Thedrivesarereadab!eandcontain a 

Linux format. 2. Videocanbeplayedbut 

withlimitedfuncionalityandwithouttime 

and date. Videoplaysback withalarge 

amount of errors and cameras flick one to 

the other etc. 3. Returningthedrivestothe 

recorder they came from and downloading 

thewaytheyaremeantto istheon!yway 

toretrieveuseablevision .  

contactedbyphoneandwillcollect. No 

- pick up further act ion 

PSD ..... 

DNA 

DNA 

PSD 

PSD 

PSD 

PSD 

PSD 

DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

PSD-
DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

DNA 

PSD 
DNA 

Attended the  Mortuary 

anddocumentedthedamagetoasection 

ofcartilageandasection oflarynx. General 

and scale photographs were taken of both 

and mikrosi l moulds were taken of t he 

damagedcartilage. Themouldswere 

Removed from transported to Scientific exhibit 

Hospital Mortuary STN 

Forensic DNA Analysis 

DNA 

PSD-
DNA 

PSD---
DNA 

PSD 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

Video Digit al Media Western Digital Hard Disc Drive CCTV - Trax Convenience Store 

Video CD L DVD QPSDVD-R CCTV -  

- Pickup 

icku 

Ex~~!n,~~i?~ -~mmary 

examination of supplied HO to ver ify ability 

to read/decode video footage from drive 
Determined that HO supplied is in a format 

thatisnotreadab!eoutsideoftheDVR 

system that it originated from . Upon 
discussion with OIC  and OS 

 ret ained exhibi t in possession 

awaiting further inst ructions. In progress 

Received 1 x CD and 1 x SATA Hard Drive 

Hard drive is a 500GB Western Digital SATA 

drive with the model number. WDSOOAVDS-

73U7B1, Serial number WCAV9N106714 

Examinationofdrivecontentsindicatesthe 

presenceofdata,however,datacannotbe 

reconstructedasvideofootagewithoutthe 

originaldigitalvideorecorder(DVR). 

Determined that HD supplied is in a format 

thatisnotreadab!eoutsideoftheDVR 

system that it originated from. Upon 

discussion with OIC  and DS 

examinationdiscontinued, 

repackeditemsandplacedin ERSsecure 

storage. Examination completed 

successfully. Received l xSwann4Channel 

DVR (incl. power supply) to examine with 

suppl ied Hard Drive. DVR is a Swann 4 

channelstandalonedigitalvideorecorder 

examination of supplied HD to ver ify abi lity 

to read/decode video footage from drive 

Determined that HD supplied is in a format 

thatisnotreadab!eoutsideoftheDVR 

system that II originated from. Upon 

discussion with O!C  and DS 

, ret ained exhibit in possession 

awaiting furtherinstructions.lnprogress 

Received 1 x CD and 1 x SATA Hard Drive 

Hard drive is a 500GB Western Digital SATA 

drive with the model number. WDSOOAVDS-

73U7B1, Seria! number WCAV9N106714 

Examinationofdrivecontentsindicatesthe 

presenceofdat a, however,datacannotbe 

reconst ructed as video footage without the 

originaldigitalvideorecorder(DVR). 

Determined that HD supplied is in a format 

thatisnotreadab!eoutsideoftheDVR 

system that it originated from. Upon 

discussion with O!C  and DS 

,examinationdiscontinued, 

repackeditemsandplacedin ERSsecure 

storage. Examination completed 

successfully.Examination in progress 

Examination inprogress.Examinationin 

progress.Examination in progress 

Examinationinprogress. Examination in 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category 

Other 

Fingernail 

FTACeUs 

FTACells 

Video CD/ DVD 

Video CD/ DVD 

Video CD/ DVD 

Video CD/ DVD 

Audio CD/ DV~ 

Exhibit Description 

PM Samples 

LeftF/NailClippings(6pieces) 
REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 
REFERENCE SAMPLE OF 

QPSDVD-R 
CCTV 'Outlaws Footage' 

CCTV from United Service Station 

Videoofhairsamplesbeingtaken 

NSWPoliceDVD-R 

Date Collected Collection Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

fromdecease ------• 

CCTV - Various Locations 

QPS DVD copy of CCTV footage 

QPS DVD labelled United Service 

Watchhouse 

PSD 
DNA 

DNA 

- pickup 

PHO 

PHO 

reg_e_ost 

Examination Summary Forensic Identification 

~o;~sus-~1~~~:~-~·;~~~-s ~~~~~~™sl 
item/sampletestedpositivetoa 

presumptivetestforblood(TMB)andwas 

submitted for DNA testing. Results are 

pending. ~ INGLE SOURCE DNA 

PROFILE - ASSUMED KNOWN 

CONTRIBUTOR. Post Mortem Sample. This 

item/samp!e provided a DNA profile that 

indicatedthepresenceofonecontributor. 

The associated barcode matches this DNA 

profile.Basedon informationprovidedto 

thelaboratory,ithasbeenassumedthat 

theassociatedbarcodeisthedonorofthis 

DNA. Given this assumption, no statistical 

interpretation has been performed. 

~ OPERSON MIXED ONA 

PROFILE This item/sample provided a ONA 

profile that indicated the presence of DNA 

from two contr ibutors ..... 

PERSON MIXED PROFILE - CONDITIONED 

ON. Post Mortem Sample. This 

item/samp!e provided a DNA profile that 

indicatedthepresenceoftwocontributors 

Basedoninformationprovidedtothe 

laboratory,ithasbeenassumedthatthe 

associatedbarcodehascontributedtothis 

mixed DNA profile. Given this assumption, 

~ SINGLE EVIDENCE SAMPLE 

EXCLUDED The statistical interpretation 

showsthattheassociatedbarcodesent 

wilhlhisexhibit reporthasbeencompared, 

andcanbeexcludedashavingcontributed 

to this mixed DNA profile 

Examination in progress. Enhancing footage 

andprocessinginatimeline. ReceivedSx 

DVD-R containing video footage of roads 

from various locations at night time. No 

audio present. Footage from Juliet St is 

dated09/02/13betweenthetimes 

00:20:40 - 00:21:08 and 00:22:02- 00:22:17, 

United Service 02/09/13 between the limes 

00:03:42- 00:03:52, Outlaws dated 

27/08/12 ch4 between the times 21:35:15 

21:35:30andch321:35:28 - 21:35:37and 

Tracksdated09/02/13ch3betweenthe 

times00:36:38 - 00:36:53.TheJulietStand 

tracks footage has been zoomed at 200% 

size and follows the VOI as it moves across 

the screen. Footage has been luminance 

optimised. Footagehasbeeneditedintoa 

timel ine with 2 seconds of black placed 

betweeneachclip.Footageisintheform 

of a mov file which is playable on QPS 

computers with Quicktime Player. Total 3 x 

DVO-R. Process successful 

Attended Watchhouseandtuw 

 - ~:: ~:~l;s CIB. 

being taken from  1111 by Senior 

Constable  from SOC 

Received 1 x NSW Police Master DVD of 

interview recording with 

23/05/13 Converted DVD to MPEG 4 video 

Exportedaudioandsavedasmp3file. 

Burned mp3 audio file and m4v video file to 

dataDVD-R lcopyonly. Process successful 

ONA Deceased) 
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ForensicNo ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Date Collected Collect ion Officer Exam location Exhibit located 

Video Digital Media Black Signet H264 4Ch DVR CCTV - Residence of - pick up 

Examination Summary 

Examination in progress. Examination in 

progress.Examination in progress 

Received 1 x OVR containing 3 cameras of 

colour video footage from a street, 

drivewayandinsideahouse. No audio 
present . Foot age downloaded is dated 

08/02/2013 00:00 - 09/02/2013 10:00 
cameras 1,3and4. Footageis .264files 
thatplayinsoftwarecatled"Playback" 
whichhasbeencopiedontoeach dual layer 
disc. The playback software wi ll work on 
QPS computers. The time and date stamp 

can notbemovedasitisrecordedontothe 

footage. Total 5 x DVD dual layer. Process 

successful. Tech assist. Received a phone 

call from Del Sgt --equest ing a 

copyoftheproduceddiscsfrom exam 

2166100. 5 x Dual Layer DVD-R have been 

copied. Process successful. 

Forensic Identification 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Cathie Allen 
l 

a , 1 u Der fad Lit liii 
image004.png 
image009.png 

Great work Sharon! Thanks for keep ing me in the loop. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist 
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 - 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 
p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 

*If you 're wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

MARK YOUR DIARY 

From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 2021 4:33 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: 

Hi Cathie, 

> 

I made the spreadsheet a little clearer and have sent on. I just wanted to let you know. 

Cheers, 

Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 
p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 

B : , · ! 1 , , , Wash your hands regularly ■. ' !' • SAVE LIVES , to stop the spread of germs. 
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From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 2021 4:33 PM 

To: Coroner Central 

Cc: FSS Corra 

Subject: RE: 

Good Afternoon Louise, 

> 

> 

Attached is a excel spreadsheet that has every item listed that has been received for this case. The "CS samples" 

Tab, lists of all the crime scene samples by barcode and has the sample description as received in the laboratory. 

The following column (column D) then shows that all of the extract tubes were located and checked. Column D has 

a N for the samples that either had no sample remaining due the work performed that has either completely 

consumed the sample or has left very little remaining that would be insufficient sample for further testing. Column 

F Indicates if there is substrate remaining as some sample types will be destroyed as part of the extraction process. 

The attached spreadsheet should cover all of the remaining information that was requested. 

Regards, 

Sharon -Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 
p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e www health qld gov au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 

B 1 

1 

11 , , : Wash your hands regularly 

•
• 

!' - SAVE LIVES ; to stop the spread of germs. 

From: Coroner Central 

Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 4:03 PM 

To: Sharon Johnstone 

Subject: RE: 

> 

> 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments unless 
you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good afternoon Ms Johnstone 

I pass on his Honour's appreciation to you and your team, for endeavouring to complete this review with an urgent 

priority. 

Again, thank you for all of your assistance in this matter. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 

Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 

Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 
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• ~ 
QUEENSLAND 

COURTS 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to prov iding high quality services. If you w ish to prov ide us feedback rega rding your contact w ith the 

CCQ, please email .gov.au 

The M agistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, present and emerging 

From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:53 PM 

Subject: RE: 

Good Afternoon Ms Gray, 

I can confirm that your request has been received. We will endeavour to provide you with the requested 

information as soon as we can. 

A number of staff will be assigned to locate each extract and substrate to confirm remaining sample. Given the 

large number of samples and the manual nature of locating these samples, I am unsure how long this will take, 

however this request will be considered as a high priority. 

With regard to the retaining of items, all DNA extracts and substrates of samples are currently stored indefinitely. 

Some substrates are destroyed as a part of the extraction process therefore not all samples will have a remaining 

substrate. Similarly, extract may be exhausted during processing to obtain optimal DNA profiles. Person reference 

samples are destroyed upon request from the Queensland Police Service and therefore the retention of these items 

is dependent on their instruction. The hair samples (3) will be retained until instructed otherwise. Please note that 

some items that were delivered to the Forensic DNA Laboratory have since been returned to the Queensland Police 

Service. 

Regards, 

Sharon 

-Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 
p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health .qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 
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B 1 , • ! I , , : Wash your hands regularly 

•
• 

!'- 'JW SAVE LIVES ; to stop the spread of germs. 

From: Coroner Central< 

Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:44 AM 

To: Sharon Johnstone< > 

Subject: FW: 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments unless 
you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good morning Ms Johnstone 

Than k you for your response to his Honour, who has requested that the following be attended t o: 

1. Confirm if all 'in excess of 150 crime scene samples' are still held, and please retain; Provide a list of what 

exact numbered sample actually is (ie. Fingernail scrap ing, blood pool from road surface etc, w ith an 

adequate description to know what each sample relates t o); 

2. Confirm if the 71 person reference samples are still held, and please retain; 

3. Retain the 3 hair samples currentl y stored; 

4. Compile and provide the 'exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates' please. 

Please treat this request as Urgent and a priority. 

Can you please confirm receipt of this email, and advise in writing when each of the numbered items has been 

completed. 

I also further advise that the Form 6 order for the destruction/disposal of all tissue samples is hereby REVOKED. 

If you have any further queries, please contact the writer. 

Kindest regards 

Louise Gray 

Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 

Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

•.=~-~ ~ 
QUEENSLAND 

COURTS 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providi ng high quali ty services. If you wish to provide us feedback regarding your contact wi th the 

CCQ, please emai l CC0  

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, present and emerging 
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From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 2:13 PM 

To: Louise Gray 

Subject: FW: 

Good Afternoon Louise, 

I have investigated the case records for the testing of this case in the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory. The vast 

majority of samples were what we call "In tube" samples. These items are submitted to us by the QPS in tubes that 

are instrument ready for our testing of the entire sample. These items will have DNA extract and some will have 

post extraction substrate remaining (sample type dependant). 

There is 3 hairs listed as being stored in the laboratory. These hairs are what remains after part of the hair has been 

subsampled and submitted for DNA testing. 

The only other samples that are stored in the laboratory are samples that were requested to be sent to the AFP 

laboratory and have returned to our laboratory post testing. These samples are listed as some of the PM samples 

that were collected during autopsy. These items have not been opened since receiving them back in the laboratory. 

In excess of 150 crime scene samples and 71 person reference samples were received for testing in Forensic DNA 

analysis. An exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates can be compiled if required. I do not have access 

to records of samples that may or may not be stored within Forensic Pathology and or the Mortuary. 

If you have any further enquiries please don't hesitate to contact us further 

Regards, 

Sharon 

~ -· Sharon Johnstone 
Acting team leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

MMMM I iiHl:itBhiM 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 

-----Original Message-----

From: Rachel Whalen 

Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 7:15 AM 

To: FSS.FDNA.Admin ; Forensic Histology 

Good morning, 

Could you please see the email below from Central Coroners and respond directly to their email. 

With thanks 

Rachel 
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-----Original Messa ----

From: Louise Gray 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 20211:50 PM 

To: Rachel Whalen< 

Subject: 

> 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments unless you 

recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good afternoon Rachel 

Would you please be able to check for his Honour whether any samples of any type taken regarding the autopsy of, 

or forwarded by the QPS as exhibits for DNA analysis etc, still exist. 

I note as attached, the Form 6 for disposal was issued on 30/09/2020. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 

Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services. If you wish to provide us 

feedback regarding your contact with the CCQ, please email  

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, present and 

emerging 

-----Original Message----

From: 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 3:52 PM 

To: Louise Gray 

Subject: Message from "RNP002673CO0ADB" 

This E-mail was sent from "RNP002673CO0ADB" (MP C4503). 

Scan Date: ll.26.202113:52:20 ( +0800) 

Queries to: ld.gov.au 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in 

an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email 

without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 

immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 
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privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, defects or 

interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were supplied. 
The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of mistaken 
delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this 
message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or 
telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the 
sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring appropriate 
use of its computer network. 

********************************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may 
be protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if 
you use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or 
copy this email without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the 
sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. 
Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 
defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may 
be protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if 
you use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or 
copy this email without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the 
sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. 
Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 
defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

FSS Carro 

Wednesday, 8 December 2021 8:08:10 AM 

image002.png 

Thank you for the advice Sharon, I have passed that on to Lara. 

Kind regards Sandy 

From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 20214:33 PM 

To: Coroner Central < 

Cc: FSS Corra < 

Subject: RE: 

Good Afternoon Louise, 

Attached is a excel spreadsheet that has every item listed that has been received for this case. 

The "CS samples" Tab, lists of all the crime scene samples by barcode and has the sample 

description as received in the laboratory. The following column (column D) then shows that all of 

the extract tubes were located and checked. Column D has a N for the samples that either had no 

sample remaining due the work performed that has either completely consumed the sample or 

has left very little remaining that would be insufficient sample for further testing. Column F 

Indicates if there is substrate remaining as some sample types will be destroyed as part of the 

extraction process. 

The attached spreadsheet should cover all of the remaining information that was requested. 

Regards, 

Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist- Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The 

best contact method is via email. 
p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■• w www.health.qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Coroner Central < 

Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 20214:03 PM 

To: Sharon Johnstone< 
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Subject: RE: 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good afternoon Ms Johnstone 

I pass on his Honour's appreciation to you and your team, for endeavouring to complete this 

review with an urgent priority. 

Again, thank you for all of your assistance in this matter. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 

Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 

Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

I! 
QUEENSLAND 

COURTS 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services. If you w ish to provide us feedback regarding 

your contact with the CCQ, please email CC0 Feedback@j ustice.gld .gov.au 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, present and emerging 

From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 2:53 PM 

> 

Good Afternoon Ms Gray, 

I can confirm that your request has been received. We will endeavour to provide you with the 
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requested information as soon as we can. 

A number of staff will be assigned to locate each extract and substrate to confirm remaining 

sample. Given the large number of samples and the manual nature of locating these samples, I 

am unsure how long this will take, however this request will be considered as a high priority. 

With regard to the retaining of items, all DNA extracts and substrates of samples are currently 

stored indefinitely. Some substrates are destroyed as a part of the extraction process therefore 

not all samples will have a remaining substrate. Similarly, extract may be exhausted during 

processing to obtain optimal DNA profiles. Person reference samples are destroyed upon request 

from the Queensland Police Service and therefore the retention of these items is dependent on 

their instruction. The hair samples (3) will be retained until instructed otherwise. Please note 

that some items that were delivered to the Forensic DNA Laboratory have since been returned to 

the Queensland Police Service. 

Regards, 

Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The 

best contact method is via email. 
p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld .qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Coroner Central 

Sent: Tuesday, 30 November 2021 9:44 AM 

To: Sharon Johnstone< > 
Subject: FW: 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good morning Ms Johnstone 

Thank you for your response to his Honour, who has requested that the following be attended to : 
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1. Confirm if all 'in excess of 150 crime scene samples' are still held, and please retain; Provide 

a list of what exact numbered samp le actually is (ie. Fingernail scraping, blood pool from 

road surface etc, with an adequate description to know what each sample relates to); 

2. Confirm if the 71 person reference samp les are still held, and please retain; 

3. Retain the 3 hair samples currently stored; 

4. Compile and provide the 'exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates' please. 

Please treat this request as Urgent and a priority. 

Can you please confirm receipt of this email, and advise in writing when each of the numbered 

items has been completed. 

I also further advise that the Form 6 order for the destruction/disposal of all tissue samples is 

hereby REVOKED. 

If you have any further queries, please contact the writer. 

Kindest regards 

Louise Gray 

Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) 

Coroners Court of Queensland - Central Region 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services. If you wish to provide us feedback regarding 

your contact with the CCQ, please emai l CC0 Feedback @j ustice. qld.gov.au 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, present and emerging 

From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 2:13 PM 

To: Louise Gray 

Subject: FW: 

Good Afternoon Louise, 
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I have investigated the case records for the testing of this case in the Forensic DNA Analysis 

laboratory. The vast majority of samples were what we call "In tube" samples. These items are 

submitted to us by the QPS in tubes that are instrument ready for our testing of the entire 

sample. These items will have DNA extract and some will have post extraction substrate 

remaining (sample type dependant). 

There is 3 hairs listed as being stored in the laboratory. These hairs are what remains after part of 

the hair has been subsampled and submitted for DNA testing. 

The only other samples that are stored in the laboratory are samples that were requested to be 

sent to the AFP laboratory and have returned to our laboratory post testing. These samples are 

listed as some of the PM samples that were collected during autopsy. These items have not been 

opened since receiving them back in the laboratory. 

In excess of 150 crime scene samples and 71 person reference samples were received for testing 

in Forensic DNA analysis. An exact itemisation of the DNA extracts and substrates can be 

compiled if required. I do not have access to records of samples that may or may not be stored 

within Forensic Pathology and or the Mortuary. 

If you have any further enquiries please don't hesitate to contact us further 

Regards, 

Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Acting team leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

p 
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/healthsupport 

Accounl1blllty 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

-----Original Message----

From : Rachel Whalen 

Sent: Monday, 29 November 2021 7:15 AM 

Good morning, 

Forensic Histology 

Could you please see the email below from Central Coroners and respond directly to their email. 
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With thanks 

Rachel 

-----Original Message----

From: Louise Gray< 

Sent : Friday, 26 November 20211:50 PM 

Subject: 

> 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 

attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good afternoon Rachel 

Would you please be able to check for his Honour whether any samples of any type taken 

regarding the autopsy of, or forwarded by the QPS as exhibits for DNA analysis etc, still exist. 

I note as attached, the Form 6 for disposal was issued on 30/09/2020. 

Kind regards 

Louise Gray 

Coronial Investigation Officer (Central Investigation Team) Coroners Court of Queensland - Central 

Region 

The Coroners Court of Queensland (CCQ) is committed to providing high quality services. If you 

wish to provide us feedback regarding your contact with the CCQ, please email 

CCO Feedback@j ust ice .q Id .gov.a u 

The Magistrates Courts Service acknowledges the traditional owners of this land and Elders, past, 

present and emerging 

-----Original Message----

From : 

Sent : Friday, 26 November 20213:52 PM 

To: Louise Gray< 

Subject: Message from "RNP002673CO0ADB" 

This E-mail was sent from "RNP002673CO0ADB" (MP C4503). 
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Scan Date: 11.26.202113:52:20 (+0800) 

Queries to : 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information 

and may be protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to 

be sent to and if you use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, 

disclose, distribute, print or copy this email without appropriate authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please 

notify the sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your 

computer system network. Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the 

mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer 

viruses, defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

******************************************************************************* 
*** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information and may be protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for 
the purposes for which they were supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this 
message and attachments is not waived by reason of mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this message or any 
attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return email or 
telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the 
views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent 
from or to addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, 
maintaining and ensuring appropriate use of its computer network. 

******************************************************************************* 
*** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged 
information and may be protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person( s) 
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it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, 
review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email without appropriate 
authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, 
please notify the sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from 
your computer system network. Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or 
destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by 
computer viruses, defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged 
information and may be protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person( s) 
it was intended to be sent to and if you use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, 
review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this email without appropriate 
authority. 

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, 
please notify the sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from 
your computer system network. Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or 
destroyed by the mistake. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by 
computer viruses, defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems. 

**************************************************************** 
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From: Justin Howes 
To: 
Subject: 

Matthew Hunt; Sharon Johnstone; Kylie Rika ; Rhys Parry 
RE: Media Update 

Date: Friday, 26 November 2021 3:00:04 PM 

Thanks Matthew 

I had just heard that the DG was very happy with the Brief we prepared, so no doubt this filter 

through to the Minister. I would suspect in addition to info through to the Commissioner of Police 

that probably helped here too. 

Justin 

A/Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health p•••• m 0438180258 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, OLD 4108 

w www.health.qld gov au/healthsupport/busjnesses/forensic-and-scientific-

From: Matthew Hunt 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:31 PM 

To: Justin Howes ; Sharon Johnstone 

Subject: Media Update 

From: FSS IRS< 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:28 PM 

To: Matthew Hunt< 

Kylie Rika <I■■■■■■■■■■>; Rhys Parry 

> 

> 

Subject: RE : Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

Matthew, 

Please find attached. 

Regards, 

Sonia 

Senior Library Technician 
Forensic & Scientific Services 
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Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p 

a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Matthew Hunt< 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:09 PM 

To: FSS IRS 

Subject: RE: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

Hi, 

Could I please have access to this related article : 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/subscribe/news  

 

 

 

Thanks, 

Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Forensic & Scientific Services, Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

p 

a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, Qld , 4108 

e ■■■■■■■■■■■■ w www.health.gld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: FSS Information Research Services 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 202111:06 AM 

To: Matthew Hunt < 

Subject: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

News alerts - Forensic DNA 
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murder case [compilation] 

Various 

The family of murdered woman are calling for an independent 

review after learning of "critical errors" made by a pathology lab that could have 

foiled the hunt for her killer. 

'Critical errors': Lab fail exposed in murder case 

Forensic biologist labels 

'forensic train wreck' 

murder investigation a 

murder: family seeks inquiry as 'DNA failures' exposed 

Lab tests under fire 

Contact us for a copy of the full text articles (QH staff only) 

*This email does not represent the full media coverage of this topic. Contact us at 

fss .gov.au if you require further information on a news story.* 

Copyright© 2021 FSS, Information & Research Services, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email as part of a current awareness service provided by Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Information & Research Services (Library) 

Our mailing address is: 
FSS Information Research Services 
39 Kessels Road 
Coopers Plains Queensland 4108 

unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Updated. 

Michael Goodrich 

Sharon Johnstone 

FW: lsx 

Tuesday, 7 December 2021 4: 14: 16 PM 

image002.png 

First was had already been confirmed with extract remaining. 

I I Swab I 90 I I 8 8 y y 

Second one can be changed to extract remaining Yes. Frozen material was stuck high in the Nunc tube. 

I I Swab I 138 I I 8 I 7 I Y Y 

Cheers, 

Michael. 

From: Michael Goodrich 

Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 2021 3:59 PM 

To: Sharon Johnstone< 

Subject: RE: ■■■l.xlsx 

Hi Sharon Here are the substrates 

I Swab 
59 

Swab 63 

Swab 65 

The extract was already located 

I I Swab I 138 

Cheers 

Michael. 

From: Sharon Johnstone 

Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 2021 3:33 PM 

To: Michael Goodrich< 

Subject: RE: ■■■t.xlsx 

Hi Michael, 

2 

5 

1 

8 

> 

8 

9 

2 

7 

y 

y 

y 

y ?remaining 

I've just condensed the data so that the DNA extract and substrate is on the same line. In doing that I 

have found a couple of samples I think need rechecking please. 

These are sample types I expect to have a substrate: 

Plus there was one sample that when looking at the rework history should have extract remaining: 

Would you mind having another look at these please 

Thanks, 
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Sharon 

Sharon Johnstone 
Senior Scientist- Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health 

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COV/0-19 pandemic. The best 
contact method is via email. 
p 
a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Michael Goodrich< 

Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 20211:47 PM 

To: Sharon Johnstone 

Subject: ■■■1-xlsx 

Hi Sharon, 

> 

Here is the raw data from locating the samples. All the barcodes were taken from the CS samples 

locations spin & ext tab. The tab that is labelled CS Duplicate barcodes removed may only have one 

sample type per barcode, where in reality we often have an extract+ a spin basket. 

Cheers, 

Michael. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Sharon Johnstone 
Paula Brisotto 
FW: Media Update 
Friday, 26 November 2021 2:33:00 PM 

Attachments: murder ueensland Health Minister Yvette D'Ath re ·ects calls from famil for in ui as 
DNA ai ures' exposed.pdf 

From: Matthew Hunt < 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:31 PM 

; Kylie Rika < 

Subject: Media Update 

From: FSS IRS 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:28 PM 

To: Matthew Hunt 

Subject: RE : Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

Matthew, 

Please find attached. 

Regards, 

Sonia 

Senior Library Technician 
Forensic & Scientific Services 
Prevention Division , Queensland Health 

p 

a 39 Kessels Road , Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 

> 

; Sharon Johnstone 

e •■■■•■■■■■•• w www.health.qld.qov.au/fss 

; Rhys Parry 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 

From: Matthew Hunt 

Sent: Friday, 26 November 2021 2:09 PM 

To: FSS IRS 

Subject: RE: Alerts - Forensic DNA for 11/26/2021 

Hi, 

Could I please have access to this related article : 
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